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To my parents. 
\ 
STIIOPSIS 
The thesis investigates both how and why many of the best post-war poets have 
moved back to use m;y-th and legend just when they seemed finally discredited. 
Chapter One briefly discusses the various scholarly theories of myth, and 
sharpens the critical terminology to be employed. It descriQes the personal myth-
systems of Yeats, Graves and Lm;rence and, conversely, the four systems most 
generally used by modern poets. 
The follovTing four chapters study, in turn, four major approaches to the use 
of myth in poetry. 2 Chapter sh011s how Seamus Heaney t s work employs legend as 
archetype; the history of Ulster being erected as a ti~eless metaphor to illuminate 
the present Troubles. Chapter Three takes the poetry of Geoffrey Hil: ~s an 
example of the development of neuly created legend, culminating with that centred 
on King Offa of Mercia. Chapter Four examines Thom Gunn' s use of myth as archetype, 
showing how the timeless can be given contemporary force, either through existential 
philosophy or Californian psychedelia. Chapter Five explores Ted Hughes' creation 
of a new myth, a nevT reality, the cr01'ming achievement. 
Chapter Six discusses i'lhy myth is still relevant, distinguishing its careful 
adoption into four modern stylistic traditions and its four major modes of relevance. 
Legend is seen as a form of place, myth as a form of time, and the best new poetry 
is recognised as utilizing both, a surprise invocation of the White Goddess. 
Number of words = c 98,000. 
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C HAP T E BO ~ ~. 
MYTH AND POE TRY. 
'As an art in itself (Poetry) is, first of all, essentially mythological 
••• It is to the poetry of mythology and not to either science or 
religion, that 1~e owe that vast obscure cosmic emotion that stirs Fi thin 
I 
us and gives us back the childhood of our race' • 
'In the dominion of myths 1{e can short circuit the intellect' 2. 
In an early essay, 'Ulysses, Order and Myth', T.S.Eliot praised James Joyce 
for having invented a way, through myth, of creating a 'continuous parallel' 
I. 
between past and present, through 1-Thich a modern "Triter (Eliot himself?) can impart 
'a shape and a significance to the immense panaroma of futility.' and 
anarchy- 1-1hich is contemporary- history' 3. 
In the early 1970' s, just vihen such rnythologising seemed to be utterly discredited _ 
the 'common myth-kitty' made infamous by Larkin4 now apparently sidestepped for 
chilly reality - four major poems appeared uhich, though united by little else, used 
myth or legendl to achieve just such' sha.pe' aHd 'significance'. Seamus Heaney's 
North and Geoffrey Hill's Mercicm Hypms take nati va legend to define the poet t s own 
relationship both to the past and his community. Modern problems of fear and 
dislocation, 'futility and anarchy-' ~ :ITe refracted: by ~ loca1 folklore which 
Heaney- rediscovers and Hill reinvents. Similar].y, Thom Gunnfs Noiy- and Ted Hughes' 
Crow take more generalised myth - rediscovered by Gunn, reinvented by Hughes - to 
explore 1 "contemporary history' and discern new perceptions, a nevT sense of violence. 
Row myth and legend again achieved relev~~ce is the subject of this study. 
The scholarly investigation of myth is a vastly tangled field, ane of little 
direct relevance to -the literary historian. As such a modern 'state of the art' 
anthology as Pierre Miranda'S ~~holo£l5 shows, myth has become the preserve of 
statisticians and psychologists, and yet it remains essentially inexplicable. 
'I know very vTell what it is, provided that nobody asks me: but if I 
am asked and try to explain, I am baffled 16. 
The surest path into this quaqmire is a short, masterly accoQ~t by Northrop Frye, 
which I can do no better than paraphrase. A myth is essentially a story about a 
god. It develops from an oral, communal tradition', a~d myths differ from folk tales 
only because they are organised into the more complicated structure 'of a mythology. ~ 
Such a mythology attempts to explain the creation of a complex society. It t'Lus 
often also produces a theogony, a chronicle of the gods from their origins to the 
present day,&~d constantly is revised to fit the changing needs of the society from 
which it arises. In just such a 1-ray, modern society has continually redefined its 
theories of myth itself; and these conflicting viewpoints have, in turn, variously: 
informed the u~~es made of myth by poets, ri1~ers--Jof< their O'-Tn secondary vTor-lds. I 
shall take the oeven major theories of myth in their historical order. 
2. 
The earliest, and most obvious, interpretation of myth was that it is ancient 
history transcribed, 'the gods you worship 'Ifere once men' 8• This view provided an 
easy weapon for later Christian apologists, of whom the Sicilian Euhemerus9 gave 
it his name. His lost Sacred History supposedly-revealed that both Kronos and 
Zeus were merely kings of Crete, not Creation. More sinister was the way in which 
this theory could be reversed, and thus used to trace present autocrats back to the 
goas. The most striking examples here include Virgil's glorification of Rome and 
Augustus in the AeneidIO , the early Tudors' attempt to trace their origins in 
l-!'elsh Arthurian mythII , and Elizabeth I' s subsequent self-identification vri th Diana 
12 
and Astraea • More recently, the historian has been seen, ironically, as himself 
a myth maker, extrapolating "res gestae' - the reality of history - from 'historia 
rE'~'.l1II gestarum' - the accounts which survi vel3 • Allied to this is the idea of 
myth i tsclf as a 'para-history', accompanying real history but recording 
'not what happened but what people, at different times, said or 
believed had happened,I4. 
If sober historiro1s are only concocting fictions, then a poet's version. of the 
past is no less true, indeed more emotionally coherent, because such imagination is 
overt. Mercian'Hymps, therefore, is a more complex achievement than any- lineal 
historical survey of the Midlands, a better myth, a more realistic legend. 
The main rival to euhemerism as a portmanteau theory ,Tas that myth is a kind 
of primitive science, a structuring of the natur& ·world. 'All metamorphoses are 
the physics of the early ages', Ovid's poem is a manual of alchemical, hidden 
knoi.rledgeI5 • The folly of reducing myth to such a secret langu2.ge was satirised 
by Ben Jonson in The Alchemist, an attack on such cloudy, misleading rhetoric. 
'Both this, th'Hesperian Garden, Cadmus' story 
Jove's shower, the boon of Midas, Argus' eyes, 
Boccace's Demogorgon, thousands more 
All abstract riddles of our Stone,l6. 
An offshoot- of this, scme theory ,las the idea of aetiologyI7. Myths '\-Tere rega=ded 
here as mistaken explanatj.ons of phenomena, vJhether of human life or external 
naturel8• Poets proved eager to plunder such. intriguing narratives, the fanciful 
invention of origins, whether in the stately playfulness of courtly epillin -
'Therefore in sign her treasure suffered wrack, 
Since Hero's time hath half the ,,;orld been black,I9 -
3. 
or in Ted Hughes bitter cosmology, 1-,here such blackness is due to Crow's negation. 
A third school of theorists interpreted myth instead as moral didacticism. 
Perhaps 'the Greek gods are rakes, and unnatural rakes,20, but all can be thus'l 
interpreted as mere allegory. 'rThatsoever things .. rere 'h'1.'i tten aforetime 'Here 
written for our learning,2I, an approach which dismantles the paradox of a 
(supposedly) Christian culture deriving so many of its educational models from an 
(undoubtedly) pagan literature. Mythology, thus cleanse~ could become a 'non-
discursive form of ethical teachingl22 • This impulse lay behind those mythological 
handbooks, most notably Eoccaccio' s Gem,eol"oaia neoru.m23 , which became the stock in 
trade for any serious Renaissance poet, a kind of moral esperanto. 'Eoccace's 
Demogorgon', invented by the Italian but passed off as a classical deity, is 
, 1"1.-.; r. 
rB!er:..'ed to as ~ by Jonson - as already seen' - and by Spenser, NarlorTe, Dryden, 
Milton and even Shelley24. Such allegorical interpretation could easily become 
absUrd~5 or' self-defeating26• The whole theory was later turned on its head vThern 
Eultmanm attempted to de-mythologize the New Testament27 , seeing myth as obscuring, 
rather than expressing, an ethical code. Similaxly, the major employment of this 
device by post-war poets has again been essentially negative. Seamus Heaney has 
used Northern legend to stress intolerance: and pointless sacrifice; 'l'ed Hughes ha.s 
created an alternative to the biblical account of creation, 1-rith ~, in which, God; 
is impotent, the universe la horror beyo~d redemption l28 and morals nonsensical. 
The 19th century added two further theories to his maelstrom: myth as philology 
and myth as ritual. F.Max Muller's description of myth as 'a disease of laYlguage' 
has, nevertheless, a long and distinguished history29, the gods being regarded as 
'nothing but poetical names which are gradua~ly allow"ed to assume a 
. i' I' t ,30 divine personality never contemplated by the~r or g~na ~nven ors • 
Myth is therefore an adjunc~ of poetry - rat~er tharr vice versa - Cassirer's idea 
of myth as itself a kind of langufLol'"O, a 'symbolic form,3I through which we can 
a.pprehend external reality. Ruthven has drawn an interesting parallel here ITi th 
the French symbolist poets. For Mallarme language becomes in effect a form of :-
myth32 transcending verbal co~~unication, the senses beguilingly confused. 
'Le pur soleil qui remise 
Trop dl~clat pour l'y trier 
,\. / Ote ebloui sa chemise 
'Sur Ie dos uu vitrier l33 • 
Here, syntax 'appeals to nothing but itself, to nothing outside the world of the 
Poem' 34, J.0 ts OvTn m-,ytholorJ'tr. C v sIt ° h 1 ~v bJ on er e y, cer <lJ.n sc 0 ars sarr myth not as a ritual 
ordering of "lords but as a verbalisation of ritual, 'in almost every case the myth 
was derived from the ritual, and not the ritual from the myth,35. This forms the 
mastering impulse behind J~G.Frazer's monumental work of anthropology The Golden 
13ough. The priest of Nemi, the Sacred ,-[ood, is traced through a bewildering maze 
of primitive fertility rites, to his mythic origins as Jupiter (his spouse is Diana; 
'The Goddess whom he served and married ••• no other than the Queen of 
Heaven, the true wife of the Sky_god,36. 
The 'Cambridge School' applied these new' insights specifically to classical myth. 
This developed, und0r the influence of Roger Fry, to the idea of myth as a symptom 
of spiritual illlease - 'mythology •• , springs like ritual from arrested, unsatisfied 
desire' 37. If these theories, perhaps understandably, inspired little poetry-
least of all in the verse translations of Greek drama by Gilbert Murray, another· 
Cambridge ritualist 38 - Jessie L. I'feston' s arcane burroviings certainly did. Her -
work develope~out of ~~ser's source material in an exactly contrar~ direction 
to Fry's. FnomRitualto R66ance 39 postulated the Grail legends as folk memories 
of a lost fertility religion of ancient Europe, the king ritually slain each Spring 
to bring rebirth,._renelial. This fired, almost immediately, The l:aste Land and a 
whole revival of the quest tradition, from Auden to Geoffrey Hill, its imaeery as 
potent as it now seems historioally dubious40 • R:ltual is seen not as a disease -
as it vTas for Fry - but a healing force, 'stirring/dull roots with spring ram,4I. 
_ The present century has developed ti'TO further tools with which to' dissect myt~ 
killing as they probe, structuralism and psycho-analysis. Freud related myth both 
to dream and to the unconscious mind (three of the prime sources of poetr~). 
'A large part of the mythological view of the world ••• is nothing 
but psychology projected into the physical world,42. 
As for Fry or Jane Harrison, myths are evidence of psychic, or sexual, imbala~ce. 
Theseus's adventures in the labyrinth, by such a reckoning, are 'a representation 
of anal birth: the trTisting paths are the bowels and Ariadne's thread is the 
umbilical cord' 43 • It is no surprise that such heaV""J Ii terp~lism-, straightfor~:aI'd 
as a jigsaw puzzle, has influenced not lite~~y c~eation but'literary criticism. 
FJ.'his is seen at its finest in Ernest Jones' teasing out of the Oedipus theme jn 
Hamlet
44
• In contrast, Jung believed that man had become sick precisely because he 
Was alienated from the 'mythopeic substratum of his being,45. This wc;,s itself a 
universal and underlying 'collective .unconscious' which is 
'identical in all men and thus constitutes a common psychic substrate 
of a suprapersonal nature which is present in everyone of us,46. 
It is expressed through certain 'archetypal images', the building blocks of both 
poetry and myth. Unfortunately, attempts -like Maud Eodkin' s Archetypal Patterns 
in Poetr~47_ to isolate these ~hic imageBhave so far proved futile, revealing the 
poet's individual preferences and obsessions, not those of the tribe. Jung's 
theories are certainly less dismissive of the arts than those of Freud. His se'arch 
for universals not the particular has close links vli tl! Cassirer' s idea of myth as a 
'symbolic form' of expression, along with language, science and poetu:yitself'., ,fo'£" 
'the spirit opposes an image rTorld of .i ts own to the factual l:orld of 
. • d t d • t·· . t 48 experlence, pure experlence as oppose 0 erlva lve lmpreSSlon • 
This is somewhat vague, a scheme of little direct application to either 
'poetry or its criticism. Cassirer' s real breakthrough was his idea, akin to Jung, 
that there exist 'basic mythical configurations' united by their 'underlying 
structural form l49 , an insight central to structuralism. ~.yth studies are again an 
offshoot of linguistics, the synchronic (as opposed to diachronic) methods of de 
Saussure50 developed into Claude Levi-Strauss' search for 'my ttemes' , the basic 
constituent parts of myth, and the structures into 'which they are built. 
'The true constituent units of a myth are not the isolated relations 
but bundles of such relations, and it is only as bundles that ttese 
relations can be put to use and combined so as to procuce a meaning,5I • 
Roland Barthes attempted to create such structures in v~thologies52, a collection 
of contemporary legends (a more accurate definition), 'semiologies' which indicate 
modern values through the meaning given to such symbols. Thus steak and chips :are 
a sign of worldly success; alternatively Caesar's hairstyle in a conteffiporary French 
film sums up our received opinions of the classical ;iorld. The eventual result of 
such symbols is, as seemingly that of much recent myth-criticism, wholly destructive. 
The 'very end of myths is to immobilise the lrorld,53. Conversely, the best PO(t~y 
has al i·rays struggled to be constructive, reanimating myth - taking it away from 
those "ho would either emasculat8~or ignore it - and turning it again into a livine 
6. 
force. vTe return to Eliot's 'continuous parallel' betrleen art and reality, the 
everyday and the transcendental. 
Indeed, to paraphrase Frye again, myth remains, for poets if not scholars, 
primarily a source of stories, to be repeated or adapted at will. Poetry and ~~h 
have three major points of contact. ~~th provides the 'total verbal commuhication' 
of a society. It enables the creation of a poetry rich in natural metaphor. Myths 
are themselves ' abstract literary patterns' ready to be developed into art. A ferT 
precise definitions would help here, based on the authority of the Oxford English 
Dictionary54. The rlord 'mythology' was first used by Lydgate in 1412 to indicate 
'the exposition of myths'. Its second meaning, 'a mythical story', is now rare, 
though it was in COlIli"ton use in the 17th century-. The third definition, 'a body of 
myths', and the fourth, 'that department of knowledge that deals 'Kith myths', both 
came to prominence in the 19th century; they reveal a confusimn similar to that in 
the Greek55 , 'mythology' being both a set of myths am the study of myth itself. 
'Myth' itself is introduced much later, first noted in 1830, and takes on two 
56 
additional meanings, again deriving from a similar dichotomy in the Greek • ~~h 
is 'a purely fictitious narrativm' and, leading from this, 'a fictitious person or 
object' -the popular, unliterary definition of myth as a lie, an untruth. The most 
important process at yrork here is one of specialisation, of narrovTing dOlm. The 
Greek word 'rm,lthologia' vTas thus sharpened from meaning 'general utterances' to 
connote 'stories' and, eventually, 'traditional tales of gods and heroes,57. I~ the 
same way, G.S.Kirk separates off 'legends' - stories based on historical events -
moral fables and folklore to define a myth as a 'traditional tale', a 'narrative 
with a dramatic structure and a climax ••• attractive or important enough to be passed 
from generation to generation,58• Myths are 'multiform, imaginative, inconsistent', 
'on the one hand good stories, on the other bearers of important messages 
about life in general and life-~Ti thin-society in particular' 59 • 
In this study, I shall use 'myth' to indicate a traditional tale lihich a:rises 
communally, and 'mythology' to mean a collection of such tales (not their study). 
I shall take 'legend' to connote a localised and unauthentic story 'popularly 
regarded as historical' 60, arId 'folktale' to indicate a story concerned not ',-i tt 
the gods but the 'life, problems and aspirations of ordinary people,6I. There ~ 
no hard and fast rules here, especially in the interaction behrecn oral and ~~ri ttell' 
culture. The reoounter of myth and the literary artist who shapes it _ imparting 
to it his own personality - are often one and the same man. Such culture is not 
linear but circular, an endless round of myth into poetry, poetry back into myth. 
'Folk traditions, beliefs and legends are drawn up by poets and story 
tellers from the COIIlIi1on stock and shaped into literature, which ••• is 
reshaped as folk tales, ballads and proverbial sayings, until these in 
their turn become the inspiration.'of a ne., poet' 62• 
If myth cri ticis:n has evolved - albeit to'iTards incomprehension - into a 
science of mythology, then literary criticism has similarly attempted to analyse 
this interface betVTeen myth and poetry. One possible approach was 'thematology'. 
! 
Here a specific myth is examined not structurally, as by Levi-Strauss, but 
h~storically, a diachronic rather thM synchronic approach. This isolates the ,.ay 
in which differ en t writers turn a myth to their ovm ends 63 , but prove, ultimate ly, 
only the obvious; 'it is history, not myth, that is illuminated'and displayed. 
fAll myths go through Iruch the same stages in mirroring the different 
ages ••• anyone of the enduring myths provides a model for the rest f64 • 
More pervasive has been the search, follo.ring Jung, for literary archetypes. Joseph 
Campbell has further reduced these to one underlying pattern, the monomyth of 
separation, initiation and return, fa separation from the world, a penetration to 
sooe source of pOlmr, and a life-enhancing return' 65. Unfortunately, other critics 
have, 1'li tll equal assurance , posited a different archetype as all-embracing. Mircea 
Eliade suggested that of creation 66" Geza Roheim 'the death and apotheosis of the 
Primal Father,67 and Fitzroy Raglan an fur-ritual celebrating the Dying GOdf68 • 
Ruthven is, as usual, clear headed. Such aberrations are not only eS30ntially 
implausible, but they demean literature (and myth), taking away attention from 
• the local specificities of a particular book towards some myth lThich is 
held to be older and grander than the book one is ••• talking about,69. 
Indeed, Martin Dodsworth has pointed out a kind of mythic faking carried out by 
t . t f d'·' 70 some poets- to answer this demand for ready archetypes, 'the a:ln a aca eID:lC:lSO • 
71 Again, in his essay 'Mrs Bennet and the Dark Goes: the Truth about Jane Austen' , 
Douglas Bush, most sensible of myth critics, has parodied excessive searching for 
archetypes in the most realistic, unsymbolic literary texts. Philip Rahv's remark 
about Joseph and hl B Brot,h.£Fs - f it is not so much a mythic novel as a novel on 
72 b mythic themes' - should ahTays e borne in mind. The most extraordinary ,,'ark to 
8. 
equate myth and poetry, hor/ever, remains Northrop Frye's The Anatomy of Criticism. 
Literature itself is seen to be a myth system, seasonal and cyclic; mythology is 
itself 'a grammar of literary archet;;:pes '. Poetry :is a myth~· myth".. a kind C)f poem. 
Poets too heve erected complex mythological systems, and for much the same 
reasons, to clarify their Oiill 'Work and provide a theoretical backbone for the flesh 
of creation. In the three most outstanding -,and eccentric _ myth systems of the 
century, the real subject is not the need for a poetic mythology but the author's 
fear of coming chaos. His structure is not a fortress but 'fragments I have shored 
against my ruin,74. Thus, in A Vision, H.B'.Yeats used automatic i .. riting. the 
prompting of the spirit, to divide humanity into the 28 phases of the moon, subject 
to the winding gyres of Concord and Discord. History is seen as an endless circle 
in which men are condemned always to play out the same roles, in which e8ch era 
always ends in anarchy, 'those who do vi61ence,75. History is also the symbol of 
individual existence. '~he life of Christ corresponds to the mid-reriod between life 
and death,76, the spirit is purified after each death - 'the more complete the 
expiation the more fortunate the succeeding life' 77 - but the era of Christ is 
drawing to its end, as did that of Leda before78, and his awn death approaches. In 
'The End of the Cycle', Yeats admits that this new era terrifies him, that his 
system, so laboriousl~ constructed, brings no real revelation, displays no comfort. 
'But nothing comes - though this moment was to rei':ard me for all my:- toil. 
Perhaps I am too 01d,79. 
. . . ·80 ,; t In The ~Thite>Goddess_ ~'Robert Graves is writil,lg, ~like .'leats, for 0 hers 
(rather than just for himself),basing his discoveries on historical myths r~ther than 
spirit language, but the Q~derlying purp02e remains the same. A chance connection 
between the rrelsh poem Cad Goddeu and certain Greek tree alphabets leads Graves to 
synthesise, from a lTide body of myth, the dominant figure of the llhi te Goddes:::. She 
represents the three eternal aspects of woman - mother, bride and layer out of the 
dead - and,tied in with the seasons and (again) the phases of the moon, enacts 
'the single grand theme of poetry; the life, death and resurrection of 
the Spirit of the Year, the Goddess's son and lover,8I. 
Any true poet must 'forship the Goddess, vengeful as she is, and such blind devotion 
is the 'single poetic theme', from Shakespeare's Sycorax to Keats' 'Belle Dame san~ 
Merci'. This is inimical to a...'1Y Christianising tendency, destroying G.!.T.Hopkins,for 
'it has become impossible to combine the once identical functions of 
poet and priest without doing violence to one calling or the other,82. 
9. 
Graves makes a further distinction between Apollonian, or Classical, poetr,r - which 
celebrates authority - and truly Bardic verse, dedicated to the Goddess. In the 
present ' cockney civilization', poets have lost touch "1i th the natural "Torld, and 
thus the Goddess; 'the myths too ~e wearing thin,83. The whole work, subtitled a 
'historical grammar of poetic myth', is a sustained attack on the modern ,,'arId. Its 
'patriarchal God' and 'theocratic society' are twin 'causes of our unrest', which is 
further mirrored in the encroaching 'faith' of comounism. Graves calls, through his 
worship of thA Goddess, for the poet to reassert his role as the conscience of the 
race, at present lost in a world which, as for Yeats, has gone mad; a lTOrld where 
'money "Till buy almost anything but truth, and almost anyone but the 
truth-obsessed poet ,,84 • 
. . , ,85 In Apocalyps~. ,the third of these myth-systems, D.H.Lawrenc~ also attacks 
modern society through its myths, here concentrating his fury on the final book of 
the Bible. J3y default, the Book of Reveiation 'ShOlvS what we are resisting, 
86 unnaturally' • lIhat it condemns as evil is, for Lawrence, virtue; a Manichean 
sense of duality in which 'th~ supreme triumph is to be vividly, most perfectly 
alive ,,87. Revelation therefore exemplifies Christianity at its most vindictive, 
gi "ring the t death kiss to the Gospels' 88 ,just as Judas did to Christ. JJal'.TenCe nOvl 
turns to give an extraordinary reading of Revelation, as twisted a devotional sermon 
as the 1-Thi te Goddess is a mythic detective story, A' Vision an eccentric manual of 
world history. He turns conventional wisdom on its head to reveal Saint Jo~~'s 
vision as a pagan legend, overlaid "Ti th Judaic motifs, presenting 
'the myth of the birth of a new sun-god from a great sun-goddess, and 
89 her pursuit by the great red dragon' , 
creativity pursued by evil. If Yeats is despondent and Graves merely truculent, 
Lawrence turns his myth into a triumph. Good will eventually defeat bad, starting 
'with the sun, and 
90 the rest will eventually happen' • As Ruthven indicates, 
La1vrence's mettod here creates as it apparently destroys, conversely 'remythifyine 
basic materials in the very process of upending them,9I • All three myth-systems 
are basically eccentric; they have little d.irect relevance to their creator's 
poetry (and yet 171 thout that it is doubtful if any of them "Tould have reached print). 
10. 
l-lhat they do reveal, umdttir.gly, is both the essential confusion and yet the 
inexplicable seriousness of genuine myth, far closer to its spirit than any dull 
academic exercise. It is in such obsessive creatiun that myth arid poetry interact. 
The attraction, hOi-TeVer, of those four myth-systems which have continued, 
almost secretly, into modern poetry has been not arcane symbolism but general 
narrative, not individual grief but the the endlessly adaptable stories of the 
tribe. It is the variations, rather than similarities, of approach'to these un-
changing sources that prove illumLiating and properly continue the tradition. One 
of the merits of the Greek pantheon, f0r example, has been its tidy and remarkably 
Ii terary nature. LackL'1.g the 'crude pOller and ecstatic dislocation of ordinary 
life,92 - or, indeed, most myth- it substitutes for this an unparalleled depth of 
association with English poetry93. Indeed, it is only by default that classical 
myth is readily noticed, as in the tdecreations' of The "Vaste Larld940r -the memoriale 
in Anglo-Saxon verse of a lost civilization, ruins o£!both masonry95 and mythology. 
The three main narratives of Greek myth have proved endlessly fascinating, ever 
adaptable. The fall of Troy may symbolise failed beroism - as in Gunn's 'Tbe 
Wound,96 _ but it also' presages the bope of Mo:J;J:?7. The two doomed bouses of 
Mycenae evoke Greek tragedy at its most ruthless - bloodsbed postponed in 'Fhaedra 
in tbe Farm House,98 - yet Eliot could turn them into country house melodrama99 • 
Again, if Roy Fuller can turn the Greek beroic adventm'es in"to tragedy - 'teeth 
ground flat in violent dreams of guilt,IOO - his son John can, with equal truth, 
make the labours of Hercules into a complex literary game. Structure is erected 
here into its o .. m myth, through which to allegorise human duality and failure. 
'Yes, even so, the heroes gone at last 
Who ;-iere the only status of a past 
d Ii d I · I ,101 That bored us all an e compu s~ve y • 
The Roman myths are again essentially literary and ada~ble, 'created artificially, 
I . d f t· ,102 PastoralI03 has been used, in a piecemeal fashion, over a ong per~o 0 ~me • 
from The ShephcN'des Calender to Thyrsis, to explore the maturo of IOBs.- Again, Y 
104 105 
metamorphosis is social for Pete~Porter, beastly for Glmn, for noy Fisherme£ical 
'exercises in changing, in full vie .. " one tr.ing into another who~e n2.ture 
was qui te unforseen at the outset ••• playing over the startling idea 
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until it began to loosen and dissolve, and yield place to another' • 
Truly classical myth is 'everlasting elastic' 107 , a-- symbolism accepted precisely 
because no-one actually believes its tenets. The mythology of a religion still 
(at least officially) generally believed in poses more complex problems. 
II. 
If classical gods have embroidered the surface of English poetry, then its 
essence has largely been Christian, though the second has often adopted the imager~ 
of the first. Edwin Muir's The Labyrinth describes the Fall in terms of Theseus, 
a tortuous way back to Eden, 'strange that I shall halp me/to that strange landI08• 
Milton conjoins Judaic narrative and Greek reference, Christ - like Zeus - banishing 
the 'Typhon huge tI09 • Christian faith ma~have retreated from the alleg0rical 
certainties of The Dream of the Rood - wood itself transfiguredIIO_ or the medieval 
devotion of Peari - vision as trustIII - but on the 'darklhig-plain~II~ c o£ Victorian 
doubt,-belief was still possible, emblematic. See, for example, G.M.Hopkins vic" 
of ship~~eck as Fall, death by sea an image of the Crucifixion. 
'The dense and driven Passion, and friehtful s;-~eat: 
Thence the discharge of it, there its swelling to be,,!I3. 
Christian myth remains both literary artefact and act of faith, image and essence, 
'regarded, in a multitude of conflicting or overlapping definitions eitter 
as uniquely significant history or as uniquely true mythology,II. 
It falls, again, into three major narratives. The Hebre;; myths of the Old Testament 
, M'lt f dII5 t b' t t f 't t t' (b th lo'c rema1n, as 11 on oun ,mos su Jeo 0 ree ~n erpre a lon ecause eo gl-
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ally super~eded). Thus is made possible D.J.Enright's mischievous Adem Unparadisei, 
Patrick Creagh's 'To Abel Day by Day' - tender and self-reproaching by turn - or 
II7 John Co l .;per Powys' latinate epic I,ucifer, Eden once more located on Olympus • The 
New Testament narratives have been more relocated in -the poet's image. Christ is 
1I8 f" ·S th Am • 1I9 d t 1 relocated on an ice-flow ,constructed rom lron ln ou erlca an ye alSO 
found in a clay_pitI20• Christ's face is a metaphorical ikon for Kathleen AbDott;21 
6 • G • B + kI22 whereas his childhood is witbdrawn, in 2 alphabetical sections, oy aVln anwoc .• 
Faith, too, depends on the poet's personality. In For the Time Eei~ W.H.Auden mak~ 
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the Annunciation a complex celebration - 'all its occasions shall d~~ce for joy' -
while, for T.S.Eliot, an equally new convert, such knowledge brings only pain, 
' ••• an alien people clutching their gods. 
I should be glad of another death, I24. 
Temperamental and doctrina.l differences similarly colour the third variant of 
12. 
Christian myth, the love of ritual. Geoffrey Hill's 'Tenebrae' is mysteriously 
emblematic!25 , Auden's 'Horae Canonicae' is direct and technically a tour-de-for~:~ 
David Jones' The Anathemata is its 0,,'11 ceremony. Here the Mass is redefined in 
terms of cockney slang and Arthurian myth. 
'The cult man stands alone in Pellaro's lands: more precariously than he 
knows he guards the signa ••• he can fetch things new and old,I27. 
It is this sense of ancient holiness that Christian myth best evokes. 
Indeed, Arthurian legend has formed the principal native source for poetic 
myth precisely because of the possibilities it provides for such allegory. The 
Welsh 'Matter of Britain' is overlaid with French courtly loveI28 , tragedy is 
grafted onto epic; Malory's prose Le Mort D'Arthur itself vrelded by Ccctton into 
one continuous narrative (myth again made literate). That alliterative masterpiece 
Sir Gawain and the Green Knight was, for all its exquisite moral structure - the 
shameful garter does still save Gawain - still set in a real, harsh world, '~Tyth 
wodwos, ~at woned in pe knarrez; I29. Conversely, Arthur becomes, for Spenser, a 
shado"il"Y representative of 'Magnificence ,130, for Tennyson, a perfect VictorianI3I • 
It was by going back before Malory that modern poets have rediscovered Arthur: the 
approach to the Chapel Perilous - 'only the wind's home' - in The Haste LtmdI32 ; 
Hill's Merlin considering the 'outnumbering dead,I33; Gunn's Merlin contemplating 
escape, 'an end and yet another start,I34-. C.H.Sisson fuses faith and patriotism. 
He imagines Arthur dreaming aw~ the centuxies on Avalon, awaiting enlightenment. 
'What augury? Or is there any such? 
They pass over the oak and leave me there 
Not even choosing, by the serpent's head,I35. 
f h o to al . 136 Milton m~ have rejected the theme of Arthur or 18 rta 10n eplc , but three 
contemporary poets have centred their best'work around him; David Jones - in the 
K!ng Pellarnt s L2.ude' section of In Parel'.thesis as well as The AnatherIlata - Charles 
Williams and John Heath-Stubbs. For ~illiaos the Grail is the perfect fulfillment 
of the Christian life, a world '~hel'e 'the Incarnation and the Sacrament;: .... ha:;rpen', 
Logres is 'Britain and more than Britain,I37. fTilli&~s remains more conv~r.ci~g as 
a myth t::oori3t than as a poet .':-lIis verse is lyrically unpleasing, and the fincl 
section of The Region of the Summer stars is forced rather than rosolved, less 
argued thml sermonising. Arthur is nov' forgotten; it is the Pope who is inste2d 
13. 
'co-inherent all in Adam and all in ChristtI38. Nevertheless, Williams' influence 
on Heath-Stubbs was more beneficial, and the later poet's ArtoriusI39 masterlT. 
As carefully ordered as Ldz.lls· of the 'Kine to pursue the idea of order, enmeshing 
myth and modern reality - Taliesin/Tiresias, the church warden of Gloucester Road _ 
AXtorius clarif;ies and presents its creator's epic concerns. It is-aserious'comedy. 
'Liberty, like Truth, lies in a tension 
But no temporal forms finally translate 
The idea of order, which ever oore we are urged to,I40. 
It is Arthur whose very mystery best embodies this order, a kingly divinity. 
The influence of native legend has been far more nebulous, depending on oral 
sources rather than: literary myth, the 'old philosophy of this island,14I. Since 
... ' . , ,142 Lyr~cal Ballctds ,folk traditions have proved a force for regeneration, a sure 
palliative against self-involvement. Such is Yeats' collation of Irish folkloreI43 , 
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Auden' s recasting of a Mummers play in Paid on Both Sides, Thorn Gunn's Jack Stra1'TI4~ 
or Vernon Watkins' ritually repetitive evocation of the Mari Lwyd,tl).e'horse of death. 
tIt is a skull we carry 
in the ribbons of a bride,I46. 
Such native legends can be p01'7erful even vThen fake. The most notorious examples 
here are the Romantic espousal of OssianI41 and'the supposedly 'secret diluvian 
truths' of the DruidsI48 , Greek myth merely a second-hand accretion of ancient 
British wisdomI49 • Both sources, however spurious" could still prompt genuine poetIY 
- real toads from imaginary gardenst50 - whether Blake's complex, changing mythology 
based on ancient Albion, or Doughty's religious magic (again f:rom Britain's dav1ll). 
!'''That golden Branch, which berries bears, a,parks ••• 
Even Christ, our druid: 1'Thich graffed, in our souls 
152 Though die our flesh, shall they not taste of death' • 
This concern with the ancient - myths of brutality in North, myths of power in 
Mercien Hymns - often spills into landscape, the (literal) contours of the past. 
Briggflatts makes its 0"'''Tl music from the sOWlds of old Northumbria - bull, mason and 
lark are all expressions of native earth - 'by such rOCks/men killed Bloodaxe,I53. 
'Logan Stone' shapes itself like the sacred relic it evokes, an 'immobile motion' thm 
is a legendary metaphol' for the poet and his love, compressed into the timeless. 
" . - 'what force it ta..l{es to be a 
logan-
stone you and I what cold applied 
granite-fire 10bCirl:g on weakness 110 storm can movo us,I54. 
I4. 
Similarly, Jeremy Hooker's early 'awareness of chalk and flint' is sharpened into 
legend in Solent Shore, past and present continuous, 'the Dorset hills like aerial 
t 1 · ,156 I d umu ~ • need, such evocation need not lean on the ancient. Roy Fisher's 
Cit~ uses modern folklore to shape the model~ urban landscape, 'a dry epic flavour, 
whose air is human breatb,I57. It is the localising that is important - Charles 
Olsen taught geographical scrupulousness as "Tell as bad .rri tingI58 - local pride is 
erected into complex myth. Thus Hugh Macdiarmid's Scotland becomes a thistle to a 
drunkardI59 , John Montague's The Rough Field evokes Ireland as that 'dark permanence 
f . t f ,160 o anc~en orms • 161 In native legend 'the chains go deep' • 
Before the present century, a poet could presuppose this common ground - of 
classical, biblical and Arthurian myth, perhaps also the legends of his orm locality 
- as s~ared between himself and his audience, and in turn refer to it in various 
subtle ways. Such reference could be ironic (witness Chaucer's misogynist Merchant 
making the cuckolded Jenuarie's roll-call of 1\Tedded virtue all Biblical traitresses; 
Rebecca, Judith and EstherI62) or suggestively erotic, coitus as myth. 
'Leander novT, like Theban Hercules, 
Entered the orchard of th' Hesperides,I63. 
. . h ht th A .... • • 164 hid Mil ton's lists of exotic dei t~es - Ihsroc , As "aro ,.l"u.~masp1an - emp as e 
daep learning, a high seriousness. In contrast; Spenser erected a stylistic distance 
from his material, subverti~g rape into coy domesticity and myth into allegory. 
'Nor Jove himself, vThen he a sVlan vmuld be 
For love of Leda whiter did appear: 
. 165 
Yet Leda was they say as white as he' ., 
Again, Marlowe made pastoral a pretty, unrealistic retreat - though Ralegh found 
166 . , 167 d t f "U 11 such'fragrant posies' 'in folly ripe, in reason rotten - an ye or ~!arve 
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it was a complex symbol for man and Nature, the nymph and her Faun. Myth :Is a gal'de2 
'The gods, that mortal beauty chase 
Still in a tree did end their race.;69. 
Pope made myth arbiter of established order, knowing '"w"hen to repress and "hen 
indulge our flights,17 0 , thus satirising any human folly placed near it. Dulnezs is 
172 
made divineI7I , Belinda's' 'rape' is overburdened by its complex cosmology of genii. 
Shelley, conversely, made the pantheon symbol of a new order, myths of revolutio~ 
fA new Ulysses leaves once more 
Calypso for his native shore,I73. 
15. 
~~th can indeed express temperament. Keats's poetry deepens from sensuous 
~ 
delight to sad elegy, from 'a white Naiad in a rippling stream,I14 to 'the pale 
Omega of a withered race,I75. 
176 Again, Tennyson's melancholy - Arthur passing like ITl the sun, the Greek gods 'careless of mankind ••• looking over wasted lands' deolines 
into Swinburne's sadistic decadence, 'a ghost, a bitter and luxurious god,I78 • As 
earlier, for Blake, myth seemed to be lOSing its force, its terminology hidebound. 
'The languid strings do scarcely move! 
The sound is forc'd, the notes are few!~I79. 
Clough could stress this diEcontinuity between myth and reality, in modern Italy, 
while still perversely hoping otherwise (as he rejected faith while wishing for it). 
'Is it illusion or does there a spirit from perfecter ages 
Here, even yet, amid loss, change and corruption abide?,I80. 
The horrors of the Great W"ar turned 1filfred Ovren from a shallow neo-Keatsian _ 
'Let slip the writhing of Antaeus' \Tists: 
Tho~e hero's I hands that.~wrenched the necks of bulls 1I8I _ 
into a real poet, dealing '-,ith real experience, 'Vlell, blood is dirt,I82. After 
two holocausts, poetic myth seemed, for many, evasion not explanation, a sad 
abdication of responsibilityI83. ~~at had once been common ground was irretrievably 
(or so it seemed) churned into the mud of the Somme, the mass graves of Auschwitz. 
The loss of such comuon ground has led poets either to abandon myth or to 
employ a mythology not readily understood by the general reader, impoverishment or 
obscurity. Four escape routes from this impasse have, so far, been laboriously 
hacked out, conveniently enough by the four most interesting British poets to emerge 
since the war. Seamus Heaney has adapted his native legends, archetypes of ritual 
slaughter, into a l,ay of understanding,and going beyond;the present- Irish 'TroubleE.' 
Geoffrey Hill has erected his Mercian heritage into a new legend, in which Offa 
reigns again, lord of pact, present and future. Thom Gunn has made the Circe mythc 
an archetype of beasthood into godhead, a focus for his psychedelic vision. }~ost 
ambitious of all, Ted Hughes has created the new myth of Crow, no less than an 
alternative history of the universe. It is the intention of this study to show hO~i 
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this nervous, fragmentary use of mythology has provided some (if not most) of the 
major poetry "'"1'i tten since myth and legend - classical, Christian or other.dse -
effectively Hent underground. 
16. 
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man than •••. ten years ago and much more po,';erful in argument' (p 8). 
80. Robert Graves, The i{hite Goddess: A Historical Graramar of POE:'tic Myth, London 
1946, revised 1952, further enlarged and amended edition, London 1961. 
81. Ibid p 422. 
82. Ibid p L25. 
83. Ibid pr458-9. 
84. Ibid p 14. 
85. D.H.LaI'Trence, Apocalypse;- London 1932, rC'printed Fith an introduction by 
Richard Aldington, Harmono.s1'l orth 1974. 
21. 
86. Ibid p 125. 
87. Ibid p 125. 
88. Ibid p 18. 
89. Ibid p 85. 
90. Ibid p 126. 
91. Ruthven p 47. 
92. Kirk (1974) p 91. 
93. See, again, the two essential studies by Douglas Bush discussed in note 24; 
Mythology and the f~enaissance Tradition in English Poetry, Minneapolis 1932 
and Mythology and the Romantic Tradition in English Poetry, Cambridge, Mass., 
1937, together yith the later, more genor3!-1 (and considerably less detailed) 
Fagan Myth and Christian 'I'radition in English Poetry, Philadelphia 1968. 
94. Craig Raine's interpretation of 'l'he ;~aste Land, reincarnation to'.Tards 
degeneration rather than perfection, quoted by lYIichael Schmidt in Fifty ~~odern 
British Poets, London 1979 p 130. 
95. 'The Ruin f, The Earliest BrJ.glish Poems, translated M. Alexander, Harmondsvrorth 
1966, Pf 29-31, probably the Roman ruins of Bath, (poem itself part lost). 
'i-Tell-wrought this wall: 'Fierds broke it. 
The stronghold burst ••••••• ' 
96. Thorn Gunn, Fighting Terms Swinford 1954, revised New York 1958, further 
revised London 1962, p 9 - 'growing up - to see Troy burn - las Neoptolemus'. 
97. Thorn Gunn, Moly, London 1971, p II - - '1';hen I was near the house of Circe, I 
met Herm8~ in the likeness of a young man'. 
98. Ibid prI9-20 - 'the chimney will be spli tl and that l'aistcoat be blood'. 
99. i.e. T.S.Eliot's The Family Reunion, London 1939, brings up to date the myth 
-of Orestes in terms of polite drama, a no more {or less) 'true' account of the 
myth than, say Jean-Paul Sartre' s more overtly brutal treatment in Les rouches. 
100. Roy Fuller, ~LYthological Sonnet XIX, Collected Poems London 1962 p 210. 
101. John Fuller, The Labours of Hercules: A Sonnet Sequence (raCA poets II), 
Manche~ter 1969, sonnet 14.- 'the theme of these poems is an allegory of a 
basic human duality' (p I). The same basic idea, fictionalising :the-hero's 
12 tasks, • is just as brilliantly turned into detective fiction in Agatha 
Christie's The Labours of Hercules, London 1947 , the labours of Hcrculo 
Poirot. 
102. ~,Iichael Grant, Roman lIIyths, Iiondon 1971, rev. ed. HarmondSlTorth 1973, p xv. 
103. See, for example, l:illiam Empson, Some Ver:::ions of Pastoral, London 1935. 
104. Peter Porter, 'I,:etamorphosis', Once' Bitten, 'l'I-;ice l'itten, London 1961, 
'As in a vTerewolf film I 'm horrible, far 
Beloll the collar - my fingers crack, my tyrant suit 
Chokes me as it hugs me in its fire' 
22. 
r05. Moly prI4-15; man attempts to metamorphosise back from animal to human form, 
'From this fat dungeon I could rise to skin 
And human title, putting pig ,dthin'. 
106. Roy Fisher, The Cut Pages, London 1971, Note p 7, commenting on his five 
'Metamorphoses' - 'the mass of things, indistinguishable one from another, 
loosing their qualities into the common cloud, their depth squashed by the 
refraction and obscured in the stain, forms pushed out of line' (p 15). 
107. J.A.Symons, Essays Speculative and Suggestive London 1890, Vol 2, p 147, 
quoted Ruthven p 4. 
108. EdvTin Muir, 'The Border', The Labyrinth, London 1949 p 35. A remarkable 
collection vlhich gains further cohesion at each reading,a··myth ::li:ar our time. 
'Scene after scene, the tale my fathers told, 
But I in the middle blind, as Homer bline'. (p 9). 
109. John Milton, 'On the Morning of Christ's Nativity' (1629) lines224-6, 
'Nor all the Gods besioe, 
Longer dare abide, 
Not Typhon huge endimg in snaky twine'. 
1100 Henry ~1'Teet, An Anglo-Saxon Reader, Oxford 1967 (rev. D. 'Fhitelock) (p 153-9. 
The poet sees, in a dream, the Cross, an image shifting bet~7een glory aYld 
suffering. It becomes a surrogate for Christ - 'puthdrifan hi me mid deorcan 
naeglum ••• opene imddhlemmas' (they pierced me with dead nails ••• the 
open \':ounds of malice) - yet suffering leads 'to sal vaticn after 'v'ita 
heordost/IEtodum ladost' (the harshest of punishments/most hateful to people). 
III. See Medieval English Verse, transl. Brian Stone, HarmondsV!orth 1964, rP 136-74. 
The poet's grief for his dead child, allegorised as Pearl, is transmuted both 
by her ov:n 'blysse' and through legend .-the visipn of the Ke,' Jerusalem and 
the provession of angels, lereby the Lamb of God, which concludes the poem. 
112. Matthe~' Arnold, 'Dover Beach', ",'e are here as on a darkling plain' 
The Sea of Faith 
Was once, too, at the full, and round earth's shore 
Lay like the folds of a bright girdle furl'd. 
But nOl'I I only hear 
Its melancholy, long, vi thdrm-Ting roar'. 
113. G.M.Hopkins, 'The Vreck of the Deutschland' stanza 7, Poems and Prose of 
Gerald Manley Hopkins ed. :.H.Gardner, Harmondsv:orth 1953 p 14. The 
Crucifixion is mirrored by the death of the nuns, 'five ••• the cipher of 
23. 
suffering Christ', the poem ending 1dth a hymn of submission and praise to 
God, and a plea for the mythic rebirth of England (stanza 35) _ 
'Our King back, oh, upon English souls 
Let him easter in us, be a dayspring to the dimness of us, be 
a crimson-cresseted east'. 
114. Elizabeth Cook, The Ordinary and the Fabulous, London 19b~, p 38. 
Before this century, the bible provided 'the only highly developed, literary, 
mythological stories v:hich ',;ere heard by uneducated people in the Christian 
period, and they meant as much as the GreeK stories to poets and men of 
letters' (p 38). 
115. See C.A.Patrides, Milton and the Christian Tradition, Oxford 1966. Milton 
is certainly more free ,;i th Old Testament myth in Paradise Lost than ri th 
N8i-? Testament myth in Paradise :iegained - the latter is too intrinsically 
holy to be too much embroidered. 
LlC. D.J .Enright, Paradise Illustrated,: London 1978. The title poem re-enacts 
the Fall in a comic, wry, ultimately ~atger bitter way, the impact of death -
"It v;as different in my day' 
Said Adam. 
'People lived for ever then". (Poem XXXII p 40). 
111. Patrick Creagh, To Abel and Others, London 1970. Cain addresses his brother 
throughout, the murderer murdered (Yithout punctuation) -
'I am afraid of your last depths 
fish in their o,'m monstrous light' (p 32). 
John Co~~per Porys, Lucifer, London 1956. The hero, as for Milton, is again 
Satan, but even the gods Gre, in the end, subservient to the cold universe -
'And o'er the heads of gods and giants svnmg, 
In patient unperturbed indifference, 
The punctual planets; and the planets above, 
In pride yet haughtier, marched the Milky Way' (1974 reprint p 151). 
118. David :-:evill, A Christ of the Tce-floes London 1966, 'painfully he comes'. 
119. Francis Berry, The Iron Christ London 1938, repro in The Galloping Centaur: 
Poems 1933-1951, London 1952 - the building of a Christ sculpted from gun 
metal on the border of Chile and Argentina prevents wItI' bet'leen the t .... 'o, 
'Bit by bit emerges It, 
Gun, Iron, Man, Christ. 
1~0 scattering in alarm, 
Here is the r·;an of Iron' (1952 ed., p 58). 
120. Jack Clemo, 'Christ in the Clay Pit', A Map of Cl?=y London 1961, 
'I seo his blood 
In rusty stains on pit-props, wagon-frames 
Bristling 1':ith nails, not leaves ••• ' 
24. 
121. Kathleen Abbott, 1,jasks and Ikons London 1973, 'the mask conceals and lec.vr-s 
us questioning; the ikon reveals', meditations on the face of Christ _ 
'The face is mysterious _ 
how it hides, in my darkness' (p 41). 
122. Gavin Bantock, Christ: A Poem in Twenty Six P~rts, Oxford 1965. Unfortunately 
'Jesus cried - in hollow bombast' (p 131) sums up this massive work. 
123. r .H.Auden, For the Time Being, Nevi York 1944 - the concluding line to this 
'Christmas Oratorio', Advent made modern. .'. In the 'Massacre of the Innocents' 
section, for eXe\mple, Herod is supremely sinister because so apparently 
reasonable:-'I'm a liberal. I rant everyone to be happy' - a pose offset by 
the tl-0 poems that follm, , gratuitous, ";illing slaughter and despair. 
124. T. S.Eliot, 'J"ourney of the Magi' (1927), Complete Poems and Plays 1969 p 104. 
Cf. 'A Song for Simeon' for the same l:eary rejection of a long-1·rilled 
experience which is nOI" beyond the range of endurance - the worshipper too 
old, too ,"eak - 'Let thy ser::l.l:t.lli depart/having seen thy salvation' (p 106). 
125. Geoffrey Hill, Tenebrae London 1978 -
'Our love is what we love to have; 
cur faith is in our festivaJis'. (p 43). 
126. "F.H.A.uden, Collected Shorter Poems 1927-1957, London 1966 (1969 ed p 323-38). 
Each canonical hour also represents human life, from birth to death, and 
the history of the church, from Adam's birth in 'Prime' to the ideal 
community of 'Lauds', 'God bless this green ,"corld temporal' (p 338). 
127. David Jones, The Anathemata, London 1952, 2nd ed. 1955, (1972 ed. p 50). These 
'fragments of an attempted writing',- themselves heavily annot.ed by the poet 
himself, look increasingly impressive, partiGularly as critics gradually 
make lighter their undoubted complexities - s~e Agenda 51- 3 (Spring/Summer 
1967) and-1I4-I2I (Autumn/rinter 1973/4), both special issues on Jones' York, 
and Rene Hague, 'I.Iyth and Mystery in the Poetry of David Jones' Agenda 15 2- 3 
(Summer- Autumn 1977). It is a moot point 1'hether Agenda has been of most 
help to Jones, or Jones of most help to Agen6a. , 
I28. See Leslie Alcock, Arthur's Britain, Harmondsworth 1971:, for ~'the' literary, 
historical and archeological oackground to Arthurian studies, and Richard 
Barber, King Arthur in Legend and History, London 1973, for a concise study 
of Arthurian themes in later English literature. 
129. Sir. Gavn?in ffild the Green Knight, trans1. B.Stone, Harmondsuorth I959, 1.721. 
The poem co~bines tyO distinct Celtic motifs, the beheading game and the 
threefold challenge, but the forest through .. :hich Gawain passes - in a 
rapidly telescoped narrative - is real enough, terrors recreated in Ted 
Hughes' ~;odi\o, 1Jondon 1967, "Fhich takes this quotation as its startinG point. 
130. See Barber p 138, 'follOldng tho fashion for Arthurian refc::-cnces in chivalry' 
131. See Christopher ~icks, Tennyson, London 1972 pf264-76, quoting Henry James _ 
'Arthur is rather a prig' - and Algernon Swinbu:rne's chlelly accu::'11te jibe 
that it should be retitled 'Morte D'Albert or Idylls of the Prince eonso:rt'. 
132. T.S.Eliot, The 'Haste Land, liner 388-9, (See also note 41) 
'There is the empty chapel, only the l-Tind' s home. 
It has no ... ·Tindows, and the door s'Hings'. 
133. Geoffrey Hill, For the Unfallen, London 1959 p 20, 'Merlin',tJtPicallyelegiac, 
'Arthur, Elaine, l~ordred; they are all gone 
Among the raftered galleries of bone'. 
134. Thorn Gunn, The Sense of Movement London 1957, pr 56-8, 'Merlin in the Cave: 
He speculates Hithout a book', typically personal, 'my rants agree/in the 
sweet ~romiscuity of the bee'. 
135. C.H.Sisson, 'In Insula Avalonia', In the 'l'rojan Ditch: Collected Poems and 
Selected Translations, Manchester 197 4,p 'Q~ See Schmidt, pr 269 70. 
136. See Geoffrey Ashe, 'The Visionary Kingdom', The Ouest for P~thur's Britain, 
London 1968, 2nd ed, 1971 p 20. 
137. Charles ~'Tilliams, tTiThat then is the achievement of the Grail', Arthurian 
Torso, ed. G. S. Lel-Tis, London I94B, p ~o • 
138. Charles 1;Tilliams, 'The Prayers of the Pope', The Region of the Summer Stars, 
London I9~~4-, n.n...t .. J. \95'0 Y 1:.0, 
139. John Heath-Stubbs, Artorius: A heroic poem in four books and eight episodes, 
London 1973, 2nd revised ed. London 1971. Each section is based on an 
astrological sign. Cf Paul Turner,-Tennyson, London 1976 PrI49-69. 
140. kDtbl1ius p bZ. 
141. John Milton, Areopagitica, 1644, quoted Ruthven p 68. 
142. vTilliam ;:ordscorth and Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Lyrical Ballads 1805, ed. 
D. Roper, London 1968. See, in particular, Preface p 21, 'Lov; and rustic 
life vas generally chosen, because in that cond~tion the essential passions 
of the heart find a better soil in "Thich they can attain their maturity'. 
143. Most notably in his bycle of plays based on Cuchulain, and his 01,-n field 
rTork collating folk-tales. 
144. T.- .H.Auden, 'Pai§.. C?I?- Both~Si~es', POE'ms, London 1930, revised ed. reprinted in 
Collected Longer Poems 1968. The mock-sinister action follol;s the bizarre 
Mummers pattern - the Doctor brings his patient back to life - but tl:is 
'charade' takes on political overtones. See also R.J.Tiddy, The Mummers 
Play Oxford 1923, repro Chicheley 1972. 
145. Thorn Gunn,.Jack Straw's Castle, London 1976, Pf48-58• 
26. 
146. Vernon rlatkins, Ballad of the Mari LlTyd, London 1941, based on a symbolic, 
"rooden horse head ceremonially paraded on the last night· o:f the year ... 
I', 'IHdnight. Midnight. Midnight. Eidnight. 
Hark at the hands of the clock'. 
147. Macphe::'son had some access to oral Scottish folk tradition, hOl':ever bogus 
his 'discovery' of Ossian - see Ruthven p 67. 
148. 'Killian rordsvorth, Ecclesiastical Sonnets 3, 'Trepidation of the Druids' _ 
'Portending ruin to e~ch baleful rite 
That, in the lapse of ages, hath crept o'er 
Diluvian truths and patriochal lore'. 
149. Jacob Iryant New System ••• of Ancient Mythology, London 1774-6, quoted Ruthven 
p 68. Greek myth is not original but derived/stolen from the Babylonians. 
150. Thomas Gray praised the lJelsh poet vTillie,m Mason (Rutflven p 68) f6r a 'new 
mythology peculiar to the Druid superstition end not borro~;ed of the Greeks' 
151. Blake again believed that Britain \~as the ancient fount of civilization (se.e 
Ruthv.en p( 68-70) and this ,"as reflected in his own confused, often self-
contradictory~myth-system; see S.Foster Damon, A Blake Dictionary:the Ideas 
and Syubols of lTilliam Blake, London 1973. Nevertheless, Blake l'iaS in many 
rrays profoundly unmythical. In The I,~arriage of Heaven and Hell 'the Ancient 
Poets animated all sensible objects v:i th Gods or Geniuses', b'utsuch~ 
innocent myth-making 'as turned by the Priesthood into ',a rigid system -
'Choosing forms of VTorship from poetic tales. 
And at length they pronounc 1 d that the Gods had orderl~d such things. 
Thus men forgot that All dei~ies reside in the human breast'. 
152. Charles Doughty, The Dmm in Britain I L(). .... h~ ,'",0<'" U, (g<;-I'1Q. 
I53. Basil Punting, Briggflatts, London 1966, 2nd (reset)ed.p 13 .. ·BlDodaxe is made 
the presiding deity of old Northumbria much as Offa is of Mercia. 
154. D.M~Tho:nas, Logan §tone London I97I (pages unnumbered). 
155. Jeremy Hooker, Solilocuies of a Chalk Giant, London 1974. A note on the giant 
p 52, 'aWareness of chalk and flint coincides with my earliest impressions'. 
I56. Jeremy Hooker, ~olent Shore, Manchester 1978 p 16, 'Tertiary Song'. 
157. Roy Fis~er, 'City', Collected Poems 1968, London 1979 p 27. The city here 
is, of course, Birmingham - victim of both ~-ar and tOHn plruming. 
I58. For a rr:ore charitable vie~: of the influence of Olson's Maximus Po('r.1~ - based 
on a close identification ~·ith the fishing village of Gloucester, Mass. --
see Natb.aniel Tarn, '~~orld 1~ide Open', International Times, 28 June 1968. 
159. Hugh Macdiarmid, A Drunk Man Looks at the Thidle, L~ ... d .. ", 1926. 
r60. John Montague, The Jough Field., Dublin 1972, p 15. 
161. Jeremy Eooker, Solont Shore p 29, 'Floating-Bridge'; 
Is it, perhaps, the sludge 
of nostalgia, or the unseen 
seen too narrowly'. 
162. Geoffrey Chaucer, Tho Marchantes ifale lines 118-130. ';) 
27. 
- "~ 
163. Christopher EarloYTe, Hero and Leander sestiad II, lines 297-8. (See note 19). 
164. Jo.hnJ(ilton~,.Para~ise Lost, Book 6,1,,441, Book I 1.422. 
165. Edmund Spenser, Prothalamion lines 42-5. 
166. Christopher 1,~arlovTe, 'The Passionate Shepherd to His Love' line IO(Orgel p2II) 
161. Sir ~"~ alter Ralegh, 'The Nymph's Reply' line 16. (Orgel p 212). 
168. Andre"\~ !,larvell, 'The Nymph complaining for the death of her Faun', The 
Metaphysical h")ets, ed. H. Gardner, Harmonds"l'Torth 1951, pr241 - 250. 
'I have a Garden of my Oim 
But "Hi th Roses over grO";-m 
And Lillies, that you would it guess 
To oe a little 1filderness'. (p 249). 
16_9. Andrei", Marve~l, 'The Garden', ibid p 256 . ..,.." wildern.-ess no more. 
110. Alexander Pope, An Essay on Criticism line 94 -
, 
'Hear how learned Greece her useful rules indites, 
Vhen to repress, and Y:hen indulge our flights; 
High on Parnassus' top her sons she showed, 
And pointed out those arduous paths they trod'. 
I11. Alexander Pope, The Dunciad.Book I lines 11-8. 
'Still her old empire to restore she tries, 
For, born a goddess, Dulness never dies'. 
I12. Alexander Pope, The Rape of the Lock. See Ruthven p 58, a poem w~ich 'for 
all its superficial hostility to myths and their makers, depends heavily 
upon the existence of a reading-public well-acquainted with classical 
mythology' • 
I13. Percy Bysshe Shelley, Hellas lines 11-12; 'A brighter Hellas rears its 
mountains/from "aves serener far' (lines 1-8). 
174. John Keats, I (Epistle) To George Felton EattheH', Poetical "-orks ed. H .Garrod, 
London 1956 p 23 -
, • •• I am oft in doubt 17hether 2.t all 
I shall again see Phoebus in the morning: 
Or flush'd Aurora in the roseate d~~ing~' (lines 20-22). 
115. John teats, 'The Fall.of Hyperion' Canllio I, line 288, 1"Yorks P 410. 
28. 
176. Alfred, Lord Tennyson, Idylls of the King, closing lines of 'The Passing of 
Arthur', darkness yielding to a new dawn. Arthur's funeral barge passes 
'Dovm that long '\"later opening on the deep 
Somev;here far off, pass on and on, and go 
From less to less, and'vanish into light, 
And the nevT sun rose bringing the ne1'l year'. 
177. Alfred, Lord Tennyson, 'The Lotus Eaters'. 
I7iB. Algernon SWinburne, 'In memory of Charles Baudelaire' stanza 15, lines 4-7 _ 
'That thing transformed ',,-hich l:as the Cytherean, 
With lips that lost .their Grecian laugh divine 
Long since, and face no more called Erycine, 
A ghost, a bitter and luxurious god'. 
179. William Blalce, 'To the Muses', Poetical Sketche" (lines 15-16). 
180. Arthur Hugh Clough" Amours du Voyage, introduction to eanto II. Ironically~ 
Matthe1': Arnold's pastoral lament for Clough, ThyTsis, revealR just such 
, 
a hardening into cliche (lines 97-98); 
'She loved the Dorian pipe, the Dorian strain, 
But at, of our poor Thames she never heard'. 
181. lfilfred OIven, 'Antaeus: A Fragment', Collected Poems, ed. C .Day Lev,is, 
London 1963 p 120. 
182. 'Inspection', rorks p 79; 
"Blood's dirt", he laughed, looking away 
Far off to 1-There his vTound had bled 
And almost merged for ever into clay'. (lines 9-rr). 
183. See Al Alvarez, 'The Nei'; Poetry .££ Beyond the Gentility Principle', proface 
to The ne~T Poetry ode Alvarez, HarmondSl',orth 1962, arguing cogently for a 
more committed poetry - 'it is hard to liv6 in an age of psychoanalysis and 
feel oneself wholly detached from the dominant public savagery' 1966 ed.p27. 
See also 'Introduction' to Poetry of the Committed Individual: A Stand 
Anthology of Poetry, HarmondsHorth 1973, ed. Jo~ S'ilkin. 
184. See Terry Eagleton, 'Myth and History in Recent Poetry', British Poetry 
Since 1960: A Critical Surveyed. M. Schmidt and G. Lindop, Oxford 1972, 
Pi 233-239. 
eRA PTE R TWO. 
L ~ G END A S ARC BET Y P E: 
ToR E POE TRY 0 F SEA MUS REA N E Y. 
29. 
In the poetry of Seamus Heaney, Irish legend is used as an archetype of tribal 
violence and revenge, unchanged from' Coltic pre-history to tho present 'Troubles'. 
This is to explain, not condone, such willed brutality, the poet as archeologist. 
Indeed, in an illuminating account of his training as a ~~iterr, Heaney expands on 
the equation between farm work and literary creation which underlies much of his 
early 1-'ork. This is expressed most blatantly in ':Digging' lThich (significantly) 
opens his f~rst full collection Death of a Naturalist 2 - an ironic title in 
retrospect, for Heaney's response to the natural world deepens rather than 
atrophies- in later poems. Indeed, Heaney sees his work as a kind of expiation for 
the poet's escape from 'the earth of physical labour to the heaven of education,3, 
and a recreation of the former in terms of tho latter. Legend is reborn through 
craft (the carefpl delineation of archetype),tne pen'proves asmightvas~thespade~ 
'Between my finger and my thumb 
The squat pen rests. 
I'll dig with it,4. 
The effect of this dichotomy beti'~een manual work and the watchful intellect lies 
at the centre of Heaney's early poetry, and to some extent enervates it. This 
attempt to describe the world in a flurry of metaphors and tropes gives his more 
facile poems, as even his most convincing champion has noted, a kind of showiness 
'an axiomatic quality that is perilously close to being self-defeating; 
they can even in cumulation constitute their Ow~ kind of precosity,5. 
The same critic has also detected an unpleasant note of violence - the perr in 
'Digging' also rests 'snug as a gun', an over-emphatic distinction is dravm in 'The 
E§2'ly Purges' bet'r~een the soft tm:n and the realistic country. This seems, in turn, 
to mirror a similar division ,~ithin the poet, and is ~hus unconvincing in tho 
brutality - moral and linguistic - of its slick conclusion. 
RPrevention of cruelty' talk cuts ice in town 
Where they consider death unnatural 
6: 
But on w'ell-run farms pests he,ve to be kept do'h'U' • 
Heaney's eaJ.'ly facility, which was most noticed by early revie'.;ers, can now' be 
/ 
seen to be underlaid by a sense of unease and reilned-in violence, a sensitivity to 
) 
the disturbances of modern Ireland - sectarian, social, heir to both the le[encs rune 
massacres of the past. Heaney, increa,sine;ly O.l;are of his ovm cuplici ty, is later 
to mnke this archetype of violence his o.:n, a territory- ''for the dispossessed'. 
30. 
In Death of a Naturalist this sense of unGase is learnt from the natural 
world - the spade again instructing the pen - the title poem tracing the progres~ 
from child.hood certainties, 'the •. arm thick slobber/of frogspa-.. -n', to adult 
disillusion and fear, these tadpoles beccme 'great ~ll'me k" th A ,,-...;, In[S ••• ga erett 
there for vengeance'. This threat seems almost sexual -'obscene threats', 'if 
I dipped my hand the spawn would clutch it' - and this fascination for the 
sinister continues l'n ,mi he BAarn' - 'mouse-gr-ey', 'cob-Iebs cl' l' ogglng up your unrs 
the bright eyes of bats - the young poet himself chaff, prey for predators, 
'I lay face-dm-lll to shun the fear above. 
The t'\:o-lugged sacks moved in like gre2.t blind rats' 8. 
In 'An Advancement of Learning' these fears l.are faced direct, '.,ith deliberate, 
thrilled care', and thus defeated, the rat here (in a reversal of the process in 
'Death of a Naturalist') reduced, through a poet's close 09servance, from 
terror to something pathetic, 'cold, '\·~et-furred, small-clm-led'. Man's 
interaction with Nature is similarly ambivalent, alchemically turning milk 
into the 'gilded gravel' of butter in 'Churning Day' but, in 'Blackberry-Picking' 
turning 'summer's blood', through picking, into a 'rat-grey fungus'. The proces~ 
is beyond the poet's redemption, 'each year I hoped they'd keep,kne,; they ":ould 
not' • 'Da .. :n Shoot' extends this destructiveness to a more deliberate killing, 
the careful slaughter of a snipe, not for profit but sport, a kind of ';;arning, 
'The ones that slipped back l~hen the all clear got round 
Yould be the first to eX&lline him,9. 
In 'Turkeys Observed' these more domesticated birds are also seen in death 
but 'cowering', retaining none 'of the smelly majesty of living', their 
mortality expected even in life and now human fodder, ranged in 'cold squadrons' 
ready for Christmas. This is the same kind of natural, enforced death accepted 
in 'The Early Purges', but just as that, unconsci()usly perhaps, predicted 
future civil slaughter here the turkeys resemble later human victims, 'just 
another poor forked thing'. More pregnant -;.;i th 1 ife, conversely, is the -- crop 
gathered in 'At a Potato DigGing', 'live skulls, blind-eyed', gathered a~ if 
in religious a~;e - 'processional stooping', 'homage to the famine god', a 
seasonal altar' - and given 'libations of cold tea', sacrifices of crusts. 
31. 
These accidental offerings are homage to the past, for 'live skulls, blind-eyed' 
serves. also to describe those victims of famine when 'hope rotted like a marro' .. ~', 
'A people hungering from birth, 
grubbing like plants, in the bitch earth,IO. 
This 'running sore' of history is brought chilringly to life in 'For the 
Commander of the Eliza' i;here, again, 'living skulls' shock into compas~ion, 
'gaping mouths and eyes/bursting the sockets like spring onions in drills', 
victims reduced to animality 'like a flock of starving gulls'. O:fificial 
intolerance here presages a future 'violent and '.;i thout hope', and unease is 
intensified by ti:O cameos of religious bigotry - the Protestant in 'Docker', 
'blunt as a Celtic. cross', \·;ho clamps speech 'in the lips vice' and makes his 
faith into 'mosaic imperatives' c('''1trasted vdth 'Poor T-omen in a City Churcl:', 
Catholics Khose 'bees\·.ax bro'·;s 1 resemble the candles they light, symbols of 
the deadening ritual to l:hich they kneel. This tacitly made comparison, 
stern intolerance and feeble prostration, lead.s inexorably to future conflict. 
Death of a Naturalist is not aJ,l so negative, hOi'JeVer - it also rBconds 
everydayepaphanies .(to reach their apogee much later in St~tions), moments 
of sudden illuminaticm in either life or art v:hich symbolise a wider continuum. 
'The Diviner', for example, discerns 'the pluck of water' through his 'grB.en 
aerial', a homing in on the 1secret stations' of earth echoed in 'Gravities'. 
Rere, Joyce's yearnings to'ward Ireland, 'blinding in Paris', are seen as a deep-
rooted instinct held in common with lovers who 're-enter the native port of 
their embrace', like the poet's eye in ''t·'aterfall' a motionless point' in a 
turning:orld '",hich 'YGt records the motion standing still' ,(motion controlled, 
. the 'CoW in Calf' '(,hose heats and calves 'keep corning and going', the 'Trout' 
which ramrods the current in a 'volley of cold blood'). Art should be as preciSE: 
as the best crafts, the 'curt cuts' of the spade's 'bright edge' so admired in 
'Digging' reproduced in 'In Small Tm-nlends' as a painter's eye for detail, 
'The splintered lights slice like a spade 
That strips the land of fuzz and blotch, 
II Pares clean as bone' • 
Similarly, 'Synge on Aran' celebrates that yiri ter' s truth to the hardships of 
Irish peasant life, his 'nib filed on a salt ":ind/ and dipped in the keeninc sea'. 
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Conversely, in 'Saint Ii'rancis and the Birds', Prancis' s be:::'t poem is his 
preaching to the birds, art as act ion, 'his argument true, his tone light'. 
Art must challenge not palliate, like Beethoven ':0 concerto in 'The Play l-:ay', a 
snare to trip children 'to fall into themselvc;s unkno~:ingly', and unlike the 
'narcotic strumming' of 'The Folk Singers', prostituting folk tradition so that 
'pale love' is 'rouged for the street'. These visions require hard "ork to 
achieve their mysteries, as does the keeping pure of this 
'Numb passion, pearled in the shy 
Shell of a country 10ve,I2. 
Heaney's own ~ove poems concur. 'Poem' (addressed to his i~ife Marie) tru:es 
up the ever-present digging metaphor to compare hi~self as a child, his mud 
'W'alls always washed away 'before the rising autumn rain' with his adult self, 
'1\Ti thin new limits nOl~, arrange the ":orld 
llithin our walls, '\·~ithin our golden ring,I3. 
In 'Honeymoon Flight' this ner: arranging is implicitly compareu to the plane 
hanging 'miraculous' in air, 'travellers, at this point, can only trust', 
while 'Lovers on Aran' compares love to the meeting of earth and ~:ater, 'sea 
broke on land to full identity'. Similarly, in 'Valedictian', loss causes 
discord in nature, 'need breaks on my strand', '\-,hile the cautious lovers in 
'Twice Shy' are held as 'hm':k and prey apart. Heaney's imagery approaches the 
metaphysical, emotion frozen into tropes dran .ei thor from craftviork - in 
'Scaffolding' the lovers, like 'masons', let olrl bridges fall 'confident that 
"e have built our '\-,all' - or the natural "arId - as in 'Storm on the Island', 
',.where this neVi house faces (partly symbolic) tempest, 
'We are bombarded by the empty air. 
Strange, it is a huge nothing that we fear,I4. 
This sense of love, and the historical nexus which surrounds it, extends 
to the poet's own family. 'Ancestral Photograph' (more tightly rhymed and 
constructed than Heaney's usual technique - in ':hich art tries to disgui::ce 
itself) closes this 'chapter of our chronicle'. Heaney':::: great-uncle 'begins to 
fade/and must come do-.n', both his portrait relegated from bedroom 1 all to the 
at.tic - repository of forgotten family history ana the legeno.s of the past -
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----- and his memory consigned to hl.·story. mhese cr ft h b ~ a save een pass8c on, 
from uncle to nephe", father to son - Heaney hin:sclf learnt them 'twenty yC:2~S 
ago' herding cattle to the fal.·r - but th 
- cy are no .. atrophying ,dth proGress, 
'No room for dealers if the farmers shopped 
Like housel;i ves at an auction ruom ••• ,15. 
Such losses, the accumulated folk -"isdom of previous generations, are importa.l'lt, 
even if revealed in apparently trivial asides - as in 'Digging', 'by God, the 
old man could handle a spade/just like his old man'. They aTe, ho .. ever, often 
sl~allo-,:ecl up in ceremony, just as, in 'I,:id-Term Break', the young Heaney fails 
to rep,lize the tragedy of his younger brother's death until the pathos of the 
final line, 'a fOi.1 r foot box, a foot for every year'. Tradition and family can, 
nevertheless, stifle, rather than enrich, the future and it is this sensE' of 
imprisonment that underlies 'Follo-:;cr', the ploughing motif and his father's 
accumulated skill turned, no,;, into a failure to exorcise the past in 0:;:-- or to 
properly live the present. Heaney once walked in his father's 'broad shad 0""; , , 
................ but to-day 
It is my father -,;ho keeps stumbling 
16 Behind me and will not go away' • 
This theme of escape from his father and all that he represents - the soil, 
Irish tradition, responsibility, the forces of the past - could well be seen 
as Heaney's most urgent, though hidden, subject in T'eath of a Naturalist, and 
this ghost is finally exorcised in the uncollected 'Boy driving his Father to 
Confession', a poem, for someone as tight-lipped' as Heaney, of surprising 
self-revelation. This celebrates the four occasions on which the poet has 
'found chinks ih_ the paternal mail/to find you lost like me'. The last of t0eEe 
follows the father's oym attempt to similarly come to terms with God, thus 
revealing his o~on vulnerabili ty(bracing himself for a 'confession' simi~ar 
to that mac.e by Heaney in ,.,rit.ing this poem) and thus becomes approachable. 
'You grunt, and slam the door. I ~-atch another 
If:'1o C-::'0'p8S as awkriardly to kno-" his father' 1"1. 
l~i th ttis relationship clarified and settled, the poet is free to assess, in a 
more detached nay, his similarly inescapable and deep rooted ties with his 
Irish heritage, diGging, al bci t still "'v;i th the pen not the S1'o.oe, into his 0 n 
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culture, using poetry as a means of forcing a 'door into the dark'. 
Door into the Dark itself, Heaney's second collection, is more unified, both 
by a linear development of subject and thought - ell subsequent books until Field 
Work are increasingly attempts at the epic - and a concentration on certain ke7 
images - allied to the collection's underlying themes; Ireland's darkness, fishing 
for meaning, lough water as a means of expression. The morals drawn are less pat 
than in Death of'a Naturalist, the descriptions more carefully controlled,the poems 
more resonant, and the mysteries of the natural 1-lorId, again often in themselves 
terrifying, shade gradually into the legendary (the archetype, again, of viol,?~ce). 
This last process is best traced in the opening dozen poems. 'Night Piece' begL~s 
Door into the Dark with a description of dark and ter~or, the nightmare horse a 
symbol for the 'dull pounding' of another's pain, the sectarian strife of Northern 
Ireland - 'must you knOi~ it again?'. In 'Gone', this horse has been ta..~en away, 
but its very absence is still dominant, 'leaving this stable unmade'. Its discarded 
harness - like a dead man's clothes - is a sad testimony to life frozen in death, 
fever brought to the chill of the grave (an image of archetypal, legendary decline). 
'The Siieaty ti'rist of the bellyband 
Was stiffened, cold in the hand,I8. 
Ireland is hinted at in this deserted stable, holding dim memorials to sharp 
suffering - 'his hot reek is lost/the place is old in his must'- and such archetypal 
slaughter is rehearsed in 'Dream', a further nightmare 'before I woke'. A dream of 
harvesting, 'hacking a stalk/thick as a telegraph pole', becomes suddenly a tribal 
memory of ritual beheading (to be continued in l~orih), 'the next stroke/found a 
man's head under the hook'. The impassive skill of this sacrifice - 'I heard the 
steel stop/in the bone of the brow' - continues into the 'business-like conception' 
of 'The OutlaW'. Kelly's bull creates a life with 'the unfussy ease of a good 
tradesman', ~s much part of native fertility as the 'shaggy' catkins in the lene. 
NeVertheless, the bull is 'un~icensed', the outlai'r of the title, and derives both 
his case and virility from the mysteries of night and the natur~order, 'who, in 
his own time, resumed the dark, the straw". It is this hidden shrine dark Id th 
secrecy - whether stable, nightmare or shed - which Heaney's curiosity settles on 
for the rest of Door into the ~ark, an image for the timelessness of legend, the 
archetype of lost Ireland. 
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'The Forge' presents this 'door into the dark' in anothcr guise, the c~~ft 
of the village blacksmith recalling less troubled times, the 'clatter of hoofs' 
(horses acain as spirits of the past) sct against modern traffic 'flashing in 
rOivS' • The blacksmith takes on the brusque efficiency of Kelly's bull - he 
'grunts', 'expends himself in shape and music' - as Hell as its secrecy, his 
anvil an 'altar' to ancient mysteries, 'set there immoveable'. Craftwork again 
redeems the present through the ~:isdom of the past in 'Thatcher'. Here the 
";orkman's apparent tardiness - 'it seemed he spent the morning w'arming up' -
belies the same casual efficiency leading to magic, alchemical gold out of straw, 
'He ahaved and flushed the butts, stit6hsd all together 
Into a sloped honeycomb, a stubble patch, 
And left them gaping at his rUcas -:tollch' 19 • 
The thatcher here is a representative of the poet through his quiet ordering, 
transforming skill into art, just as the child/poet of the earlier 'Personal 
Helicon' cefined his o .. m myths, a 'big-eyed Narcissus' ~-ho made rhymes in order 
to 'see myself, to set the darkness echoing'. If that poem seemed to desert 
the natural world of the collection, Death of a Naturalist, ~hich it concluded 
_ an apparent farewell to both sinister rats and loce-bearing l:ells - 'The 
Peninsular' opens up this subject matter again, here used not to (literally) 
reflect the poet but explore his heritage, 'you're in the dark again'. Nature 
bequeathes an abiding image of the meeting of land, sky and sea, a mystic 
encounter -.:hich provid.es Heaney lei th a new lack' of meaning, 'nothing to say' 
'Except that nOF you ,dll encode all landscapes 
By this: things founded clean on their o~n shapes, 
. "t ,20 Vater and ground in their extrem~ y • 
'In Gallarus Oratory' uses this insight to unlock the mystery of an ancient 
Christian site ,-hich combines yomb-like security - a 'turfstack', the 'heart of 
the globe' _ ~d th the darkness of the past - 'a core of old dark walled up ,lith 
stone' filled ,~i th the 'black ~'i€ ight' of the monks' breathing - to create a 
kind of life-in-r eath, c.eath-in-life, 'founded there like heroes in a barro--'. 
These packed surr01mdines se jm to reduce man - 'no 'HorshipPGrj-.,ould leap up to 
his God off this floor' - but convteTsely ,_ on iOu-ving them, Nature itself is 
i h 1 " "ou"" crr"'mony 'th~. F.,'H" a. CCllSPI' and the arass a;flame'. imbuBt1 v: t re ~g~ 0;) '- U , - - _",0.< ~ ~ 
. \ 
As be~~ befits this undorlying sense of dark, Irish myth is £een throughout 
Heaney's iiork as more brutal:;and chilling than the southern pantI180ns, a 
'sterner' system deriving from ancient hardship and slaughter. In 'Girls 
Bathing, Gah:ay 1965', v;oman is seen not as 'milk-limbed Venus' but 'a pirato 
queen in battle clothes', an archetype enduring as 'the years/shuttle through 
space invisibly' and enmeshed 'in fear and cin'. l'hat is redeeming in this 
myth is the very o~dinariness of its mysteri8s - earlier seen in domestic 
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animals, craft1Cork, ruins - and open sexuality, 'so Venu::; comes, matter of fact '. 
~Such fertility is revived, ironica1Jy, in ':rtequiem for the Croppies', their 
.great coat pockets 'full of barley' i~hich seeds long after these rebels are 
corpses, slaughtered in pitched battle by the English, 'shaking sC;ithes at 
cannon'. In their death these c:coppi.es reinvigorate Ireland, both literally 
and mythically, precursors of 'ne~i tactics' to set free a nation _ 
'They buried us vi thnut shroud or coffin 
And in August the barley grerT up out of the grave' 2I. 
Landscape has indeed been mythologised into meaning, history into legend. 
The rest of Door into the Dar~ falls,fairly naturally, ift±o three parts. 
These~ -d~a1,in turn, ","ith love, the natural Yorld and the past, all both presented 
for their o,,-n sake and yet given ad~ed significance through their context, close 
description made a- funct:i:onof symbolism. '3i te of Spring', for example, vie,,;s 
the freeing of a; frozen ,;ater pump, 'ice fou..'1.ding itself/upon iron', (in a 
somewhat chancy sexual metaphor)as a kind of fertility ritual, 'her entrance 
was wet, and she came'. 'Undine' again presents love obliquely, the sexual act 
xreflected in the diverting of a stream, 'i:hich here expresses its devotion. It is 
mythologised as an undine, a female wate~ spirit.-'cisrobed', 'dispersing myself 
for love' and giving in return 'subtle increase and reflection' .- and this 
coupling brings fertility, 'human, '(;armed to him'. 'The lTife's Tale' continUES 
this idea of woman as provider (water to man's earth - 'as proud as if he "·ere 
the land itself'), bringing refreshments for the harvesters and admiring their 
work, linked to the timeless process of the past, sustenance as 1:arfare -
' ••• forks 1·ere stuck at a.."1eles in the gJ.'ound 
As javelins misirt me.rk lost batt!J..efields' 22. 
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The ,dfe ':3 approval and her provision of food seem, again, sexual at base, as 
the -thresher I s double-entendl?e well indicates - I I declare a ,:oman could layout 
a field/though boys like us have little call for cloths'.- and the men nOK rest 
like exhausted lovers, 'spread out, unbuttoned, grateful, under the trees'. Such 
memorials of fertility, both ploughing and seed-time, lead neatly into three 
poems ',;hich deal primarily Hi th pregnancy. 'Mother 'presents this in terms of 
repeti tious, wearying farmviork. The .. life I s duties - priming the pump (released 
ill 'Rite of Spring'), feeding the cows, repairing the gate ",-hich I does not jingle 
for joy anymore - match the exertions of her unborn son - 'this plunger inside 
me', 'young calf/gone wild on a rope', a 'gate for myself' "Thich is frayed by 
bad weather. Inner and outer realities are both s'L.bject to disillusion, a chill 
wind which 'stuffs air down my throat'. 'Cana Revisited' viel,s CO":'':-8ption 
instead as a miracle, not water into "Tine but 'the bone-hooped womb, rising like 
yeast', a 'consecration I which is extraordinary because so ordinary, 'wondrous 
(being their olm)'. 'Elegy for a Still-Eorn Child' fo11ov1s hope with despair, 
romance ",dth tragedy, a return to the genuine pathos of 'Mid-Term Break', 
'A w-reath of small clothes, a memorial pram, 
And parents reaching for a phantom limb,23. 
This sadness continnes'into 'Victorian Guitar', its inscription 'more like the 
plate on a coffin', and the guitar represents Louisa's freedom before marriage, 
'trim as a girl in stays'. Such licence is forbidden in wedlock:-1John Charles 
did not hold with fingering' - but this forsa1cen sexuality is continued (in 
musical terms) by the poet, 'the man Kho has it no'w/is giving it the time of its 
life'. This section of love poems, of different kinds but all allied to art 
. 
or nature, concludes on a quieter note v:ith 'Night TIrive'. Heaney celebrates 
'the smells of ordinariness' made new, a triumphal progress-'each place granting 
'" I its name's fulfillment' - as the lights of combine,forest fire and ca.:resin 
turn go out until love is echoed in geography, a rene'.-;al of (transformed) 
ordinariness, where 'Italy/laid its loin to France on the darkened sphere'. 
Love is a resolution of the tensions and ciiscoveries of the outside "';orld, and 
these ambitious Toems look for,.;ard to the more complex harmonies of 'A Lough 
Neagh Sequence', from family legend to those of the tribe. 
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The major themes of 'A Lough Neagh Sequence' have already been prepared 
for. 'The Salmon Fisher to the Salmon' presented f1"shl"ng a~ a ~ 1 
- muvua process, 
'we're both annihilated on the fly', both coming 'to grief through hunger',and 
adherence to their mutual roles, hunted and hunter, victim and executioner _ 
'You can't resist a gullet full of steel. 
I will turn home fish-smelling, scaly,?4. 
In 'Ellegy for a Still B<Irn Child', the mother is like a fishing rod .. ;hose 
catch has got a .. lay, 'an empty creel/unlearning the intimate nudge and pull', 
the dead child a 'collapsed I sphere', fallen 'shooting star', Sl. 'evicted ":orld'. 
Such theuc,"bts -". 'bi:r;th of 'death, exhumation of death' - characterise 'lonely 
journeys' over bare rOHds, the same pro@1ess into meaning as in 'The Peninsula'; 
'Past mountain fields, full to the brim 1'7i th cloud, 
Yhi te 1':aves riding home on a wintry lough' 25. 
'At Ardboe Point' is set right on this'lough shore', placing love - 'to kiss 
bet'deen sheets' in its natural context, the 'green pollen' of mosquitoes 
another form of fertility, both doomed and a revelation of the outside world. 
'Choirs, dying through 
Their o-:m live empyrean, troublesome only 
As the last veil on a dancer,26. 
This 'smoke of flies' is not a plague but a last summoning of innocence 
'shattering daintily/against the vindscreen' - and 'Relic of Memory' sees lough 
"'later as preserving such fragility, helping to 'incarcerate ghost s/ of sap and 
season'. This 'drowning love' characterises 'A Lough Neagh Sequence' itself, 
dedicated 'for the fisherman', Heaney's first extended treatment of local legend. 
'Up the §hore', section I of the sequence, emppasises both the dangers of 
this coastal eel fishing (the sequence's ostensible subject) - 'the lough v;ill 
claim a victim every year' - and its craft, 'there is a sense of fair play in 
the game r. The same quality that 'hardens wood to stone' in the lough hal'dens 
the fishermen who gain their Ii volihood from it, esche1:ing modern fishing 
methods and not learning to s.:-im so that ';;e'll be the quicker going do,::n' ~:f 
capsized. The past is preserved here, both through such rituals and as geography, 
the 10ugh itself 'the scar left by the Isle of Man', a long drol:ned tovm no,: 
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'sunk beneath its 'tlater.'. Section 2, 'Beyond Sargasso', begins the eel's long 
migration 'half-v;ay/ across the Atlantic', a progress 'sure/as the satelli te~s 
insinuating pull' (its difficulty mirrored by the short abrupt lines employed 
here), the eel a 'muscled iCicle/that melts itself longer/and fatter'. This 
prooreation takes plaoe in the darkness earlier emphasised, for night both 
proteots and brings to fertility, delivering 'him hungering/doKn each undulation'. 
The third section, '13ai t', recalls the 'drainmaker' s spaile' of 'Beyond Sargasso', 
digging into the silt, and, more distantly, an earlier kind of tempting, 
'l:al ton thought garden worms j perfumed 
By oil orushed from dark ivy berrie3 
The lure that took you best,27. 
Rere there is n0 need for such sophistication,tThe. ,nJilgl'l-t: again the time for these 
raiders, 'the lamp's beam their prow ffild compass', patience (as for the thatcher) 
and sexuality (as for the pump) combined into a craft, 'dravr steady and he' 11 
come'. Having caught these w'orms - innocent ventilators of the ground/making 
the globe a perfect fit '--as. 'garland for the bay', this bait must be laid, a 
prooes$ .. described in section 4, 'Setting'. Again' indifferent skill' is 
~celebrated, mingled with guile -the fishing line 'out of sight and out of mind', 
the 'bouquet of small hooks',- and ritual -the circling gulls 'responsive acolyteJI 
tb whom is made sacrifice the last of the 'chopped ;.;orms', 'good riddance, earthy 
shower' ~ The crew 'pursue the work in hand as destiny', a sense of tradition, 
followed for its own sake,that continues in the fifth sect;on, 'Lifting', 
'And l;hen did this begin? 
This morning, last year, i·rhen the lough fir2t spalmed? 
The orews .vill anm·;er, 'Once the season's i!l" 28. 
Earth and ';'~ater are again combined, the 'filament of smut' v;hich clings to the 
fishing line, lihile the dying eels, 'the hook left in gill or gum', knit themselvH 
into a Celtic whorl, a 'knot of back and pewter belly/that stays continuously one', 
as intricate as the boats' wakes, 'em,'ound as the catch', both fishermen and eels 
'sucked home like lubrication'. This instinctual home-coming is examined further 
in 'The Return t, section six, the eel 'follmdngj.;him deliberately'.' providing 
'its Olin taper and light 
through the ';rel tering dark t 29. 
The eel conquers both dark and earth - 'at sea in grass', crossing the land by 
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'new trenches, sunk pipes, swamps, running st~eams, the lough' _ and passes back 
into the ocean 'do'.:n in her origins', scattering her young, 'the current carries 
xslicks of orphaned sparm'. Section 7, 'Vision', confirms childhood fears, the 
1*e threat that hair lice, if unchecked, ".:ould 'gang up/into a mealy rope/and 
drag him ••• do-;;n to the 1-later' is revived by seeing these eels move across grass 
alike 'hatched fears'. Nightmare is brought to life, the field seeming to move 
in a'jellied road', a monstrous vision of the various kinds of circularity 
traditional, supernatural (, a victim every year') - the .. Thole sec;.uence celebrates~ 
'Phosphorescence, siner/ed slime 
continued at his feet. Time 
confirmed the horrid cable,30. 
The remaining poems move further into landscape and the past. 'The Given 
Note' deri vee c.. kind of folk culture from the element s, ' spirit music' ,;',hich is 
learnt fron the ,dnd and, through art, 'rephrases itself into air', rThile 'The 
BPlantation' meKes nature itself magical, 'ghosting your bearings/improvising 
charmed rings' and thus teaching man 'hov: to lose youEself' and thus become ,'Ihole 
'lTitch,/Hansel and Gretel in one t • '~:hinlands' stresses the connection beh;een 
Rthese natural elements and the preseryation of the past, the sticks which, even 
gafter fire 'remain like bone, charred horn', take on a 'stunted dry richness' 
gwhich persists near (and over) signs of earlier human habitation, 'flintbed and 
gbattlefield'. Similarly, 'Shoreline' celebrates the 'black locks' of Ireland, 
its rocks 'forgotten like sentries' but still remembering earlier invaders, 
Danes, 'black hm·;k bent on the sail', 'chinking Normans' and 'currachs hopping 
high', 'hissing submissions' of the sea. 'Bann Clay' again preserves the past, 
a 'clutch of Mesolithic/flints' testimony to the ag~ of this clay 'sunk for 
centuries' and underrunning the valley, a ! smooth -,eight' which, like tradition, 
'holds and gluts'. .31 ' " The final poem, 'Eogland', fired by Glob's research ,bears 
testimony to the preservative po~;ers of Irish peat, the 'cyclops' eye/of a tarn' 
which keeps intact the past - butter, the Great Elk, tradition - a history .:hich 
seems bottomless, 'every layer they strip/seems camped on before'. Like the::e 
peat diggers, Reaney vo,;s to use his spade of poetry to dig further in this dark, 
'Our pioneers keep striking 
d ,32 Inv:ards and do.-;m:ar s • 
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In pre-history and legend, Heaney has di8covered his 0"'"}1 'door into the dark', 
able at last to revivify himself from these traditional sources and thus Ire-echo 
our O"'~ speech in formal and surprising arrangements,33. Wintering 6ut 34 , his 
third collection, shows the benefits of this return to the past. In retrospect, 
its partial, though not fully re'alized, attempt at thematic unity proves a crucial 
transi tional phase beti'reen Heaney's early mastery of local (in both senses) detail 
and the rich fullness of North. Both works are divided into tlTO sections, twin 
aspects of an archetypal violence. The first part dealsr,'tiith Irish legend and 
history, notably linguistic, and their interaction with the Northern landscape; the 
second part uses such achieved knowledge to explore the difficulties of the present, 
personal and political. Thes:e latter, the 'Troubles' of virtual civil war _ always 
the cruellest of all - are referred to in the italicised poem35 '\'Thich prefaces 
Wintering'Out; their only direct evocation in tHat collection. An internee camp, 
uzireal and yet undeniable, 'a bad dream vTi th no sound', serves as a metaphor for 
Ulster. The ' little destiny' - the bitter archetype of Irish legend - that has : .. ~ . .=:"'i 
evolved such hatred is to be further traced in North. Whether this refusal to face 
violence direct but ,to refract it through folklore, through personal escape - both 
collections end with the poet in exile - is legitimate contemplation or a shying 
aw~ 'tTill be discussed later. As a brooding presence offstage, legend resurgent, 
'the 'Troubles' have certainly lent his poetry urgency and authenticity,36. 
The opening poems of Part One of Wintering Cut evoke the history and natural 
benificence of Ireland, its fruitfulness almost a miracle, 'multiple as loaves and 
fishes' 37. In 'Fodder', the poet states his reliance on this to 'comfort and . 
provide security, 'to bed the stall'. This fodder is also a symbol for the past -
it is 'last summer's - and, in the first of oany linguistic referencest'and puns; 
represents a search for fatherhood, 'or, as we said/fother'. The past is rejected 
in 'Bog Oak', ho'!reve:r-, vThere the cart track leads back not to legend and its 
archetypes - 'cutter of mistletoe,38 - but to the fanciful 'geniuses' of place 
invented by the English poet Spenser and. the false culture the.t he helped import, 
'towards l:atercress and carrion' 39. More genuine are tl:e 'mound-dwellers' of 'Anahor-
ish' -",?-. p].ace n_aJIle ~r.om }he p_oe~' s _chiIdho,?d 'Thich n~w. e.vokes both his. J;u:-alrast -
men 9.ispersing ice, as in 'Rite of Spring'-and the figures of legend, 'r!aist-deep in 
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m1• st ' 40. ' S ervant Boy' returns to the central image of farrrmork set out in 'Fodder' 
a lTord repeated here, and sets it in a strange limbo between pre sent and past. The 
boy comes 'swinging a hurricane-lamp' but also is described first-footing (a New 
Year's Day ceremony) the 'back doors of the little barons', he is 'impenitent' yet 
brings fertility, 'carrying the warm eggs ,41. An even more direct analogy between 
past and present is made in 'The Last Mummer'. ~~ain symbolically coming 'out of 
the fog,42, this dyin~ example of primitive folk tradition is as ambivalent as the 
figures in 'An~orish', and a similar mixture of the mysterious and the sinister. 
The poem continues the Nel .. Year ceremonies -" again an old year dies,43 _ and this 
'fabulous' ritual represents both the'taboos' of Ireland and a way to avoid, or at 
least sidestep, its native violence, the archetype of slaughter; 
'picking a nice "r;ay throug;.l 
4Lt the long toils of blood' '. 
The mummers disappear back into darkness and dream, their ancient ritual drama of 
'St. George, Beelzebub and Ja.ck straw,45 having once again fulfilled its original 
purpose, that of fertility rite - the eternity of legend - and having thus 
'tintousled a first dewy path 
into the summer grazing,46. 
'Land' pursues this sense of remote ancestry in terms of the earth itself, exploring 
the'dark tracks' of the previous poem, while anticipation of coming Spring is 
heightened by the appearance of 'shifting hares' •. Heaney opens up his own 'right-
of-way' both to his native fields and to his ancestral past. He raises a cairn in 
its memory, and in commemoration of his own desertion of the land - 'I .. Tas ready to 
go anywhere,47. The poem itself becomes a kind of folk-offering, a token scarecrow 
to frighten away marauders, itself a symbol of over-abundant fertility, 
'a woman of old rret leaves, 
rush-bands and thatcher's sCollops,48. 
However, the poet comes instead to identify with the wild hares, and finds himself 
'snared' too, presumably by the toils of the past, 'swinging an ear-ring of sharp 
wire,49. Irish historical tradition, the way of violence, is not so easily escaped. 
The next group of poe~s traces this history more carefully through one of its 
most sensitive monitors, the Irish dialect, a linguistic pressure-gauge used to 
even more effect in North. 'Gifts of Rain', the first of this group, traces this 
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t:'O 
'shared calling of blood'.J in the name 'of his local river, the Moyola, 'breathing 
its mists/through vowels and history' 51. Continuing the water/language motif of 
'Anahorish', the poem traces the coming of spring and fertility invoked by the 
Mummers. Like the 'still mammal' - presumably an otter, which exists half in water, 
half on land - which 'fords his life by soundings,5 2 or the farm worker 'wading' 
his flooded fields whose arms 'grope the cropping lands,53, the poet explores 
afresh his native landscape. Earth and Jriver similarly combine to a strange rich 
fertili ty, 'a flowelr of mud-r:ater'. These rains again evoke the archetype of past, 
'Soft voices of the dead 
are whispering by the shore,54, 
and Heaney questions, for the future's sake, the need for such excess. Section iv 
answers these doubts in terms of linguistics. 'The tawny guttural l1atp""/spells 
itself' 55, and Moyola combines sound and meaninl,S, place and name, 'bedding ,.:the-Iocale: 
in the utterance'. This flooding is seen as almost sexual; in a typically bold 
metaphor,'the 'mating call' of the river 'pleasures' Dives, a biblical name for the 
rich natural soil of Ireland, 'hoarder of common ground'. In 'Toome', exploration 
of language is seen as a kind of prospecting, bringing to light the 'soft blastings' 
of Ireland's tribal past, a mingling of violence, ancient culture, art and trade; 
'loams, flints, musket-balls, 
fragmented ware, 
torcs and fish-bones,5 6• 
Sifting through Ireland's 'alluvial mud', however, proves treacherous, for suddenl~ 
it gives way beneath the explorer, earth combines with water not for fertility but 
'bogwatert. This soggy atmosphere continues in 'Broagh', again set between earth 
and water - riverbank, ford and'garden mould'. A heelmark in this "et ground can 
represent 'the black Olin Broagh' just as its sound echoes the 'low tattoo' of rain. 
This very native sound helps define the true Irishman, as a kind of initiation test, 
for the shower ends suddenly, just like 'broagh' with its final syll~ble, a 
'gh the strangers found 
difficult to manage,57. 
'Oracle' turns such listening into a close identification rri th the natural processes. 
A child, presumably the poet, hides in the trunk of a willow'; when called he replies 
as if part of the tree himself, in this a kind of boy Diana - 'oracle' of the sacred 
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-'lobe and larynx/of the mossy places,59, and their spokesman, their own 
'listening familiar'. This integra[ tie between the land and its native inhabitants 
is made more explicit in 'The Backward Look'. Here the disappearance of the old 
w~ of life is symbolised b~ the extinction - in Ireland at least _ of the wild 
snipe, its cry being transformed 'into dialect/into variants' just ~s its flight 
f"otlt 
pattern represents the analagous of the Irish language-(archetype of dissolutioR). 
'A stagger in air 
as if a language 
f 'I d ,60 a.J. e • • • • 
This extinction is, significantly, due to the gun;-- the 'snliper' s eyrie" watches the 
bird's last flight OV.3r 't"l'Tilit earthworks' and other vestiges of primitive culture. 
Just as Irish has been subjugated bY' Englisli, so the snipe too is now kept alive 
only- in folk memory, 'the combs/of a fieldworker's archive,6I. 'Traditions 'explores 
this linguistic defe~ more directly, again - as in 'Gifts oflRain' - through a 
sexual metaphor with overtones of compulsion, less pleasant here, nearer to rape. 
'Our guttural IDluse 
was bulled long ago 
by the alIi terati ve tradition:,·62. 
The articulation of this language decays ('uvula' continuing the perhaps overt1y 
technical anatomy of the palate traced irr 'Toome' and t Oracle') just as did the 
worship of Brigid, pagan goddess of ferti~ity63. Sexual submission is complete, 
custom 'beds us down " into Britain. Ironically, the 'Elizabethan English" which 
represents this enslaYement is itself far purer, 'correct Shakespearean' than the 
'furled consonants' of its moderrr equivalent in England. Similarly, earlier doubts 
as to the identity of the Irish as either illiterate, :palr-mad or, prophetically, 
blood-thirsty - 'anatomies of death' - are answered by Bloom, archetypal Odysseus 
and wandering Jew in Joyce's Uiysses64 in his affirmation of Irish nationhood • 
•••• 'Ireland', said Bloom, 
'I was born here, Ireland,65. 
'A New Song' reinforces such optimism by stressing the positive aspects of the 
linguistic sensitivity displayed in the preceding poems, as "trell as gathering 
together some of their most important motifs. In the first poem in rlintering Out to 
express real affection, the poet meets 'a girl from Derrygarve', but it is the place 
not the girl,Hhich inspires love. The 'lost p-.>tent musk' of this name recalls \he 
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poet's childhood near the river Moyola, echoing its first appearance in 'Gifts of 
Rain', J'ust ~ its 'pleasur1'ng' d' tIll th 1rec y reca s e fusion of earth and water in 
the same poem. Similarly-, the girl becomem a surrogate priestess of the past, a 
'chance vestal daughter' pouring a 'smooth libation' of what is 'vanished'~ '~wilitl 
as the darkness into Which those other figures of myth" the mummers, disappeared. 
Nevertheless, the past can still redeem the present, the archetype still holds. 
In a reversal of the process traced in 'Traditions', the Irish language can still 
reverse its defeat by Englisli', just as the river flooded in 'Gifts of Rain', thus 
'To flood, ~ri th vOiVelling embrace, 
Demesnes staked out in consonants,66. 
Speech and landscape can again conquer what for so long seemed irfedeemably lost, 
'stepping stones' -tot'a new sovereignty, legends for a new age. 
Conversel~, the remaining poems in Part One of Wirltering Out deal not witfu 
new life but with age 'and death, agai~ seen' primarily in terms of Irish legend and 
history, and thus redeemable, at least through the poet's art. The tone is set in 
'The Other Side', which contradicts the view of Ireland as 'Dives' in 'Gifts of 
Rain' .0' 'It!); poor as Lazarus, that ground". In the biblical passage which ootli! 
draw on68, this is itself double edged; the rich man is consigned to Hell while the 
beggqr L~zarus ascends to heaven. Perhaps Ireland can also be raised from the dead, 
througfu its archetypes, the collective power of the race. 'The Other Side' itself 
deals with a purveyer o:t.~uch religious myths, a mad neighbour described ~Tith.: the 
directness and exaggeration' of youthl - a monster from the poet's childhood who 
prefigures the policem~ in 'A Constable Calls' - who takes orr the mantle of a 
prophet, 'white haired/swinging his blackthorn'. In his condemnation of the 
Heaneys' 'scraggy acres' and their lack of biblical warrant, intolerance is fueled. 
'Your side of the house, I believe, 
hardly rule by the book at all,70. 
The scene is set for' the coming civil war, an archetype of violence is established. 
This divide betweeru stern evangelical Protestant and poor superstitious Catholic, 
'mournfully' saying their rosary, is mapped out here by a stream, the river - in 
earlier poems - of Ireland's pre-history. The poem' ends, metaphorically, in the 
dark, the same unlit yard as in 'Servant Boy' and 'The Last Mummer', but there is 
also a bint of possible reconciliation. The old man at last shows some sensitivity 
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to the problems of the 'other side', shy em if recognizing 'a stranger's weeping', 
while the young Heaney is see~ as half decided on truce through future fertilit7, 
'the price of grass seed'. This sense of divide and growing hostility, first 
defined in legend, becomes more pronounced, however, irr 'The Wool Trade' (prefaced 
by Joyce's earlier description. of the same split}7I. The trading and weaving of 
wool is see~ as yet another example of dying Irish tradition, again profoundly 
invol ved with native language and landscape, a legendary harmony:- now lost. 
'Hill~and flocks and streams conspired 
To a language of 'Waterwheels, 
A lost syntax of looms and spindles t72• 
The sadness of this decline is again expressed linguistically. Rambling phrases 
'warm, as a fleece/out of his hoard' and 'soft names' - like the 'soft blastings t of 
"i:oome' - now fade into the 'gallery' of the tongue" through under-use. Trade turns 
front craft into its modern, mechanised, more English equivalent; its hardness and 
colour are symbolic of future brutality, an archetypal (inherent) violence -
"And I must tcilk of tweed, 
A stiff cloth'with flecks of olood,73. 
'Linen .Town" continues this fabric/language motif.and makes explicit the atmosphere 
of impending bloodshed. Heane~ studies a painting completed shortly before civil 
8 II " f TT'''''' T 75, t- d .- . war, twelve yeaxs before the 179 rebe l.on 0 f' O.L!.Le one ,crea e ' - ,. :.:' 
'On one of the last afternoons 
of reasonable light ,,74. 
The hangfng of McCracken. helped create a new Irisfu language, that of violence. and 
paino, 'the swinging tongue of his body", "Thicb: makes such peacefulness impossible 
again _ the Irish river of history is irreversabl~ turned now by the tide of war. 
'Smell the tidal Lagan: 
Take a last turn. 
In the tang of possibility-' 76• 
This coming violence is invoked in 'A Northern Hoaxd', the intensity of rlhich. 
reveals a new urgency in Heaney's work (learnt from legend). If it is possible to 
separate out a moment when the poet's work takes on major significance, it is here, 
a mysterious, tragic and yet representative tone based on surrender to native mythic 
archetypei 'A Northern Hoaxd' presents a serles of nightmares, much. like the earlier 
poem. 'Dream". All are tied in with Irish legend and evoke, in extreme form, a 
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spirit of disharmo~ and terror in the nation's history 'that plagued us all'. In 
sectiolll one, 'Roots', a lover's body, 'moonstruck' in the light from a street lru:np, 
takes on the quality and texture of ancient landscape, 'drifted barrow, sunk 
glacial rock'. Love, however, is seen as difficult to maintain in a time of war-
'gunshot, siren and clucking gas" - and a place of irredeemable sin, 'our old 
Gomorrah' • Ei ther it must be allol-Ted to decay, or this spirit of violence _ 
archetype of 'the pale sniper' - must be extirpated, 'we petrify or uproot: now". 
In the first dream of this 'hoard' of legends, Heaney' approaches the mandrake, for 
so long viewed superstitiously because of the resemblance of it root to a twisted 
body, "lodged human fork'. This is already soqked in 'tidal blood' (referring 
back to the tide of civil war unleashed in the previous poem) and yet it is also a 
pJ2..'1t lodged in native soil, 'ea;rth. sac'. Thus it unites the two images of Ireland 
already so painstakingly established, earth and water, land and stream. The poet 
therefore strikes at the heart of ancient tribal violence.in thi~ prophetic dfe~,. 
• And I wound its damp smelly loam 
And stop my ears against the scream,77. 
Section two, 'No Man's Land', draws botfu its title and its atmosphere from: trench 
warfare. The poet escapes the imprisonment of 'l-Tar -l-rounds like 'streaming webs' of 
blood - on~ to find that similar carnage now affects his ovm homeland. Past 
attempts to remedy this have merely proved ineffectual, while the poet's earlier 
lack of concern also 'condones' these ~etaphorical wounds on his nation (the sickne~ 
of archetype), 'infeated sutures/and ill-knit bone,78. In section:. three, 'Stump', 
Heaney" describes his Ow~ speechlessness at such atrocities. Horror has reduced him 
to his ow.ru basics, shock forms its o~ kind of wound, 'I'm cauterized, a black 
stump of home,79. 'No Sanctuary', the fourth section, expresses this violent horror 
by combining f6lklope a.nd~ nightmare. Set at Halloween', the traditional turnip mesk, 
r!ith its ancestry of totemism and fire-vTorship, expresses the ancient identification 
of fertili~ and sacrifice, 'death mask of harvest'. Similarly, the Iri~h race 
seem, to resume their native paganism, 'we ring and stare into unhallowed light t Bo• 
Section 5, 'Tinder', shows the lack of comfort tha;!; this tribal past nOrT brings; 
like the 'burnt out gable' of 'stump', even the fire of 'No Sanctuary' is now 
extinguished, and only cold ashes are left. The Irish, race trellSure the relics of' 
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their ancestors - flints, the 'cold beads of history and bone', 'charred linea' (an 
echo of 'Linen Town') - but these are now powerless, looking the.·fire of·'l1elT. hope. 
'What could strike a blaze 
Fr 8] om our dead igneous days? " • 
The modern Irish form" the superstitious 'ring" of the previous section, They face 
the oncoming darkness, prefigured in the final 'afternoon of reasonable light', 
'red-eyed' like the 'red dog's eyes' of the turnip man. Reduced to the very basics 
of their past, this sparseness is a form of defiance, hope for a better future, 
'With new history, flint and iron, 
Cast-offs, scraps, nail, canine ,.82. 
This sequence reveals a ne .. T power at .. ;ork in Heaney's work, both in the bleakness 
of its despair - 'huddled at dusk in a ring" - and the haunting nature of its 
imagery, the turnip.Z-man 's head like a 'wrecker's lantern:'. There is a deepening 
of response brought about by the poet "s finding at last of a national, rather than 
simply personal, subject matter and, flowing from this, a develoyment from closel~ 
observed naturalism to an equal~ precise employment of archetype and dream. 
The final poems in Part One furthe~ establish this 'new history', carefully 
re-interpreting the violence and despair of the past in a way that can redeem botfu 
it and the present. The 'canine' of the last poem is internalised in 'Midnight'. 
The extermina;tion of the native Iltish: wolf by English hunters, his killing no .. ; done 
better by the 'professional wars' of the invader, is seem as a corollory of the 
destruction of the Irish spirit, or at least its subjugation, leaving even the poet 
incapable of utterance, 'the tongue's/leashed in':my' throat ,,83. 'The Tollund Man', 
the first of Heaney's poems to deal with the bog people, skillfully combines 
details dxawn ::from Gloh"s account84 to evoke this sacrifice to the Earth Goddess. 
She, in turn, has - through the power of bog-water - preserved him as a kind of 
religious relic (Heaney has at last found a perfect contact of legend""and archetype) 
'Those dark juices working 
Hi~ to a saint's kept body,85. 
Corpse becomes 'trove',·a kind of hidde~ treasure, folklore is frozen into eternity. 
Heaney vows one day to visit Denmark to see these bog men for himself; for the 
moment he considers the relation of these ancient sacrifices to modern Ireland. 
In section II, the Tolland man is evoked to bless and 'make germinate' the corpses 
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of moderru Irishmen just as senselessly and brutally murdered. The7themselves 
are again a kind of oi tter"·harvest - 'laid out in farmyards I _ of indeed prey', 
'trailed/for miles along the road'. The poet emphasises the gentleness and quiet 
forgiveness still visible on photographs of the Tolland Man, his 'sad freedom'. 
Section III concludes with the real reason for Heaney's interest in an aliellt 
culture, and his desire to visit remote Jutland, not even 'knowing their tongue". 
In this place of murder and ancient sacrifice, modern Ulster iB~perversely m±rrored~ 
lIn the old man-killing. parishes 
I will feel lost, 
86 Unhappy and at home " • 
'Nerthus', the female deity;- to whom these bog men:. were sacrificed87r', gives lier 
name to the brief poem that follows. Here, su:ii:tably for a goddess of fertility', 
bog p~at is seen as fostering plant life as well as preserving human death, a 
heartening stubbornness of purpose and survival,. 'a seasoned, unsleeved taker of 
the lTeather,·88. 'Cairn-Maker' echoes the poet's Olin action in section I of 'Land', 
thougfuless recent. A friend has similarly made a permanent monument of himself 
from stone:- just a$did th~ makers of ancient cairns 1 - robbing 'hillock and 
bogland', and feeling both fear and a 'strange affiliation' betveen man and nature, 
past and present, This harmony- is expressed by the wa;{' in "Thich the wild has agai~ 
_. taken over, 'heather-bells/blOldng in each aftermath of wfnd,89. A different, and 
less natural, form' of building is described in 'NaVVy'. Here, a modern roadworker, 
• indifferent' to Irish: legend or history', attempts to reduce the Irish terrain to 
order. Heeding neither 'weather or insults', he takes on the hard characteristics 
of his job, his clothes 'stiff as bark', his ""Tists grafted 'to the shale'. Even' 
this representative of ~ order and technolo€,Y, however, is not immune either from. 
Ifleland's past or from its bogland. Four years before, his bulldozer was (perhaps 
rather too symbolical~) also swallowed in a peat bog, to join other relics there 
preserved in a historical present, past projected forward into future, 
'with lake-dwellings and dug-outs, 
pike-sha.:fts, axe-~heads, bone pins,,90. 
'Veteran's Dream' deals with nightmare in which, as in 'A Northern Hoard', unhealed 
l10unds serve as metaphor for Ireland I s present sickness. A veteran. of trench 1far-
fare, and no" a neighbour of the poetts, he still dreams of the horrors of battle 
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His own injuries mirror the entire war (.another archetype of terror), infected by-
'A scatter of maggots, bus~ 
In the trench of his wound,9I. 
This disease imagery is taken up in 'Augury', the final poem of Part One, and a 
kind 'of reply to, or continuation of, 'Oracle'. Here the sign revealed is a fisk 
choked by pollution, and the poet seeks in vain for solutions to the analagous 
state of modern Ireland. Careful description abruptly yield~ to an image brutal 
in its suddenness, its vision of man's animality, for What can now 
'Unpoison great lakes, 
Turn back 
The rat on the road,92. 
L~~ ::~art Two-'~of:l'1intering Outsets 1)ut some :possi'bl~ answers~1Ul The poems here 
deal primarily with the poet's ov."n experience - as did his earlier work _ his 
marriage, his children: and, eventually, his exile. As in the later NortH:, however, 
the personal poetry of this second half is seen in terms of the history and legends, 
not to mention violence, of the first. Both are different aspects of the same, 
underlying archetype. The opening six poems deal with the poet's marriage and, in. 
due course, the birth of his children, symbols of hope set against a background of 
grief and terror. 'Wedding Day' invests even this occasion of celebration and 
fertility with fear - 'wild grief', 'mourning', a 'skewered heart' - though it ends 
with an affirmation of tenderness, 'let me sleep on your breast', and escape 'to the 
airport'. 'Mother of the Groom' explores more conventional emotions, the mother's 
sense of loss of her son, mingled with earlier memories of bathing him, and a sense 
of her Ow~ age and settled routine. Her o~~ wedding ring is tbedded forever nOW/in 
her clapping hand,93. The sense of pervading evil returns in 'SUmmer Home', with 
the newly married couple enduring 'a summer gone sour', even the bringing of wild 
flowers failing to assuage the 1-rounds (evoked in Pant One) of the past. HOi\ever, 
mutual love seems at least t6'postulate thick healings' and, in a direct echo of 
'Nerthus', fertility reasserts itself~ 'long grains begin/to open and splitt-through 
the promise of children. The poem ends 1-!i th a bitter argument and, ES the book 
opened, in the dark, but love remains, small and yet a measure of how properly to 
live, 'tiny as a tuning fork'. 'Serenades' places the night-time 'racket' of the 
poet's children 1-!ith the other harsh, but lively, sounds of the Irish dark. Sedge-
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warblers, crows and corncrakes represent in a more archetypal w~ the atmosphere 
of Ireland, just as the corncrake in his 'no man's land' (picking up Part II of 'A 
Northern Hoard I) echoes gunfire with the 'ack-ack' of his song. 'Sol!l!lBmbulist' 
links these family poems with a series of very· strange - even for Heaney _ images 
dealing with loss and darkness. Here a child sleepv;alks, and returns in tears as 
a despoiler - 'nestrobber's hands' - a vranton destruction of fertility which 
brings the nemesis of the next six poems, legend carried forward into the present. 
'A Winter's Tale' returns to dark and Winter, and transforms a girl attemptLl'lg 
escape from home into a kind of goddess, pallid, blood-stained and open. She is 
'bare-breasted', representing - as in 'Wedding Day' - warmth and love. Like Nerthus, 
she brings 'good luck' to the families whose home she so mysteriously visits, still 
other-worldly, but a symbol of COInIDP"!i ty, legend made flesh. 
t ••• She was there first 
And so appeared no haunter 
••• making all comers guests,94. 
I~ is as if the girl has come back to the living as a kind of ghost, maternal _ 
with 'uncradled breasts' - and dreamlike, another somnambulist. 'Shore rloman' 
describes another kind of nightly haunting, a fisherman's wife "rho walks by the 
sea remembering the terrors of her youth, now accepted -
'I have rights to this fallov. avenue. 
A membrane between moonlight and my shadow,95. 
This figure of lost woman is transferred fully to legend in 'Maighdean Mara', 
sharing 'cold breasts' with the straying girl, 'accents of fisher wives' with the 
sadnarr~tor of the previous poem. Mara herself is a kind of mermatd96 ' who has been 
lured inshore by desire - 'man-love nightly/in earsho~ of the waves' - but returns 
eventually to her heritage, darkness and dream, 'the ~eat first sleep of:homecoming' .. 
This leads directly to the drowned child described so poignantly in 'Limbo', as 
concentrated and balanced a poem as Heaney had yet loTi tten. Fishermen, like those 
in 'Shore Woma.11', find a dead baby in their catch, and the poet imagines its 
mother 'ducking him tenderly', herself made hollow and 'dead' by the murder of her 
child, 'thrown back' as a reckling (archetype of rejected Ulster). 
'He was a minnow with hooks 
Tearing her open,97, 
.. .' 
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deadly as the fish in 'Augury', and equally as symbolic of moral dec~9a'. Just as 
tho mother's 'cross' is her illegitimacy, so this murder questions religious dogma. 
The crucified Christ has no efficacy in the limbo of the unbaptised, a 'cold 
glitter' of souls unregenerate even by the self-proclaimed fisher of men; 
'Even Christ's palms, unhealed, 
Smart and cannot fish there,99. 
Such religious doubt is not resolved until the final line of the whole book. This 
cruelty to the innocent continues into 'Bye-Child', where the imprisoned child is 
draun by moonlight, but that other major pre-occupation of earlier poems, language, 
is now atrophied. His 'remote mime' is a symbol of embittered Ulster, showing too 
'Your gaping woraless proof 
Of lunar distances 
Travelled beyond 10ve. IOO• 
'Goodnight.' re-enters darkness, the farmyard of 'Fodder', with the goddess/i'Toman 
figure resuming control - she 'cancels everything behind her' - and bringing light. 
In turn, the final six poems of 'Wintering Out' deal with a sense of rebirth and 
new life that follows this death and decay, spring succeeding winter, even it this 
resolution is itself fraught with contradictions and its own, inherent dangers. 
'First Calf' approaches this theme of nerT life direct, although the afterbirtliL 
reminds the poet of the 'semaphores of hurt', the pain of motherhood described 
earlier in 'Mother of the Groom'. 'May' celebrates the coming of spring, bringing 
light from darkness, 'marshlights in the summer dark'. The holy water of Ireland 
reappears to invade tho kind of technology evoked in 'Navvy', 'the spring issuing/ 
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right across the tarmac' • Mysterious lights in the dark are evoked more fully 
in 'Fireside', another incursion of legend but also possibly natural, a goat with 
'cold horns', 'the lamping of fishes'. Whichever is true, these lights remain 
. dn· ht· I02 benevolent, 'come to your senses, they're saylng goo 19 • 'Dal'll' describes 
the coming of a new, more rational, da~y in which the poet escapes to the sea, even 
here, he cannot escape his race's casual destructiveness, this continuing legendary 
archetype, the underlying stain of violence. Stranded among cockles, Heaney is 
'Unable to move without crunching 
Acres of their crisp delicate turrets,I03. 
These turrets still carry reminders of war, and the next poem 'Travel' presents a 
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similarly' botched escape, away from Ireland's lush fruitfulness but not from 
intimations of terror, 'the dust settling in scorched grass'. The final poem, 
'Westering', describes a hopefully more permanent escape to California, in a poem 
which draws together the motifs of the collection as a whole. A map of the moon _ 
recently reached by man - recalls the poet's last night in rural Ireland, the 
moonli~ yard recalling the, opening poems, the farmyard of 'Fodder', the eggs of 
'Servant Boy'. Spring has already come, but the Irish are embroiled still in the 
toils of religious dissention. On Good Friday, the day of sadness and sacrifice, 
Heaney's leaving is a 'dwindling interruptiolL', just as his own crucifixion by the 
sorrows of his native land (a rather overblown, almost blasphemous image here) is 
coming to an end, '~hat nails dropped out that hour?'. The road that brings escape 
'I.U1reels like a fishing line - a mor'" fruitful catch than in 'Liinb6' - an image in 
which the poet achieves a complexity rare in'this part of the collection. Mingling 
together light, water, the road in 'Navvy' which follous the 'curve of the world', 
Heaney 'I.U1ravels the book's l'Thole tangled pattern into four brief lines. 
'Roads unreeled, unreeled 
Falling light as casts 
Laid do''Tn 
On h " t ,104 s ~n~ng wa ers • 
In exile, the guilt of Ireland, its crucifixiofu, is taken away from the poet and 
expressed instead in Nature itself, 'the moon's stigmata'. In an answer to the 
religious doubt expressed at the end of 'Limbo', it is assuaged through the central 
image -of the religion whose dogmatic and sectarian interpretation creates the very 
pain and violence against which its basic tenets preach, hatred visited on love, 
'A loosening gravity-, 
Christ weighing by his hands'. 
Even this 'weighing' is double-edged - Christ both supports his Olm 'feight on the 
cross, and himself measures others' pain - suffering both for himself and the .. rorld. 
Heaney, in tu..""!l, is not to rEhnain in exile but to return to II'eland, drawing from 
his further experiences - and the increasing bloodshed of the 'Troubles' - North, 
a collection more unified and more moving than Wintering Out but exploring the 
same territory (indeed, using the same structure), the archetype of violence traced 
from ancient Irish legend to the careful, s~olic brutality of the present day. 
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The second section of rTintering Out is noticeably less challenging than the 
first. ~F-eaney agandons the close-packed imagery and density of reference _ in 
particular the legendary allusiveness - that characterises this burrowing into the 
roots of the Irish race for a naturalism closer to the poet's earlier work. Thus, 
archetype yields to modernity, the eternal to the mere present. Philip Hobsbaum 
105 praised these very poems for their adherence to the 'central line of English poetry' 
but this is surely their weakness, their lack of local specificity. Heaney was the 
brightest of the stars discovered by Hobsbaum when he imported the precepts of the 
Group with him to Belfast. Part One of Hintering Out, hovrever, sees him leaving 
behind early mellifluence, albeit tinged rTith the Sinister, for major poetry based 
firmly on his own Irish culture and on the personal t'2nsion between\ heredity and~ 
intellect, the spade and the::pen. Heaney is both a proud nationalis"; ?nd yet one 
educated, to the limits of that education~ by the culture that has subjugated his 
nation. There would be no real resolution to this dilemma, this tension _ 'Heaney's 
poems are tight as clenched fists, coiled springs without emotional release,I06 _ 
until the poet could broaden out his subject matter and yet remain true to Ireland. 
It was this that Heaney atterapted, and achieved, in Nort!i. Cri tics soon: joined' in 
a chorus of praise, Simon Curtis celebrated Heaney's exploration of the 1stigmata 
of heredity' and answered Peter Dent's charge that the verse showed a 'tendency 
tOl-Tards inflation,Ioa, while Stan Smith praised Heaney's honesty of purpose, 'the 
new, equivocal posture of the poet trying to pursue his vocation in a world i-There 
the unspeakable has already happened, I09. Heaney'made this speakable • 
. 110 t 1 ° d t ° th ° 1 ce and sectarJ.°an . North attempts bo h to exp aJ.n an 0 exorcJ.se e VlO en 
bitterness of modern Ireland, firstly by investigating the cou.'1try' s legends and 
. 
history and secondly by exploring the poet's orm upbringing and tacit sense of 
complicity, t;fO sides of the same archetype. An individual life is set against the 
experience of the i.,hole tribe, Heaney's own coming of age, both as man and poet, 
gives a. kind of hope for the community r:hich passed on to him its own imbala.'"lces. 
Thus,~he o~ening two poems, placed outside the main sequence, act as a double-headed 
dedication; personal, to Heaney1s 'Kife, and patriotic (in the best sense) to his 
countrymen. Family and na.tive land are the two linked, but warring, themes of the 
whole collection, both capable of fullness and yet both also potentially deadly. 
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Their joint title, 'Mossbawn' - a bogland plant to be celebrated more directly in 
'Belderg' - is symbolic of the tenacity of the Irish ra.ce, as \-rell as its deep 
rootedness in the native earth of Ireland. The Irish are celebrated individually 
in 'Sunlight', collectively-in 'The Seed Cutters'. In 'Sunlight', the poet evok~G 
love in all its fullness, a 'tinsmith's scoop' embedded in the boundless fertility 
of the 'meal-bin', woman as provider of sustenance and preserver of order. ~lithout 
her, there is a 'sunlit absence', the natural world inactive and productive, the 
sun itself merely: 'cooling against the wall'. Heaney's wife redeems such natural 
beneficience. She reinvigorates this energy in the 'reddening stove', ylhile her 
activity at baking and the 'space' that she creates - unlike the earlier 'absence'. 
provides both food and a mastery over time; I 
'again, the scone rising 
to the tick of t\-TO clocks' III. 
It is not too fanCiful, given the legendary shaping of modern experience throughout, 
to see this as a modern statement of civilization, the cooked replacing the raYT. 
Similarly, this apparently simple vision of domestic harmo~ already includes 
echoes of the historic - and legendary-- processes which led to it, the 'helmeted 
pump' refers to the Viking invasions described more fully later in the sequence. 
This same sense of historical continuity forms the main subject of 'The Seed 
Cutters'. Again, farm workers, though seen in the present, seew 'hundred of years 
away', as if in a crowded,~-viorant painting of medieval peasants (again done from 
life) by Bruegel, another deeply Northern artist. Their seed cutting is described 
in the meticulous way of Heaney's early work, though with more consequence, seen as 
representative-of the 'calendar customs' of the farming, and natural, year. It is 
unhurried - 'they are taking their time ••• lazily halving each root· - but also 
under the sway of time, which is itself quietly at work 'yelloidng the broom'. By 
implication, it is also ageing the seed cutters underneath. The scene itself 
evokes, as did 'Sunlight', a sense of stillness, a 'frieze' which freezes in art 
. . ti ,112 the whole Irish nation 'w~th all of us there, our anonym~ es • This sense of 
archetype, this representative quality - evoked through legend and history - is 
the keynote of the l>"hole work, much as it was in Wintering Out. 
The rest of North is divided, similarly, into two uneven parts, the first and 
longer dealing with the history of Ireland - viewed impersonally and approached 
through the tvro related disciplines of linguistics and legend _ and the second, 
shorter part concerned with the present, seen in terms ot Heaney's own development, 
both as man and poet. Part I, the history of the various subjugations ot Ireland, 
is tramed by two poems dealing with Hercules' battle with Antaeus, a mythical 
expression of this continual battle between conquered and would-be conqueror, and of 
Ireland's eventual defeat. As in the opening tl'~O poems, action is frozen into art 
and legend, the flux of the present is stabilized into archetype by the events of 
the past. The first of these poems, 'Antaeus', is spoken by Ireland herself. She 
sees these battles between Antaeus and the wrestlers, the Irish and their invaders, 
as regenerative, certainly as long as the former~s lite-giving connection with the 
earth is not realizedII3• This closeness of the Irish to their native earth _ to be 
celebrated throughout Part I - is des~~ibed here in terms of birth, both individual 
and national. Antaeus is a true child" ot the~earth, 
'I am cradled in the dark that wombed me 
And nurtured in every artery', 
.-
- ')) - ; ~ -:. 
an image suggesting both nurturing and imprisonment. Similarl~, each wrestling 
opponent only serves to strengthen this connection, 'renew my birth', and yet anY' 
further advancement seems atrophied, 'I ~a.tmot be weaned'. There is so far nCb sign 
of Hercules, llho loTi11 resolve both, . and in freeing subjugate, 'my elevation, my fall' 
(a pun on his throwing of Antaeus). Just as successive invaders make little real 
impressimn on Ireland until the English come to dispossess her ot her birthright. The 
poems which tollow deal with a linear survey ot Irish history,tracing thissubmissiw 
- and tying it to the troubled present - through those relics which survive: bog 
people, quernstones, remnants of a now outmoded ritual, the trappings of legend. 
In 'Belderg', the first of these poems, the past is brought to mind in just this 
way by tquernstones out ot a bogt , a reminder to both poet and reader of Ireland's 
ancient past. They are memorials to l'Then primitive man first began to till the 
fields - 'the first plough-marks' - and thus began the long, sloii progress towards 
(supposed) civilization. A modern farmer, heir to this quiet cultivation, collects 
such relics lovingly as finds from the preserving bog ot Ireland, using them to 
express his own 'congruence' with the past. The querns become a kind of legendary 
source of vision, each 'one-eyed', a 'pupil' found asleep under the eyelid of its 
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covering peat. This both informs the present d~ response to these primitive 
patterns - 'repeated before our eyes' - and provides a direct line to the modeI'lr."" 
imagination, the 'mind's eye' of the closing image. The farmer himself has cleared 
aVlay, modern detritus to illuminate (perhllPs a little too patly, a,nd in the wrong 
order) the three successive ages of prehistoric Ireland, concentric as a tree-trunkf 
'His h-ome accrued growth rings 
Of iron, flint and bronze,II4. 
The poet's own sense of the past is fired more by linguistics, however, the ear 
rather than the eye. Discussion turns to Mossbawn, its capital letter indicating 
that here it refers to a place. - presumably Heaney.' ra 1 house- a meaning that makes 
the opening two poems all the more poignant, wife and fellow Irish as his home. 
Here language and a physical bUilding interact, both metaphors for tn: native race, 
'older strains of Norse' intermingling with the 'forked' root of conquering English, 
the 'planter's walled-in mound', and rebel native I~ish, 'persistent if outwor~t. 
This strange and dense poem, the most packed and indeed incomprehensible that 
Heaney has yet dared, ends by returning to the quernstone and, through it(literally) 
a mysterious vision. Stone, body and tree - of life and of date rings - combine to 
express the perennial destructiveness of Ireland in an image of pOi-Terful incoherence, 
the most forceful treatment of that legendary archetype~so far achieved. 
'A lTorld-tree of balanced stones, 
Querns piled like vertebrae, 
The marrow crushed to grounds,II5. 
Stones and bones, the dessicated remnants of both natural and human life, form the 
two dominant materials for the rest of }Torth, lifeless but enduring, yielding only-
to time and the dust. 
'Funeral Rights. moves from this general expression of Neolithic culture to a 
picture of its human representatives. These are seen, characteristically and true 
to the arcbetype, in violent death, and are approached through the rituals of 
mortality in two stages of the present: the poet's childhood and the more recent 
civil war. The former is seen as a kind of initiation ceremony·- 'I shouldered a 
kind of manhood' - in which death is obedient, 'tainted' -and inexorable1 'the black 
glacier of each funeral'. This sense of quiet order is shockingly absent from the 
equally 'neighbourly' murders of the current slaughter. 
'we pine for ceremony, 
customary rhythms. II6, 
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the new rhythms being that of the t, ff mass cor ege, mu led drumming' of 'family cars'. 
Family life is disrupted, the kitchen of the opening poem now 'emptied', and this 
funeral procession becomes a kind of legendary beast, a serpent that re-enters the 
tribal past - burial mounds, 'the megalithic doorway' - an image which suggests the 
simi1ur swallowing into death and legend of the misled children of Hamelin. This 
bur;:al;:innthe past, both literal and metaphorical, helps allay.- 'the cud of memory" 
and resolve, temporarily, the blood-feud in terms of the similar peace-through-
violence of thoses ancient warrior a. Gunnar was 'disposed' and 'beautiful' under 
his mound, becoming Fart of legend, turning to the moon. 'North', the title poem, 
takes up the direction - 'rie will dr; "ITe north aga.in- - and the setting _ the fjords 
of Scandinavia - of this last section, but it makes such interest in the past more 
specific, though still dealing with the Viking invasions of Ireland. There are 
especially important in that - as the Romans had left the country alone and sa:fely; 
unconquered - the Vikings rTere the first to establish cities, notably Dublin, and to 
counteract the nomadic life of the Celtic natives. Strangely, Heaney ignores the 
cre,ation in a.bout the 5th century A.D. of a specifically Celtic and Christian I, 
culture, whose fame (and peacefulness) spread throughout Europe. Heaney's history 
of savagery and invasion is itself a seriously (albeit understandably) limited and 
limiting one. There are other, less brutal or treacherous, archetypes of the Irish 
race, there are other, less bloodthirsty or vengeful, legends, but these are ones 
that the poet decides to ignore. North is not the complete truth, however brilliant, 
it remains, at its best, a partial view. 
North itself here returns to the 'unmagical' and the 'secular', the land itself 
bearing witness to human shaping, the 'hammered shod!of a-loay". Language resurrects 
the opposition in Wintering out of earth ~~d water, the land-based Irish and the 
invaders from across the sea. In a fine example of Heaney's ability to extend a 
complex sentence over a number of stanzas, achieving weight through clausal balance, 
the poet suddenly realizes that these warriors are not heroic but vulnerable and, 
ultimately, defeated. Like their now rusted swords, they warn precisely because of 
their failure to achieve anything beyond 'violence and epiphany". Such l':atery .;isdan 
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- 'ocean-deafened t, 'buoyant t, like the longships that brought thenr. _ sees the 
Vikings, and history itself, as rooted not in myth but economic power, expressed 
not in intellectual progress but in violence and rape, the archetype re-established • 
•••• Thor's hammer swung 
to geography and trade, 
thick-witted couplings and revenges,II7. 
This new spirit of realism inspires, rather than depresses, the poet, for it tells 
hiin! to delve deeper into his own heritage, language and earth. 
'It said, 'Lie down 
in the lvord-hoard, burrow 
the coil and gleam 
of your furrowed braint~I8. 
This intricacy, typical of native Irish art - already celebrated in the 'corbelled' 
tombs of 'Belderg' and the serpent of 'Funeral Rites' - informs both the dense, 
clotted style of Nortli and its intricate pattern of developing imagexy-. Heaney has 
to compose in the 'darkness' so well evoked in Door into the Dark and still not 
conquered in rrintering Out, where it related to legend and ritual. Light, vrhert it 
come~, will be not a 'cascade'- but natural and tied still to the northJ 'aurora 
borealis' - the Northern Lights - and the comet which is to redeem the poet, albeit 
in the last poem in the sequence. Like the Vikings, Heaney must become a raider on 
a 'long foray' into the dark antm cold, his sight clear as 'the bleb of the icicle', 
trusting in the 'nubbed treasure' of legend and history. 
Heaney folloi'TS his o~rn advice in 'Viking Dublin: Trial Pieces', a title which 
refers both to the ancient pottery - 'nubbed treasure' which inspires the poet to 
composition - and to the poem itself in its various sections. These themselves are 
trial pieces for this self-riilled delving into legend and archetype. The idea of 
trial looks furtheD forward to those poems dealing with the bog-people, the victims 
of death-judgements by their tribe, and their correlatives, those murdered b~ 
equally incomprehensible forces in sectarian Ulster. The poem opens with a skeletal 
image carved in stone. Its line is intricate as in the best Celtic art, and recalls 
both the 'coil and gleam' of the previous poem and 'A Lough Neagh Sequence', coiled 
as 'an eel swallowed/in a basket of eels'. It is nevertheless representative of 
far more, the '\-.'hole economic and genealogical pattern of Irish history, 
'interlacings elaborate 
as the netted routes 
of ancestry and tr~de,II9. 
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In a somewhat over-strained analogy, this sinuous design _ a • swimming nostril' _ 
becomes the 'migrant prOi-T' of a longship 'sniffing the Liffey" and leaving its 
marks as these buried treasures: coins, combs and a long sword; commerce, art and 
warfare. Heaney rescues this image from bathos by turning it towards linguistics. 
The Viking founding of Dublin is expressed in terms of the sound of this longship 
landing, caught fast in Irish earth, 
'its clinker-built hull 
spined and plosive 
as Dublin,I20. 
TLis confidence, • buoyant' as in the previous poem, carries over to the poet 
himself, its flowing line taken up in his Oi-m cursive handwriting (like the Irish 
monks he conveniently ignores) and a similarly twisting 'worm of thought'. Heane~ 
comes to resemble the most famous literary Dane, Hamlet, in his delving into earta 
(and graves), his obsession l'iith death - the skulls of not Yorick but his ancestors-
and his role as 'pargblist I of present day corruption, 'smeller of rot in the sta.te'l 
Both, again, are shackled by the past, 'pinioned by ghosts and'affeotions'. Like 
Hamlet, the poet resolves long and costly indecision by a sudden act of violence 
in a grave, here mimetic through identification with the invasions and ritual 
murders of the past. This call to glory in the violent and sadisti~actions of the 
Vikings is doubly-ironic, for their tortures recall those of modern Ulster, seen 
in a strange image of horror mingled with beauty, butchers creating an engel. 
'the1 spread out your lungs 
and made you warm wings 
121 for your shoulders' , • 
The skull motif, Vikings as Hamlet, returns to dominate the final section, as does 
the use of linguistics almost as an alternative reality. Hords achieve a life of 
their ol'm, 'hunting' over Ireland and its pervasive mingling of death and mother 
earth, 'the skull-CaPped ground'. Language, and the poet who employs it, must 
learn the quiet cunning of the old huntersI22, and this can be both destructive and 
creative, just as the Danes could choose 'sites/for ambush or ton~'. Dublin, 
whatever its 'compounded historY',remains a monument to their creativity, 'old 
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fathers' as well as bloody invaders. 
This archeology- of the race continues in 'The Digging Skeleton', the skull/ 
bone motif further refined, in which an old book of anatomical plates provides 
'mysterious candid" images of skeletons, alive and 'digging the earth. like navvies: t , 
archetypal Irish labourers. Earth seems unrelenting - as it was to the'Navvy' in 
Wintering Out - but it does loosen enough to release the dead. Images of slow and 
patient labour, like the earlier seed-cutters, these digging corpses gradually 
take on more sinister implications. 'Even death lies', and this harsh labour is 
eternal, a graphic form- of Hell. Its imp!'isonment - 'death's lifers' _ md exile _ 
,\,.hich "sends us abroad" - represent the archetypal withholding of repose for the 
Irishlrace. Indeed, the next seven poems deal with just such hostages from the 
dead: skeletons and the pre served vi.v ~ims of _ ri tuaJ. murder. Their very laclt of 
oblivion is both distressing and yet illuminating; they still have work to do. 
The implications of this skeletal paring, an analogue of the poet "s own' 
stripping off of extraneous material in his search for the real Ireland, are 
investigated more delicately in 'Bone Dreams'. Heaney finds a small bone on the 
turf, once again associated with stone and treasure - 'nugget of chaJ.k' - and a 
weapon in the battle between David and Goliath, oppressed and oppressor (that 
underlying archetype of Antaeus and Hercules), fought through the intellect. 
'I wind it in 
the sling of mind 
to pitch it at England,Ia3. 
The 'boneyard' which provided the digging skeletons becomes, in turn, a. 'bone-houset~ 
itself a modern equivalent of the older form: 'ban-hus'. Bone provides a 'language 
of touch' through which - in section II - the poet strIps off later accretions to 
reach the original, skeletal Celtic. 'Ivied' Latin, 'erotic' Provencal French, 
the 'devices' of :tTorm-an French and the elaborate 'canopies"lof Elizabethan: English, 
which combined them all into a language of beaut7 but slavery~_'the tongue's old 
dungeons' - all ~eld to their Germ~~ic base. Its harsh sound is a concomitant of 
its users' directness, the 'iron flash: og consonants", and their inventiveness, the 
'dream-bower t • Section- IV goes back even past language to the most basic function 
of bone, making love and thus renewing itself. Eone once more becomes stone, 
woman returning to native earth, in a beautiful image dra'Yi}1 from prehistoric 
landscape and stressing man's eternalcsubmissiveness to his love, time to eternity • 
•••• I am screes 
on her escarpments 
a chalk giant 
carved upon her downs. I24• 
This image of woman expands - 'Y1ith a reverent sexuality reminiscent, sa;y, of the 
Song of Solomon - to a full identification lli th prehistoric England (should it not 
be Ireland?). Her spine is a 'sunken fosse', her shoulder is Hadrian"s 'Wall, in 
l'1hich the pattern of bone under flesh corresponds to stone fortifications now 
swathed in turf. Heaney travels over both, seeming~- in a perhaps jarring double-
entendre - Maiden Castle. Even the dead mole of section VI exemplifies this same 
deep relationship between bone structure and the landscape of native land, 'dfeams' 
revealed only in extreme situations, love and death. In the next si1 poe~s, these 
dreams are apecifically tied to those restless corpses, the bog people so Tecently 
reclaimed from the soil. Truly legend here can reveal the presenc~ of archetype. 
These six poems, originally published separately as ~ pamphlet, take up the 
subject - already sketched out in 'The Tollund Man" and 'Nerthus' - of recent 
Danish discoveries of Celtic victims of ritual fertility murder in a near miraculous 
state of preservation. P. V.GiI.ob'·s accoimtI26 once again forms the basis of these 
poems, but Heaney develops both their ties with the' earth and their links YTith 
modern Ireland, and provides a sensitive commentary (Glob's photograph's seem more 
of an influence, again, than his actual text). 
'Come to the Bower' provides a general introduction, delving into the earth 
past vegetation and coins to the real treasure, the 'dark-bowered queen' of eart~ 
and darkness, a Venus of the north 'matter of fact' as, in 'Girls Bathing, Gahray 
1965 t • Her corpse £s sti11 fresh, bearing clearly the mark of the gorget which 
strangled her. She connects with water, as in Wintering Out, to reinvigorate 
fertility, 'spring water/starts to rise around her'. This preserved spirit is more 
important, more truly 'bullion". tha.'t'l a:ny gold that this water might bear, and 'Bog 
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Queen' speaks directly for this local deity, made properl7 regal by her long ordeal. 
She describes her long incarceration in earth and the decay, or rather transmutation, 
of the trappings of state in the envelop5.ng peat. her diadem' carious', her ~ash a 
'black glacier' (curiously, the same phrase used to describe the childhood funerals 
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in 'Furieral Rites', later ceremonies of death). Her discovery is first seen as 
another kind of rape - 'stripped/by a turfcutter"s spade' _ but it is also gentle 
and respectful. Through, it, the queen rises from: darkness to reclaim sovereignt7, 
powerful just because of her sad fragmentation, another "nubbed treasure' recreated 
in bone, art and light, a mysterious revelation. 
"hacked bone, skull-ware, 
frayed stitches, tufts, 
small gleam:~ on the bank"I28 
The following three poems stress the position of these bog people as victims, 
scapegoats for the inherent (archetypal) violence of the North. 'The Grauballe 
Man I' again stresses how long immersion has made these corpses a function of the 
natural proC'esses to which they have been exposed. The man 'seems to 1-Teep/the black 
river of himself', his spine the SiriUOUS eel of tViking Dublin: Trial Pieces", his 
death wound opening, like earlier ~oems, direct into primal dark. The horrifying 
immediacy of tni's corpse and its terrible straining, 'bruised like a forceps baby", 
well evokes the photograph~ which inspired the poemI29 , but memory transmutes him 
from- history to legend, "perfeGted' in the imagination. Irere, mingling'beauty and 
atrocity~, he becomes as archetypal as the 'Dying Gaul', and yet still shockingl~ 
real. As scientifically quantifiable as his fel101"s, his place in recent folit 
legend is a£ real as - and balanced against - cold realit7, archetype of sacrifice, 
I • •• the actual 
of each hooded victim, 
slashed and dumped "I30. 
'Punishment' makes this sense of guilt and outrage more personal and contemporary. 
The poem describes a young girl executed for adulterTI : 1 • The manmer of her 
execution and humiliation is mad~numbingly immediate, wind blowing 'her nipples/to 
amber beads', weighed dow"D in the bog by 'floating rods and 'b.oughs'. Heaney also 
recreates the sensuality of this 'poor scapegoat' - 'flaxen-haired' and with a ' 
''tnr-1:tJ.ack facet - but admits his orm imaginative complicity, an 'artful voyeur' of 
her remains who would have similarly helped scourge her with 'the stones of silence~ 
This guilt is not a mere poeiic.device, for the girl's role as scapegoat, and her 
'tar-black' face, connect her directly idth her 'betr~ing sisters' tarred and 
feathered in Ulster for fraternisation (a political form of adultery?) with the 
other side. Heaney ztands dumb at this updating of ritual sacrifice, pretending to 
'civilized outrage' but cor~iving at a similarl~ indefensible,communal slaughter to 
'yet understand the exact 
and tribal, intimate revenge,I32. 
The obsessive imagery of death in this poem'- the 'brain's exposed/and darkened 
combs' - continues into 'strange Fruit,I33. This description of a decapitated head 
confirms, if nothing else, Heaneyf's powers of precise evocationI34• Flesh has come 
to resemble fruit, the head itself a 'gourd', 'prune-stones' as teeth, hair a fern, 
but, as in 'Come to the Bower", this death is both fragile and valuable to the race, 
a 'perishable treasure'. It also survives, yet expresses, both dark and peat. Its 
blank eyeholes are es fathomles~ as 'pools in the old workings' and masterful 
enough. to survive any attempt either to destroy or worship, 'outstaring/what had 
begun to feel like reverence'. It is their very humanity which makes these corpses 
so representative, so archetypal, yet saddening or, here, 'nameless, terrible'. 
This representative quality is stressed in 'Kinship', the final bog poem in 
the sequence, which ties these victims more coherently to Irish history, culture 
and myth. Like the earlier 'Bogland~, it opens with an exploration of native 
habi tat. Earth and water meet half wa:y to form: peat, which dror:ns the unwary and 
yet provides energy, kills and yet preserves. Peat provides this 'kinship" between 
poet and 'strangled victim', a form of dream through which he can regain his 
'origins", rlldnegs recalled in domesti.c tranq'tdlli'ty, _legenamade,everyday; 
'like a dog turning 
its memories of r,ilderness 
on the ki tcheD. mat ,135. 
Bogland combines dark and mystery, 'cooped secrets/of process and ritual', .. dth the 
srune essential impenetrability; as the 'eyeholes' of the previous poem. Each pool is 
also a reminder of both fertility and burial, 'the unstopped mouth of an urn". 
Section II returns to linguistics to give an expanded definition of 'bog', as if 
taken from: a particularly imaginative dictionary. It is not the 'slime kingdom' of 
swamp but a combination of 'pollen bin", 'insatiable. bride', 'bone-vault' (ban-hus 
again) and the 'floe of history'. Once more this is tied closely to the human brain 
_ the 'combs' of 'Punishment', the 'coil and gleam' of 'North', the 'outback of my 
mind' l • Section III continues the digging motif rihich lies at the heart of Heaney's 
early '\-,ork, although here a sexual connotation enters as well, 'the shaft l;ettish/ 
as r sank it upright'. The poet discovers a "love-nest', like that in the bracken 
in which the victim w~ found in section I. The spade itself has been taken back 
by Nature, 'overgrown/\~i th a green, fog' ~ Placed upright by Heaney, it forms an 
'obelisk", an upright monument to earth, paralleled by the raiSing of a • clovel1' oak-
limb' - mysterious symbol of fertility, the 'Venus-bone t of "'Come te the Bower'. 
'x stand at the edge of centuries 
facing a goddess,136. 
Section IV moves to autumn with its mingling of dec~ and fruitfu]ness _ 'sump and 
seedbag', 'ferments of husk and leaf' - and this is seen, again, linguistically. 
Autumn in bogland is 'the vowel of earth', a process of endless, de'ath and recreation 
'a, windfall composing; 
the floor it rots into "I 37 • 
lfature too is asleep, 'dreaming its root' of coming fertility. The poet is botfu 
rooted in this and draV."nl back to it, a 'weeping lTillow who weeps at his nation's 
tragedy, bending back to earth and the 'appetites of gravity.... In, section V, 
therefore, Heaney bends back to his childhood and to memories of his Ol~ help witfu 
turf-gathering, associated both with this autumnal fertility and a form of love, 
the 'cupid's bow" and 'socketed lips' of the cart itselfo The driver becomes a 
part of legend. 'God of the wagon' through sucfuproviding, a 'hearth-feeder', the 
poet IS his assistant in this mystery, 'squire of ~is circuits'. Like hisfuilera1 
attendance earlier, this turf gathering becomes another rite of passage for the 
young Heaney, bringing maturit~ along with the respect of the tribe, 
'my manly- pride 
~hen he speaks to me'. 
The final section of 'Kinship' salutes an earlier observer of these Northern 
h o tOT "t I38 rituals, the Roman 1S Or1an aC1 us • 
of such anthropological study; like hig ancestors, he too is immersed in ritual and 
lives in clo~e contact .dth his past, near an 'old crannog/piled by the fearful 
dead ". The land itself expresses this atmosphere of violence and deca,y--,. 
'Our mother ground 
is sour with the blood 
of her faithfultI39p 
their:death~throes are 'gargling/in her sacred heart'. The Roman legions stare in 
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disbelief 'from; the ramparts' (just as modern British troops similarly.- watch from 
behind their barricades) at such ritual slaughter. Reaney invokes Tacitus to come 
back again and 'report us r fairly-f', -just as did the bog murders. It needs some 
impartial outsider to calmly describe modern fake morality - 'ho~T we slaughter/for 
the common good I' - kangaroo court justice, shaving the heads • of the notorious', 
and the continuing, archetypal power of legend. The goddess now is not Nerthus 
but religious fanatiCism, yet it lis still dangerous, potent and envelopingJ 
, I~OW the goddess swallows 
our love and terror "i40 • 
The bog people are not merely bizarre historical curiosities but a warning and a 
parallel of the same l.ntolerance at the heart of what claims to be civilizatd.m, 
a violence - dra,,'D from legend and archetype - not of invaders but of the natiws. 
Some (thouglt unfortunately not all) of the charged s:eriousness released in' the 
poet by this delving into the remote (yet vividly recreated, or perhaps imagined) 
past seeps over-into his treatment of more recent history and, most difficult of 
all, the present day. The remaining poems in section I contiJJUe this survey of 
Irisli-:. history.' to its most recent invasion, that of the English: through, in turn, 
the Tudors, the Act of Union and modern troops. This history of oppression is 
paralleled, in an extraordinary WB3, by Heaneyl's own conquest of his wife. Suclt 
del ving into the poet' s O~1ll duplicity and violence - as much a part of the brutal 
archetype of legend as the bog murders or modern sectarian killings - sets North 
apart from earlier, more simplistic, attempts at the same subject matter, most 
notably rrintering Out. The rape of Ireland, the basic metaphor underlying the next 
two poems, broadens out into poetr,rwhich unites bravely the personal and the 
political, the poet and his native land. 
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IOcean's Love to Ireland " uses the near clich~ of sexual/territorial conquest 
to express Irelandl's betrayal by the Eng]ish. Based on an anecdote related by 
Jolm AubreyI42, Ralegh's seduction of a local maid parallels England's drive to 
conquer the Iris~ the ocean of 'North' flooding the native land of 'Kinship', 
both inexorable and yet gentle, raising her skirt, .. --
'Her farthingale like a scarf of weed lifting 
In the front of a "ave I'. 
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In realitY', hOr:ever, this sea tides for Elizabeth, the Cynthia of Ralegb"s poem 
rather than the Irish tributaries, themselves the muddy puddle over which he l~s 
down his cloak of his queen.. Ireland is already a testing ground for religious 
slaughter;- that same old archetype - the 'mouthing corpses' of the armed invaders 
sent by the Pope arid massacred at SmerwickI44 , • sowed' as .. Tere the bog people. The 
Irish are fully subjugated, their language and culture defeated militarily byi_: _ 
'iambic drums~of Englisa". The only escape is back into landscape, redeeming her 
heri tags 'into ringlet-breath and dew'. 'Aisling" continues this false rl'ooing, 
again based on poetryl45 and described linguistically, "a decadent S1veet air'. 
Iru reprisal, Ireland"s own reciprocal future treachery is hinted at, just as Diana 
turned her lover, Actaeon, into a stag, hf13 "rooing reduced to an 'exhausted 
belling', torn apart bY' his o ... rn hounds. 
This disuni ty- carries on into 'Act of Union-"I46. Taking up the central 
conceit of 'Bone Dreams', lovers axe evocations of landscape, their child a 'bog-
burst/a gash breaking open the fernY' bed". The territorial greed of earlier poems 
appears to be at an end - 'conquest is a lie" - and love __ brings independence 
through sharing, t conceding Your half-independent shore ". Man's t tall kingdom:" 
embraces the 'heaving province" of the rTomb, and brings personal, if not political 
union. Section: II shows, however, that this harmony is just as illusor,r as it is 
in statecraft, and that love expresses, rather than escapes, this forced dominance. 
The poet is still 'imperially male' and his wife still suffers 'the pain/the 
rending process in the colony'. Even the unborn child seems a representation' of 
the political climate, his heart atwardrum"-' answering the 'iambic drums' of the 
English mastery-:- and his very- posture in the womb aggressive. The conceit here 
becomes ridiculous, the womb as the Irish Sea and the foetus as parasite (archetype 
pushed into absurdity), a slackness of control reflected in~the language itself. 
' ••• i'gnorant little fists already' 
Beat at youx borders and I know they're cocked 
At me across the ¥ater"I47r. 
The poem only regains seriousness when again tied in with Heaney's abiding concern 
with Ireland as mother earth, archetype returned from artifice to legend. By the 
same analogy, the nation!ls "birth-pangs are felt in the excavations that exposed 
both Viking relics and the bog people. Both bring revelation and yet pain, the 
poet's wife and Ireland both left symbolically naked, Ira"l, like opened ground,again' 
This violence continues even into the ceremony of marriage,infil trating the very 
very heart of fertility, as seen in 'The Betrothal of Cavehill'. Here, ritual 
gunfire in honour of the poet's wedding recalls the snipers of Belfast, just as 
Cavehill itself represents the north, 'proud, protestant ••• and male'. An Adam. 
before the 'shock of gender', he has not yet yielded a rib from which Eve can be 
created. If male is rock, then fema.le evokes the 'hideouts' of native earth and 
bogland, the wife's body still secret, legendary-: 'her !'Ods and broom". 
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The final poe~ of Part I, 'Hercules and Antaeus t , echoes and answers the first 
by relating IrelandjAntaeus"s eventual defeat. Hercules raises Antaeus from the 
earth and thus r.eans him - a birth like that in 'Act of Union' _ but also kills 
this 'mould-hugger' by removing him from his native, sustaining element finto a 
dream of loss and origins', the elegy of North itself. Hercule s sums up 8-11 that 
is not Irish, a 'snake-choker' as compared to the sinuous line of Celtic art in 
'Viking Dublin'. 'Sky-born' rather than a creature of earth, a force not of bog-
darkness but light, Hercul:es. is a 'blue prong graiping' the 'black powers" 'l1hicn:: 
feed off Ireland and nourish its past, the hidden forces of archetype, 
• ••• the cradling dark, 
the river-veins, the secret gullies 
148 of hi s strength 11 • 
Irish legend, like that of other dead civilizations, becomes of interest only to 
lelegists' like Heaney, 'Ealor 1dll die/'Idth Bryrthnoth and Sitting BUll'-. Antaeus 
himself becomes a form of landscape, 'a profiled ridge f' .Thus the endless renewal of 
'Ocean's Love to Ireland I, 'possessed and repossessed f', is ended by this symbolic 
loss of contact between the Irish and their native bogland, the guardian of the pas~ 
It fails any more to bring comfort, Ipap for the dispossessed'. As the opening poem 
suggested, elevation leads to a fall, and the rest of llprth e~resses this process 
in terms of a specific history, that of the poet himself (to be further sharpened, 
made even more archetypal, in Stations). Heaney's education in English culture 
separates him from that frui~ful contact with farm-work and the earth which indeed 
his early poems try to recreate. Here, at last, is the reason for the lack of 
resonance in there later poems - Eden, once lost, cannot be regained, even through 
the ""Tilling of art, new legends cannot_ so easj.ly-- be created. 
Part II of North. deals, therefore, ydth modern, rather than historical Ireland 
and with Heaney's orm 'weaning'. rt is written,therefore,in a more colloquial, 
less dense, style than the bardic and linguisticall~ complex language of Part I, 
with its obsession idth roots: racial, verbaJ. and national. There is, however, a 
running motif here of slavery and oppression, balanced by the sense of release and 
escape in the final poem', which gro'Ws out of the history of Ireland's O'tl'"lt' past 
subjugation so subtly traced in Part I. The opening three poems of Part II deal 
directly with this governing image of slavery, from rrhich poetry offers the one 
possible escape, and the remainmg poems follol'[ this through: by describing Heaney-'s 
own coming to age as a poet (themselves, of course, a function of this development). 
'The Unackn01-rledged Legislator's Dream·I49 expresses this sense of personal 
imprisonment in terms of dream:- it has a jokey Ruritanian feel at odds with the 
rest of North - the poet attempting "to free hi~ people from- .the masonry: of state 
and statute'. He is himself incarcerated, however, another victim of the police 
state; 'I am honoured to add a poet to our list. The reader becomes a voyeur, 
watching Reaney's attempts at escape (as he earlier watched the frozen, intimate 
suffering of the bog people). This sudden slackening of poetic tension(prose .. after. 
tightly structured verse) provides a comic breathing space, but with 'wnatever You 
Say Say Nothing' the genuine paranoia at state repression is revealed in all its 
bitterness. The poet is again'imprisoned, this time by the media and its tired 
cliches (the linguistic concern continued from Part I), echoed in tUL~ by Heaney 
himself, 'expertly civil tongued with ~ivil neighbours', part of the complicity; 
/ h b d bl.°t'. 'we're on the make as ever ••• fork-tongued on t e or er Still he searches 
for a genuine mode of expression - angling again - ·to lure the tribal shoals to 
epigram/and order', seeking the 'right line' - fishin~, poetic or political - to 
bring peace. Linguistic subtlety is itself part of this civil war, 'manoeuvrings 
to find out name and school', a new angle to that archetype of intolerance, 'tight 
gag of place' like the gorget in 'Come to the Bower', 'coiled' tongue like the 
fUrrowed brain of ·North'. In a rare reference to classical myth, rather than to 
native legend, the Catholics are like the sly invaders of Troy, a hidden menace, 
•••• cabin'd and confined like wily Greeks, 
Beseiged within the siege, whispering morse,I50• 
Section IV reprints the lines which preface lTintering Out, a chilling description 
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of a real prison, like the previous poem 'a bad dream with no sound'. These bitter 
'coherent miseries' at least offer the possibility of escape, a fulfilling of 'our 
little destiny' just as the bomb crater of 'fresh clay' has its place along with 
-the earthworks and bogs of Part I. Archetype shades from legend into the everyday, 
'Freedman,' completes and resolves this s~ction on slavery by again delving into the 
past. Just as tte Romans trained slaves from 'bac~lard,I5I~regions to learn a 
useful trade, and thus civilize them, so English culture has, through school, 
university and their 'parchments and degrees', given the young Heaney such an 
education. 'Subjugated' by the annual routine of religious observance - 'calendars 
all fast and abstinence' - the poet is still 'earth-starred' like Antaeus, a victim 
of suppression and surveillance. 'Census-taking eyes' fasten 'like lampreys' and 
leech on native talent. Heaney is freed only through his discovery of poetry, ,-,hich 
daa 'abjure all cant and self-pity' though this too is a form of betrayal, turning 
teaching against 1 tself, -(the arehetype too enduring lightly to be escaped), 
'And poetry wiped my brow and sped me. 
Now:they will say I bite the hand that fed me'. 
This discovery of poetry forms the major subject of the final, and longest, 
poem. in North, 'Singing School'. It is itself a kind of para-history of modern_ 
Ulster, seen through the eyes of the grOldng poet, which parallels the history of 
ancient Ireland presented in Part 1152, archetype developed from Celtic legend to 
the young Heaney's own biography, itself given legepd's representative power (and 
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simplification). 'The Ministry of Fear' takes its title from a contemporary novel, 
to describe the poet's schooling in terms of this religious and social divide, the 
'lonely scarp' of boarding school (echoing the 'escarpements' of 'Bone Dreams'), his 
very rhymes trampling 'allover the fine law"lls of elocution' ,,'bevertheless 'dabbling-
in these verses until 'they have become a life'. Language remains a social barrier -
' ••• Catholics, in general, don't speak 
as well as students from the Protestant schools,154 -
and poetry itself is suspect, 'hieroglyphics' read uncomprehendingly at a roadblock. 
Even courting, hOFever, is tainted by such police surveillance, 'the muzzle of a 
stenwgun in my eye', and Ulster, for all the work of Spenser and Ralegh, has no 
inalienable 'rights on the English lyric'. This 'ministry of fear' is again seen at 
work in section 2, 'A Constable Calls', a development of the 'census-taking" of 
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'Freedman' into a mixture of 'arithmetic and fear'. The poem has a kind of 
hallucinogenic clarity and obsession, most notably in the description of his bike, 
'Heating in sunlight, tho 'spud' 
Of the dynamo gleaming and cocked back", 
black, shiny and threatening as the policeman's gun, a symbol of enslavement. 
Behind both is the spectre of British pOoTer, 'the black hole in the barracks' (the 
dark again, just as the bike heats 'in sunlight' as in the opening poem). Heaney's 
remembered early fear, 'small guilts' at this ritual, is a 'domesday book' ,'7hich 
both recalls the past and foretells future doom. v ThE! sound of the depa:fting 
bicycle is a symbolic time bomb, set under Ulster and rea~ to explode; 
' ••• His boot pushed off 
And the bicycle ticked, ticked, ticked t • 
'Orange Drums, Tyrone,I966' presages future ~olence even more threateningly. The 
marching Orangeman, like the policeman, seems a giant automaton, a figure half-real, 
half-legend. Like the creations of Heaney's fellow countryman Fl~ O'Brien, he 
seems close to being a machine, 'each arm extended by a seasoned rod'. Like the 
'iambic drums' of 'Ocean's Love to Ireland', .the drumming here is military and 
aggressive, 'like giant tumours' indicating something rotton in the state, and hit 
'until his knuckles bleed'. A direct reference back to the Orange drums in 'What-
ever You Say Say Nothing', the very air now i£ 'pounding like a stethoscope', 
diagnosing the 'tumours' of future civil ... ·;ar, a PrC?testant challenge. 'No Peper 
is soon to be answered in like kind, intolerance breeds intolerance. 
In 'Summer 1969', this erupts into violence at last, involving the subjects of 
both previous two poems, but,.·rhile 'the Constabulary covered the mob/firing into 
the Falls', Heaney himself is far a"t~a.y:, on holiday in'Spain, though he cannot 
escape his native land so easily'. The fishmarket smells like 'the reek off a fla:x-
dam', while (in a more strained analogy) the uniform of the Civil Guard 'gleamed 
like fish-bellies in flax-poisoned waters', a pollution representing Ireland's 
estrangement from her native soil, and mirroring her political malaise. Heaney is 
unsure of hi s direction - should he return to 'try to touch the people' or, li}::e 
Lorca, give up his life in civil war. His solutimn is provided unexpectedly_ 
Retreating to the Prado, Heaney encounters Goyal s painting of the tragedy of Civil 
War, alon~ o'ith his more oblique canvases of discord and terrorI55 (the same old 
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archetype). It is Goya's method here that most appeals to the poet, passionate and 
impatient, violent as the bullfight watched earlier on the television and yet 
substituting emotion - as a defence and as a banner - for bloodshed, for legend. 
'He painted with his fists and elboW's, flourished 
The stained cape of his heart as history eharged,I56; 
'Fosterage' further defines the poet's role in the midst of this horror, for 
'description is' revelation'. Heaney, 'ne'Hly cubbed in language', learns how to 
employ this new power, achieving precision yet not overstatement; 'don't have the 
veins bulging in your biro'. For such advice and gentle'fosterage', Heaney is still 
grateful to his early mentor, Michael McLaverty, his best monument North itself, 
with its resulting concern with language, words 'imposing on my tongue like obols', 
the 'nubned treasure' of 'North'. Thtii 'note of exilef'~forced on Heaney here to 
help him attain 'the lineaments of patience' finds its expression in 'Exposure', 
a tying together of the governing motifs-the l.inderlyipg .gI'chetyp'efoof,.the collection. 
As in lTinterine Out, this final poem celebrates exile, albeit here in another 
part of Ireland, Uicklow in the Republican South, rather than in California, It 
marks a return to the Irish countryside seen: elegiacally, in the 'spent flukes of 
autumn' and in twilight. The poet re~enters legend, imagining 'a her%n some 
muddy compound', his gift the 'sling of mud' from 'Bone Dreams' here 'whirled for 
the desperate'. As indecisive as Hamlet in 'Viking Dublin', Heaney is; seen 
carefully 'v;eighing and weighing/my responsible tristia'. Despite the conclusion 
of 'Fosterage', this process is still confused - is poetry merely melodic, 'for the 
ear', populist, 'for the people', or a statement of lrhat cannot be spoken out loud, 
'what is said behind-baclre '? The rain itself seems to ansrler, suggesting'let-do,'ills 
and erosions' and yet recalling the 'diamond absolutes' which the poet strives for, 
jUst as he seeks the 'comet' - some divine revelation - at the beginning of the poe& 
Heaney comes to realize that, like James Joyce in 'Summer 1969' and Katherine 
Mansfield in 'Fosterage', he is an 'inner emigr~" but one who has retreated not 
into self-absorption but a":Ta:y from the massacre of civil war back into Nature. 
'Taking protective colouring' from his surl'oundings, "bark and bole', 'feeling every 
wind that blo~s' - both literally and metaphorically - he can here attain a 
passionate neutrality, freed at last from the tFil1' forces of archetype and legend. 
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q(either internee or informer', instead 'grovffi long-haired/and thoughtful'; 
bent over a wood fire, he is'blowing up those sparks'of history and legend 
for their 'meagre heat', a hope that Ireland will overcome its present 
troubles just as it has done the tragedies of the past. Nevertheless, through 
just this process, his obsession with linguistics and the past as forms of 
comfort, Heaney has missed his one moment of revelation (as, by implication, 
has the reader, bimilarly sidetracked), archetype made manifest and visible; 
'The once-in-a-lifetime portent, 
The cornet's pulsing rose,I57. 
This beautiful image, fertility from light, concludes a developing tension 
between light and darkness in North.(a similar dichotomy helped structure 
'trintering Out). In Part I, ligr·t occasionally illuminated the darkness of 
peat and prehistory -the 'cascade of light' in 'North', the moon in 'Funeral 
-, 
Rites', the' small gleams' in 'Bog Queen', 'rush-light' in 'Ocean's love to 
Ireland' and the 'spur of light' in 'Hercules and Antaeus'. Similarly, Part 
II expresses oppression and fear through darkness - the evenings at St. 
Columb's College and the night patrols in 'The Ministry of Fear', the 
shadow of the policeman in 'A Constable Calls', the 'dark corners' and 
Goya's painted nightmares in 'Summer 1969'. This opposition between, basically; 
good and evil is not resolved, and indeed one of the lessons of the historical 
survey of North is that events and situations do repeat themselves, both 
in life and art, just as the situation of modern, and prehistoric, Ireland 
is represented in a painting by a Spaniard, Goya, in which 
two beserks club each other to death 
.nk. ,158 For honour's sake, greaved in a bog, and Sl 1ng • 
The poet of North offers no easy solutions, his investigatjon of the 
past and of native legend leading only to 'exposure', either to the elements 
or to the reality of the situation. The final image has much of the beauty 
but little of the finality o~ harmor~ of, say, the linkingof fire and rose 
at the end of Eliot's Four QU2_rtetsI59 , and it is this lack of a rounded 
., 
conclusion which both, ultimately, prevents this work fulfilling the rich 
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promise of its first half - if part t,;o matched it in either poetic density or 
structural harmony the whole work would undoubtably be a masterpiece _ and 
yet makes it true to the very uncertainty and incompletion of the tangled 
situation from which it arises. Certal"nly North I d h revea s ne ,-, ept s in Heaney's 
art through this archeology of Irish legend and pre-ilistory, opening up his 
llesponses to landscape in a l~ay not seen in his more prosaic descriptions of 
the modern i,orId, and only hinted at in his early poetry. Nevertheless, this 
employment of native folklore and legonds';is double-edged, rediscovering the 
past and yet failing to fully realize the present, except mimetically. This 
impasse ,;;as also faced, and demolished, by Geoffrey Hill in Mercian HymnsI60 , 
and it is an extraordinary - though illuminating - coincidence that Heaney i:as 
exploring the same areas of experience and prose epiphanies in the opening 
sections of StationsI6I ,:hen Hill's ,;ork suddenly appeared -
'\That I had regarded as stolen marches in a form ne .. ; to me had been 
headed off by a .. ork of complete authority,I62. 
Heaney had begun Stations during his stay in California, as he self-mockingly 
relates, as part of the same searching for roots i'lhich also informs the 'dork of 
163 Thorn Gunn, to be discussed later, and Gary Snyder's Earth House Hold • 
'nature mysticism stuff i~as hot on the ground - everyone trying to be 
a Red Indian or -,ihatever - and I -,'-as re-entering Ii ttlo spots of 
" 11 I h 1 f 't' th ,164 tlme rea y. t .. las t e p easure 0 wrl lng em up • 
Living in llicklow released the rest of the sequence, '!iritten rapidly and unlocking 
'moments at the ver"J edge of consciousness ,;nich had lain for years 
in the unconscious as active lodes ••• points on a psychic turas, 
" , th'nk" I" h d, I65 statl0ns that I have often ma~e un 1 lng y ln my ea , 
the poet's antennae receiving these signals and discerning their connection 
~ith the 'Troubles', the 'sectarian dimension of that pre-reflective experience'. 
These stations are also, ho~-;ever, points of arrival, the poet finding, in the 
very act of compaBition, 'the excitement of coming for the first time to a place 
I had ahays kno:.n completely'. Heaney has since expressed uncertainty as to his 
methods and intention - 'betiieen pointing to,;ards a coherent prose account and 
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not being a se~uence' - and sees them as not resolved enough, too 'pious', 
but it is this ,~hich makos Stations so expressive. The archetype -of'-:Irish~egend 
finds its truest expression in the violence and duplicity of Heaney's childhood. 
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Stations provides an alternative history of post-war Ireland , again tie:d 
intimately to the poet's own chi~dhood and adolescence - as in North _ but more 
~annered, mandarin, Joycean epiphanies dredged up from the past. These prose 
pieces are less taut than Geoffrey Hill's Mcrcian Hymns, less scholarly and 
pared do';;n, but they share the same sense of the ridiculous, the same sudden 
visions of natural beauty, the same deliberate confusions of historical time. 
The later sections of Stations are certainly influenced by Hill's delight in a 
difficult, precise vocabulary, but such limits give Heaney a freedom, a mystery 
even~ of response denied elsewhere by the pull of natural description, the 
spade rather than the pen. Like Hill, Heaney traces his childhood chronologic-
ally through the sequence, personalising social history into legend, the grol:th 
~f a nation traced in one both representative and unique, set apart. These 
'stations' are both heir to the Cross and British Rail, the sacred and profane. 
The opening (prose) poem, 'Cauled', begins, appropriately enough, in an 
Irish field. The poet is born into light and (adapting the motif of fA Lough 
Neagh:S2(~Uence') ',fisbe~ for~_mean:1:ng, ,cat.ching' branches in his grasping hiLi1c1:!r, 'he 
caught co, rod in each hand and jerked the 'I',hole tangle into life'. He is lost 
among 'pods' - as in 'The Ministry of Fear' seed for the future - but is himself 
'netted' cy vsgetation and the dark, 'a caul of shadows', and already part of 
his nation's heritage of sorrow, 'they had found him at the first onset of 
sobcing'. The other native heritage is language, the poet first located at the 
root of 'kindly tongues', and both unite in his first utterance, one of fear and 
grief. The double focus of Sta.tions is already in operation, ~Icaney and modern 
Ireland reflecting one another's 'l'lounds. Section 2, 'Branded', establishes 
. 
further ttis birthmark of pain, 'the inflamed crescent on his breast', again 
located ttrough the landscape of mother earth. The young poet clutches, 
literally, at stra'HS during harvesting, but tumbles back to earth, planting the 
seed of sslf, 'his small head hits the ground like a pod splitting open to the 
sky'. Recuperating, weeping in sunlight, he is granted a vision of dust caught 
in light ~hich recreates the accident -the poet trapped underneath a bolting 
horse. and 'branded' by its hooves, both in mind and body. 
'Slo~·:ly motes compose the opening of a hairy canopy as the pastern 
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unclouds its moon and again the shod hoof strikes and brancs him,I67. 
New heaven, new earth, the overbearing stallion representing the oppressiv3 
YTho already, by proxy, stress their domination and ability to punish. The 
poet, nevertheless, continues his explorations under the belly of his peers. 
The follmving poem, 'Hodge-school', opens a group of five r:hich consider 
incidents from the young Hea'Yley' s schooling - in the natural Yorld rather than 
the classroom - and his gradual realization of his triple heritage, mother earth, 
oppression by the Protestant 111Qr?-rchy, and the healing po.:er of native legend. 
The poet regains his native element, bogland, .·;hore earth and water meet, 'cool 
and Het'. He is once again part of the fertility of nature - 'pod ridgos, legs 
of starlings' - t>e adult ~;orld again distant, 'humble and familiar as pads 
across grazing', but still spoilj'~S this 'big air' of evening, domesticating it 
'as if it lay over utensils on a back rlind01{-sill'. Through close regard of 
this natural bcmefio:ence and its very other-.;ordliness, a bunch of ~;ild primroses 
'imploding pallors, star plasm, nebula of Lay', the poet nevertheless escapes, 
'stared himself into an absence', until told to desecrate this very fertility 
for cold ritual, 'pull them for the May altar'. ieligion destroys such beauty 
of place for a faked symbolism and the' poot for a third time is drav~ to still-
remembered tears, finding his birthright end being dragged a~ay back to the 
world of adults, 'homesick, going home'. 'In' nksting-ground', fourth in the 
sequence, Heaney regains the earth but is properly frighten~d, the darkness of 
nests in the riverbank ( .. ater close to earth again) as mysterious as it ~:as in 
Door into the Dark. The otherness and danger of the natural -.. orld is stressed.-
the 'surprising density' of a dead robin'S beak, the 'cheeping' -.,hieh could be 
ei ther bird or rat - and he stands, as with the -,dId primroEes, guardian. (both 
priest and 'sentry') of these unfathomed mysteries, 
'putting his ear to one of the abandoned holes and listening for 
, d,I68 the silence under tne groun • 
Section 5, 'Si~~ing the shaft', openE, by contrast, in noise and sunlight, 
the man-mace hole into -.d!ich the pump is to be set a ",;ound' in the earth, 
symbol, again, of English op~jI'ession. The sound seems to continue from niC!ltmare 
and, as in the earlier 'Rite of Spring', the pump is a sexual signal, though 
here not female fertility but male (and military) domination _ 
'Snouted, helmeted, the plunger like an active gizzard, the handle 
dressed to a clean SI'OOP, set on a pediment ••• I suppose -i.e 
thought it never could be'tOPPled, I69. 
Nevertheless, these 'strange voices' will one d~ be extirpated. 
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'1'Jaterbabies', sixth in the sequence, continues this idea of schooling, 
from innocence to experience, mud again the favoured element, •. here earth and 
viater meet, and ";-arfare the coming preoccupation. Tklse neil 'waterbabies' 
colonise a 'fetid corner' as 'Botany Bay' - exile again - mastering water as in 
'Undine' but for play not agriculture, ~:ar not peace; a 'black marina' of pirate 
ships, ' .. ;hite feathers' for sails ,·;hich also suggest cO\:ardice, the real bomber 
which disturbs this fantasy. Equally 'perversely' and as testimony to the 
destructi vene:::: s such imaginat ion of ~;-ar engenders, the poet 'once fouled' a 
gift here 1, the kale-idoscope of light to which he Has born submerged, literally, 
in the damp and the dark, 'messed and silted 1. '-'Childhood's end is presaged in 
this fall, 'instead of a marvellous lightship, I salvaged a dirty hulk'. Section 
7, 'Patrick and Oisin', dra~is the first movement of Stations to a close ::i th the 
'tenebrous conversation' (pre-echoes of Hill) of these re~resentatives of 
Catholic and Irish myth. Heaney learns the catechism - , its ,.;roodcut mysteries 
and polysyllabic runs' - by rote, its luxuriant diction overlaid by the more 
natural accretions of reality, 'neighbours names. seeded and uncurled upon their 
tongues'. Similarly the childrens' raised hands are 'tendrils', spiritual 
growth or forced hothouse flowers, ,;hich reach into acquiescence. Nevertheless, 
just as Irish pease,nt life is a 'back-biting undergro,lth mantling the hard 
stones' of Catholic dogma, so, as spiritual 'night ';iore on', Heaney overlays 
these childhood parrotings Nith the accretions of experience, natural as green 
f . d th back to sep.d and sweet dec~v; vegetation, the graveyard 0 1mpose my gone _ _
'The phrases that had sapped my concentration atrophied, incised tablets 
. ,170 
mossed and camouflaged by parasites and creep1ng greenery • 
It is time for the young poet to be educated into the political -realities ,·,hich 
underlie these matters of faith, the sectarian war already prepared for in 
'l-laterbabies', the opening of the 'sluice-ga.tes'. the toppling of the pump. 
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Section 8, 'S'deet v:illiam', finds a symbol for this bitter sectarianism 
in the plant ',;orld, not the unearthly beauty of ~.ild primroses as in 'Hedge-
school' but the exotic, and imported, richness of sweet ldlliam, pregnant .:ith 
menace and alien to the 'gloomy damp' of Ireland's garden (but not its'shbt· leck~ 
'their blooms infused themselves into the eye like blood in snow, 
as if the clumped growth had been spattered liith grapeshot and 
bled from underneath,I7 I • 
Naming is po:;er, ar.rl it is another epiphany that this plant's name recalls 
another misnamed s-..eet -r.rilliam, Prince of Orange vlhd.se victory at the Boyne in 
1690 both saved his o,,;n throne and established Protestantism as the dominant 
faith in Ireland. This 'heraldry' of beauty grodng from violence _ a king 
,:hose 'crinkling feminine black curls reached after the unsheathed flare of 
his sword' - is unacceptable, an a.ura, both in plant and man, .:hich 'could bE' 
and would be resisted'. This resistance comes increasingly to be the major 
theme of Stations but first Heaney dredges up the memory of a victim of 
previous ,;arfare, testimony to the legacy of pain that such conflict bestows, in 
section 9, 'The discharged soldier'. The disfigurement of old Pew, 'stamping 
the parish :;i th his built-up hoof, proffering the black spot of his mouth', 
seems a ritual one,his ~artesian and desolate wailing' drunken testimony (of 
the one surVivor) to a horror l:hich others have 'moulded over so that it .,as 
years before I could stare long and sadly into i~s gules'. Ancient battle is 
reduced to a 'yarn', albeit one i,hich the 'godless' Danny undermines ~:ith his 
darkness, another kind of childhood reminiscenc8:- football in the b~ck streets -
'inflated and kicked bet .. ;een them like the pig's bladder they declared 
f l 'bl d' . of thel'r youth,I72. an in aIle lverSlon ~ 
Football, ho,.;ever, recurs in the follo;:ing section, 'The Sabbath-brea..1(ers' not 
as a recreation but as itself part of battle, 'flung like a gauntlet in the 
Sabbath ail". This tournament is a 'pattern' of resistance to the Protestant 
observa..~ce of Sunday as a day of rest -its orgrulisers 'a cand of brothers' 
recalling heroic feats, the spectators 'care-headed' to the recital of retel 
songs before the kick-off - but this in turn calls for an ans,;ering 'pattern' 
of oppression, a symbolic 'pogrom'. The pitch is razed during the night by 
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men equally entrenched in history, 'what roundhead elders, ~;hat maypole t:2.ckers'. 
Nevertheless, the 'sabbath-breakers' remain 'implacable', facing danger un~aunted 
each week as a symbolic act tm;ards the future, '1-,e stared into the pennanted 
branches and held the tableau'. Nature and native resistance coalesce -the 
tricolour raised 'in the chestnut tree', loudspeakers 'pouting from the hedge 
like iron honeysuckles'-:- and symbol becomes reality, 'He lived there too'. 
~.~ar 1'S also rehe~rsed'·h t + ~ ~ 1n ~ e nex ~~o sections. 
'Kernes' - recalling 
Heaney's exile later as 'a wood-kerne/escaped from the massacre ,173 _ sees the 
setting up of another totem, here the union 'jack, 'candystriped red, ,·;hite and 
blue, ringed Idth influenoe like a fairy thorn', its champion a trainee -:-... , (t, 
loyalist, 'a saddled declamatory king of the castle'. As with the policeman 
in 'A Constable Calls', the boy's bicycle is symbol here for English dominance, 
,.1 
, 'chrome insignia and ri vetted breastplate of Sir "~al ter Raleigh 
in his inflated knickers ,174, 
and it is at this target that Heaney and his school friends thro1T, significantly, 
Irish earth, 'a small arsenal of sods from the green verge'. Again, like earlier 
kernes, foot soldiers, the Irish disappear, unruffled, into this native 
landscape to fight another d~, 'we melted down lanes and over pads', when the 
English are not so safe in 'sanctuary', state and farm, 'nellly painted flagpole' 
and 'their yard gate'. In section 12, hO'liever, 'July', it is the Protestants 
who again threaten devastation, assert their dominance. Returning to the 
subject of 'Orange Drums, Tyrone, 1966', Heaney again sees the violence of this 
drumming as presaging real violence, just as the sky gr01'TS 'dark, cloud.-barred, 
a butcher's apron', like ~ .. ater dOi'rostream from slaughter 'skeins of blood still 
lazing in the channel'. The sunset mirrors this bl~odlust, a red sea across 
which the drummers 'led a chosen people through their dream' - another promised 
land - a fire flanked by policemen 'like anthracite'. This drumming at first 
seems a light murmuring to Nature - 'as if the dome of air.,ere lightly hailed 
to' - but becomes primeval, a cry for destruction taken up by the whole lane, 
'the hills "ere a bellied sound-box resonating, a 10"\. dyke against 
'II 'ht ,174 diurnal roar, a tidal (,ave that st~ed, that st1 m1g open • 
Ireland itself becomes a drum, summoning '·,arfare. It is soon ans· .. e:'ed. 
-\ 
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The next three sections consider this i,arfare - Heaney, born in I939, ~,as 
of course a child of the Second VIorld War - not directly as betrreen England 
and Germany but in the "ay that this is refracted in the continuing hostility 
between the British and the Catholic Irish. 'England's Difficulty' suggests, 
through its title, the lack of relevance of this conflict to the Irish, at 
least in their 01~ eyes. The poet moves 'like a double agent among the big 
concepts', believing neither in distant enemies or the 'autonomous ignorance' 
of his countrymen, liho glory in the bombing of Belfast because the 'bitter 
Orange parts were hit the "orst' and praise the broadcasts of Lord Hai'~-HalT on 
the ancient family radio as if they 'absolved Stuttgart and Leipzig'. Heaney's 
memories are more visual, the 'sky glo;;ing over Anahorish' after a bombing raid, 
itself counterpart, and bitter fruit, of the blood-lust of the previous poem. 
He lives among self-confessed traitors, 'the scullions outside the ,;alls', 
their role verbal rather than active, self appointed experts - 'squires of the 
cockpit,- barkers of auction notices, arbitrators of the burial grounds' _ 
and Heaney passes uneas~ly bet,;een these and the loyalists, joining neither, 
'An adept at banter, I crossed the lines .. ;i th carefully enunciated 
passwords, manned every speech ~;ith checkpoints and reported back 
to nobody,I75. 
In seftion I4, 'Visitant', an'ene~y' is finally encountered, but has none of 
the connotations expected in the previous poem, ,'the toothed efficiency of a 
mowing machine', here 'released from its distorting mirror'. ~he nameless ocre 
of 'Parole' of 'POW' becomes an 'a,;k;-;ardly smiling foreigner' who 'gentled' thE; 
afternoon visit, adept at building 'ships in bottles, the ~yrol landscape globed 
. 
in electric bulbs'. Like Ulster, he moves back 'into the refining lick of the 
grass', scattering myths of 'captor and harboUTer' by his very complexity, 
'treading th8 air of the image he achieved, released to his fatigues'(both 
eXhaustion and the civilian ;,-ork to ~;hicll this prisoner of ;,ar is set). If 
this poem presa.ees peace bet.een German and Irishman so section I5, 'Trial ~uns' 
brings hope of reconciliation bet.,een Protestant and Catholic, the democbed 
soldier bringing back for 2eaney's father a present of rosary beads, long 
enough to 'harness a donkey' a.nd supposed~ stolenfrom the 'pope'~ dressel". 
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Such harmless banter is really a mutual coming to terms, as unexpected as t he 
appearance of the slogan 'y;elcome homo ye lads of the eighth army' among 
sectarian slogans, tentative moves t01':ards unity (yet to be consummated), 
'Their laughter sailed above my head, a hoarse clamour, t~;o big nervous 
birds dipping and lifting, making trial runs over a territory,I76. 
The remaining poems of Staticms move a',lay from this hopefulness, follOi.ing 
the young poet in his exile, al:ay from home, in :Belfast, from country to city, 
tracing his Olm unease. Section 16, 'The Wanderer' sets this point of transition 
in the context of Anglo-Saxon poetry - the title is not accidental _ a kind of 
mock inflation which cauterises any self-pity which could otherl:ise have crept 
in, -and yet YThich also stresses the epic context of the whole work:, (as -..:i th 
Mercian H~rmns fragmented into modernity). It is summer again - the'sun's macnet' 
in 'J3randed', the sunlight of 'Sinking the ~haft" the heat of 'July' and the 
'heat tremor' of 'Visitant - and this again presages either violence or change; 
here just as it makes the 'bean 'split its stitches' in a classroom jam'jar so 
it nurtures the young Heaney. The silver his :'fatlier jangled in the previous 
poem now crosses the palm of this scholarship \-[inner, the poet set apart from 
his more rooted contemporaries, sent 'back to your plB-ces'. Reflecting back 
over his subseQ.uent 'migrant solitude', Heaney recalls 1-ihat this 'ring-gi vcr' 
has bequeathed him in a moving catalogue of loss, future bitterness _ 
'I have seen halls in flames, hearts in' cinders, the benches filled and 
emptied, the circles of companions called and broken. That day I :;as 
a rich young man, ~;ho could tell you now of flittings, night-vigils, 
d . d t ,177 let- o~~'ns, ~domen's cr~e -ou eyes • 
,Even if this is rhetoric it is still magnificent. ~ection 17 cescribes the 
start of this exile, the same boarding school evoked in 'The Ministry of p'ear'. 
The sunlight of the previous poem is no~ 'calloused in the leaded panes of 
the colle,<=:e chapel', rationed by 'lights out', diction and elbo;,'s tested against 
the we,ight of tradition. This ever present sense of the past affects the ~';hole 
poem, its very title, 'Cloistered' both medieval and imprisoning, the six years 
spent at St Columbs a 'book of hours' Khich calendars 'rite and pastime' and 
freezes the whole both in time and cold, Eeaney's hand 'as a scribe's in ~linter' 
{c:s in 'Patrick and Oisin I ~.here Father Hughes 'clapped the frost out of his 
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gloves', the chill of religious instructJ.·on). H eaney remains aloof and cunning 
ho.;ever, revising the stars each dark night, breaking the ice on his 
'enamelled water-jug '"ith exhilarated self-regard', victor 'at examinations.1( 
me treats intellectual striving as another form of war, hot against the frozen 
perils prepared for by the Anglo-SaYon strictures of the previous poem, still 
'scalding ¥ith lust inside my daunting visor
'
• Education is another part of the 
battle, a tournament. ;;i th the goal of eventual escape. 
Alternate routes for this escape are plotted in the f,ollowing three poems, 
into political myth, into native folldcre and, of more direct benefit, a',,'ay 
from sectarian violence. 'Ballad', eighteenth in the sequence, celebrates 
the melancholy str~ins of Irish folksong, 'the manifold griefs of chanters and 
assuaging bmm', but casts doubt JVGr the use of these same elements to 
mythologise those rho have died fighting the British, forerunners of the 
provisional I.R.A. The young Heaney is at first transfixed by these rebel sones, 
the tale of violence so baldly told in the first stanza here - 'they left him 
dying there on the cold floDr of a barn' - shorn of its treachery and made an 
anthem, 'an insubstantial Yound ~~e dipped in beyond question and doubting'. Like 
the 'arbitrators of the burial grounds I in 'England's difficulty', the audience 
sit in a hall 'dark and close as a grave~;atcher' shut', the stage an 'honoured 
tomb', and derive comfort from these memorials of violence, 'the song and anttem 
of applause had s01';ed us all .. ri th quiet'. Art is less darna.eing than ~';ar, these 
celidhes better than earlier conflict, ended nO:'T I exhaustion had been nominated 
peace', but this ne'iT religion of blood, 'host on the sincer' s tongue', sets 
up future bitterness, endless replays of the violsn.se and ;:aste of the 'ascetic' 
boY's'needless, unromanticised death. Just as unsatisfactory, though more 
tt t d · sectJ.·on 19, 'The statJ.·ons of the ,'est', fulfilling, is the escape a emp e J.n 
the record of a journey to the Western Is18s, home of the surviving Gaelic 
culture. Heaney's earlier concern for lancuage turns round on him as he fails 
to learn enouch Irish to properly communicate, 'homesick for a speech I ~'as to 
extirpate', thOUGh that he listens j;o this Celtic tongue in ti:i1ight seems to 
be an unintended refinement. Just as he .. :as unable, ultimately, to go along 
with the religion of'~iolence in the previous poem, here Heaney cannot adopt 
the creed of primitive nationhood, ho.,ever much 'visionaries' ••• mixed the 
dust of croppies' graves hith the fasting spittle of our creed and annointed 
my lips'. Similarly, he receives no pentecostal 'gift of tongues' in that 
'upper room l:here allaround me seemed to prophesy'. l\'hat does stay .lith the 
poet is a more intangible, but deep-rooted, sense of nationhood -much as he 
took genuine melancholy and assuagement from the songs in the previous poem _ 
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the ... :ild beauty of the 1'~ est, untarnished and genuine ground,'( ld, terally) for fai tf) 
'But still I l:ould recall the stations of the west, white sand, hard 
rock, light ascending like its definition over Rannafast and E~rigal 
••• names portable as altar stones, unleavened elements,I78• 
Section 20, 'Inquisition', presents a more immediate form of escape, a-,:ay from 
proffered violence, the poet questioned in a privy by three drunken Protestants 
(through pasm:ords) as to his religion, but, as in 'Trial Runs', there is at 
least the possibility of future reconciliation, 'l:hat does it matter ,·;here ':Te 
go on Sundays as long as 'Fe can still enjoy ourselves'. Heaney is too glad to 
escape incarceration, held in a grip 'alive '.:ith some pincer alphabet', to 
reply, indeed his reaction could either be seen as simple flight (seeing only 
his back) or a refusal to commit himself (showing a false face), 
'The door was unexpectedly open and I sho::ed them the face in the 
back of my head,I79. 
This uncertainty becomes the theme of the final section of Stations , 
'Incertus', a kind of addenda to the sequence for it presents not an epiphany 
but a final mus'ing. From the 'he' of the early secti::-ns to the 'I' of the later, 
Heaney disguises himself in this uncertainty, both a 'shy soul'fretting' over 
his race ~~d an expert in 'obeisance', both concerned and cunning. Like man 
in the riddle of the Sphinx, Heaney 'crept before I :~alked' but this also carries 
the sense of creeping as cringing, flattering, an 'old pseudonym' r:hich still 
lies over his efforts lL~e a shroud, planned duplicity, adjunct of many deaths, 
t t 'll tlik Id' tegument' .Al_1 1.'8 still unresolved. lying over the poe s 1. _ e a mou er1.ng • 
Stations is an astonishing ':ork, Eeaney's most perfect (given its limited ra.r:ge) 
lacking tte verbal inflation to ,·:hich he is sometimes prone and treating the 
bi tter croC's-currents of modern Ireland ':i4.h humour , clarity of desc:'iption 
and an autobiographical candour different but equal to the expression of the~e 
themes in 1?intcr1'n:= Out ""1d ').Torth. It' t· t £ ~!; 1S a grea PI y that this sequence is 
not more i:idely available for, 1dth the t,:o collections just mentione~, it 
contains Heaney's most enduring .':ork (so far, at least), an employment of 
native legends and folklore to bring into focus the sad complexities of the 
contemporary situation vlhich still afflicts his homeland,an archetype:. of ~v101En.,:ce. 
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In the most illuminating intervievl which Heaney has yet given _ already 
quoted for his views on Stations - the poet clarifies, in particular, his 
attitude to Catholicism - 'it was part of the texture of growing up •••. my 
sensi bil i ty ',;-as formed by the dolorous murmurings of the rosary, and the generall: 
~ 
Marian quality of devotion' - and the anthropology of legend, art as a kind of y, ' 
~/ ~eeuscitation, a coming to life. 
'I think there's some kind of psychic energy that cries out for a 
house, and you have to build the house vrith the elements of your 
poetry ..• which have to have a breath of life in them,I8I. 
Heaney makes a crucial distinction bet.'men the feminine basis of Irish 
Catholicism - itself 'continuous vrigh something older than Christianity' (~atrick 
and Orsin' again) - and the masculine, sternly moral, approach of Protestantism, 
the dark nativity of Antaeus and the colonising intelligence of Hercules, South 
and North. Significantly, Heaney, ,.ho ended North -;;ith a poem set in exile in 
the south, records here his move, in 1972, from .Belfast to rural retreat in 
Wicklow and, four years later, a resQ~ption of his teaching career at a 
Cfttholic training college. Accordingly, Reaney's most recent collection, 
- 'Z~ 1 d' th . . l't f Field \\"ork sees southern landscape and farming reca Ie In e conVIVla I y 0 
city Dublin, just as northern pastorals "f.-ere earlier created in troubled :Belfast. 
The poet himself heralds a second major phase in his poetry, 'longer, more 
orchestrated' than the four volumes ,,::,i tten in the North. Certainly Heaney's 
stay in vicklaw produced both new peace of mind - 'spiritually I felt 
terrifically steadied' - and two major projects "Thich both, in different ~,ays, 
presented means of coming to terms Iii th the past, a translation of the r.~ic.cile 
Irish rom~~ce Buile ShuibhneI83 and Stations, the final laying of the ghosts 
of childhood r;hose remembered tensions fuelled much of Heaney's best early ,·:ork. 
What is not yet certain, considering th.e slightness of much of Field 1'ork, is 
whether Heaney can find a theme of equivalent depth and seriousness. 
Field Hork does not fulfil this hope: it is occasional verse both literally, 
with six formal elegies and a translation from Dante, and metaphorically, for 
the poems rarely stray too far from the prosaic. Heaney largely abandons his 
interest in legend and pre-history to return to the concerns of Death of a 
Naturalist, immersion in Nature and yet caution at its more sinister manifest-
ations, an avoidance of the brutal incursicms of the outside world. Hhat is 
new is a trust in married love, a greater domesticity expressed in a gentle, 
unstrained kind of verse best achieved in 'Glanmore Sonnets'. The epiphanies 
of Stations have left their mark, both in this new sureness of touch and in 
isolated details - the sandmartins of 'Nestine-ground' relocated in 'Homecomings' 
the May altar of 'Hedge-school' ::e~alled, as proof of rebirth, in 'In Memoriam 
Francis Ledwidge'. It is, however, the direct treatment of the 'Troubles' that 
marks Heaney's boldest advance in Field "Fork even if it is still, at times, 
emasculated. In 'The Toome Road', for example, the incursion of the army on 
Irish peasant life brings its own kinds of violence, 'SQvrers of seeds, erectors 
of headstones', death entering ifito the very fabric of sOBiety. It is this 
everyday atrocity, the obverse of the domesticity celebrated elsewhere}, l:hich 
, 
makes Heaney s elegies so moving, just as it is his underlying faith in the 
strength of peasant society, the 'untoppled omphalos', which redeems them. 
'Casualty', for example, is a kind of postscript to 'A Lough Neagh Sequence', 
the dead man taking on the qualities of the eels he once pursued - !drinking 
'like a fish', 'swimming to~,ards the lure/of warm lit-up places', even his 
mourners 'shoaling out of his lane'. He dies, ironically, by breaking 'our 
tribe' s complicity', tJ!emqrse fused: by terror' for ignoring a curfew follmling 
'Bloody Sunday'. The poet remembers I'd th gratitude !his quiet craft - , smile as 
you finn a rhythm' - even if he still cannot provide explanations, 'puzzle mel 
the right answer to thAt one'. 'In Memoriam Sean 0 'Riada', tri but~ to a m2n 
'more falconer than fisherman', stresses both the rewards and dangers of any 
human effort, 'trusting the gift/risking gift's undertovT'. It is this sense of 
waste and personal loss which makes these poems so moving, rich potential 
brought to nothing by meaningless violencE:, field .;ork ending in the grave. 
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Other poems make the point with more immediacy. In 'A Postcard from North 
Antrim', this 'prince of no-man's land', a 'drop-out' from Irish society, is 
nevertheless killed by it, 'your ccndid.forehead stopped/a pointblank teatime 
bullet'. Eeanoy celebrates his gifts, both clo,.m and 'social worker of the to'.n', 
and the healing force of his folksong (so reminiscent of an earlier decency, 
'independent, rattling non-transcendent Ulster) l;hich 'got my arm around Marie's 
shoulder/for the first time'. Such beneficence - 'splashing out the wine' _ 
seems too vital to have been destroyed, and the poet makes Sean liVe'· again in 
his elegy, 'get up from your blood on the floor'. Folksong, the musical setting 
of native legend, is again celebrated in 'The Singer's Hause' (Shorn of its 
capacity to provoke conflict as displayed in 'Ballad' from Stations), art 
pncompassing physical labour - digging again - 'a hint of the clip of the pick/in 
your winno~dng climb and attack'. These ballads can evoke tribal memories, 'like 
water hitting off granite', in an age of obsolescence and waste, 'so much comes 
and is gone/that should be crystal and kept. Music, and poetry itself, has lost 
this supernatural dimension, an art which seals, the supposed harbingers of dead 
souls, would swim to see, 'song/a rowboat far out in evening'. Another dead 
soul is celebrated in 'In Memoriam Francis Led1-ddge', victim of an earlier war. 
The con.tinuing lii'e'of the countrysirle- Heaney's aunt herding cows ,Ledwidge' s 
courting 'at the seaside', his later 'ghosting the trenches with a bloom of 
hawthorn' - is contrasted with trench war ,-shrapn'el, big strafe, putting 'the 
candles out in Ypres - and, in death, Led':ddge returns to the home he never 
really left, 'my soul is by the Boyne, cutting ne:i meado.rs'. As a Catholic he 
was never fully accepted by those he died for, the 'sure confusing drum', 'not 
keyed and pitched like these true blue ones', but this he could neither uncerstand 
- 'I am sorry/that party politics should divide our tent' - or resolve, except in 
death, for 'all of you consort underground'. Heaney suddenly makes sense of his 
o'[n childhood memories, his i:alks along 'the Port ste~;art prom', a country boy at 
the seaside, the statues which commemorated this ancient rar, 'the bronze solc.ier' 
oJ 
;:ho 'hitches a bronze cape ••• forever craned/over Flanders'. As this poem sho,;s, 
Heaney can still best deal with the present in terms of the past, for there is a 
kind of emotional truth here absent in a tlO:re directly polemical lrork. 
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'Triptych', an attempt to approach the 'Troubles' directly, rather than 
through autobiography~or the past, is a case in point; there seems to be some 
kind of discnhtinui~·between willed effect and the poet's real feelings, seen 
in an uncharacteristic clumsiness of style. Part I, 'After ~ Killing', seems 
to escape its o,m titlp., rejecting the 'neuter original loneliness' of modern 
Ulster, the killers 'profane and bracing as their instruments', for symbols of 
rural renel-Tal - 'thp pined for, unmolested orchid' - and wholeness _ maokerel, 
vegetables 'rith the tops and mould §till fresh on them'. The implications 
raised, that Ireland was created by such 'unquiet founders' and that memories of 
earlier rebels 'hatched' these modern terrorists, that 'braCing' means 
'invigorating' as 1';ell as 'gilhi.ng rigidity', are not ans1-Tered. 'Sibyl' does 
attempt to provide an overview, a..l Dxplosion of rhetoric 'as forgotten i',ater in 
~ well might shake', but this outburst is distraught, unlikely _ one prefers 
the 'sl-rung relaxing hinge' of the poet's voice to this prediction of ' Saurian 
relapses'. The comparisons are too forced, matched by a coarseness of lan~~age 
unthinkable in earlier poems, 'the fouled magma incubate', Ireland as a reversal 
of the magic island of the Tempest, 'full of comfortless noises', 
'The ground we kept our ear to for so long 
is flayed and calloused, and its entrails 
T t d b .. ,184 en e y an lmplOUS augury • 
'At the Water's Edge', again, the discontinuity bet~een the past,-crumbling 
'carved monastic heads', Boa the 'god-eyed, sex-mouthed stone', 'trepanned' 
divinity - and the prosent - the army helicopter, the poet's wish to ,abase himself 
'to go barefoot, foetal and penitential' - is too great, the memory of a similar 
helicopter at Ne1';ry, shadmdng 'the scared, irrevocable steps', too coinCidental, 
too forced into significance. Quieter, but far more moving, is 'The Strand at 
lQugh'B'Bg', the best modulated poem in Field 1'Tork, xhere Colum McCartney's daath, 
a cold-blooded slaughter at the hands of terrorists, is redeemed through myth. 
Like SI,eeney, Colum flees from 'bloodied heads,/goat-beards and dogs eyes in a 
demon pack', finding instead a 'faked road block', guns not of'duck shooters' 
(even thes~' spent cartridges scared him, 'acrid, brassy, genital') but of 
terrorists, 'heads hooded'. He dies through accident, 'you -. .-eren't kno1-m and 
far from 1'~hat you knelT r, the 'old language of conspirators' no longer of use. 
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Heaney reconstructs this pointless death in his imagination _ 'to find you on 
your knees/.i th blood and roadside muck in your hair and eyes' _ and kneels in 
homage, making his own recompenae, a funeral set among native fertility, 
'I lift you under the arms and lay you flat. 
With rushes that shoot green again, I plait 
Green scapulars to ;rear over your shroud ,185. 
Elsewhere, Heaney's approach to the past seems, as in 'Triptych', some' . .;hat 
blunted - in 'Oysters' he has to, literally, digest ~t, tasting the 'salty 
Pleiades', the 'frond-lipped, brine stung/glut of privilege~ earlier exported 
to Rome, just as he drinks in 'poetry or freedom/leaning in from sea'. 'Leavings' 
presents the forces of history as a kind of ritual ~urning, the firing of crops 
recalling Thomas Cromwell 'scalding on cObbles/each one a broken sta.tue' shead'. 
As in Death of a l-Taturalist, Heaney seems most at ease dealing .d th contemporary 
problems by presenting them in animal guise, moralised Nature. In 'The Badgers', 
these nocturnal visits; 'soft returning', could either symbolise the recent 
'murdered dead' or commemorate less recent victims when 'windo"l'lS stood open', 
'some violent shattered boy 
nosing out nhat got mislaid 
bet ,-, een the cradle and the explosion' 186, 
but 'visitations are taken for signs', the badgers' return marked by their 
'carcasses'. Heaney feels more fear than honour, for this 'bogey' stands also 
for himself, 'not at all vrhat he's painted'(the duplicities of Stations), and 
that peasant heritage which he has escaped, 'the unc,uestionable houseboy's 
shoulders/that could have been my o~~'. Conversely, 'The otter' presents an 
image of continuance, 'surfacing and resurfacing ag~in/this year and every year 
since', an 'otter of memory' "I'~hich by its very litheness avoids the symbolism 
which the poet ~-dshes to place on it. Most tender of all is, surprisingly enoug~ 
'The~Skunk', an image of devotion - 'I 11 ' ,186 had to lay her ••• to rest ••• a ay her • 
Like the ott~r it resists categorisation, 'mythologized, demythologized', a 
memory stirred by the poet' s , .. ifs, both ridiculous in her skun.'I(-like 'head-don1 
tail-up' hunt for similarly black plume,ge and a sudden object of tenderness, 
the poet at last realizing ~,-hat is properly mysterious, precious, 
'After eleven years, I was composing 
d .' f ,187 Love-letters again, broachb~ the war \'.1 e • 
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In 'The Guttural Muse' this new acceptance of small assu~gements, the touch 
of 'soft-lipped life', is extended to Heaney's native dialect - so important an 
archeology of the Irish race - here compared to a natural healer, the tench 
. 
'Once called the 'doctor fish' because his slime 
Was said to heal the 1-,ounds of fish that touched it' 188. 
This redemption does not, unfortunate~y, extend to the Roet's own sense of 
language, the slaclrness which disfigures parts of ~ield Work seen here in a 
certain verbosity and lack of definition - the clumsy repetition of 'fish' above, 
the imprecision of ' I smelt the heat of the Q}ay', the banality of 'and watched 
a young cro"\'Td leave the discothe~ue'. Conversely, Heaney increasingly celebrates 
language as a form of purity, the desire in 'Oyster=' for a proper appreciation 
of Nature to 'quicken me all into verb, pure verb', the respect for Robert LorTe11 
as both friend and fellow poet - himself 'master elegist' - in 'Elegyl. LOw-Tell's 
perception, the 'fish-dart of your eyes', unites him with oyster, tench and the 
victim of 'Casualty',but he is more, an artist whose 'dorsal nib' is ship as 
well as fish - exploring emotion as i'rell as S'ldmming in it - 'our night ferry/ 
thudding in a big sea' .Riding the 'svraying tiller' of self, Lowell chides the 
younger poet, 'ribbing me/about my fear of ,;ater', but Heaney growingly distrusts 
his art, a poet losing faith in his own poetry now that he has stripped it of 
the frame~ork of native legend. 'Ugolino' presents, fairly directly, the work 
of an earlier poet, deri vere (as was the epigram to 'The Strand at' Lough Beg') 
from Dante, though couched in a strange, bastardised, form of terza rima. Set 
in the ninth circle of hell, reserved for traitors, Ugolino endlessly consumes 
the 'spattered carnal melon' of Archbishop Roger's skull, 'like a dog's teeth 
clamping round a bone'. The Irish situation is surely referred to here - clothed 
in myth - the'two beserks' of 'Summer 1969' fighting in a bog, the victim of 
starvation (remembered from 'At a Potato Digging') avenging his dead children 
'like a faIiline victim at a loaf of bread'. 'An Afterxards' defines the same 
situation further, the poetts wife consigning poets to the same stretch of hell, 
their bickering fastened into a 'rabid egotistical daisy chain'. Heaney himself, 
again totemised as a badger, has dodged his family responsibilities for the 
'sulphurous new"s of poets and poetry', aspiring to a 'kind, indifferent .•• tact' 
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ignoring ':ife, children and 'green land' for wf;;j,sted intellect, 'you left us 
first, and then those books, behind'. Poetry should, instead, yield to duty. 
this theme, domesticity preferred to the l' f t 
calms 0 ar, gradually takes 
over Field Work, both faithful to the admonishment ••• Remember the Giver' in 
fA Drink of Water' and a correlative of the sense of loss expressed in the 
earlier elegies. Loss sharpens the sense of what is mostend1iming, love and 
Nature. 'High Summer' presents another, belated, door into the dark, 'old 
harness, ledges, shelves, the smell of hay and Silage', a temporary escape from 
Ulster, but the bitterness of the region, le'pays basque', is prefigured _ like 
that of Ireland in auguries, the tantrums of Heaney's son, maggots like a 
'police force run amok', 'cal varies' lrhich 'sentry the crossroads like masts'. 
In 'September Song', the 'hedge-school' of VTicklow is, more reluctantly, taken 
leave of, testing the 'grieving negisters for joy' with music, once an 'American 
wake' played by 'Hammond, Gunn and McAloon', now a record by John Field. !.1oving 
house and the changing seasons coalesce in a moment of stasis, 'the middle of 
the way', 'we toe the line/behreen the tree in leaf and the bare tree'. Heaney 
makes it his duty to preserve, by capturing in verse, such moments, just as the 
maker of 'The Harvest Bow' gleans 'the unsaid off the palpable' and uses his 
art to crystallise the mellovmess of autumn, both sinister and comforting, 'a 
drawn snare' which yet affirms 'the end of art is peace'. Heaney attempts, 
as in 'Song', to combine the 'mud flowers of dialect' with the 'immortelles of 
perfect pitch'; -the rowan and the alders - syrnboil.ic forms .,ri th natural_ truth; 
' ••• that moment when the bird sings very close 
180 to the music of what happens' /. 
'Polder' locates such truth in married love, surviving 'sudden outburst' of 
passion lL~e reclaimed land -'all its salty grass and mud-slick banks'- resisting 
encroachments of the sea. 'E'osom' puns both on calm ,;ater and the poet's wife, 
'hooped' in Reaney's 'caliper embrace', ~ ~t::bo in lurn~ brings _ stability; ~ a solid 
'creel of roots' to strengthen-· this nei'; earth, old love. The title poem, 'Field 
Work', presents love as a secret birthmark, a wound almost, just as knOi'Tledge 
of the 'breast's mauve star' in 'A Dream of Jealousy' brought a hurt not soothed 
by either art or 'prudence'. Heaney i'~atches his distant wife Fith the 'perfect 
9I. 
eye' of both poet and Nature - 'nesting blackbird', 'big-eyed cattle' _ images 
of domesticity and fertility, 'one f'ern ••• alw~s green', crystallised by his 
w~fe hanging out washing, 'vaccina~ion mark/stretched on your upper arm'. This 
is matched, in section II, by a'dryad's' wound on her thigh, 'healed into the 
bark' - tree metamorphosised into woman - a 'small and far' moon on which to 
set the course of their marriage, set in the 'mothering smell of wet a~d ring-
wormed chestnuts'. Section III characterises love not as wound but season, 
rejecting autumn, uinter and summer for spring's potential, the 'sunflov,er, 
dreaming umber', 'earth-dravm', again 'all mouth and eye'. The fourth, and final 
section dralis these motifs together, love's wound redeemed by the natural l:orld, 
the paet presenting the rich stain of blackcurrant juice, 'anointed/leaf shape', 
to his .. dfe as a token of affection, herself·-like the sunflo"'er - 'umber', 
'stained to perfection'. This genuine tendeTness, the legends of Ireland 
rejected for the realities of love, also characterises 'Glanmor8 Sonnets', the 
most encouraging pointer in Field VTork to Heaney's new direction, an acceptance 
of the brutalities of Nature which nevertheless subverts them through affection. 
Heaney has elserThere described his aim in 'Glanmarre Sonnets' as vrriting 
'about choice and commitment ••• in the sonnets I learned something of 
how to speak in the first person out of the self ••• there's no 
reason why benign emotions shouldn't be able to find utterance,I90 • 
Their most endearing, and enduring, characteris~ic is a return, grateful now, to 
the earth, the native land of Ireland which the poet earlier and so bitterly 
r~jected, the exile returned home. With these sonnets the circle is complete 
(to begin turning again?) the naturalist reborn, freed from dark and winter • 
. 
Sonnet I celebrates this neir aliareness, 1-,ords and land ploughed back to fertility, 
'Now the good life could be to cross a field 
And art a paradigm of earth new from the lathe 
Of ploughs,I9I. 
The 'comet's pulsing rose' missed at the end of North is now gra..TJ.ted, the poet 
quickened by the 'fundamental dark unblorn rose', the ground again 'opened', and 
the father not escaped in 'Follower' assuaged by this 'dream grain'. Heaney can 
at last face up to his past ~.-ithout fear, 'bre?,.$.ting the mist, in sm.ers' aprons/ 
striding in their spring stations', the ground 'opened' again. 
my ghosts come 
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Sonnet two repeats the same analogy (and opening line), writing as sowing seed, 
'VoKels ploughed into other, opened ground, 
Each verse returning like the plough turned round,I92. 
ffords are a search for 'sensings', instruments in the dark which seek perfection 
of ex:gression w"here art yields to truth, stone i'lhich 'connived 'l'dth the chisel' 
because craftsmanship is so in tune with its medium, 'not secret.s but mysteries'. 
Similarly, Heaney seeks a genuine voice for his poetry, one,in tune with the 
natural world,that can echo back 'off slug-horn and slow chanter' and thus become 
a healing force, able to 'hold, dispel, appease'. In sonnet III this .'fished-for 
poetry is reflected back in the 'cadences' of Nature - the iambic consorting of 
cuckoo and corncrake, the wind that 'rustles and reisnts', the wild sounds of 
rabbi t and deer. teaney and his ":ife are themselves part of this ':':1'ange 
loneliness', an imitation of rordsvlorthian so.li tude. Signs are granted vThen 
least expected; in sonnet IV the poet puts his ear to the railway line of'Da"rn 
Shoot' and 'Field Hork', seeking another kind of rhythm", but the epiphanies 
granted are visual - the elemental horse of 'Branded', a'grey turnover of haunch 
and mane', his future wife, seen only, a breeze rippling across water. These 
ripples are now transformed into emotian, 'shaking ••• acrOSE my heart', as 
orderly as the plough-furrows in sonnet II and as mysterious as creation, natural 
or literary, vanishing 'into where they seemed to start'. The following sonnets 
delve further, like Stations, into the poet's memories, recovering this buried 
treasure. Sonnet V, for example, is a kind of secular hymn to a 'boortree', now 
now sprouting 'green young shoots' but heir to past richness, both elderberry wine 
and young love, 'bOlTer tree, \·:here I ••• felt another's texture quick on me'. 
Heaney 'latches another Spring with hidden knmdedge, 'etymologist of roots and 
graftings', an acce:Qtance of the rhythms of Nature yhich is borne out in the 
remaining five sonnets, lessons taught by this 'hedge-school'. 
ElderflovTers recur in sonnet VI, a search for yet clearer expression, 
"I ';ill break through' he said, ',chat I glazed over 
. t d ~ I b ,,193 Vith perfect mlS an peaceIU a sences _ • 
The exemplar here is a man l:ho cycled over the frozen river Moyola, a feat ~-hich 
'quickened' the young Heaney in a cold season 'where things might crystallize 
or fou..flder'. Similarly comforting are, bizarrely, the radio gale liarnings in 
sonnet VII, collapsing local regions into a 'sibilant penumbra', siren call of 
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the 'whale road' (the Anglo-Saxon of 'The wanderer' again). The local bay 
becomes a 'haven', shelter from these distant, anticipated, storms, its captive 
sea toiling 'like mortar'. Fith sonnet VIII this storm arrives over the poet's 
cottage, 'spattering dark on the hatchet iron', bringing ,:ith if elements of 
destruction and decay ('\"i"hich earlier collections could not assimilate), 
'I thought of dew on armour and carrion. 
What would I meet, blood-boltered, on the road,I94. 
Toads, ,·rhatever it is that 'welters through this dark hush on the crops', the 
fairy tale ~;i tch 1fTho rocks a baby mongol on her lap) all are archetypal _ 
creatures of winter and storm - and only a loved one can disperse the spell, 
'come to me quick'. The horrdrs continue in sonnet IX, the wilderness outside 
presenting a 'black rat ••• on the briar like infected fruit' (unlike in 'An 
Advancement of Learning' such evil is too strong to be made pathetic). This 
genuine ,:!ildness invalidates the Heaney's retreat into their literary idyll, 
a 'classical' bay tree at the gate, infecting it ';;ith reality, the brutality of 
country life evoked first in Death of a Naturalist and again here _ 
'Blood on a pitch-fork, blood on chaff and hay 
Rats speared in the si>'eat and dust of threshing,I95. 
Echoing Sidney, Heaney asks himself 'what is my apology for poetry' for he can 
offer his ;dfe no comfort, the rat gone, her frightened face haunting him 'like 
a new moon glimpsed through tangled glass,I96, impossible to reach. Sonnet X 
provides for reconciliation, another kind of 'exposure' to that which concluded 
Narth. Reaney and his wife become themselves archetypal, figures from myth -
'Diarmuid and Grainne f in the poet's dream, apen to the air in a'cold climate', 
rehearsinG w early love 'I.;hich has led, gradually, ',to a mature acceptance 
'To raise us towards the lovely and painful 
Covenants of flesh; our separateness: 
d . f ,191 The respite in our dey~, reamlng aces • 
The paet's natural reticence lifts here to reveal delicate emotion, tenderness 
banishing the darker visions, 'laid out/like breathing effigies on a raised 
ground', for a belief in the healing beneficence of love. In 'Glanmora Sonnets' 
Heaney has gone a good 'tvay tmTards aohieving a new Dantean richness, poetry 'in 
the highest, i.;idest, deepest sense, oomforting,I98. 
94. 
Heaney recently expanded on his- intentions in F1" eld T'To' r' k" h 199 
___ ...;;.;f~ as a w ole ,seeing 
it as a journey into light and aw~ from the earthy preoocupations of his earlier 
verse - 'I'm fed up with doors into the dark, I want a door into the lightt _ to a 
new contemporary· approach, 'closer to a social life'. Heaney:· now 1-Tishes not to 
surrender to the drift of syntax but to push it. He must make himself 'declare as 
muoh as cajole', recognising that in a time of oi viI war 'to Sing is not en affront 
but an affirmation of something else ••• a haven of trut~'. Certainly there are 
epiphanies of light in the collection - the 'clear light' of 'Oysters', the 'early 
mist' and dew in 'The Strand at Lough Beg' Which presages a hopeful da~~, the 'dar~-
sniffing revenant' of 'Casualty', the 'minnow of light' in 'In Memori[~ Sean10'Riada' 
and the 'breaking sheaf of light' in 'Leavings'- but they do not add up, thenatic-
ally or emotionally, in the same wa:y that images of darkness do in his·.oarlier 
collections. Heaney has not yet found anew, brighter archetype on l'Thich to base 
his work equivalent to that of the dark concurrences of legend, of tribal disarr~. 
It remains my contention that Field Work,. though 'Glanmore Sonnets' ma:y .. rell 
presage greater poetry to come, is a transitional and larg4~y disappointing book. 
The poet has abandoned his guiding legend, that of 8l'l9.ient Ireland, . but has, as, 
yet, found little to replace it with. There remains a central ambivalence, 'the 
. 200 
ocoasional apparent evasiveness ••• a failure of compassion' ,and a refusal to 
20I 
openly condemn Catholic terrorism - 'tribal, intim~e revenge' - as he does the 
other side, a self-admitted failure to grasp 'the once-in-a-lifetime portent/the 
comet's pulSing rose,202. Heaney is well aware of this lack of full commitment; 
. 
'kngry that my trust could not repose/in the clear light. 203 , his tongue is the 
'swung relaxing hinge,204 of trap-door and gallows. When yords·can unequivocally 
ferret 'themselves out of their dark hutch', then Reaney- ~dll undoubtably become a 
major poet. It is his orm oertainty of his native legends and heritage that has 
allowed him to trace the roots of both his nation ~~d himself. an archetype of e 
unease, legend as a door into his o~m sense of dark, a spade to uncover the past. 
'I've never felt any nced to rebel or do a casting-off of God or anything 
like that, because I think in this day anthropologists and mythologists 
206 have taught us a lot, to live with our myths' • 
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100. 
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135. North p40. 
136. Ibid p'42. 
137. Ibid p 43. 
138. See Tacitus, On Britain anJ Ge:::omany, transl. H. Mattingly, HarmondsHorth, 
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139. North p 45. 
140. Ibid p 45. 
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Garland, London 1967, Pr35-37. 
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153. Graham Greene, The Ministry of Fear, 
154. North p 64. 
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'Saturn devouring t-.:o of his sons' (1820-23), 'The Colossus, or Panic' 
(1808) and 'Ti';o Peasants Fighting' (1819-23). 
156. North p-70. 
157. Ibid P 73. 
158. Ibid p 70. 
159. T.S.Eliot, Four Quartets, London 1944 (Ne-'i York 1943) p 59, 'and the 
fire and the rose are one'. 
160.Geoffrpy Hill, Mercian Hymns, London 1971. 
161. Stations, Belfast (Ulsterman Publications) 1975 - this pamphlet is no~~ 
very difficult to locate, its original print-run and distribution ceing 
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to the merit of the work and his fear of seeming to plagiarise the style 
~d method of Mercian Hymns. 
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163. Gary Snyder, Earth :Souse =~!,!ld: technical notes and queries to fello", :Jharma 
revolutionaries, London 1970, a collection of earlier essays, mainly on 
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164. John Haffenden, 'Meeting Seamus Heaney', London ~.ra.gazine 193 (June 1979) ,p20. 
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167. Stati DS p 5. 
168. Ibid P 7. 
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170. Ibid p 9. 
171. Ibid p II. 
172. Ibid p 12. 
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176. Ibid p 18. 
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179. Ibid p 23. 
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pr5-28. "(See note 164). 
I8r. Ibid p 18. 
I82~~ Field York, London 1979. 'Glanmore Sonnets' ;\ere earlier published 
sep~rately as 'Hedge Schoai'. 
183. See Haffenden p 7, 10; this translation, '.{hich runs to 120 pages in 
manuscript', has not yet been published. 
184. Field Fork p 13, this pseudo-Sh~~espearian bombast is, admittedly, spoken 
by a persona, a modern sibyl, but it is symbolic of a looser use of languaEe 
as a whole in the collection, set off by the careful style of, most 
notably, 'The Strand at Lough Beg' and 'Glanmore Sonnets'. 
185. Ibid p 17. It is significant that one of the poem's best phrases, 'slo .. : 
!rbitrators of the burial ground', is taken verbatim from 'England's 
difficulty' in Stations, and this is the one elegy here to approach the 
taut richness of that collection. 
186. Haffencen p 7. 
187. Field Work p 48. 
188. Ibid p 28, again the diction seems clumsy, even compared "'IIi th Heaney's 
prose exposition of the same poem, Eaffenden p 8-9. 
189. Ibid p 56. 
190. Eaffencen p 25. 
191. Field York p 33. 
103. 
192. Ibid p 34. 
193. Ibid p 38. 
194. Ibid p 40. 
195. Ibid p 41. 
196. Haffenden p 28,'1 had a notion of poetry being like stained glass almost,and 
I would like to be able to I{ri te a poetry that v:as like stained glass'. 
197. Field Hork p 42. 
198. Haffenden p 21. 
199. IntervierT "ith Heaney on the BBC l1adio 4 programme Kaleidoscope, I Nov. 1979. 
200. John Silverlight, 'Brooding Images', Observer, II November 1979, p 37. 
Heaney describes his childhood as spent bet,"een the demesne and the bog, 
Moyola Park and Toome, the former 'Walled, wooded, beyond our ken' the latter 
'rushy and treacherous, no place for children'. Heaney sees hi~ work as a 
refining of style, 'craft is developing into technique, the higher quality'. 
201. North p 38. 
202. Ibid p 73. 
203. Field Vork p II. 
204. Ibid p 13. 
205. Ibid p 34. 
206. Haffenden p II. Heaney's relation to the Catholic mythology which helped 
shape him is best evoked in 'Romanist' (The Wearing of the Black, ed. P. 
Fiacc, Belfast 1974), obviously a section omitted from Stations. 
'I was subjugated under arches, manumitted at a graduation ceremony, 
for years a humble client at the lattice of confessionals. y~ murex 
was the purple of lent on a calendar patterned ~iith fish-days. 
I knelt to take the impress of the celebr~~t's ashy thumb, a silk 
friction, the spread palps of his fingers cold as mushrooms at my 
temnles. An infinitesmal fall of dust itched dOl~ over my nose. I 
... I 7 
Stipple of the first spadeful. Momenta homo quia pul vis e s at in -t 
pulverem reverteris. 
Caste-marked annually, I went among the freemen of the city for 
their inspection. In forum and theatre I felt their gaze bend to ~y 
mouldy brow and fasten like a lamprey on the mark. In vain I sought 
it myself on the groomed optimi, on the hammerheads of lictor and 
praetorian. I vas estimated and enumerated -,"ith my oc'n, indelibly 
one .. d th the earth-starred deniz.-ens of catacomb and campagna'. 
It ds such myths that Heaney has learnt to live Vii the 
C HAP T E R T H R E E. 
A N E If LEG END. 
THE POE TRY 0 F G E 0 F F R E Y H ILL. 
Whereas Seamus Heaney developed his approach to myth gradually, 
Geoffrey Hill established a precocious mastery right from the earliest 
(scrupulously dated) poems in For the Unfallen, a sometimes over-facile 
virtuosity broadened out, after the endlessly reflecting mirrors of King 
Log, into the created legend of Mercian Hymns and the achieved mystery 
of Tenebrae. Hill's poetry has gained the unfortunate reputation of being 
scrupulous to the point of either incomprehension or impotence _ the most 
illuminating essay on his work concerns itself principally with his use 
of brackets
l
- and certainly the poet carefully excludes his own emotions 
I04. 
and any biographical revelation to an almost obsessive extent. Nevertheless, 
HillIs-supposed difficulty has been much exaggerated, just as his delight 
~n sly punning and sheer verbal ingenuity has been mistaken as either gnomic 
or arcane. The first anthologist to introduce Hill's work to a wider 
audience, Kenneth Allott, found 
'the da.rkness of many of the later poems so nearly total that I 
can see them to be poems only by a certain quality in their 
phrasing ••• l understand 'Annunciations' only in the sense that 
cats and dogs m&y be said to understand human conversations,2, 
an incomprehension scarcely helped by Hill's attempted explanation of his 
own poem, as strangely punctuated and bracket-ridden as his verse but 
substituting sophistry for cadence3• Fhat Hill does admit is his own 
uncertainty both of meaning, 'I think', and of his role as poet, 
'But I want the poem to have this dubious end; because I feel 
I " "d b" ,4 dubious; and the who e bUSlness lS u 10US • 
As in his own, highly cerebral, literary criticism5, Hill's prose is almost 
too brilliant, the reader feels that not enough bridges have been built for 
him, that the critic is somehow stressing his own intellectual superiority 
and wide cultural range, a charge that could be more justly aimed at some 
of the other contributors to Stand6, the first magazine to properly champion 
Hill's work. Hill's poetry, conversely, has increasingly used myth to 
stress humility, his debt to and respect for the tradition which has 
created and fostered him. 
105. 
Far from being a poet of wilful obscurity, Hill has constantly refined 
his use of myth and legend to attain a more precise clarity, difficult 
only for those who wish to find it so, and far removed from the enclosed, 
hermetic '\Vorld of early poems like 'Annunciations, though retaining their 
beauti~ul compression and verbal precision. Despite Jon Silkin's insistence, 
in an otherwise useful essay, that Hill is a poet most exercised by the 
Nazi holocaust an1 its relation to the artist, 'the question of the private 
man and his public actions' 7, & vim., amplified by RiCkS8, 1 see Hill's real 
subject as far widera.nd ~~ important ~ one which places him properly in 
(cautious) relation to the civilization which produced such atrocities, 
'Hill is a poet of very high intelligence much exercised about the 
terrible injunctions ~:d paradoxes of our Christian legacy,9. 
Hill's pared-down fragments, albeit often part of longer sequences, reflect 
a culture and morality shown up as hollow and false by the holocaust, but 
his real concern is the culture as a Hhole - expressed through its myths -
not the terror which exposed it, not the symptoms but the underlying malaise. 
Yet Hill's work is, to contradict Allott, not as despairing as it may at 
first seem - the poet may be cautious and self-doubting, particularly 
about any large claim to meaning or coherence, but he is still passionately 
I 
committed to expression. As Hill himself ~~::.:·ote about PlU't I of 'Annunciations 
'l-That 1 say in the section is, 1 think, that 1 don't believe in 
the Hord. The fact that 1 make the poem at all means that I 
. . d ,10 
still bel2eve 2n wor s • 
II Hill's first collection, For the Unfallen ,is partly an extended 
elegy for the dead - much of Hill's best w"ork is elegiac - which reveals 
a passion for describing death, dissolution, blood and sacrifice in an 
elaborate, toughly burnished, poetic style redeemed by its quiet ,,;1 t, 
'The dead are my obsession this week 
12 
But may be lifted B.'''a;/' • 
Hill mocks his own morbid preoccupations, but their resolution is uncertain -
in a characteristic pun, whether 'may' means 'can easily' or 'might possibly' 
depends on the reader, not the poet. This refusgl of Hill to commit himself 
106. 
to dire'ct statement can be seen either as a betrayal of his accepted role 
as soothsayer for the tribe - a myth-maker who fails to believe in or justify 
his own myths - or as a necessary .caution for the creator of a world view 
in which morality and belief are exposed as equivocal.(Mercian Hymns resolves 
"', .. 
this central uncertainty in Hill's work by transfering this ambivalence to 
the historical/legendary figure of Offa and thus releasing the poet). HOKever, 
For the Unfallen, for all its interest in death is ~edicated to the living 
and the uncorrupted, 'unfallen', 'firstborn, or wise/councillor,I3. Hill's 
real subject is the force of myth and history - usually seen in conjlli~ction _ 
in shaping the present world. Myth, the past 8nd tyranny are the main concerns 
here, themes which later collections will deepen but not stray far from, and 
the personal involvement of Seamus Heaney in his 'fOrk, both as individual 
and representative .of his race, contrasts markedly with Hill's near complete 
self-effacement. A highly personal poem lika 'The Turtle Dovel is almost 
indecipherable in its study of an intense, and devouring, relationship, and 
Hill's early work uses myth almost as an instrument of magic, through which 
the poet can make himself disappear, as ye~ daring only cold rhetoric, 
'Speech from the ice, the clear-obscure; 
Th t b dy loon the JOaw,I4. e ongue roo 
Hill's later work ,viII turn this (~ordsworthian plainness back into self-
analysis, these various myths into a composite legend, based on Offa, which 
yet more magically explains the poet's race and, ultimately, himself. 
Of the wide range of myth already mastered in For the Unfallen, Christian 
scripture and legend achieves an unfashionable dominance, particularly for a 
poet who so obviously doubts, rather than celebrates, the religious tenets 
which they conventionally express. Like the Old Testament, For the Unfallen 
opens with a, creation myth, but this 'Genesis' diverges markedly from the 
accepted text, rejecting the 'brooding immortality' of the phoenix for 'fles~ 
and blood and the blood's pain', reality in all its horror. EllOn reality 
demands appropriate expression - 'there is no bloodless myth IJill hold' -
and this explains the power of the Christian sacrament - 'by Christ's blood 
107. 
are men made free' - even when it has proyed illusory, po>:erless against 
the energy of Nature (the real 'miracle of God') l-lhen blood and life have gone, 
'Though Earth has rolled beneath her weight 
The bones that cannot bear the light,I5. 
The sacrament, and its failure to redeem the real world through symbolism, 
re-occurs in 'The Bidden Guest', .. ,here the poet's intellectual belief in 
the tongues of flame at Pentecost fails to illuminate the service of 
communion. The mythic healing of the Mass, blood represented by wine, loses 
meaning for the poet, though not the other celebrants, 'broken mouths that 
spill/their hoard of prayer like beads on a board'. Both such profligacy and 
submissiveness are now beyond Hill, this very religiOSity no" seen as a 
temptation no~'T defeated but not assimilated, 
'And so my heart has ceased to breathe 
(Though there God's ';Torm blunted its head 
and stayed)' 16. 
In a po .. rerful close, the altar is shorn of its mystery, 'cold and dead', 
its twin candles extinguished - 'a server has put out its eyes' - and-the 
flames of Pentecost unbidden, and the poet remains, as aloof as he at first 
feared, 'the heart's tough shell is still to crack'. The same opposition 
between warmth and cold, life and death, underlies 'In Memory of Jane Fraser', 
a poem of obvious, though unexplained, personal meaning to the poetI7 • The 
poem, one of great mystery and beauty, opens in the 'siege' of .-Tinter, 
the 'cold shroud' of snow- prefiguring Jane Fraser's death '-Ihich further 
increases this sense of paralysis, 'to chain/Creation to a stunned repose'. 
Nevertheless, life returns, expressed in terms of release, 'ice unloosed the 
brook' and return to movement, 'dead cones upon the alder shook'. ~hat m~~es 
the dying woman heroic is her brutality against death, like the .... lild creatures 
of 'Genesis', a sense of energy missing from the rituals of 'The Bidden Guest' 
and here a real inspiration, a genuine mode of faith, 
'\-1e i'latched her brooding over death 
18 Like a strong bird above its prey' • 
lOB. 
The power, or lack of it, of conventional Christian dogma is the central 
concern of many of the poems in For the Unfallen. 'Gods Little Mountain' 
reassesses the granting to Moses of the ten commandmentsI9 , for although 
(unlike in 'The Bidden Guest') holy fire is here granted it brings no 
real change, 'flame that left the air cold and engraven', and God's :. 
'winno.dng eyes' terrify rather than illuminate, 'I waited for the "Tord that 
.. Tas not given. As in 'Genesis', this modern apocryphal version shorls that 
belief has atrophied; the poet's own art is incapable of conveying insight, 
while no divine intervention is grru!ted, or indeed thought possible, 
'For though the head frames "'ords the tongue has none. 
And who will prove the surgeon to this stone,20. 
Conversely, 'Holy Thursday' preS'3IJts Eden not as an ideal state of innocence 
before the Fall, but as the .. kno1-;ledge gained by the coming to experience 
that the fall represents,sexuality as the divine fire of the previous poem, 
'But they must cleave the fire's peril 
And suffer innocence to fall,2I. 
Love and sexual knowledge make truly innocent 'she ••• who i'las my constant 
myth and terror', and it is the ravages of time, 'the season's sad remove', 
not experience which is the real 'ambush'. Fulfilled sexuality is again 
"" ". 22 I 
celebrated in 'Asmodeus' and seen as a true embodiment of Pentecostal fire, 
",'fire brought dangerously to hand/to tame, not exorcise, spirits', protecting 
the lovers against evil through greater strength, 'lightning conducted 
forCibly to the ground'. However, this strength is equivocal and in the 
", 
second (highly irregular) sonnet, the 'guide-book martyr' Raphael censors 
truth in the cause of safety, 'closing the doors of the house and the head 
also'. This cunning use of biblical myth to point a moral often at odds 
with that originally intended, extends to Hill's treatment of the New Testament. 
The poet's method is seen at its most delicate in 'Picture of a Nativity', 
this 'picture' acting 'as a frame for~the~action~ men 'appear' - or seem -
to worship, just as th~ protagonists 'freeze into an attitude'. Christ 
himself, 'dumb' as the animals around him, is born in a scene of devastation, 
109. 
hie 'right place' among the flotsam of Nnture, IJ."ke t ( ~ has e oil perhaps also 
the '"lasted oil of the canvas described) 'discharged on the world's outer 
shores', and part of the natural,. accepted, violence of 'Genesis', beasts 
with 'claws flesh-buttered'. In the alternative meaning of 'appear', the 
wise men come to 'worship this incarnation of the ordinary, 'bestial and 
common hardship', and thus the miraculous. Nevertheless, the ritual worship 
of this child negates his very naturalness - the argels' posture and lack of 
motion recall the equation of cold and death in 'In Memory of Ja~e Fraser', 
just as their 'di splayed' ,-rings reinforce the sense of posing for efi'8ct, 
'Freeze into an attitude 
Recalling the dead,23• 
The follmdng, and companion, poem, 'Canticle for Good Fiday', fc~lowe the 
birth of God .with his death, simila~ly unilluminating and static. 'Creation's 
issue congealing'. Both Christ and Tho~as are 'staggered' by the cross, 
but Thomas, representative of the sceptical poet is only horrified, 'not 
transfigured', by the sheer brutality of the ritual. Like the beasts of 
the previous poem, he finds no revelation, not.hing to make him shed the 
'cla'"l-roots of sense'. Christ's sacrifice; 'carrion-sustenance of staunche st 
love', is as unredeemed as the hollow ritual which imitates it in 'The 
Bidden Guest'. The equivalent tragedy of Lucifer's fall, as described in 
24 
'The Bibliographers', is far more appealing, an 'archaic beauty' seen in 
terms of light, 'blazing in superb effigies', which contrasts markedly with 
-the 'unaccountable darkness' of Christ's death and, even in defeat, casts 
the sun itself into shade, 'the shadow-god envisaged in no cloud'. Similarly 
the saint of 'In Piam Memoriam' is, like Lucifer and Christ, an.artistic 
construct, 'created purely from glass', but again fails to match up to his 
own sense of mission, 'exposing his gifted, quite empty hands'. An archetype 
'stained' like the glass he is made from, this very duplicity is 'a feature 
for our regard'. As with 'In r.!emory of Jane Fraser', true revelation comes 
not through imposed religion but the return of Spring, reintroducing movement 
and life - 'the scummed pond twitches' - stripping aHa::! the '",-asted sno;.;' 
of the past, and creating a genuine, natural miracle, ne1-1 life from the 
roots of death, a purity denied to the myths of man, 
'The common, puddled substance: beneath, 
Like a revealed mineral, a neH earth,25. 
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A similar ambivalence, uneasily co-existing with mastery of expression, 
is seen in Hill's approach to classical £~me 'A Pastoral', for example, 
examines the way in which myth can be used to obscure real human emotion, 
the horror of lTar and its brutality, 'the unedifying nude dead', falsified 
into a. pastoral, fake vision, a 'new tongue' 1-Thich obscures all true feeling, 
, • •• • ••••• ' ...... 'i •• -;,:. ~ Ifere are statues 
Darkened by laurel; and evergreen names; 
Evidently veiled griefs, impervious tombs,26. 
The 'dead' themselves occur frequently in For the Unfallen, seen in IT~e 
"l2!s;tant_ fury' of BattlE{ as rejecting this embalming in myth or ritual by 
keeping battle formation and order even in the graveyard, 'the dead maintain 
their ground'. 'Requiem for the Planta~enet Kings' takes up the 'sea-
preserved' motif of 'Picture of a Nativity', itsolf deriving from Shakespeare's 
The Tempest27 , the dean lying in self-constructed glory before the revelations 
of the Last Judgement, when all will come to light, 'the sea/across daubed 
rock evacuates its dead'. The grave again gives up its dead, this time through 
the poet's imagination, in 'Two Formal Elegies ' .• Reminders of the Nazi 
holocaust, when 'on the ordained d~/this world went spinning from Jehovah's 
hand', pl~ over modern holidaymakers stripped not for the gas chambers 
but the beach, the 'wide hearth I of the sea, and stress the closeness beh:een 
oppressor a~d victim, 'at whose door does the sacrifice stand or start?'. 
'The GuardiaYls', the first of three lin.."<:ed poems about death by ',ater, 
similarly differentiates the young, risk-takers unal,:are of danger, from the 
old, conscious of danger even in tranquility, and their quiet role as 
guardians (as impotent against death as the I ~ii tnesses' of 'TriO Formal Elegies) 
not of life but ritual, 1-1ho 'gather the dead as the first dead scrape home'. 
'The 1-Jhi te Ship' considers these restless dead, aimlessly drifting '1,-i thout 
enrichment or decay', and at the mercy Of;l uncaring natural forces. RQwever, 
" III. 
'Wreaths' introduces to this sense of futility the revelations of time, 
each daily tide bringing to light 'dead gulls, or~~ges,~dead men', a grohing 
'understanding' which allays brutality with natural beauty and an underlying 
sense of coherence, 'w"hat hurts appeased by the sea I s handsomeness'. Of 
course this resolution is itself temporary and incomplete, just as the 
rich man of I~To the (Supposed) Patron', an early prototype for Offa, 
masters his 'prepared vistas' in a self-regarding and unconvincing, though 
enviable, way, his ultimate and yet most appealing folly the arranging of 
his own demise, 'idyllic death/where.. fish at darrn ignite the p01·rdery lake'. 
Hill's interest in death, tied in as it is .. lith the dea.ths of legend and the 
past, spills over into his more directly mythical early poems, invading 
classical themes just as in 'A Pasto~al' and his attempts at formal elegy 
it shockingly subverted classical forms. 
'Metarr.orphoses' again cOllsiders death in terms of the sea, as riell as 
Ovidian transformation. Venus reborn as a 'sea-scoured temptress, Drake's 
drum as a call to slaughter - his sailors dissolved into 'undiscerning sea'. 
In section V, love is seen as a battle between sea. and stone, the human 
spirit itself a kind of residue cast off by the elemBnts, 
, •••••••• hammocked in salt tagged cloth 
That to be bleached or burned the sea, casts out' 28. 
The most surprising transformation, however, is that of section II, the 
scapegoat of Je1dsh myth transmuted into poetry rThich (as Hill's mrn does) 
takes on this ritu~l suffering and, through '~ility and passion', employing 
'restraint a.l1d fervour', combines light (the sun of 'In Piam Memoriam' c..nd 
'Genesis') and reconciliation, 'make the sun your pedestal/settle all that 
bad blood'. 'After Cumae' ties. ~ II together l ;g~Lt ana' sea odysseys in terms of 
prophecy, the Sibyl's 'washable leaves' which direct the divine on the 
temporal, help teach to suffering heroes the 'curios of voyage', a freshly 
discovered sign of the continuing p01ler of myth; 
'And the sometimes-a~andoned eods confuse 
Hith immortal essences men's brief lives, 
. ,29 Frequenting the exposed and P1.~ • 
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'Orpheus and Eurydice' again places classical myth in a contemporary setting, 
carefully listed 'protected birds' replacing the unrestricted, unprotected 
songs of Orpheus, 'wild dogs' reca.lling the Thracian ,vomen ,vho eventually 
tore him a.part. Nevertheless, even when men again 'turn to savagery', love 
like Orpheus is still seen 'traversing the still-moist dead' and despite 
its lack of involyement, 'serene even to a fault', poetry still has its place, 
'carrying compassion/to the rmfly-difficul t'. Poetr~r' s ina.bili ty, like 
Orpheus, to actually reverse the processes of death forms the theme of ti-TO 
earlier poems, one based on an adventure story, the other on Arthuriml myth. 
'Solomon's Mines,30 is a direct echo of the Orpheus myth, archeology proving 
incapable of true resurrection, finding only 'blazed-out, stripped-out things' 
and unable, like Orpheus, to curb its curiosity, to escape' 'without lookipg 
round/out of that strong land'. 'Merlin' again considers the burden of the 
past, the 'outnumbering dead', even figures redeemed in myth joining the 
piles of the anonymous dead, mastered by the 'pinnacled corn', their 
enmity resolved in death, 
'Arthur, Elaine, Mordred; they are all gone 
Among the raftered galleries of bone,3I. 
Hill's boldest adoption of myth, hOliever, comes in 'Doctor Faustus', a poem 
which deals with man's attempt to make himself into a god, or indeed God; 
'gods - as men - rise from shut tombs'. 'The Harpiew' section presents just 
such a false god, concealed by his age and once again allied to the sea, 
'by the torn waters'. Legend does not protect the innocent~ indeed it conceals 
real danger in mythical form; the 'lewd uproarious wolf' which blows down 
the straw house of the first little pig is a horribly apt metaphor for the 
modern slaughter which increasingly preoccupies the poet. In a stanza lvhich 
3:J.. Hill also uses as a preface to the whole collection, blood endures as 
currency beh.een the slaughterer and the slaughtered, 'a beast is slain, a 
beast thrives', and even the divine delude themselves in their search for 
omnipotence, 
'A blinded god believes 
That he is not blind,33. 
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A more successful attempt at Faustian divinity, albeit through the auspices 
of a lohg-dead madman34, is assayed in 'Little Apocalypse', a celebration of 
the l-lork of the German romantic poet Holderlin. 'Sealed' by his insanity 
against the 'sun's primitive renewing fury', the poet uses this light to 
recreate himself (although this 'brilliance' conceals inhuman 'coldness'), 
'the god cast, perfected, among fire'. 
The 'gods' playa major role in For the Unfallen - the 'shadmi-god' of 
'The Bibliographers', the 'blindere god' of 'Doctor Faustus', the 'sometimes-
abandoned gods' of 'After Cumae' and the created god 'cast' in 'Little 
Apocalypse' - but their most complete appearance comes in the sequence -'Of 
Commerce and Society', 'variations on a theme' derived, possibly, from 
the Catholic mystic and myth-delver Simone Weil, who similarly believed that 
'in a mass production and money economy there is no perceptible 
connection bei';-,een action and the~ fruits of action, so that the 
meaning of human activity becomes increasingly absorbed into the 
universal exchange medium, money,35. 
'Hollowed' by the Great War, Europe is brought out of its 'appalled' state of 
shock by the demands of trade, 'the gods of coin and salt', while the sea 
itself is mastered by 'worked vessels', just as,.in the next section, it 
is made 'decent again behind walls' by the Dyke builders. Europe itself is 
seen 'profiting from custom', its cities created by raiding the past, and 
as both fecund and destructive, 'nest,holocaust'. The sea is further identified 
with the old 'gods' in 'The Death of Shelley', extracting vengeance over the 
drowned poet and sucking back its riches, 'pearls and auguries', a direct 
contrast to the land, freezing its monuments to commerce under soot. As Section 
IV emphasises, these monuments are a way of forgetting the dead, even Auschwitz 
now 'a fable/unbelievable in fatted marble', the poet's job being to re-
emphasise the arbitrary nature of these outrages, 'Jehovah's touchy methods', 
as unplanned as the thunder, 'ho,.ever deified and defied' by its victim.:,In 
the same -,;a:y, lOde on the loss of the 'Titanic" treats shipiircck as sacrifice, 
an attempt to' appease the terse gods' in return for the usefulness of -dater 
to commerce, occasionally 'overturned' as were the moneylenders' tables by 
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Christ in the Temple. In the final section, 'The Martyrdom of Saint Sebastian', 
the links bet:ieen sacrifice and salvation are again ambivalent, 
'Engrossed in the cold blood of sacrifice, 
The provident and self-healing gods 
Destroy only to save,36, 
although this is a distinction lost to the more direct, less sophisticated 
Americans
3? As in 'Picture of a Nativity', the poet studies religious faith 
not direct but as 0xpressed in art, here a painting of martyrdom almost comic 
in its detail, 'a little flutter of plain arro~·ls'. Fine art _ itself 
transformed into a monument, 'priceless, and harmless to the nation' _ 
crystallises such elements of pain and thus defuses them, itself a by-product 
of the feudal state in v;hich Europe still eXists, 'resonant rfith tribute and 
with commerce'. As Michael Schmidt has .iell characterised it, the underlying 
theme of 'Of Commerce and Society' is 'the cruel futility, yet the universal 
compulsion of profit,38, and this insight which human distress gives into 
the economic processes behind history and culture, explored more obliquely 
in 'To the (Supposed) Patron', is to be given even more bitter expression 
in Hill's second, and more unified, collection, King Log. For the Unfallen 
sketches out Hill's religious doubts and yet his belief in the power of myth 
to illuminate suffering; his later work turns these concerns more directly 
to the world as it is, moving from 'moral virtue' (or, at least, its 
tenuous hold on reality) to 'matter of power and commandment,39. 
King Lo~ takes its title from Aesop's fable of the frogs49 - they 
petition Zeus so send them a more active 'king' than the old log in their 
pond, and so he sends instead King Stork, a water sn~~e, which devours them. 
the moral being that 'we are better off ,ii th an indolent and harmless ruler 
than ~dth a mischief-making tyrant,4I. Similarly, Hill's poetry, 'King Log', 
is succeeded by 'King Stork', a prose ex:;>lanation of 'Funeral ~Iusic', more 
explicit and scholarly than the poetry but lacking its creative magic. If 
pOher, and its subsequent abuse, is one major theme of the collection, 
'poHer and commandment', 'moral virtue', some kind of value system to set 
against this brutality, is also still relevant - eight of the poems here 
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had already appeared as a seperate pamphlet Pr~ghiere42, the Italian for 
'prayers', and this religious aspect, hO,'lever amhi valent, is all-lays present. 
These poems at first achieved only slighting critical reaction _ 'Preghiere' 
indicated a 'disappointingly ingro'dn talent' 43 - the most welcoming notice 
coming from Stand, I'[hich had first published many of the poems, where Jeffrey 
Wainwright emphasisied the poet's obsession with 'the sheer physical fact of 
death; the total erasure of a human being', approached through 
'an intermittent theme of ironic and bitter contemplation of the 
respective dignities of ruler and ruled,44. 
Hill's poetry takes time to come to terms with, hm'lever, and King Log has 
since been perhaps over-analysed, notably by Jon Silkin45 and Christopher 
RiCks
46
, but also in a short but masterly essay by William S. Milne. as 
condensed as the poetry itself and exploring Hill's 'balanced tension bet~'ieen 
art and reality,47. No one, honever, has yet attempted to discuss the collection 
as a unified whole, and Hill's basic patterning - based, again, heavily on 
various approaches to myth - has thus not been properly analysed. 
The opening poem of King Log, 'Ovid in the Third Reich', extends the 
cynicism of the Roman poet - as the epigram from his AmoI-es claims , it is only 
those who admit their guilt ~ho can be judged evil48 - to the perpetrators of 
the Nazi holocaust. This ritual slaughter is itself a continuing of myth, 'the 
ancient troughs of blood', and the horrifyingly self-satisfied speaker calmly 
forgives his victims their death agonies, Hhich 'harmonize strangely ~dth the 
divine/Love' he regards himself as celebrating. 'Annunciations' continues 
this 'imperious theme' with love punned on as either difficult contact or 
'militant conformity,49, charity or witch-hunt, 
I • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• to Love, 
You kno',\' ~ihat pains succeed; be vigilant; strive 
To recognize the damned among your friends,,50• 
'Annunciations' opens :'li th the incursion of the '~"ord' - both the 'Logos' of 
the New Testament and the impulse to poetry - into the ::orld of the senses, 
sacrifice and culture weakening and distancing it, 'the rei;ard/more touchable, 
Overt, clean to the touch'. Similarly, Love, another abstract moral concept, 
, , 
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is lessened through over-exposure, 'the mere diurnal grind', and prodigality, 
'forever being pledged to be redeemed'. Both 'annunciations', like that 
foretelling the birth of Christ made by Gabriel to the Virgin Mary, are 
difficult and doomed to corruption, which 'Our God scatters', both destroying 
and disseminating. The 'shod Word' returns in 'Locust Songs', centred around 
the bloodiest battle of the American Civil Har, and expressed in terms of 
Christian myth, as here befits the Calvinist creed of early settlers, 
arri ving 'so hard/on the heels of the damned red-man'. The ,,{hi te man is also 
d~nned, however, his dreams of settling in Paradise 'stung by the innocent 
venoms of the earth' possessiveness the snake ih this new Eden just as 
'sensual pride' is the forbidden_fruit, 'teeming apples' for a people who, 
like the 'Gadarene Squealers', will madly rush to their death. The fall 
from this Eden comes (significantly) at a battle fought near a church, in 
1-Thich 'twenty-three thousand' died in a '-vrilderness of carnage,50 • The 
search for religious freedom, the 'shod "Eord' ,resul ts only in a 'slorT/bloody 
unearthing of the God-in-us', a God of vengeance; again 'scattering corruption'. 
and, as in the two prev10us poems, the poet can offer no comfort or meaning, 
'but "lith what blood, and to what end, Shiloh?' 
The next two poems convey this central incomprehension back to the Nazi 
holocaust with which King Log began. 'I Had Hope When Violence Was Ceast' 
is set directly in an extermination camp, 'our flesh oozing tOi.-ards its last 
outrage', but in a perverse glimpse of hope it is seen that such terrorism 
cannot destroy one's real humanity precisely because it cannot reach it, { 
'that .. ,hich is taken from me is not mine'. Nevertheless, 'September song,5
1 
stresses, with a poignancy almost unbearable in its sense of the inexorable, 
just "hat is lost, life snuffed out 'as estimated' in a process of measured 
terror, just 'so many routine cries'. This is not merely a matter of history -
the poet, born in the same year as this young victim, has also made an elegy 
for himself, just as the 'smoke of harmless fires' burning the residues of 
autumn recalls the fires of the death-camps. Such kno,.,ledge, once gained, 
cannot easily be forgotten or counteractm - 'This is plenty. This is more than 
------~- ..... -----
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enough'. The following two poems reinforce this sense of suffering _ leading 
up to 'Funeral Music', Hill's central and most impressive rendering of this 
theme - by portraying, in turn, victim and persecutor. 'An Order of Service' 
presents a man "ho, like the poet, faces up to the void, 'surveyer of his 
own ice-world' (recalling the cold also of the death camp, 'dalmlight freezes 
against the east-vdre') and yet retains his judgement, 'meticulous at the 
chosen extreme'. Even if this sacrifice is 'unappealing' and 'hopelessly 
vigilant' to the impartial observer, this makes it all the more brave, an 
unflinching yet unsighted renunciatiou. Conversely, the portrait in 'The 
Humanist' is superficially attractive, an 'achieved guest' sure of himself 
and his gifts, chewing his 'vrord-perfect' aphorisms like 'a delicate white 
meat'. Yet this is all shm>l, 'Vi:!'tue is virth, and such affected world-
weariness merely a mask for censorship and intimidation, 
'The commonplace hand~ once 
Thick .vi th Plato's blood' 52. 
The humanist, civilized man ~ith or without benefit of God, is exposed as 
being as coldly distant as the speaker in 'Ovid in the Third Reich', as 
voracious a devourer of culture as those in 'Annunciations', also sitting 'at 
meat', flavouring 'their decent mouths/with gobbets of the Sl",-eetest sacrifice'. 
It is Plato, ho~ever, creator of the ideal Republic and a philosophy of 
abstractions - rather than this cultural consumer vrho symbolically bleeds him -
whose thought underlies the next poem, 'Funeral Music' (musical form is an 
important force in King Log - 'Locust Songs', 'September Song', 'Fantasia on 
'Horbury' " 'The Songbook of Sebastian Arrurrez' .d th its 'Coplas' - although 
this really marks a continuation of the elegiac tone of the previous collection, 
here aiming at an 'ornate and heartless music punctuated by mutterings, 
blasphemies and cries for help,53). 
'FunerCJ,l Music' opens with a direct evocation of Plato's parable of 
the cave, our everyday reality seen merely as a reflection of the ',>'orld of -
ideal forms, echoed throughout by the. recurring image of mirrors and light, 
'Processionals in the exemplary cave, 
Benediction of shadows,54. 
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The setting for these glimpses of the eternal is, as in 'Locust Songs', civil 
war, but centred on a battle almost eXactly 400 years earlier, the Battle of 
T01\i;on , in which Edvlard IV and the ·Yorkists defeated the LC'ncastrians under 
Henry VI, thus setting Edward on the throne. 'King Stork' emphasises the 
savagery of the ~'Jars of the Roses, made all the more implacable by the deep 
Christian faith of both sides. Like the protagonist of the previous poem, 
the Earl of ~':orcester is both 'patron of humanist scb.olars' and known as 
the 'Butcher of England', and this ambivalence, mingled with religious 
fanaticism, underlies all e~\...~ unrhymed sonnets, though the poet specifically 
avoids 'any overt narrative or dramatic structure'. Suffering is suffused 
with, though not lessened by, Christian significance - l:orcester beheaded 
, ~ 
in three strokes 'In honorem Trinit.s', each blow 'pentecostal' as the fire 
in 'The Bidden Guest', the mortal becoming immortal, 'psalteries whine through 
the empyrean'. This religious fire again recalls Plato's cave~ 'ghosting 
upon stone t the 'vacuous ceremony' this slaughter is vihen divested of its 
political rationale. This 'tribute of pain' is a',,;ilful sacrifice to the 
'ritual king' - Caritas, the economic forces behind 'Or Commerce and Society' -
the 'str~ge-postured' dead of T01vton:. ironically slaughtered on Palm Sunday, 
the celebration of Christ's humble entry into Jerusalem, shortly before his 
o~~ self-sacrifice. More hopefully, the poet reconciles the sounds of death, 
'fastidious trumpets', the 'flurrying' "dnd, .;ith 'silent music' and the 
reflection of future raconciliation, 
, •••••••••••• imagine the future 
Flashed back at us, like steel against sun, 
Ultimate recompense,55. 
This leads directly to the 'curved metal' of section 3, like a comet 
revealing men 'livid and featureless', a wilful evocation of 'doomsday', 
a horrifying approach to Christianity through the extremes of sex and death, 
'Among carnage the most delicate souls 
. . bl d . 'J s' ,56 Tup in thelr marrlage- 00, gasPlng esu • 
Hill evokes another pagan phiiosopher, the Arabian mystic Averr.oelS,';, ,{ho 
believed that the individual soul is perishable, true immortality being vested 
in the world soul to l'ihich all individual consciousnesses return, life a 
'myth of captivity'. Hill's grounding in Christian culture, ho',\'ever much 
he now doubts, makes such easy solutions untenable, for belief in the 
indestructibili ty of the soul is still possible, 'though I "ould scorn the 
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mere instinct of faith'. On the pivotal phrase 'as with torches', on which 
the sequence divides into its two equal halves, 'Funeral Music' moves tOHards 
some kind of moral framework in Hhich to .~et this meaningless suffering. 
Section 5 opens I~i th atonement and ''fild Christmas', a return to the 
scene of 'Picture of a Nativity', the wise man's gift of spikenard a symbol 
of 'the real essence of remorse'. This thirty year slaughter may be a mere 
interlude, the'soul's winter sleep', in a longer period of humanity. These 
~opes are illusory, however, for prayers are answored not by the seraphs _ 
bearers of pentecostal fire in section I - but ourselves, the 'damned' again, 
racked in 'lingering shows of pain', 'tenderness' not for others but ours9lves. 
Section 6 takes up two images from section 3, England crouched 'beast"l'rise' 
beneath slaughter, and the blindness of both deat4 and sexual love. The 
poet has evoked, through the innocence of his son's imagination, a Horld of 
moral order, a 'composed mystery' ordered by a yet more powerful Father, God. 
This vision shou~d neither be sentimentalised through nostalgia or indulged 
in to the exclusion of reality; once gone, 'the world's real cries' should 
be accepted in the place of the fantasies of childhood, 'I believe in my/ 
abandonment, since it is what I have'. Like the gorgon, the poet, meticulous 
as the hero of 'An Order of Service', must stare even if such honesty kills 
through reflection, 'averted conscience tUTI1ed against itself'. In poetry of 
great weight and restrained power, the world of reality is reached through 
mutual reflection, even though such empathy is mutually destructive, 
'As the armies met, each mirrored the other; 
Neither "as outshone. So they flashed and vanished 
And all that survived them was the stark ground 
Of this pain,57, 
the 'funeral music' of battle reduced to a'remote cry' and images of desolation. 
The sequence ends on a note of quiet uncertainty, a declaration of unwillinc 
surrender both by the victims of Tmmton and, by implication, those under 
the dominance of any ~ind of tyranny, 'not as we deSire/life but as they 
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.. Iould have us live'. These victims are united, though not appeased, by 
their suffering, 'all echoes are the same/in such eternity', and thus bear 
rdtness, as do the 'damned' in 'Ovid in the Third Reich' through their 
suffering, to 'each distant sphere of harmony' (a direct echo of the former 
who 'in'''their sphere/harmonize strangely with the divine/love'). This is all 
very well, but it gives no meaning to present holocaust, such modern 
interpretation and parallels playinR around the surface of the sequence _ 
the 'ritual king', 'marriage blood', the prayer 'pro nobis', the poet's son 
who could outstare the '1;earisome dragon of sleep, and the remote cry 'Thich 
perhaps 'heralded my name'. Hil~ pointedly fails to justify or explain, 
instead ending the sequence with a question, one 1.,hich, for all its hopeful 
tenderness and affection, pre-supposes a continuation of the poem's 
underlying terror at the processes of history and sacrifice, 
' •••••••••••••••••• Then tell me, love, 
How that should comfort us - or anyone 
Dragged half-unnerved out of this Hordly place, 
Crying to the end, 'I have not finished,58. 
In some ,-rays, 'Funeral Music' can be seen as a preparation for Mercian Hymns; 
like the later work it erects its o~~ kind of legend from scanty and 
scattered historical material, using precise imagination and a sensitive 
feeling for place and the particularity of the past to create a nevT 1'lOrld. 
Notldthstanding 'King Stork' - or, indeed, the notes to Mercian Hymns - both 
poems create a highly personal and patently unhistorical narrative which 
both stands on its ovm and explores the poet's - and reader's - sense of 
self, compassion and violence particularised in a nmdy made legend. 'Funeral 
Music' ultimately derives its undoubted pO"Her not from a close survey of 
the 15th century (this historical material is relegated to 'King Stork') 
but the use of such attested brutality and religious hypocrisy to examine 
both more recent holocaust (nothing is new) and the poet's unexpiated sense 
of guilt, evoked more directly in'Septcmber Song'. The heart of 'Funeral 
Music' comes in section 7, at the very climax of battle and, in parallel 
terms, of the poet's coming to a',:areness of his 0\.'11 'abandonment'. The 
mirror imagery that has been seen to underlie the sequence at last becomes 
comprehensible, it reflects, as does the 'funeral music' of battle and 
execution, the poet's 01'1n interior division bet"een unacceptable arrogance 
and its horrified recognition, 'a hal':k and a hawk shadow', self-disgust _ 
'Prol;ess , vanity, mutual regard, 
It seemed I;stared at them, them at me. 
That Has the gorgon's true and mortal gaze: 
Averted conscience turned against itself,59. 
Just as 'Funeral Music' 'I'Tas dedicated to tno murdered poets, Suffolk 
and Rivers, the remaining,poems in Kine Lo.,g deal primarily with the links 
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between art, myth and suffering, from the directness of 'Four Poem::; Re[;arding 
the Endurance of Poets' - adapting humility in the face of such bravery _ 
to the more complex moral tensions of 'The Scngbook of Sebastirul Arrurruz, 
in 'I'Thich suffering derives from love, not tyranny. In view of the cautious 
self-revelation of 'Funeral Music', these poems derive added resonance gnd 
pOKer in being not mere eulogies but a vie1fing of bravery and commitment' 
which the poet admires but cannot himself manage. Even 'Four Poems' reveals 
this studied ambivalence;-seen,as usual for Hill,in his multiple puns.-
'regarding' (verb/adverb, watching/about), 'endurance' (individual/general, 
physical imperviousness/moral stature/survival). Dealing in turn with victims 
of four political creeds united only by their tyranny and suspicion~of art, 
or indeed any kind of independent truth - the Counter-Reformation, Franco's 
fascist Spain, the Nazis and Stalin' s for~J of Marxism - the sequence.:.e.gain:: 
refuses to purvey an optimism or sense of justio~ the poet does not believe. 
'Men are a Mockery of Angels' develops the torture imagery of section 5 of 
'Funeral Music', 'tenderness of the damned for their 0~i11 flesh', to a yet 
more extreme compulsion - even Khen 'glutted Torment sleeps', the poet is 
'commanded to rise' (both by his gaolers and God, "ho shares his cries) 
when he wishes to 'compose his voice' - create poetry or set his emotions in 
order. Campanella is design~ted as 'priet and poet', and this primacy of 
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fai th over art is stressed - the 'shadow' 1:hich sometimes shares his cell is 
surely God, just as his suffering mirrors Christ's, in a trope borro~ied 
from the Elizabethan sonnet, 'derisive light, bread, filth' representing 
'justice, Hounds, love' (the necessity to eat, 'stained with its prompt food', 
is seen as an affliction). Like Bruce and the spider which(legend has it) 
inspired him, but on a more self-abasing scale, the poet takes comfort and 
humility from the slug i'lhich climbs 'the glinting pit-side/of its own slime'. 
~ 'A Pr8~er to the Sun', develops this sense of illumination from outrage _ 
darkness brings eventual light 'above all things' (although the same syntax 
could mean that the sun creates darkness, or tha.t this darkness is total, 
'above' everything) although iris at noon, its height of pmier, that 'vultures 
sa~.ute their meat'. In the third of these declining stanzas (like the path 
of the sun across the sky?) the sun's, and God's, ambivalence j.s accepted, 
a 'ravager' who can also bless. 'Domaine Public' further praises the self-
abasement of the early Christians to help 'cultivate the corrupting flesh', 
a willed silence, 'suppression of much improper speech' (obscene or inapprop-
riate), also attempted by Campanella. Death and life are interfused, an 
open mouth the tomb, the days of the week as 'seven pits', the orderlies of 
the death camp playing at, and prefiguring, God, 'again we/resurrect and the 
judges come'. 'Tristia' is a more personal poem, to a 'difficult friend' 
but one, nevertheless, wh~Rill never met, 'again I am too late', nevertheless 
Mandelshtam, driven mad by his persecution, reveals the links betl;een 
tragedy, the sun and God, all cruel tyrants 1-7ho feed on human grief and 
desolation, 'hard summer sky/feasting on this, reaching its o~m end'. 
The follow"ing four poems deal more generally wi th the common ground held 
betvieen poetry and suffering. 'The Imaginative Life' locates this in myth, 
'the irregular visions of a god', the tortured flesh of 'Men are a mockery 
of Angels' transformed through terror 'to purging and delight'. Figures from 
both classical and Christian myth - the FtITies earlier placated by 'decent' 
ceremony in 'A Pastoral' and the 'true seraphs' ,iho brought Pentecostal fire 
in 'Funeral Music' - celebrate both lust and death, or rather their 
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conjunction, 'gargantuan mercies whetted by a scent/of mortal s.ieat'. 'The 
Assisi Fragments' deals more directly with Christian leeend~ Saint Francis's 
love for the 'mild inflammable beasts' an Eden before the Fall, 
'And there the serpent 
Innocently shone its head,60, 
which is destroyed by the consciousness of death (in the previous poem it 
was transformed by it), subject to hawk - the poet's own sense of sin in 
'Funeral Music' - raven, wolf and fire, both of Pentecost and destruction. 
These emblematic beasts tie in with other such creatures of blood-lust, 
those 'forever bent upon the kill' in 'Genesis', the buzzards of 'Locust 
Songs' and their ~ellow scavengers the vultures in 'A Prayer to the Sun', 
and, later, the oViI and foxes of 'Three :Baroque Meditations', all far 
61 removed from the tamed symbolic lion of G. l:ilson Knight IS critical mythology. 
'History as Poetry' returns again to Pentecost, poetry itself as a nevT birth 
out of the 'tongues' not of fire but the (paradoxically) 'speechless dead', 
like Lazurus or domestic flowers a carefully prepared resurrection from the 
earth. Poetry is both legendary - 'fortunate auguries' - and superfluou~-
'tarred golden dung' - but its one salient merit is to link past and present, 
history and the modern l'1"Orld, 'the old laurels wagging with the new'. It 
is this timeless aspect of poetry which is cel€brated in 'Soliloquies', 
explained, again, in terms of myth, the 'ritual' power' of age and loss (these 
two poems descr,ibe, like the tvTO parts of 'The Assisi Fragments', Eden and 
the Fall, 'vThat I lost'). 'The Stone Man' looks back to childhood as a 
symbolic 'half-recognized kingdom of the dead' - the tone of these reminiscencef 
prefigure that of Mercian Hymns - a revelation that unites flesh and sun, 
the tliO tokens of suffering. Conversely, 'Old Poet with Distant Admirers' 
looks forward to the 'ritual p01fer' of old age, death vie1'wd from the other 
direction, and, as in 'History and Poetry', preserves 'fragments, in the 
observing mind' against the coming silence of oblivion, poetry outdistancing 
biography 'as in the great death-songs/of Propertius (although he died young)'. 
There follo1'1 tKO more particularised essas-s in literary biography, thOUGh 
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it is still the connection betv-reen art and suffering "'"hich forms their most 
62 
obsessive theme. ;;' • .J 
'Cmran Bridge' contrasts fact and fiction~--the school 1{hich 
the Bronte children attended 1d th .'Loxood', the parallel school invented by 
Charlotte in Jane Eyre, but it is Emily (Tho is most in mind. This 'temperate 
O? place' nurtured the 'lost storm' of Wuthering Heights, immersion in the 
natural -.lorld. (the 'alders' of 'In Memory of Jane Fraser', the' elder-buGh' 
of 'The Stone Man', both suggesting death and decay - like beasts, plants 
are emblems to Hill) leading to the 'vulnerable pieties' of a nel'[ myth, 
tempered by the restraint of place, 'the modesty of her rage'. 'Outw01'n 
piety' also moulds the subject of 'Fantasia on 'Horbury", transforming the 
menace, again, of northern landscape into art, 'plush tunes' 1Vhich defend 
the artist against his 'unspeakable desolation', mirrored by his surromdings, 
'This place not of his choosing, this menace 
From concave stormlight, a freak suggestion ••• 
These heads of nettles lopped into the dust ••• ,64. 
'Three Baroque Meditations' deepens this contrast between the consolation of 
art - 'the lamp's fierce head/of well trimmed light' - and the metaphori0ul 
darkness of the natural world outside - 'foxes and rain-sleeked stone and the 
dead'. Sectidn I makes the central concern of King Log at last explicit, 
'Do words make up the majesty 
Of man, and his justice 
Between the stones and the vOid?,65, 
can art measure up against suffering and death? The poet speaks directly 
about his art ih the opening two sections, the 'fire' of poetry a kind of 
priesthood of death, 'hard praise' to the goddess Minerva, which celebrates 
the constant violence of nature, 'the lithe/paradigm Sleep-and-Kill'. This 
justifies the obsession with slaughter and sacrifice of poems like 'Funeral 
Music', 'the poem/moves grudgingly to its extreme form'. Nevertheless, the 
poet also meditates on his sense of restraint, better to realize the 
'impalpable bitterness' of his subject matter, an obsessive self-regard, 
, •••••••• For I am circumspect, 
Lifting the spicy lid of my tact 
To sniff at the myrrh. ~ is perfect,66 
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It is only by such fragmented methods that the poet can properly evoke the 
'Furies' of 'The Imaginative Life', who 'bask their claus' with the 'flesh 
of abnegation' (surely dral,ing on the beasts iri th 'claHs flesh-buttered' of 
'Picture of a Nativity'). Section 3, 'The Dead Bride', changes perspective 
from the imagined poet to his imagined lover, herself allied with the beasts 
"lho plague him ',ri th their reality - she 'claHed to becalm him', the 'vixen-
skill' and 'nightly pro1d' of her tongue recalling the foxes outside his 
lighted ~indow in the previous section. The poet's 'sacramental mouth' _ both 
in love and poetry - struggles to heal this lifeless woman/Muse (",hite, a 
'dead' bride), and language·tak~s on both sexuality, speaking in 'nuances 
and imperatives' and the mythic pm-Ter of the Mass, 'that justified my flesh' 
~.ri th 'far-fetched blood'. Sacrament becomes sacrilege, just as the 'l-TOman 
who once '~Tithed to conceive of him' comes to hate this restraint, 'disciplines 
of languages', but the poet himself is oblivious of such contempt, 'he weeps/ 
solemnizing his loss'. What had at first seemed a direct statement of Hill's 
ovm credo ~s an artist becomes yet another personq. Nevertheless, this. 
irony rPllects back not just on Hill but on Sebastian Arrurruz, the supposed 
writer of the final sequence, in 1thich loss is again solemnized, turned into art. 
'The Songbook of Sebastian Arrurruz' is the final, but purest, example 
in King Log of Hill as a maker of his 0.:'11 legends, for here he does not, as 
in 'Funeral Music', embroider history, but invents his own hero, an imaginary 
though carefully imagined figure set carefully in place (Mercian Hymns puts 
both together; King Offa is , _:: developed from historical fact and yet 
created as a figment of Hill's imagination), a mask through which the poet 
can speak .. rith a directness and purity of emotion not dared elseKhere in his 
first tl-TO collections. In a fine review, Der"ent May described these poems 
as being about 'lost love, and the slow' ma,1<:ing of peace Hi th that loss'; 
'The best mimo the process ,d th great delicacy and exactness, most of 
the for;:ard movement of the poem seeming to register the sad labouring 
of the will, i_'i th relapses and intenser pangs caught i:'l a sudden 
fal tering, or in a phrase opening out sudden perspectives in ~·;hich 
a more unmanageable truth is seen,67~ 
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Conversely, Jeffrey 1~aimTright sees the sequence as a 'dying fall' into cliche, 
'the possibility of no longer, through the contraction of valid 
speech, being able to say anything meaningful ,68. 
Typically for Hill, both elements are present in poems which so uneasily 
combine emotion and artifice, and it is this ambivalent beauty t'hat" makes 
the sequence so fascinating, a fit conclusion to the dualities of the whole 
oollection; King Log and King Stork, art and the beasts, verse and prose 
(only 'Ovid in the Third Reich' and 'Locust Songs' can be said to have full 
rhyme schemes, but much of the collection eschews free verse for unrhymed 
but rhythmically intact stanzas of three, four or fourteen lines; terza rima, 
quatrains and sonnets in disguise), suffering and its expression in poetry. 
Sebastian Arrurruz, the 'apocryphal Spanish poet,69, puns on the martyred saint 
(described as a symbol of decadent Europe in section 5 of 'Of Commerce and 
Sooiety') as, literally, 'arr01'rroot' - both target for the 'little flutter 
of plain arro',:s' to make route for, and 'flesh-root'(as described in P2.:.:'t V 
of 'Metamorphoses') from vThich the arr01'T of poetry can be nurtured, art and 
suffering again seen as concomitant. SimiJ.al'ly, these quietly desperate 
love songs delicately combine and crystallise the major themes of King Log 
and, indeed, For the Unfallen, freezing them in a careful fiction, from 
which Rill can- pass on to ldder, less personal~ matters in Mercian Hymns, 
the legend of a despairing poet giving way to the legend of a whole race. 
The first of Arrurruz's songs celebrates ten years of absence from the 
,loved one, emotion calmed by the 'merciful' routine of time, the poet 
examining his grief as dispassionately as a scholar (or literary critic!), 
'I piece fragments together, past conjecture 
Establishing true sequences of pain,70 , 
and thus finding comfort in, through art, the restoration of these relics of 
love, 'the long-lost words of choice and valediction'. These songs thus 
subVert time (Arrurruz is supposedly long dead) 71 .... :hich both deadens loss 
and yet makes irredeemable the past. 'CapIas' deals with this sense of loss 
more directly, rejecting sophistry for simple emotion,' 'I can lose v.hat I 
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w~t. I 1-,ant you', a sense of loss which the remaining songs evoke 'with 
slightly varying cadence'. Arrurruz miraculously predates Hill's subtle use 
of ambiguity (if he had actuallY,existed, he could be adjudged an influence 
on the later poet:), and this further teases out his grief, just as he 
realises that these poems will merely add an 'unfamiliar' ('previously unknO"lm' 
or 'extra') passion between his rival and his lover. This love is recalled 
in a 'contained' silence, 1-,hich dravJs on earlier uses of silence to suggest 
the transcendental in King Log- reconciliation in section 2 of 'Funeral Music', 
meditation of suffering in 'Men are a Mockery of Angels, artistic creation 
in 'CO"I\an Bridge', but disregard in 'A Prayer to the Sun', 'Hell is silent'. 
Arrurruz can now- only fully redall his love through dream and myth, throue~'-
'bargaining vTith sleep's/miscellaneous gods', an 'alien landscape',like that 
in 'The Stone Man',lit by the 'distant flashes' of the immortal. The po',\'er 
of myth to both transcend and deaden pain is again stressed in the 'workable 
fancy' - as opposed to the 'abrasive gem' earlier dismissed - of song 4, 
al though this jewel imagery continues w-i th sorrori transformed to a 'semi-
precious' stone, a piece of 'fortuitous amber'. Restless life is 'metamorphoserl' 
into static art, but this is a double-edged process ('deprivation' remains) 
just as Hill's earlier poem 'Metamorphoses'transformed suffering into death, 
while Ovid himself provides the morality of the 'Third Reich', 'innocence is 
no earthly weapon'. Song 5 makes storm a metaphor for artistic effort - 'the 
'lost storm' of 'Cowan Bridge', the freak 'stormlight' of 'Fantasia on 'Horbury' 
-- 'dovmpour' of rain its release, just as the poet feeds his 'hunger' Kith 
other men's poetry. 'Postures' presents another metamorphosis, through 
imagination and 'peaceful hermaphrodite dreams', in .:hich 'excess of memolfY' 
can purge itself, and this increasing stylization is seen in the remaining 
poems in the 'Songbook', art further transforming life. 
'From the Latin', dated the year of Arrurruz's supposed death, ties 
together the 'contained silence' of 2 and the 'blank hunger' of 5 into a 
dream of uhat could have been, 'quietness/that could feed on our lust', 
. ; .'..,... ( 
"1'" 
"'-
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the mouth turned from poetry to the offices of love (the poet's 'sacramental 
mouth' in 'The Dead Bride'), 'and at night my tongue in your furrow', an 
image •• hich, like the 'diurnal grind' of 'Annunciations', unites habit and 
sexuality, though far more delicately. Like silence, hunger is a constant 
theme throughout King Log, and one 1;"hich is carefully developed. At first it 
indicates mere cultural consumption (and greed), the searchers and curers 
liho sit together 'at meat' in 'Annunciations', the 'Humanist' sitting at 
the Muses' table, his every aphorism 'a delicate vihi te meat', though 'Locust 
Songs' gives this greed a "rider dimension, 'gluttons for rrrath' and the 
apples of 'sensual pride'. 'Four Poems Regarding the Endurance of Poets' 
develops this into a shameful example of the corruption against which these 
poets strive, the 'prompt food' of torture, vultures 1:ho 'salute their meat', 
maggots 'churning spleen to milk' and the unredeemed poor who 'grovel for 
food in the roadside field'. As with the parallel theme of suffering, this 
, . 
greed is transformed by art to~ards the end of King Log, the 'w~ing-taste 
of manna or of blood' analysed in 'The Imaginative Life' is transmuted through 
'Pentecost's ashen feast' (in 'History as Poetry') into a 'portion of the 
soul's feast' in 'Soliloquies', the 'blank hunger' fed by verse in the 
'Songbook'. The p01ier and sense of reconciliation of this final sequence is 
well prepared for. The prose poem 'A Letter from Armenia', itself set out in 
the shape of a tree (the final short line the trunk), turns from nature to 
sexuality and de~th, 'delicate pillage' and the 'authentic dead'. ~he landscape 
- "' 
of 'your part of the ... orld' dues not" woVe OID ~is imagination until he transforms 
it through poetry, the verse companion piece 'A Song ~om Armenia', King Stork 
remade as King Log. Shade screens out the sun which revealed the presence of 
the divine in For the Unfallen (illuminating the saint of 'In Piam MemoriC'm, 
unearthing ancient myth in 'After Cumae') and .,hich became 'our ravager' in 
'A Prayer to the Sun', love as the 0061 water of rec::neration ... hich relieves 
the drought of 'Fantasia on 'Horbury",' troughed stone' .. ;h1ch redeems the 
'ancient troughs of blood' of ' Ovid in the Third Reich', gentle motion> 
'Your mouth, and your hand running over me 
Deft as a lizard, like a sino;: of ~rater' 72• 
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'To His ~ife', dated a year earlier than 'From the Latin,73, reveals the 
adul terous base of this love, the poet's ,;ife 'not intimate but an 
acquaintance' and 'idly commiserated', or so it seems, by the poet and his 
mistress. Indeed, Arrurruz' s attitude to his Hife seems to echo th£"t contempt 
he complains of in his lost mistress, and thus mitigate it for the neutral 
reader - just as'The Dead Bride' throvTs anew, damaging, perspective on the 
poet's carefully moulded 'tact' in 'Three Baroque ?,1Iedi tations'. 1,lie are back 
to the endlessly reflecting mirrors lTith ",hich I characterised King Log 
at the start of this chapter, verse reflecting prose, the present reflecting 
the past, the 1 steel against sun', 'curved metal', armies vrhich 'each 
mirrored the other' and 'averted conscience turned against itself' of 'Funeral 
Music', the 'distant flashings' in ''T'he Stone Man' vrhich illumiftates the 
kingdom of the dead. Such duplicity leads not to love but silence - 'scarcely 
speaking' - and 'coolness' in section II, ,'!hich concludes both the poem and 
the collection. The poet is reduced to merely a lyric note, art rejecting 
its subversive role to become a mere tone of voice, 'I ••• caress propriety 
r11 th odd 1lords', prose celebrating the poet's loss of faith, 
'And enjoy abstinence in a vocation 
Of now-a.lmost-meaningless despair,74. 
This is both a final admission of failure and yet also a beginning of the 
cycle of King Log allover again, for Sebastian, like Ovid in the Third 
Reich, celebrates the 'love-choir', rejecting 'innocence' for a blinkcred 
concern only for the personal, whether it be lost mistress or ''l';ork 'and my 
children'. It is significant that Ovid's epigram, "hich opens the collection 
on a note of duplicity and unadmitted guilt, is taken from his Amores, love 
seen as an escape from reality, the three times referred-to blindness in 
section 3 of 'Funeral Music' .of: those who 'tup in their marriage blood'. 
The end of King Log mirrors its opening, an endless cycle of definition, 
warfare, hard ¥.on experience throue~ suffering, and artistic expression 
mutating into self-defeat. It is this cycle (also discernable in For the 
Unfallen) r;hich Hill again folloFs, yet subverts, illl the fully created 
legend of ?iercian H!ruris. -
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erClan ymns has been described as 'the bast English book of poems 
. El' t 76 . 
slnce... 10' and, 11ke the }laste Land it uses fragments of the past, 
brief glimpses of (metaphorical) scenery and a mock-scholarly apparatus 
to create its o;m myth, an epic for a less leisurely age. Nevertheless, 
where Eliot's purpose is to contrast the richness of the past with the 
sordidness of the present, Hill is more subtle, stressing instead the 
continuity, through legend, of both the rich and th~ sordid in the 
development of the race. As Silkin has noted, this effectively prevents 
the reader from using myth as a mode of escape, 'the poem deliberatel~. 
thwarts any attempt by the reader to keep his or her imagination safe in 
the past' 77, using it instead to structure this difficul t 'meet-ing~ .. of past 
and present, 'rather than traditional narrative ••• Hill adopts mytb as his 
method of cohesion ,7 8• Hill himself, in a rare comment on his 0 .. ;-]1 poetry, 
stresses both the .. lork's humour and its forca, even to him, as legend, 
'it was an enchantment difficult to justify on rational grounds 
but, once it had been draw;n, the detail~ of the fantasy took_ 
on their own rationale ,79. 
As with King Log, notably'Funeral Music', and the later Lachrimae, Hill 
reads widely around the period he is poetically recreating80 though such 
learning is worn lightly - though ynxerfully - in the final '",o:r~c, s~illing 
over instead into his critical work of the time~ The general background of 
the Midlands, earlier celebrated by George Eliot, and the rhythms of 19th 
century life (also explored in Hymn ~) are sensitively explor9d in 
'Redeeming the Time' 81, ,;hile, as Christopher Ricks pointed out in his 
pertinent review82 , Rill's essay on Cymbeline develops Offa's kind of 
cruel yet envied rule, tribal leader becoming monarch and founder of his race, 
'A British King is seen for ,-That he is; uxurious, irrational, 
violent 'tihen prodded, indulgent, of absolute status a.'1d 
ultimately invulncrable,83. 
In Mercian Hymns, this ambivalence of response, res:tJect crossed 'li th fear, 
is brought fully to bear, King Stork once more (grudgingly) celebrated, 
~i~g Log once again (lo~ingly) mocked, as in the medieval graffiti84 
'.' .. 
on the front cover. It is the 'unfallen', aeain, -;.;ho merit praise. 
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In Mercian Hymns,legend is less immediately relevant to either pre2ent 
political realities or the incidents of the poet's min life than, say, 
Seamus Heaney's North - past and present are not neatly parcelled into t .... l0 
contrasting sections but compressed into one mythic continuum. Similarly, 
Hill does not directly collate a range of historical legend, as does Heaney, 
but instead raises a historical figure to ~ new legendary significance, 
although both poets have the same basic aim, to explain their society. To 
complfment this new legend, Hill invents a neK form, a kind of clipped, 
highly allusive prose-poem, 'curt graffito' like Offa's own name, dravring 
partly on the prose passages of 'The Songbook of Sebastian Arrurrez', but 
wi th a kind of tense directness new - and welcome - to Hill's work. The 
orjginal 'Mercian Hymns' were also, of course, poetry recast as prcrse, 
'those high moments of lyrical praise "Thich occur with the prose passages of 
the Latin text,85 - Silkin suggests the 'underlying presence of the Te Deum86 _ 
but most signii"ice.ntly they \'I"ere glosses, in a regional dialect, on Hebrevl 
myth, itself relayed through the Latin~7 Milne has suggested here, perhaps 
rather fancif'ully, a parallel • .;i th Hill's glossing of Mercian history, 
refracted through the 'translation' of modern life in the Midlands. Certainly 
Hill glosses the historical details of Offa's life, transmuting them into 
events uhich help establish 'the presiding genius of the Midlands'. Just 
as King Log expanded on its epigram of 'matter of power and commandment', 
so Mercian Hymns develops these concerns, glossing C.H.Sisson's thoughts ~~ 
on 'the conduct of government', state and individual expressing each other, 
just as Offa acts for, and represents, his people, both past and present. 
None of this really explains the sheer complexity of reference and the 
dexterous - often wildly comic - use of legend which characterises Hill's 
'brief epic' and l:hich is so leadenly absent in most of his imitators. The 
work is far more allusive end self-contained than the follo"\;ing analysis 
can suggest - each nm; reading reveals further nuances and internal parallels, 
the logical inconsistency of true legend, language melted and recombined in 
new, magical constructions. 
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The first two of the thirty prose sections that comprise Mercian Hymns 
deal with this sense of language, centred on the naming of Offa as king, 
a process both pOlierful and mysterious - in legend, to name a man is to 
obtain mastery of his actions. Hymn I ostensibly sets out Offa's duties 
and sovereignity, a kind of ritual divinity over the processes of Nature, 
'king of the perennial holly-groves', the earth, 'riven sand-stone', and 
time, reponsible bt)th for the 'historic rampart and ditch' of the Dyke 
for , .. hich he is best remembered and the '1.15', trackwc\y and motorrrc\y. These 
roles are archetypal for a guardian of his race,-king, builder, guard, 
businessman, la.,'yer, priest and scholar - and they unite present and past, 
'contractor to the desirable new estates', both feudal lands and modern 
housing collectives. Like his contemrorary and friend Charlemagne, Offa 
creates a nation from a diverse jumble of "iarring states, though with 
requisite cruelty,a'martyrologist' rrho causes, as well as records, such 
outrages. Offa's comic, though despotic, arrogance is further heightened by 
his magisterial command, 'I liked that •••• sing it 'again', Hill seen 
disconcertingly as a kind of modern court poet ,rho delivers a paeon to his 
dismissive master. Hill, of course, obeys, and Hymn II extends this naming 
of Offa, parodying the curt list of a dictionary definition. Offa is a 
'common namet8~d therefore representative, but it also suggests popularity, 
'best-selling brand', and yet something suspect - in a pun on 'offer' - a 
'specious gift'. It is Offa's ambivalence ',,'hich his name most clearly defines, 
both the 'starting cry of a race' - either its birth pangs or its first r.ords -
as, in a different sense, this poem is - and a 'name to conjure ~d th " one 
both to respect and to perform magic with, just as Mercian Hymns is a kind of 
conjuring trick performed by Hill to mystify and, through such mystifications, 
entertain his audience. 
The next three poems are entitled 'The CrOlming of Offa' in the key to 
titles at the back (itself a further key, n&~ing again suggesting mastery) 
but they approach this not through direct ceremony but the kinds of initiaticn 
which the ritual king has to undergo to become a man 'acting on behalf of many! 
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Hymn III describes the coronation, therefore, indirectly through the eyes of 
one of Offa's many subjects, the poet himself as excited schoolboy (like 
North, the most vivid memories are those dravm from childhood, and it is 
these 1\'hich can most readily b~ drarm, through their sense of VTonder, into 
myth), perhaps drauing on the coronation of George VI. Certainly the 
identification of the poet vrith, or as surrogate for, Offa is not aCCidental, 
and runs throughout the whole sequence. The sheer absurdity of the occasion _ 
'village-lintels curlered with paper flags' - both stresses the comic 
discontinuity bet'leen state ceremony and village response and yet presents the 
important incursion legend can make into normality, the ritual'bonfire of 
beer-crates and holly-boughs' - holly being closely associated vli th pre-
Christian ritual in Britain. Similarly, Offa's assumption of kinb~~ip is 
directly compared with the Resurrection, 'it lias like Easter', and with 
fertility mysteries, the 'Stag's Head' pub recalling the 'horned phonograph' 
of the previous poem and preparing for the 'feral horns' of Cernunnos' in 
Hymn XV. As ahi~s', such seriousness is undercut .by sly humour, the ne.., 
king's 'foreign gaze' (later to assume more importance in terms of coinage) 
approving not treaties but 'hankies', the childrens' chorus of praise due 
not to respect but a day'S holiday from school, and, most comically, Offa's 
surrogate as 'king', the village chef, his cro"l-m a 'ne"",-risen hat', his 
largesse sealed ,vi th 'any mustard?'. The next tyro sections move from the 
'we' of Ofia's ne'd subjects to the 'I' of Offa himself, considering his 
Olin - and perhaps the poet's - childhood and coming to power, ~hether of 
Mercia or the kingdom of Hords. Hymn IV develops the Anglo-Saxon concept of 
90 
'yird', itself glassed by Hill in a particularly. absurd footnote, Offa 
himself seen in terms of buried gold, invested in 'mother-earth' - the only, 
albeit oblique/reference to Offa's parentage. Thus implanted in the woob 
of England, Offa emerges to transform the 'Roman flues', rea~ants of the 
previous civilization of Britain, and, through a similar rebirth, turn them 
into a kingdom, 'the long-unlooked-for mansions of our tribe'. Hymn V 
completes this birth fron racial memories, 'crypt of roots and endings', 
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Offa emerging from the darkness of death,after long incarceration in the 
processes of myth,to reinvigorate his nation. Like the badgers and mole of 
the previous poem, Offa is made new' as a subterranean creature and then 
'\;orms' 
his Iva::! up~;ard 'for ages I (literally, considering the vast historical scope 
of the poem) to redeem his '\iergild', the 'true governance of England ~. This 
is expressed as a combination of the arts of war and peace, learnt from his 
immersion in Nature, 'barbaric ivy' prefiguring the 'gaunt warrior-gospel', 
'scrolhrork of fern' suggesting the 'eneraved stone' 1Thich expresses it. 
Th~.s might all be nothing more than a young boy's imaginary game, of course, 
'child' s-play'. Certainly, ~ihether 'exile or pilgrim', Offa returns to 
'rich and desolate childhood', his ambivalence stressed from the start, in 
whic)h he is so obviously an outsider, 'sick oh outings', and yet a future 
monarch precisely because of this apartness, again a prototype of the poet, 
'I 'Vlho was taken to he a king of some kind, a prodigy, a 
maimed one,9I. 
This sacrificial aspect of Offa's kingship i~ extended in Section VI, 
'The Childhood of Offa'. Mercia is still in 'thrall' to scavengers, 'badger 
and raven', and Offa, like Christ, exiles himself in this lVilderness, while 
retaining the treasure of Hymn 4', still 'dug and hoarded', a treasure nOrl 
seen to be of fertility, the 'riven sandstone' of the opening poem nOll 
yielding honeycombs and orchards. Offa remains aloof from his fello-;\'s, a 
distance delibe.rately maintained along w'i th 'a strangeness' and 'une..ttainable 
toys'. ~:here his contemporaries celebrate merely their dirt and disease, 
snot and impetigo, Offa dra~\s closer to nature, following landscape 'back 
to its source', compensating for his lack of brothers, real or metaphorical, 
wi1h toys of resin, apple-branches, mistletoe, elements of primitive faith. 
Offa's treatment of his one friend Ceolred92, as described in Hymn VII, 'The 
Kingdom of Offal, further stresses the future king's cruelty and aloofness, 
his gradual mastery over the other children nirroring his groxing fitness to 
rule his nation. This first emerges in his casual slaughter of the frogs • 
C surely an identification with King Stork here .. ·ould be too pat, but it does 
place Offa as the fount of the various forms of tyranny lIhich form the 
principal subject of Hill's previous collection), p~rt of the sinister 
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abundance of Nature, with 'eel-s'Harms' and stagnant marlpools, on the border 
between "l'rater and land, industry and nature, 'gasholders, russet among fields,9~ 
Nevertheless, Offa' s cruelty is ,,;orked at, 'vii th branches and half-bricks, 
he battered a di tchful', and deliberately casual, 'then sidled a'fay'. Ceolred' s 
crime is to lose Of :fa's model biplane, a reference point for Har and the 
heroic fantasies of childhood heroes (perhaps Biggles~), but turned, through 
loss, into a relic, along .-lith 'rat-droppings and coins'. Offa's response to 
this accident is to fl83 Ceolred - a typically brutal and Mercian punishment _ 
having 'lured' him like an animal to his native haunts in earth.and history, 
the 'old quarries'. Most notable are both Ceolred's continuing loyalty, he 
'was his friend and remained so', and Offa's attaining of peace and reflection 
from his cruelty, leaving the pond of dead frogs in 'stillness and silence'. 
Ire' abandons.) - Ceolred to journey 'calm and alone' in his 'private derelict 
sandlorry named Albion' - the spirit of old England again used to master the 
earth, this time comically through channelling'sa~d, and a deliberately 
ludicrous metaphor for Offa's new kingdom. 
The next tHO hymns continue this progress to kingship. Section VIII, 
'Offa's Leechdom', deals vith the political purges which characterised Offa's 
reign, a refinement of the cruelty seen in the previous ~, and of Offa's 
magisterial tone already seen in section I; 'I am the King of Mercia, and I 
kn01f'. Offa's corresponding paranoia is comically transposed to the prEsent, 
'phone-calls at midnight, venomous letters', but its vindictiveness is too 
close to present autocratic regimes to be humorous - opponents are 'mad', 
'predators' (like the badger and raven of section VI ,-,ho previously ruled 
-' Mercia?) and 'maimed souls' cured by a 'novel heresy. By naming these 
enemies - just as Offa hibself l~as named in the opening hymns - Offa can bleed 
the kingdom of their supposed treachery, a death sentence proclaimed ~,'i th 
chilling certitude and ceremony, 'I dedicate my a;;akening to this matter'. 
Offa's full-assumption of kingship is celebrated in hymn IX,'Offa's Book of 
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the Dead', commemorating "I'That I take to be the death of Beornred, the previous 
king of Mercia, deposed by Offa (it could equally well be Offa's mother or 
loTife, but this would not explain the poem's underlying sense of irony). 
Perhaps mirroring this uncertainty, the tone of the poem is particularly 
ambiguous, dravdng on the poet's o"lm childhood memories of stuffy funerals and 
their air of collective embarrassment, undercut by a genuine sense of loss. 
Offa again narrates the poem, addressing his predecessor with affection _ 'w~ 
dear' - for leaving state affairs 'nicely settled'. Language itself is an 
instrument of state, clorucing reality - the dead man is 'dismissed' by the 
curate just as the mourners 'dismissed' themselves, his demise echoed by the 
'spoil-heaps of :rysanths dead in their plastic macs', the tombs on which these 
rest similarly ineffectual and forgotten, an • eldorado: of "lashstant-:::!arble'. 
Religion itself is seen similarly as a meaningless ritual, redolent of 'censers 
and polish', the 'strange' curate's recital of the wrong service mrucing no real 
difference, indeed part of some mysterious game, a chess 'gambit' the puzzled 
congregation cannot answer. Even here, hO~lever, ritual shades off into genuine 
legend - the dead king is buried, like Christ , 'without the ,;alls', the return 
of the 'three mute great-aunts', borne m·ray by limousine, resembles the three 
Furies deserting their victim, ,~hile Offa himself becomes a bard, unburdening 
'the saga of your burial' - prefiguring Offa' s O"Im funeral in XXVII. 
Hymn X, the first of three sepJrated poems entitled 'Offa's LaViS', sees the 
poet regain the narrative from Off~, who enters fully into kingship by becoming 
lavmrucer for his people, 'commissioner of oaths' from Hymn I, creator of the 
'new law' of section VIII. Again Offa's brutality is stressed, made yet more 
chilling by his callous magnanimity, 'he forgave the death hOlds of his rival', 
and yet also comic through his supreme arrogance, exchanging 'gifts .d th the 
Muse of History'. All this serves to teach Offa the futility of regret, 
expresseci in a parody of Ne.,,' Testament ~dsdom, for 'l:hat should a man mruce of 
remorse, that it might profit his soul?'. In an extraordinary t .. :ist, the pOE'm 
reverts to the poet's childhood memories, tying in "lVith the fstaggeringly-gi::t8d' 
Offa's 'assorted prize pens', and contrition-~tell everything to Mother, darlinr-
_ r 
and 
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God bless' - Offa's self importance reduced to a need for t ma ernal comfort, 
suggesting either Offa's relation to history as that of a 'It 'If 1 spo~ ,~:l U 
child or the .... ,hole sequence as the poet's school boy fantasy of po~;er over 
the adult world. This double viev: continues in the final paragraph, its 
'mild dreams', 'cat Smut' and attempts to learn Latin all part of childhood, 
yet also part of Offa's education in kingship, learning mastery over his 
subjects, 'attempting to master ancilla and servus'. Again, the 'little pears' 
recall Gethsemane and its treachery, v:-hile the opening image stresses 
Off"a is w-orship of pm,er - 'he adored the desk' - allied -to the sympathetic 
ma.eic of seals of office 'into 'i,hich he had suhk his name', creating a unity 
betl-.Teen this power and its expression, 'signatures and retributions'. Offa' s 
concern for his subjects is ambivalent - he 'drevl upon' their grievances, 
suggesting this very process gives him strength - but this gro,;ing mastery 
becomes more evident in succeeding hymns; indeed the subject of these hymns 
changes, blasphemously, from God to Offa, Hill as Mercia's ritual priest. 
The next three sections, all entitled 'Offa's COins', express this sense 
of growing majesty, allied with cruelty, in terms of the establishment of 
a ne ..... form of co$nage, along .... ith the Dyke Offa's most enduring achievement, 
and a fruition of the investment imagery of earlier poems. Hymn XI deals, 
in a general way, with the importance of the purity of this coinage to the 
communi ty, and the extreme punishments dealt out to forgers ~-lho attempt to 
subvert this order. The coiners' power lies in their ability to subvert 
Offa's neY! .. lon sovereignty - 'they could alter the king' s face' - and any 
mistake dra;.s a similar' 'mutilation' on the coiners themselves, a punishment 
-which takes on a ritual meaning, 's'l'/athed bodies in the long ditch, one eye 
upstaring'. Justifiably cautious, the coiners 'struck ,d th accountable tact', 
accountable for the monetary value of their .. ;ork, as explanatory of their 
caution, and as responsible for any mistakes, a typical triple pun.for Hill. 
As ld th the ',]ooan flues' of hymn IV, OffC'.. builds on the previous culture 
to create his o1m, coins 'handsome as Nero's' (is it suggested that Offa is 
just as cruel?), and using Latin to celebrate his kingship in the inscription 
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'Offa Rex'. These coins derive their real value f:oom the care viith '\Thich Offa's 
'sparse people' have gathered the precious metal for this currency, 'scrapers 
of salt-pans and byres', the hard-won fruits of Mercia, the 'gold solidus' 
of hymn IV and the lost coins of VII lion again from the earth. The success 
of Offa's strong policies is succinctly stated, 'he reigned forty years', as 
is the neH orderliness of Nature, itself seen in terms of the striking of 
coinage - 'seasons touched and retouched the soil'. Indeed, Offa's mastery 
extends to the land from ."hich be came, 'nevT-made HatermeadOl" , its previous 
'intimate' the :dld boar no~, placed in the past tense. 
Hymn XII brings 1.!ercian Hymns up to the present for the first time, its 
elegiac picture of autumn bonfires reminiscent of 'September Song', the 
poet in his garden •. The poem opens ld.th earlier workmen, prosaically engaged 
in caulking ~:ater-pipes, discovering a buried'hoard'of Offa's coinage, 
'epiphanies' (both in a Christian sense and in the kind of brief illumination 
celebrated in James Joyce's Dubliners94 ) from an age of legend rather than 
history. Indeed, they seem a relic of the myths of old England, part of 
some fabulous beast, 'vertebrae of the chimera', 'the fire-dragon's faceted 
skin'. The workmen merely despoil this heritage - 'they brewed and pissed 
among splendour' - oblivious of their surroundings and, unlike Offa, leaving 
no relics, 'scattered to your collations, mol Cly-J"l"arp, • Hill is far more a~:are 
of his insignificance than the ¥orkmen, but similarly he has 'accrued' not 
gold and silver coins but merely the 'golden and stinking blaze' of a bonfire 
to which he consigns the detritus of his plants. Unlike Offa, Hill cannot 
master Nature, the garden 'festers for attention'. This idea of coins as 
relics of legend is developed in hymn XIII. A modern collector, perhaps Hill 
himself, examines Offa's coinage by lamplight, and celebrates Offa's image 
as he ,;ished it preserved, masterful, 'coiffured and ageless' and 'cushioned 
on a legend' of his oo-m (and no:·; Hill's) creation. The inscription 'Rex 
Totius Anglorum Patriae', king of all the lands of England, takes on ad-::ed 
significance, this 'underkingdom of crinoid and crayfish', p~ovince of the 
'rune-stone', is also under Offa's dominance, a 'self-possession' which also 
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possesses the secret processes of Mercia. Like his coins, Offa emerges out 
of 'England's well', the native myth-kitty. Offa's dominion is now complete, 
and he turns to politics and foreign affairs, secure in his mastery over 
his subjects,(as on his coinage)his head 'ringed by its o~m lustre'. 
Hymn XIV, like X entitled 'Offa' s Lalls', show's Offa attempting to ext'2nd 
this mastery and leeal control to the 1'lorld of Nature, the 'underkingdom' of 
the previous poem. Offa is seen as a modern busineLsman, threatening 
wrongdoers v:i th 'ash from his noon cigar, ma.."lipulating his subjects just as 
he does his \':ax seal (in section X i t received the grace of his name) and 
'dismissing' men - sendine them a1iB;! or taking their lives - ',dth the same 
magisterial selfishness he shows to his family, 'he did this I-Then it suited 
him, which 'Nas not often f • This is contrasted, in the middle paragraph, l-Ti th 
Offa's deep empathy for the 'natural minutiae', creatures who, like him, 
achieve mastery over the inanimate earth vrhich bore them - the trout-fry l,bich 
form the 'Hater's underskin', woodlice sitting 'pellet-like in the cracked 
bark, and the snail which 'sugared its new stone'. This peace, the 'quiet 
hammer-pond', extends that of hymn VII (also follolring slaughter), evoking 
a new 'tenderness' in the otherwise brutal Offa. Hymn XV continues this theme, 
its very title, 'Offa's Bestiary', suggesting the use of animal fable to 
point a human moral, but Nature here regains mastery from the presumptions 
of the mortal Offa. The dead branch of crabl'Tood seems to rise against him, 
the 'lightly concussed' king dreaming himself into divinity as the Celtic 
horned. god Cernunnos, ruling Mercia as an:' ancient land, full of strategy'. 
This land, however, proves intractable to Offa's attempts at mastery, an 
under.vorld of vTorms, disease - 'tetanus - excreta - 'night-soil '- and poison, 
'hemlock in ambush', a..Tl evil kingdom in .. ,hich even a vrasp's nest resembles a 
'wrapped head' and in ,[hich Cernunnos/Offa is po .... rerless , 'pitching day~.-ard 
its feral horns'. The 'compost' of the poet's garden in XII and the youthful 
disease in VI once more rise against Offa, their inhsrent evil intractable. 
Suitably chastened, Offa turns back to politics, and the next three hymns 
deal Ili th his attempts, having'secured the pOvIer of Mercia at home, to 
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establish respect for his neu kingdom abroad. Hymn XVI, 'Offa' s S~:ord', 
describes the first fruits of this policy, a 'Frankish. gift' presented to 
Offa by his fellol·J king Charlemagne - celebrated in I, 1'1here his friendship 
is seen as the CUlmination of Offa' s achievements - \;ho also helped found a 
nation. This sword is a peace offering95 , although itself a relic of war, 
'regaled .. lith slaughter', and yet also a mark of high culture, 'the crux a 
crqftsman's triumph'. Charlemagne's emissaries are both 'ambassadors' and 
'pilgrims', the secular and the sacred, and their 'clash of salutation' 
brings not invasion but harmony. Nevertheless, this very friendship is 
'txo-edged', like the sword itself, for France and England .. Till later grow 
to be implacable enemies, but it is presently as precious as the sword metal, 
:Like Offa' s coinage, 'metal effusing its mffi fragrance'. The poem has a 
further dimension~ however. The meeting takes place at Christmas, time of 
'other miracles, other exchanges', and the birth of Christ is described in 
terms of winter endurance, 'the flickering evergreen', and images of pain 
and retribution, as in the pun ' • .;hat is borne am<lmgst them'. Both gifts, 
Charlemagne's sword and the new-born Christ, are seen as ambivalent, 1 
'indulgences of bartered acclaim', ane" the poem ends Hi th the only tangible 
remains of this feast of celebration, ' .. dne, urine and ashes'. 
1 :-··The next two hymns, both titled 'Offa' s Journey to Rome', describe an 
. "6 (imaginary) journey undertaken by affa to consult the Pope9 , further evidence 
of Offa's int4rnational impact. Hymn XVII describes this journey in modern 
terms, Offa travelling in a powerful car' through the 'hushed Vosges', his 
car radio receiving notice of future linguistic, military or political discord, 
'broken utterance from the horizon of storms'. Unfortunately, the 'haleine,97 
which he 'lavished on the hi~\ valley' is the product, not of Roland's 
legendary horn but Offa's all too realistic car-hooter, his charger not a 
war horse but a sports car. This comic incongruity is extended in the poem's 
middle section, a childrens' quarrel about a cycle crash (junior version of 
Offa's 'maroon CT') leading to subju9Etion of the 'timid father,98, seen, in 
ritual terms, as 'disfigurement of a village king'. Offa's journey is 
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completell, in hymn XVIII, with his visit to the cell in Pavia rThere Boethius 
, 
another of the intellectual victims so fascinating to Hill, had been put to 
death some trlO hundred years before, a ' visitation of some sorrow' llhich 
both visited Boethius and is visited by Offa, a typically heartless pun. 
Offa, true to the brutality of his humour, imagines himself not as Boethius 
but as one of his persecutors, willing 'the instruments of violence to bree~ 
upon meditation, preventing expression through force, 'iron buckles gagged'. 
This lrnovlledge, that pORer out~jcighs intellect, brings illumination, 
'souvenirs for consolation and philosophy', although this directly negates 
the message of Boethius' s vTork. Like the 'wiped javls of stone' in 'Funeral 
Music' to Khich the victims of .. Tar are sacrificed, Offa resembles 'fat Cari tas' , 
this vicarious torture - 'flesh lealwd rennet' - a kind of sadistic feast, 
after vrhich he 'wiped his lips and hands', replete, like Pilate iiashing m,ay 
all responsibility. Suitably heartened, Offa continues his magisterial 
progress, certain nOl'; of the aim to ;.rhich he g:c-ants 'furtherance', a dssire 
to cause slaughter, and culminate the Roman myth of conquest, as in the Aeneid99 
'to ,.~atch the Tiber foaming out much blood'. 
The remaining poems in Mercian Hymns establish this nell order, achieved 
through _politdcal might, but they take on an increasingly elegiac tone. 
X 1')( 
Section"returns to the subject of 'Offa's Lal\-s'~ l;ith government seen as a 
kind of cleansing by fire (a development of the bonfires of III and XII, but 
less planned). The hymn opens with a distant, dispassionate, view of fire 
and warfare, the 'fl0Did grim' sound of 'Funeral Music' toned dow~ to 'far 
cries' which 'impinge like the faint tinkling of iron', the metal of Offa's 
sword and the cycle crash in XVII. This sinister picture of distant slaughter 
intrudes, as in XII, on the poet in his garden, symbol since Voltaire and 
Marvell of retreat and retirement, but here ineffectual. The poet's children 
0." unconsciously imitate the looters',~ they 'shriek and scavenge, play havoc' 
in this meeting place of present and past, 'riddled 1;1 th toy-shards' (the 
unattainable toys of VI, the lost biplane of VII?) ,and 'splinters of 
habitation', similar, in this respect, to the poem ~hich'evokos it. Just as 
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Offa's genocide of the fro i VII 1 
. gs n seems a s y back'lHlrds reference to King 
Stork, so here the children set fire to a'sodden log', protected only by 
'soft shields of fungus', like Kin~ Log destroyed for its very harmlessness. 
This does, nevertheless, represent a necessary and constant battle against 
invading Nature, the 'ramparts of compost' of XV, just as the 'thin smoke' 
could have been not of vlattle but 'scutch-grass', and the next three sections 
continue this sense of unease, Offa moving back from attack to consolidation. 
Hymn XX, 'Offa 's Defence of the Engl ish People', opens .. lith 8. de script ion 
of unregenerate Nature, 'primeval heathland (as in XI) 'splattered' with 
hones left by predators and dangerous to man, 'adders basked'. This is 
contrasted Id th domestic civilisation, the wood and the garden _, steel against 
yew and privet' - just as suburban d';;ellings, euphemistically named aft.er 
earlier battles - 'Maldon' or 'PengKern' - are opposed to the 'burh' of 
the 1-lild bees. Such suburbia, hOrlever absurdly named, represents _ both nm; 
and in Offa's time - a victory over the changeable earth, 'brickwork and 
paintwork above hacked marl t, a triumph for the native craftsmen who have 
supplied the nation's most common surname, and still continue their heritage, 
'fresh dynasties of smiths'. Section XXI, 'The Kingdom of Offa', continues 
in the same half-facetious, half-serious tone, celebrating the nell national 
consciousness that Offa has engendered in terms of modern coach-outings to 
its far flung borders, 'from Teme to Trent'. These 'cohorts' (a l;'Ord 
suggesting that this is a ,;himsical \\.ay of describing Offa's liar bands) of 
charabancs (a word from the poet's childhood) are seen as a force invading 
Nature, and helping destroy it, 'their 1dndshields dripped butterflies', but 
the underlying atmosphere is one of excited adventure, the 'thin smoke' of XIX 
mutating to 'plumes of steam' with 1·:hich they signal from hilltop beacons. 
This itself spills over into sexual conquest - 'the young Homen i-,ept and 
surrendered' - and, beyond Mercia, into the realm of legend, 'all might f&~cy 
carillons of real Camelot vibrating through the silent ~:ater', a golden a£e 
in which 'ever~rone 1.'as cheerful, heedless'. This, of course, does not last, 
indeed it is the high point of Mercian Hymns, and the gulf bet,;een temporal 
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and eternal gradually becomes apparent ,-'deciduous velvet peeled from 
evergreen albums - just as does the contrast beti;een skilled human craft 
and its crude imitations in nature, 'the harp-shaped brooches, the nuggets 
of fool's gold', 'treasures' mislaid for the benefit of future generations. 
Hymn XXII, 'Offa's Second Defence of the English People', the sequel to XX, 
again returns to the poet's childhood, here the strange camraderie on the 
Home Front of the Second World War, its bombing raids a literal echo of the 
previous poem where 't"Hilight menaced the land'. lTear a 'camouflaged nissen 
hut', the children too play at war, but "li th battle strategies more reminiscent 
of Offa's time, their 'war band' set against Nature, the 'meador; scabbed idth 
cow dung' (an echo of the impetigo of VI). War dominates everything, from 
thn blackout - 'the curtains were dravill' - to the' battle anthems' relayed. 
through the radio (a development of the 'broken utterance' received by Offa 
in XVII), and the young poet spends a formative part of his childhood 
huddled in air-raid shelters, as did Offa in his 'mother-earth'. To help 
circumvent his fear, Hill learns early to translate these horrors into the 
safety of legend, a correlative of l'rar lihich evades its mortality, 
'I huddled ,'lith stories of dragon-tailed airships and .-rarriors 
100 who took vling immortal as phantoms' • 
Hill's a,m legends, created .. hen more mature, at tempt to trap and investigate 
these fears, not simply to escape them. 
The next ·three hymns are jointly entitled 'Opus Anglicanum', a term first 
used to c.escribe Middle English embroidery, but here extended to apply also to 
101 . both sculpture and native metal nork • Hymn XXIII, hoxever, takes it at 1ts 
literal meaning, pointing the contrast of the gross physical existence of 
these skilled "i'leaVers and the calm eternity of the art ifhich they produced. 
This art, gathered 'in tapestries, in dreams' (as in XV and, later, XXIX), 
attempts Platonic perfection, as seen a.t the start of 'Funeral !':usic', 'the 
re-entry of transcendence into thE) sublunary ~·;orld' and dooinance over the 
caprices of the everyday ';Ql'ld, 'treacherous thread' mastered in a 'strint;cnt 
mysterY',(Offa's characteristic bruta.lity and paranoia transformed in art). 
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The second stanza is,at first readingtirohic. in its contrast of the riches 
of art - precious metals immortalising a 'deciduous' vine (as in XXI) in 
'silver veining', 'gold leaf' - .:ith the starkness of everyday life _ 'they 
munched coldwacon' - but this too is symbol~c. Th k'· 
... e Hor ers Journey from 
the darkness of 'lime-splodges and phlegm' (like the dried snot of VI) to 
the 'reliable light' of their evenings evokes the comforts of the Korld 
view which their art helps express, 'lamps' to light the vlay out of the 
so-called Dark Ages. Iqmn XXIV moves; to Mercia shortly after the Norman 
Conquest, open to the artistic influences xhich Offa's friend Charlemagne 
first helped establish in France. It again considers the .mrk of an 
anonymous, and therefore representative, English ar~ist, here a sculptor 
and stone mason (the riven sandstone of I and hacked marl of XX agp~tryielding 
to man, as it did to the gestating Offa), lihO returns to Mercia to express 
his o.m vision, 'moody testament', in church carvings. He is 'intent' on 
his own creation, uniting war and nature -'wqxrior and lion'- nature and legend, 
'dragon-coils, tendrils of the stony vine' (like the 'coiled entrenched 
England of XX and the' scroll work' of V through vThich Offa emerged). Rill, 
studying this sculpture in the present, can still perceive its quirkiness, 
Adam 'scrumping through leaves' - on closer inspection a 'pale spree' of saints-
and Christ rescuing him from Hell, .' seen as if in a mummers play, arcane and 
stylised ritual. Hill imitates this freshness of response - Christ is 'cross' 
both due to the configuration of stone, Horn aT:iay by time, and to foretell 
the crucifixion, seen as it is in 'Easter sunrays'. It is not the Passion 
but the Resurrection which is most stressed, ho~ever, both in these two 
examples of the resurgence of English art and in the artist's religious 
\a2.. 
motivation, let exspecto resurrectionem mortuorum', even though he himself 
is 'dust ••• on cla.dng ';;ings, and lips'. Hymn XXV takes the action on to 
the 19th century, the Industrial Revolution degrading English craftl;ork to 
the degradation of mechanisation and piece ':lOrk, art made not for God but 
money. The '\\Orkers are again anonym::ms, but are denied any aptitude for 
individual skill, confined to the dangerous and unpleasant task of nail 
making. This is tied, again, to the poet's personal history, 'in memory 
of my grandmother, 'lhose childhood and prime 1(omanhood ,rere spent in the 
nailer's darg'(a term for a dB0"'s 'work lJhich also sugeests darkness and 
iwprisonment). The main motivation for this section, however, Comes from 
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John Ruskin's horrified description of this cottage industry made at the time~01 
The lv-ork is another example of the enmity bet"een human endeavour and the 
inertia of nature, the 'searing Hire' that cen scar, the beauty of the 
'damson-bloom of dust' on the 'troughed water' l;hich nevertheless indicates 
both mortality, as in the previous poem, and coming industrial pollut5.on. 
Artists have lost touch .dth reality through their championning of such 
progress (it :':ould be pertinent to ask here quite .:ho Hill is thinking of; 
even the quotation is taken ~idely out of contextI04 ), celebrating the 
'quick forge'and yet not the scarring it causes. The po~m is certainly 
po'ferful and deeply felt, the repetition of the opening stanza symbolising 
the endless and unchanging ritual of this "Jork, lacking any of the 
transcendental quality of the tHO previous kind's of craftsmanship, and a 
form of cruelty UnknOlffi even to the usually vindictive Offa. 
~.' ·",Offa" s ' cruelty, at least carried out for a purpose, recurs in 
hymn XXVI, 'Offa' s Bestiary I, a title shared ui th XV', iihich also deals 
with the 'surfeit of England'. The inhabitants of Mercia are themselves 
described as if animals or creatures of legend, 'troll-.;ives '. The poem is 
set at Yuletide, the pagan precursor of Christmas, and the celebrants 
indulge themselves in mead-hall or suburban retreat, 'fortified in their 
front perl ours , (both by self-assurance and alcohol). The men are 'murderous 
with drink', battling, in their imagination, with battle-axes, ~fhales and 
dung, but needing real ';Tarfare, to 'purge for the surfeit of l~ngland'. Also 
needing Offa's discipline are their 't;ives, ad.ept at Hitchcraft - 'tooth-
be~-:itching' - and. making love - 'groaners in s~:eotness' - but also too 
prodigal, '"ho have scattered peppermint and confetti, your hu.'1dreds-and-
thousands' (both another kind of s~Teet and a further example of indul£ence). 
Offa's rule is obviously starting to ~;an0, and the final poems in It.ercian 
Hymns deal \ei th his death, and yet, conversoly, his immortality. 
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The final four poems of I.Iercian }-:ymns, jointly entitled 'The Death of 
Offal, set the historical king into his rightful place in legend, the ritual 
phrase 'Now vThen: King Offa .ras alive and dead' both establishing his 
immortality (partly through Hill's own bardic efforts) and hinting that this 
death is either, like Christ's, illusory or, like Arthur's, temporary. 
Hymn XXVII describes the ceremonial arrangements for Offa's funeral in the 
same flippant Hay as hi's croHning in Hymn III, the funeral itself as botched 
as that of his mentor in IX and merely stTessing, as in the opening poem, 
the historical continuum ruled over by the dying king, his subjects both 
'papal legate and rural dean', the same office in past and present tenure. 
This violent conjugation is comic, both in its aptness - 'Merovingian car-
deRlers' - c.nd its punning - a 'shuffle' of 'house-carls' as iii th playing 
cards - but it can also express a more bitter reality, 'he '/as defunct ••• 
they "Tere perfunctory', and it is the ceremony, not Offa, which 'stood 
acclaimed'. 'Memorial vouchers' replace the 'gift-mugs'of III but both are 
equally tawdry - it is the 'signs' that Offa leaves ,·,hich are most important, 
just as Offa' s real testament of passing is the 'midsummer hail-storm' 1-Thich 
symbolise's his 0101 destructiveness, as \'lith the frogs, and the power of 
Nature "YThich, alone of all his subjects, Offa coule not subdue. Earth lies 
'for a while' the victim and 'ghost-bride' of this violence, mythologised 
as 'livid Thor', the dead Offa (whose origins vlere in this very earth, 
bursting to light in V as if a seed growing into life) the fallen 'shire-tree' 
(his shire Mercia) ,lying in a pool of either blood or strav[berries, a battle 
for survival finally lost in 'the arena of its uprooting". Houever, the 
hail-storm is itself a freak event, 'shado-;ry, threshing', and occurine in 
mid-summer, not 1finter, as compared to the permanence of earth and the kind 
of tradition vested both in the 'shire-tree' and Offa, the ceremony not-a 
funeral but a wedding bet~een 'ghost-bride' earth and the masculine force of 
storm, a sexual a~ia.kening - 'thrashing I - which presages the birth of a ne~~ 
nation from the roots of the old. 
Hymn XXVIII, in a kind of last "Till and testament, celebrates the 
lasting effects of Offa's reign in terms of the three central concerns of 
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the sequence, genealogy, craftsmanship a~d Nature. Offa bequeathes to the 
future both 'processes of generation' - his ow~ children and the possibility 
of further new life - and 'deeds of settlement' - sexual and legal _ a form 
of investment, not just, as in IV, in 'mother-earth' but in 'properties of 
healing-springs' which can establish a nation, 'our children and our children's 
children', at last a force Hhich Offa accedes to, '0 my masters'. 'Masters' 
could equally be tha schoolteachers of the young poet or even the Gods, of 
course. The second paragraph deals, as did XII, vTith the more tangible, less 
deeply integrated, remnants of Offa's dominance, the past intruding on the 
present as 'tracks of ancient occupation' - both literally and metaphorically _ 
'frail irommrks' (the nailer's industry of XXV) conquered by the 'thorn-
thicket' sa pm-Terful in ancient ri tUe,l, and old 'hearthstones', the origins 
of a civilization tested by time and fire, 'charred lullabies'. Such 
memorials to the past are bes"t achieved, ho.fever, through not archeology but 
the imagination working on everyday experience and making it properly 
mysterious, ' a solitary axe-blow that is the echo· of a lost sound'. This 
sense of historical resonance is taken up in Nature, the 'legendary holly' 
(ri tually burnt in III) and the 'long rain' into vl'hich the axe-blOIf recedes, 
just as its imagined 'ridged gleam' - (as \·rith the S"\'ord of XVI) is evoked in 
the mystic 'silverdark' of this ancient forest, rooted as deep as the 'shire-
tree' of the previous poem, as impenetrable as Offa himself. 
Hymn XXIX opens ~d th Offa' s final statement to both his subjects and 
',posterity, the sense of being ritually set apart (inV and VI) from other 
chiliren seen as, instead, a closeness to his future subjects, 'not strangeness 
but strange likeness', and to his own ancestors, 'obstinate' and 'outclassed' 
(the same old arrogance) but finally ackno,;;,ledged by their self proclaimed 
'staggeringly-gifted child' who brought their earlier attempts at founding 
the Mercian nation to fruition. In the double perspective of the poem, of 
courze, this can also be :seen as the poet's o,m valediction to his 01m 
ancestors, the past and family roots at last bringing comfort to the tortured 
poet of the first t,-TO collections (obsessed \:i th other poets also set apart, 
tortured more directly). In consequenco, the poem aGain unexpectedly shifts 
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to Hill's own (perhaps equally mythical) childhood, a picture of suburban 
comfort - 'Gran lit the gas, his dice llhirrcd in the ludo-cup' _ as charming 
as its context is ludicrous. This, ,in turn, alludes to the whol:e structure of 
Mercian Hymns, a game of chance (like the 'shuffle of house carls') in ,;l:ich 
the poet directs play, both a childhood fant~sy and a potent myth, Offa 
being transfigured, like Christ after the resurrection, in a kind of divine 
ascension from history into legend, 'so, murmurous, he withdrevT from them', 
both poet, Offa and reader entering the 'last dream of Offa the King' (as in 
the sleeping vision of XV) and the last poem of the strange continuum 'Thich 
is Mercian Hymfts. Hymn X7~, the final 'Death of Offa', presents this, again, 
as a kind of transfiguration, the king seeming to'approach the present only, 
as the abrupt change of paca.· and gap in the prose line indicates, to 
suddenly disappear into the darkness of ancient history from which Hill 
originally evoked him, the sympathetic magic of Mercian Hymns failing just 
as too much imaginative strain is put upon it; 
'And it seemed, while .. Te waited, he began to .... 'alk to-
... ards us he vanished' 105. 
'Us' refers to all of Offa's dependents - his ancestors, his subjects, the 
inhabi tants of modern Mercia and the readers of the poem 'Ihich celebrates him 
but Offa himseif 'murmurous' or, in the end, mute, needing Hill to explain his 
motives and demands. Beside these poems, how'ever, Offa does leave tangible 
evidence of his reign on earth, coins (as in VII) 'for his lodging' -both 
as payment for hospitality and, in a wider sense, and as a token for the 
nation he has established - and 'traces of red mud', a final uniting of the 
blood and mother-earth motifs .. :hich have run throughout the Hhole poem. These 
twin legacies display Offa's two guiding qualities, his magnanimity, founding 
a nation despite, or perhaps through, his Oim innate cruelty, and his essential 
mystery, still unplumbed, and indeed deepened, by Hill's attempt at myth-
making. The discontinuity beir:een the imposing list of titles and positions 
of power set out in I (itself reading like an Obituary) and the slightness 
of mementos in XXX is deliberate, and forces the searcher for Offa to look 
elsevrhere, indeed to the legend '.;hich Hill has so carefully created. 
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Mercian Hymns remains an astounding achievement, a pared-dovm national 
epic vThich is achieved loTi th a mastering irony fit to dispel any element of 
patriotic flag xaving, a nevI kind of poetry in rrhich all inessential details 
are etched a";~ to leave only the essential elements of legend, 
'like a tree "lith fruit and branches, perfectly alive but 
without leaves,I06. 
The poem is exquisitely patterned, with a triple time scaleJ Offa's life from 
childhood to old age and death, the movement of the seasons from Spring (III) 
to-Winter- (XVI) and back to Spring again (XXIV) - birth, death and rebirth _ 
and the progress of a single day, from the 'morning' of III to the 'hoon cigar' 
of XV and the 'silverdark' of evening in XXVIII. Nevertheless, Hill is al'.iays 
~liare of this careful construct as just so much illusion, Offa a name 'to 
conjure v;i th' ,1ihich, like a magician's ,-;orked-at spectacle, suddenly vanishes, 
not reality but a dream. It is this very playfulness v.hich makes Hill's 
new legend so fascinating and, even more than Seamus Heaney's careful 
reconstructions of Irish folklore, such a brave feat of artistic imagination. 
Hill's most recent collection, TenebraeI07 , further develops the poet's 
approach to myt~, but in a vray which I, though few other critics, find in 
many ways unsatisfactory, despite the limpid and almost unearthly beauty of 
some of the verse; indeed the concluding lines of the collection seem to 
acknOvrledge the 1'[hole book's startling lack of concreteness (the most 
enhancing qual~ty of Merci~~ Hymns), a yielding to the heraldic and cerebral, 
'and when lfe .muld accost her with real cries 
. If t . ,108 silver on silver thrills ~tse 0 ~ce • 
Tenebrae iXeffect ignores the experiment of ¥:ercian Hymns - increasingly looking 
like a special project not to be repeated - for a development of the themes 
and techniques of King Log in a more ethereal v:ay, the prose of r-~ercian Hyrrms 
yielding again to the tight verse of the poet's early ~ .. ork. The book as a 
whole is imbued in myth, not created but taken from elseHhere, dedicated to 
the ancient land of Cythera, *hich 'Ulysses and Hermod/entered afraid; by 
ageing poets sought,I09 (if this latter phrase is interpreted ironically 
"fur-Hill it is one of the ferI flashes of humour in an over-serious collection) • 
... 
just as Hill elsevThere descr;bed a true 
• spiritual response to reality as 
'the pitch of attention •••• that is ample praise and makes a proper 
rebuke to the gods of the Vlorld,IIO. 
Indeed, it is only Christian myth 1,hich has any resonance in Tenebrae _ the 
§lassical pantheon and native legends mastered in earlier collections are 
almost entirely discarded. Critical reaction has been puzzled, although 
few have been as honest as Edrrin Morgan in admitting this, that the book is 
'beautifully made and with many interlocking parts, some of them 
familiar in other contexts, but the function of the .... hole 
mechanism extremely hard to ascertain,III, 
his very re'VielT coming a year after publication (the book seemed to trickle, 
rather than march, into the market-place). In an invaluable special issue of 
112 Agenda ,Jeffrey 1-Zaimlright - the critic who seems most often to have the 
poet's ear - sees the whole book as based on its epigr~h, a desperate search 
for Cythera, the lost land of perfect love, through sex and religious faith 
to escape its opposite, 'the acceptance of death "hich is indifference to 
life and pain, particularly the pain of others,II3. John Peck sets the book 
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more in its Christian context, setting the 'action of poetry at an intersection 
of Pentecost with resurrection,II4, a method brilliantly applied to 'Lachrimae' 
by Cathrael KazinII5 ~d, more wordily, by W.S.Milne, Hill objectifying his 
'private beliefs and unbeliefs' :py ~aligning himself id th 'a strong tradition 
of English and European religious poetry,II6. John Bayley is less convinced, 
acknoilledging that 'this is a poetry to admire the outside of' but seeing 
Hill's trick of viexing things as if from a great distance as a ·hay of ' giving 
to pure aesthetics an air of the moral,II7. The collection is certainly 
allusive, in a more hidden .ray than before, as -.rell as olring much to the 
mythic theology of Simone F.eil, as indicated earlier, but Rill's perennial 
concerns recur, expressed in a more private a~d quietly - but carefully -
structured way, the Four Quartets (there are indeed four major sections) to 
the Yaste Land of Mercian Hymns, more as:::ured, more doctrinal, and yet lacking 
the sharpness and modulated irony of the earlier work, life subdued into art. 
Tenebrae, however, marks a progress not into fire but darkness. 
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Tenebrae, indeed, opens .,:i th shado1Ts, night and violent death, in Hill's 
most mysterious sequence, 'The Pentecos~ .. Castle'. Unlike the earlier 'Songbook 
of Sebastian Arrurruz', the 'Hork of a strictly imaginary Spanish poet from the 
turn of the centurYj Hill here takes ready-made Spanish songs of the early 
R . lIB . ena1ssance . and emphas1ses their latent mingling of secular and divine 
love, a trait po~nted to by the poem's original epigraph, 
'San Juan de la Cruz sang, as he danced holiing in his arms an 
image of the infant Jesus snatched from a crib, the words of 
an old love song: 'Si amores"II9. 
Hill uses these originals much as he used the source material of Offa's life 
in Mercian Hymns, as a base of unformed legend on Hilich he can create his 
own mythic narrative, deriving from this obscure background 
'both a dramatic mode and an impers9nality for his experience ••• 
a music more fluid than the ballad strains to which British 
poets, from 1'ords'10rth through Hardy and Yeats, have gone for 
renewal' I20. 
Pentecost is a key term in Hill's work - its failure to materialize in 'The 
Bidden Guest', the ritual death blow in 'Funeral Music', the 'ashen feast' in 
'History as Poetry' - and here again the 'cold paradox of fire' is central to 
the poet's doubts. The surface narrative here seems to be that of a man 
betrayed and murdered by his lover - the bitter paradoxes of love are alluded 
to in the tidn epigraph - symbolically interpreted, again paradoxically, as 
the poet's betrayal by, not of, Christ. The first three sections describe 
this murder, watched from the castle ,mIls, .'lith its ritual connoi-ations -
'under the~~briar rose', 'caught in the thorn grove'- perhaps developing Offa's 
death and legacy in the 'thorn-thicket' as ~ell as the crucified Christ, 'tho 
lord I sought to serve', 'his blood on his br(J}V'. Section 4 dra't:s directly on 
'The Bidden Guest', its 'forlorn altars' again denying the modern efficacy of 
the l,!ass, its flames of attempted resurrection leaving merely 'tears of ,:a..~', 
its celebrants love-lorn ghosts like the murdered lord of 5, passing ";;i ttout 
\~I 
a so~~d'. Violent death refurs in section 6, the dying heron - as emblematic 
as the 'Jesse tree' of 4 or the 'goldfinch and ha,;k' of 5 and similarly 
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undefined - seeking immortality and a state of grace, unattained in the 1,'ass, 
where 'love/rests and is saved'. The next three sections meditate on 'Christ 
th d . ,122 . e ecelver ,crUClfied in the 'far field' and displaying his 'five wounds' 
~ut less the conventional object of devotion than a betrayer, 'dealing' his 
suffering like the magic tricks of affa and betraying his diSCiple, 'Medina's 
pride', into death, 'I die to sleep in love'. Section 10 considers the 
more positive aspect of the crucified Jesus, his body transformed into the 
bread of the Mass, 'never-depleted heart's food', but this still cannot redeem 
sexual love, 'love-runes ue cannot speak', genuine response paralysed into 
ritual, 'our passion its display'. The lost lover is addressed directly in 
the next two lyrics (directly recalling both the tone and grief of Sebastian 
~~rurruz), section II creating this lover, Significantly, from the torturer 
(real and metaphorical) of the originalI23 and seetion 12 seeing her married 
to another, 'each of us dispossessed', this darkness of night and dream leading 
to the vision of the Pentecost Castle itself in section 13, the heart of the 
whole sequence. This symbol of the transcendental is expressed in paradox _ 
'splendidly-shining darkness' (like the 'silverdark' of Mercian Hymns?), 
drawing pride from meekness and 'majesty' from distress - but it gathers all 
human longing, turning the briefness of love, divine or secular, into 
'unending song', a fragile vision of eternity deriving from human pain, 
'ane lover keep "1.;1 th lover 
a moment and for ever,I24. 
Such illumination lasts only a similarly brief 'moment', and section 14 
returns to consideration of the betrayed as betrayer, bleeding 'from pride' 
rather than from the heart, the adorer 'sick of forgiving/such honesty', a 
purity of response forbidden to mortals. The final lyric resolves such 
unending pain, 'this 'h'ound that 1;ill not heal', by immersing the poet in 
the 'lovers r \'i~ll' of sorroHI25 and thus killing desire through oblivion, 
'depths of non-being'; such abstract suffering is not Horth its brief 
illuminations. Typically for Hill, hOl:cver, the poem ends ambiguously, 'my 
desire dying/as I desire', either as Hished or through sateity. This s~.·eet 
masochism of love, sacred or profane, is developed in'Lachrimae'. 
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'Lachrimae', dolefully follo.dng the 'few tears/of lfax' of 'The Pentecost 
Castle', again derives a ne1dy created artefact from past fragments, here 
principally the martyrdom of Robert South1!ellI26 expressed in a form dra',:n 
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from the stately music of John Do \";1 and and Peter Philips, .. :hile the fina.l 
sonnet is closely based on, again, a Spanish lyric by Lope de VegaI2B• It 
also has deep roots in Hill's min ,-:ork, the consideration of martyrdom and 
the processes of hi '3tory in 'Funeral Music' (another sonnet sequence), the 
meditation on m£ the crucifixion in 'Canticle for Good Friday' and, glanCingly, 
in the central poems of 'The Pentecost Castle', and the princely violence of 
Mercian Hymns, all here transformed into 'seven passionate Pavans'. The first 
sonnet, 'Lachrimae Verae', places Christ as the one still point in a turning 
world, moving only through the tears Clf the believer, himself responsible, 
mimetically, for Christ's torture, 'your body t"\dsted by our skill'. The poet 
is at;-:are, through this 'eternal loss' ,of his own innate sinfulness, 'I cannot 
turn aside from what I do'. 'The Masque of Blackness', based on Ben.JonsQn's 
extravagant and similarly unreal spectacleI29 , describes attempts to overcome 
the 'tenebrae' of religious faith, 'brilliance made bearable',through Amor, 
the greed of 'Midas' feast, and 'self-love', a masquerade i-ihich, like all 
the 'new heavens' created by man vanishes. in = 'chaos of the dark'. Like the 
earlier 'dispossessed' of 'The Pentecost Castle', the adherents to this 
'splendour of life' are slaves to 'fashion and remark' just as the poet is 
to Christ, ans~lering 'your lords of revenue', such slavery as inevitable as 
it is disagreeable. Softnet 3, 'Mart yrium' , expresses suffering not direct 
but, as in 'The Martyrdom of Saint Sebastian', through the medium of art, 
'fading tapestries' which transforms tears, lachrimae, into brooches, pain 
into ornament, ignoring the 'streaked gibbet' for the unmoved onlooker, 
'Jesus-faced' not with thorns but flies. 'Clamorous love' has no part in this 
stillness, as false to life as the 'celestial ;-lordlineGs' of the previous poem, 
transfigured like the heat of earth into 'v~rnicles of summer air'. The fo~th 
sonnet, 'Lachrimae Coactae', returns to the central Christian paradox, e2~lier 
.. ;orried at in 'The Pent2cost Castle', Christ as the 'crucifier uho crucifies'. 
The ritual thorn of 'Pentecost Castle' section 3 is nO~i 'rakish', a mere 
device, Christ more impressively realised as 'innermost true light' _ as 
opposed to the false brilliance of sonnet 2 - and, like Offa, 'king of our 
earth', the same earth that .:as thv;arted in the previous poem. This is of 
little help, ho;,evcr, to the ~'lorshipper, caught betvreen 'harsh grace and 
hurtful scorn' just as he is 'frightened of hell' and yet burns in vain to 
'be enamoured of your paradise'. Christ remains unaelpful, in a pun 'not 
caring' to reveal the secret of his 'quiet'. 'Pavana Dolorosa' G9velops the 
'void embrace' of the previous sonnet in terms of 'self-i-lOunding martyrdom', 
seen as based in self-regard and self-interest, an 'ascetic opulence' itself 
a 'passion amorous of love'. Like the masquerade of sonnet 2 these loves 
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and passions (an ironic inversion of the sequences' epigram) are merely 'real' 
in their 'pretence', like Christ on the cross an image of stillness, 
'music's creation of the moveless dance, 
the decreation to w'hich all must move,I30 , 
yet another set of paradoxes, silence 'an ecstasy of sound', night moves which 
'bl~e upon the day', seeking eternity in the purely trasitional, ' I stay 
amid the things that'vTill not stay'. Sonnet 6, 'Lachrimae Antiquae Novae', 
honever, unites present and past and, through developing the motifs of the 
earlier 'Pentecost Castle' at last begins to come to terms ,,-i th the 'Crucified 
Lord'. Themes of betrayal - the 'judas kiss' of supposed devotion - emblematic 
'icons' - the 'fading t~pestries' of 3 - and the 'token spear' of the 
crucifixion - the 'blade' uhich earlier pierced the heron - all cohere as 
'scentings of love', Offa' s kind of dominion 's,.,allo,Jed \:i th your blood'. '::'he:> 
sonnet also brings to culmination the mercantile imagery, previously alluded 
to in 'Of Commerce and Society' and the coinage of Mercian Hymn~, ..,...hich Hill 
sees as underlying the temporal 'fTorld, 'Midas' feast', 'eyes of diamond', 
'brooches of crimson tears', 'ascetic opulence' and, here, Christ 'bowed 
beneath the gold'. In contr2.:::;t, Christ is 'na..1ced to the ";':orld', his death 
recalling his birth, 'longings incarnate in the carnal child', both 'fulfilling' 
( adjective as 'trell as verb) 'triumphs of the festal year'. These 'penances tare 
redeemed in the final sonnet,' Lachrimac Amantis' '; grief and love made onc. 
Hill welds together an earlier religious sonnet, again from the SpanishI3I, 
and the side altarpiece of h1"s old Oxf rd 11 I32 t o co ege , 1.0 dissimilar -icons 
which nevertheless both humbly portray Christ's o .. m boundless humility, to 
conclude these 'lachrimae' with proper supplication. The pose of earlier 
sonnets is seen in all its true coldness, a heart which 'keeps itself 
religiously secure' by denying the true Christ, .:inter's 'dark solstice' 
after the 'summer air' of false martyrdom. Christ's death is seen as part of 
ritual, 'frost and fire', and as endlessly recurring, each solstice 'your 
passion's ancient vJounds must bleed ane,,'. Nevertheless, these final tears 
are 'amantis', of love, and the sequence closes, as did PIercian Hymns, ,;i th 
a dream, a more complex development of Lo?e de Vega's admission of endless 
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pro~rastination. Hill turns this into 'urgent comfort', the poet! 'half-
faithful', ambivalent as ever.but still strenuously hoping to be convinced, 
'bathed in pure tones of promise and remorse: 
'tomorro~'T I shall wake to v,elcome him" 134. 
It is typical for Hill that this final response i~ encased in quotation marks, 
(it could be said that these, direct or concealed in later notes have 
replaced the many brackets of Hill's earlier, similarly unsure, work), and 
this really points to the central "eakness of 'Lachrimae', ho~':ever stunning 
its execution. Hill relies on sources as the only concrete morality; his 
own attempts at myth-making here, albeit from impeccable Catholic sources, 
are not fully realized for outsiders to this myth system, indeed legend moves 
unfortunately close to its less ~elcome bedfellow, simple superstition. 
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'An Aplology for the Revival of Christian Architecture in England' 
approaches legend more successfully - it is by ~~r the closest in tone in 
the four main movements of r1l'en-e'brae-- to Mercian Hymns - by abandonning 
Catholic legends for those of native myths of England, here not 8th centul~ 
Mercia but the Victorian Age, not the making of an :mpire cut its ~aducl 
dissolution. rrhe first poem - like 'Lachrimae' tbis is a sequence of sofin:>ts, 
though the same division into t::o 4 and. hiO 3 line stanzas is less verbally 
rigid - takes up the earlier themes of Tenebrae,- and transmutes them in this 
I55. 
specifically English setting, Shakespeare's 'quaint mazes,I36 evokJ."ng tb 
_e 
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same ancient mystery as the poems of earth in Mercian Hymns, 'lords of unquiet', 
'the sacred ,,;ell', 'the hidden shrine', but both ancient myth and Christian 
belief under peril of dissolution in the modern Iforld, newer bonfires _ 
'It is the ravage of the heron nood; 
it is the rood blazing upon the green,I37. 
'Linnaean pentecosts' re-occur, this 'pronged light' at last materialising 
to make the 'chilly fountains burn' but no more genuine than in 'The Pentecost 
Castle' (the architectural metaphor is also built upon), Indeed,the 'religion 
of the heart' of the first two sequences is seen as a mere substitute for _ 
or adjunct to - 'sweet carnality', its 'ha,;k's head' (as in section 5) 
'tlli tched off' like an uncircumcised penis, and its artistic heritage (Hill 
is too apt in his self-criticism here) mere 'old hymns of servitude'. 'An 
Apology' is far more than that, fortunately, dealing rather with a variant of" 
Disraeli's 'tuo nations', not rich and poor but 'spiritual Platonic old England' 
and the 'New World', the glories of the past and the hopes of the future. 
'Damon's Lament for his Clorinda, Yorkshire I654' places, disconcertingly, 
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yet another Spanish lyric in three varying contexts, the pastoral mode, the 
topography of Yorkshire and Cromlfell' s Commom!eal th but, more importantly, 
unites the collection's two mastering images, tr.a 'masked threshold' of 
'Christ the deceiver' and 'The Masque of Blackness' and the cold 'region of 
mirrors', both of the earlier 'Funeral Music' and of the close of 'Tenebrae'. 
The cloim "liho is seen 'doffing his mask' : to 'selfless raptures that are all 
his oim' here could Hell be Hill himself, Sacheverell Si twell (to ;.;hom the 
Bo~et~las first dedicated, as were others in this sequence to other ageing 
I39) th' "" writers bound for Celidon; George Barker and Shakespeare or e grJ.evJ.ng 
shepherd, his child 'put do~:n', but, like Offa, he seems more representative, 
a touchstone for the coming dissolution. ','iho are these coming to the 
Sacrifice' continues this process, the ageing both of an individual and the 
whole r~ce. The gothic revival in church building, 'new-burgeoned spires', 
itself a celebration not of God but rlar and commerce - 'praise-liorthy feuds' -
and a ·petrification of the past ::hile 'the young ferns root among our 
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vitrified tears'. The hot elopement of the past, for all its parody of 
the conventions of Victorian prose (Rill's sense of humour does not desert 
him here as it does ~ith Christian myth) - 'scattered kinsmen flung buckshot 
and bridles' is no"- redundant, and it 1-,as love, not the lovers, which 
'fled, truly ouh:i tted, through a mrirl of long-laid dust'. The vitality of 
the past is tarnished,'stiff rrith the bric-a-brac of loss and gain' _ as 
stuffy as Victorian design - and, in a chilling pun, the poet suggests 
coming retribution. 'Guarding its pane/the spider looms against another 
storm', both lleaving its web of entanglement and ominously rearing up, 
presager of future tragedy, perhaps further illness for the bride 'still not 
quite yourself' perhaps the dismembering of Empire, for which this sonnet is 
so obviously a metaphor. 
The next three poems,'A Short History of British India', present just 
that, although it is the loss of this heritage which is most stressed, in 
particular through the counter-invasion of Indian myth into England. Sonnet 4 
reduces this 'once-monstrous theme' to 'miniatures' (Hill's patented method) 
in its picture of English brutality, destroying 'forts and palaces' - a less 
fruitful approach to architecture - polluting the wells of both the final 
poem in 'The Pentecost Castle' and 'Quaint Mazes', and censor;ing this 
destruction, 'impound the memoirs for their bankrupt shame'. This bloodlust 
is carried out as an adjunct of the 'faith' celebrated in the first tliO 
sequences, a savage pentecost - 'th( grace of visitation' - which expresses 
~tself, as in the previous sonnets, through sexual metaphor, ,jagannath's 
lovers', the 'rutting' cannon and the concluding rape of India's 'god-quests', 
'in conclave of abiding injuries, 
sated upon the stillness of the bride,140. 
Sonnet 5 sees India fighting back, 'patient for our destruction', although 
the 'alien conscience' of the English is never really assimilated an.,yho1'T, 
swamped by the mysteries of India, mOCKing the 'law-books' of the Englisb, 
their real destiny to lose themselves 'among the ruins'. Indian myth 
counteracts, through its gentleness, the violence of the previous sonnet -
'Krishna from Radhe lovingly unt-,dnes' - its full mysticism expressed in terms 
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of light, the 'flame-tree', 'bride-bed of li,:::-ht' (uniting this v~ith sexuality), 
'flittering candles of the ',:ayside shrines' and the sub which, unlike in sonnet 
2, 'surmounts the dust'. The 'tenebrae' seem at last banished. Sonnet 6 
records, alternatively, the genuine losses of empire, the 'clear theme of 
justice and order' ld th i ts concomitant 'ascetic pastimes', banished by the 
complex sensuality of India and no., at one .. lith ancient tombs and modern ruins, 
themselves the heirs of the English, 'raih:ay sidings and small aerodromes'. 
It is such technology, not the .. rished civilization, ,-Thich the English have 
bequeathed, and India's rich multiplicity - not to mention duplicity _ 
is not aff9cted, indeed it has como over to quietly invade the invader, 
"India's a peacock-shrine next to a shop 
selling mangola, sitars, lucky charms, 
heavenlrf Buddhas smiling in their sleep"I4I. 
'Loss and Gain' transfers this elegy to a country churchyard, the 'brorm 
stumps of headstones' evoking Coleridge~s 'Platonic England' and its 'ruinously 
strong' endurance,(in England if not in India) grasping its 'tenrultry' over 
the processes of NC?ture, a synthesis of decay and r06tedness, 
'rThere llild-eyed poppies raddle tawny farms 
and .. dId sw-ans root in lily-clouded lakes' 142. 
This does not -.:oeally comfort, hOKever, for, ublike the dreams of Offa, the 
'twin forms of sleep and viking', the duality of. this lost England, cannot 
counteract 'sudden light' - the false brightness of 'The Masque of Blackness' -
and the equivalent falseness inherent in this civilization, the 'phantoms of 
untold mistakes'. This is itself a pun, further duplicity, untolled like the 
bells of the opening ~ .. hich do not ring, merely echoing in~;rard like the ~:hole 
sequence. 'Vocations' deals ~d th an attempt to counteract such betrayal. 
Dedicated to another 'ageing poet', George Barker, liho has 'defected' neither 
from the political beliefs expressed in Cala~iterrorI43 nor from his 
determination to live solely by his poetry, furniture (another form of 
arChitecture) is, as else~here in this sequence, seen as reflecting states of 
mind. His room 'furnished • .;1 th tho stuff of martyrdom' (another of Hill's 
emblematical martyr-poets), Barker dra~{s, lj}{e Hill in Mercian H~frnns, on 
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'your o~~ shire' and thus more properly summons 'Platonic England', reflecting 
like the man in the previous sonnet 'radiance of dreams' but here 'hardly to 
be denied', these dreams closely reflecting the epiphanies of Nature - the 
'twittering pipistrelle' similarly 'curt' (like Offa's name), the children, 
again like Offa, 'clear-calling as they fade'. The following poem, 'The 
Laurel Axe', further evokes this genuine strength of 'Platonic England', 
despite the loss of' empire and the Raj and its OI-ln, closer, opponents 
'replete with complex fortunes that are gone, 
beset by dynasties of moocls and clouds ,1,44. 
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In a recent broadcast, Hill has set out bath the attraction and inherent 
falseness of this vision, hOviever, and here too it is also seen as the very 
worst kind of myth, a sentimental Ficture created by a mercantile society 
(as in 'Of Commerce and Society') to justify its pow"er and financial might, 
'the mannerly extorti.ons, languid praise, 
all that devotion long since bought and sold,I46• 
This vision is essentially frozen and artificial, maintained through precious 
art in 'cabinets of amethyst and frost', resting on and in 'its laurels'. 
The 'smoky wings' of decaying autumn recur as the similarly doubtful ',looden 
wings of justice' in sonnet 10, 'Fidelities', faithfulness - as 'Lachrimae' 
itself again in doubt. Platonic England is eV(lked through one of its 
communities, the settled order of nuns, who evoke, through their ceremonies, 
beliefs and quiet order, this supposed state of calm. Emotion is again 
"transfigured into architecture, the Reverend Mother feasting her 'constraint 
on terracotta and alabaster' just as she does on Hell and Heaven, 'brimstone 
and the sweets of Paradise'. Ceremony is similarly ambivalent, compulsory -
'must' _ 'empty', surrow.ded by '-well-\;ishers and spies', and 'betrothed' to 
celibacy, 'chilled' by the lilies of 'Loss and Gaih' and implicitly contrasted. 
uith the ·,:a.rm coupling of Khrishna and Radha earlier in the sequence. Stanza 
three relates this to the doubts of the modern world, life 'decrees' 
reduced to 'good bedside reading' uhich comforts not the holy but the 'lost', 
a 'modest balm' far removed from the nagging doubts of 'Lachrimae'. The 
patent unease of the final ~tanza could apply either to the nuns 
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troubled by the stirrings of sexuality - 'all night the cisterns l7hisper in 
the roof' 
- '.:ho nevertheless pray to the early fathers _ '~'/e close our eyes 
to Anselm' 
- or the poet ",ho blocks Anselm from his mind and yet still is 
kept awake by this unease of architecture, the cisterns an ironic sound from 
the heavans, a lass incantory 'lovars ,,'all'. 
The naxt two poems ra1irita Victorian poams - only the name remains the 
sarne - in terms of this nell unease. 'Idylls of the King' replace Tennyson's 
ArthuriadI47 with a more modern loss of kingship but one, too, .iith the 
possibility of future return. Nature yields to human architecture, the 
processes ."hich produced Offa - badger-run and heath-fern - no',: a 'weightless 
mAgnificence' attesting to tha po~;er of the past "(.hleh, like Offa, vanishes, 
the 'dark leaves that flick to silver' recalling the'silverdark' o~ Mercian 
Hymns XXVIII which also attests to a lost race, fled like the dove, too 'untidy' 
for the ne"(T order, from this 'long-sought and forsaken ground'. The 'ner; estate' 
(for which Offa 'Ilas earlier seen as 'contractor') ,hovlever, is already impermanen' 
its 'half-built' ruins already prey to invading n~ture and, more apocalyptically 
future holocaust (maybe the fleeing dove is an emblem of departing peace), 
'warheads of mushrooms round the filter pond'. Sonnet 12, 'The Eve of Saint 
Mark', describes Keats' heroineI48 gro"\'/ll old, defying the gathering gloom 
with 'broochlight' - closer to the enhancing light of 'A Short History of 
British India (II)' than the uncomfortable reality of the'fsudden light' of 
'Loss and Gain' - and a petrification of Nature, the 'owl immortal in its 
crystal dome', frozen like the earlier 'cabinets of amethyst' and, indeed, the 
final image of the .,-hole collection. 'l'ime is not conquered, of course; the 
clock, like death , and unlike the unsounded bell of 'Loss and Gain', 'discounts 
us nith a telling chime'. Like Barker and Offa - the 'boy-king' - the poet's 
godmother (another childhood memory along with Gran "ho lights the gas) is 
most truly at home in her dreams, here freezing, again, the past in the same 
continuum as -tlH~ 'sepia ,.;aterglass' of her photographs (the 'evergreen albums' 
of Mercian Rymns), 'virgin' and as inviolate as the nuns of 'Fidelities', 
the 'lost delicate suitors ~ho could sing'. 
I6I. 
Indeed, music coula be seen as the 'Christian architecture' of the 1;hole 
book these suitors, the Spanish songs of the 'Pentecost Castle',the Latin 
Catholic sung Mass 'l-lhich lies behind both 'Lachrimae' and 'Tenebrae', the 
chorale-preludes based 'on melodies of Paul CelanI and the cantata-text 'Ad 
I Lt'f 
Incensum Lucernae' from ~\hich other poems derive - and this sequence fittingly 
concludes ~;i th another rewritten text, 'The Herefordshire Carol'. The kingdom, 
both of 'Platonic England' and Offa, is celebrated in its natural state, 'dnter 
and darkness (not the autumn of 9 or the Easter of 10 and the light neither of 
5 or 7) and in its true state, 'an enclave of perpetual vows/brOken in time'. 
Time, .. :hich brought the end of the Raj and the age of Hill's godmother, also 
brings decay, the hidden shrine of 'Quaint Mazes' nO'H'disfigured!, the fake 
:dsdom of 'Old Moore's astrology'. The old order is discredited in this 
Disraeli t s 'New World' - 'the squire's effigy' crOimed only iii th frost - but 
similarly the 'ruined maids' of the past no'"; laugh at such social disgrace, 
the virginity of earlier poems (the nuns and the distant cousins) now a 
burden carefully but gratefully cast aside; 
'In grange and cott~e girls rise from their beds 
by candlelight and mend their ruined braids,150• 
The sequence closes therefore on a note of hope, 'Platonic England' existing 
not to stifle but bring meaning to the present, sh01'ling 'disrepair' as sct 
against its platonic truths (as in the 'exemplary cave' "Thich opens 'Funeral 
Music'?) and yet, like Offa, revivifying the modern vTorld. It is not, as 
feared in 'The Laurel ];;xe t, merely a myth created to justify commerce and po~,er 
but a genuine legend, again created by the poet, w4ich can evoke harmony, 
Nature and light at last united through art and a destruction of the image-
making prevalGnt in 'Lachrimae' for a more natural kingdom, 'essence of the 
year', evoked, endearingly, through yet another pun -
'Touched by the cry of the iconoclast, 
how the rose-~indo~ blossoms with the ,151 sun • 
The remaining poems in Tenebrae move back, unfortunately, from nedy 
created legend to Catholic, received, myth, from light to religious darkness, 
from humour and urgent imagery to private concerns and doctrinal gloom. 
162. 
'Tenebrae ' itself is preceded by six somm,hat occasional poems, dealing 
mainly Hi th the gulf between faith and art. Most impre ssi ve are 'T-y;o Chorale-
Preludes' dealing with the discontinuity bet~:een (Latin) faith and (Germen) 
d.<rubt, section I dra~dng on the frost, ice and solitude of the previous 
sequence to stress our distance from Heaven, the 'land called Lost/at peace 
inside our heads', section 2 taking the luxuriance of midsummer Nature to 
provide 'fresh traces of lost origin' and a vision of true faith itself 
grow"ing out of scavenging - the horse-flies and the lichen both suckle 
siveetness from others. The attempt to preserve such insights in art informs 
the next tHO poems, though once again this is shot through Hith irony. 'A 
Pre-Raphaelite Notebook' examines this process more di~ectly, the 'God-
ejected'Rord' corning to earth no"':. :is poetry but as Christ the scavenger, Hho 
'resorts to flesh, procures carrion, satisfies/its • .,rhi te hunger', these 
images Norking on the Pre-Raphaelites, the 'po .. ler of flies' again distracting 
'the '"mrkings of our souls'. Such images, the 'miry skull', 'viscous wounds' 
of earth, and the 'gold w"orm' in this 'pierced sl,ime', inform even the Mass, 
reinvigorating 'the stale head/sauced in original blood', sacrifice again 
bringing I·;hat could almost be a description of Tenebrae as a ,(.hole, 'cries of 
rapture and despair'. 'Terribilis Est Locus Iste' draws on ~~other, roughly 
contem~orary, school of art to explicate this '3trangeness', turning Neture 
into embloms, the marigold field 'in paint runnily embossed', to counterect 
the 'solitude' first located in 'Ave Regina Coelorum' and, like the iconoclast 
in 'The Herefordshire Carol' renouncing the fallen seraphs of the Pre-RaphaelitE 
'the renounced/ self portrait with a seraph and a storm' ,( just as 'marginal 
angels'- both of little use and squeezed to the corners of 'the month's account~ 
- are 'lightning-sketched'). In 'Veni Coron~beris', this pattern, 'the vivid 
severance of each day', is disrupted by a kind of resurrection, 'the crocus 
armies from the dead', though this is part of a larger, similarly cyclicel 
and doomed process, 'the realm of love renexs/the battle it ~.as bound to lose'. 
Kingship is united ,.;i th abnegation, death for Christ .. ri th public praise -
'abstinence cro;.ms all our care/.ri th martyr-laurels' but the poem's most 
enhancing duality, the flo":ering of human architecture as if natural, 'old 
stones blossom in the south', loses much of its impact .'ii th Hill's revision 
of the poem's final t,\;o lines, resolving mystery through paradox, 
'The towers of Cluny, ,;hat. are they? 
The flo~)ers of Cluny as they are ,152• 
163. 
'Florentines', a dark nightmare vision of the dead endlessly replaying their 
their lives, both 'damnable and serene', and 'Christmas Trees', paying tribute 
to yet another martyr-intellectual i-Tho 'restores the broken themes of praise' 
through the 'logic' of sacrifice, lead the reader into the final, and title, 
poem, 'Tenebrae', a sombre cUlmination of earlier gloom and doubts which 
brings, deliberately, no final reconciliation. 
Deriving its title from the offices of Holy Week - Catholic ritual 
celebrating, through its myths, the death of Christ - and the Latin of the 
Vulgate (like 'Lachrimae' - chilly poems titled from a chilly language) _ 
pointing to ghosts, darkness, shadOl-/s - 'Tenebrae' presents not resolution 
but final despair, the 'cold region' of both Dante's Hell and the Cythera of 
ageing artists, like the dried-up Holst whose 'brain '.:as numb and his spirit ••• 
isolated,153. As in 'The Pentecost Castle', sexual and divine love are united 
for their power not to save but to damn. Section I presents Eros, likewise, 
as an angel of death and grief 1vho 'stoops' to his OIm sacrifice, a fla',;ed 
Lazurus who, as in 'History as Poetry', fails to resurre~t except in pain. 
Eros and Lazurus coalesce in section 2 into Christ, his 'soft and searching' 
voice disturbing the poet in sleep, ,-iakihg him from 'forgetfulness ~, false 
ecstasies' to a proper desolation, truth sustained 'as you sustain each item 
of your cross'. The love of Christ is the pro;:er end of the poet's 'quest', 
- . 
a duality of desire and pain foreseen in the tHO epigraphs to 'The Pentecost 
Castle' and here reaching its height of both expression and cruelty, 
'As I am passionate so you ,ii th pain 
turn my desire; as you seem passionless 
so I recoil from all that I -;.rould gain ,154. 
Christ's immortality is seen as quite beyond mortal man,-'quite out of this 
"',orld' and 'not in our time' - receiving ouly echoes to his prayers, these 
Tenebrae, and d • .;elling in the love of sin and lust, 'Amor Car-nalis'. Section 4 
shows such insights as available only through legend, in yet another pun 'our 
faith is in our festivals', visited briefly by time and Christ's 'light of 
light'. Section 5 returns to Hell, the myth of the Succubus - a devil supposed 
to mate with sleeping men - used to symbolise these 'stupefying images of 
grief-in-dream' in sexual love, the immortality of the damned ,:h(l) 'v;ill not 
desert/your love nor lose him in some blank of time'. The final three sections 
substitute, thankfully, ambiguous images for ambiguous tho~ght. Section 6 
seems to recrE)ate Celidon, the landscape half-;ray betueen Heaven and Hell 
in vThich the whole collection is set, mingling 'obscene consent' and 'purest 
praise', a 'true marriage' not of lovers but the 'self-in-self', an ambiguous 
lliorging of slaughter and religious vision,· 'the ash-pit of the lily-fire'. 
Section 7 traces the same ambiguity in the figure of Christ (as .,;i th Offa 
also hinting at the poet as well) who ',founds with ecstasy' and UU1tes kingship 
and sacrifice, 'he .. :ears the martyr I s croim'. As in 'Lachrimae', Christ is 
'i~eeper of the Valedictions' (this sudden frenzy of capital letters seems 
deliberately overdone), a figure from native legend come to spread chaos, 
'He is Lord of Misrule. 
He is the Master of the Leaping Figures ,155 
The poem, and ~ollection, ends with music.-the songs of 'The Pentecost Castle', 
the stately dance of 'Lachrimae', the sung respo'nses of the Mass - itself 
seen as an element of myth, 'Angel of Tones, !i:edusa, Queen of the Air', and ... '= 
similarly impenetrable, ultimately - perhaps like IIill' s arm '.~ork - offering 
no wider insights, merely reflecting back on itself and us, a cold beauty 
which is really its Oi;n reward, transmuting life, through legend, into art, 
I and Hhen 1'I"e ilould accost her ',~i th real cries 
silver on silver thrills itself to ice,I5
6 
as cold as the phoenix in 'Genesis'. Hill's creation of ne1-l legend from the 
bones of the past - Offa, the ~ars of the Roses, an imagined poet, colonial 
England, Christ himself - composes, like music, 'her o~;n sphere', an alche~y 
157 
which discovers in the everyday 'like a revealed. mineral, a new earth' , 
fresh myths for the unfallen. 
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C HAP T E R F 0 U R. 
M Y T IT A S ARC H E T Y P E: 
THE POE TRY OF THOM GUN N. 
173. 
Unlike Heaney or Hill, Thorn Gunn has chosen to base his v:ork not on the 
geographical and emotional particularities of legend but the more neutral 
parameters of classical myth, setting its narratives against his developing 
experience as a kind of touchstone, still points on a turning l:orld. Gunn' s 
poetry is not an archeology of the past but a continuing quest for illumination 
- from the existential agonies of Fighting Terms to the alchemical fusions of 
Moly - in which myth is a means to an end; the roots of his native European 
cuI ture, which Gunn rejects, are transplanted to structure nevT, alien experience 
- 8alifornia, the holocaust, LSD - which Gunn nO'V1 willingly embraces, 
'Till vraking one night I look up to see 
I new gods silining over me' • 
Again, unlike Hill and Heaney, Gunn deals in clusters of ideas rather than images, 
philasophical enquiry rather than natural descriptions, constrained by a 
technical virtuosity vThich is heir to this classical tradition, conveying 
I the smoothness, control and urbanity that re associate 1':i th classica.l 
writing ••• most of those voho have succeeded best in ,:ri ting so, i. e. 
within restraints both technical and personal, have been people most 
tempted to"l·rards personal anarchy.. }t'or them there is some purpose in 
close limits, and there is something to restrain,2. 
This ex:glains the extraordinary claustrophobia and tight control of Gunn t s· ownc, 
early work·,far 'more coherently than~ say, Alan Bold's crass suggestion that 
'a future definitive edition will be tightly bound in leather, c'ith a 
buckle for a clasp, so that readers can appreciate in full its 
fetishistic character,3, 
instead shaping into art an intense study of the poet's ovm personality and place 
in society, far removed in tact and lack of self-glorification from the later 
'confessional' school I·'hile similarly elevating biography into 1'8velatioh. This 
sense of classical tradition is more than just self-restraint, however, for 
through it the poet can place the contemporary in terms of the timeless, the 
particularities of the present in the context of the accumulated wisdom of the 
past, 
'it is not merely a question of bringing r.rartial.or Juvcne-l up to date, 
nor "'even of building up a national literature that can rival the 
classics , it is a matter of continuing the life and society that 1'as 
behind the literature, evaluating, adaptine, naturalizing it,4. 
174. 
Gunn's earliest York rev0als a precocious infatuation rith classicaI 
- myth, 
itself testimony to his father's assertion that 'Thorn v:as better read at II 
5 
than most people at 35' and dominated by a sub-Keatsian allusiveness, 
'0 peony you smell 
like the heavenly nectar Hebe spilt 
On luxurious Olympus,6 
~ith similar incongruity, a descriptive poem on Eel Pie Island rapidly 'filled 
up with ivy-festooned statues of Greek gods and 
the mundane again interact in the tvo surviving 
goddesses'? The timeless and 
8 fragments of Gunn's projectod 
epic 'The Furies' , its hero Ralph both self-projection-' twenty years old I': 
with 'unusual intelligence' and a 'public school virginity'- and mythic hero, 
an Odysseus about to 'shortly start a journey not soon done', an Orestes 1·:hom 
'Furies pursue in the steam of rai11;ay trains'. Rere, hmlever, the Furies are 
ultimately kindly, externalisations of 'the calm of his ideal' through which 
Ralph merges body and spirit (a crucial split in Gunn's early poetry) to 
'Be one at last with hard and clumsy flesh 
The double man will be the single man,9. 
Gunr~'s attempts at heroic resonance - intricate stanzaic form, heightened diction, 
careful evocations of battle - fail through the immaturity of his raids on the 
Homeric style, metaphors rhich are crass rather than gravely classical -
'Like candy floss it melted on the tongue 
10 Like fairy golrl, it turned to leaves and-dung' • 
-, 
It is this very uncertainty ,·Thich is most attractive: the incompletion of love 
'there weighed more sadness than he knew to feel' - the obvious sexual, base of 
Ralph's dream of monstrous battle, and the externalising here of the duality 
behmen human and animal, art and nature, v:hich so oddly prefigures Moly, 
'This brolm and glossy man-turned strip of skin 
Or those gray craning bristles tipped i:i th ~,:hi te' II. 
:~q<:" Self-doubt, interpreted through classical myth, characterises many of those 
early poems felt too unclear or revealing - for inclusion in Fighting Terms. 
In 'Earthborn', tho poet sinks back into earth, his o~-n self, and is abducted 
'Persephone like, past seams of gold and stone 
12 To the plutonic darkness and the strength' , 
to find 'unequivocal hope' in heroism, Ralph again, 'those 1-,hom talent sets apart 
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••• thre handsome, brave and 1:ise'. 'Palinode' celebrates this heroism as a kind 
of doomed bravado in the face of a hostile and I' Id (1 
a len v'orike Gunn as poet) 
'Admirable like stubborn crippled men 
The heroes use vTi th energy 1-;hat they have 
As though it were not partial,I3, 
but it is partial and such 'self love' is not enough, even coriolanu!4prOving 
t most grand' .;hen he 'throv) his hoarded constancy to the Kinds' and allo~'ed love 
to overcome honour. In 'Terms' this conflict botl'een heroic pride and the need 
for love is internalised, the poet taking 'Prometheus-posture' until his lover 
decides l:hether to destroy or join him - , either push me from this iron boulder/ 
or spend the helpless aeons at my side,I5. Gunn is already mastering the 
technique of using classical imagery to illuminate the tangled problems of the 
present, neurosis frozen(through art)into mythic narrative. 
Gunn's first collection,Fighting TermsI6~centres on the same need to escape 
self-involvement in order'to face reality, ana the existential ahoice yhich this 
involves, here expressed in either military or mythical imagery. It is on this 
that' critics have besn most divided, some noting Gtinn's 'gift for imagining 
legend or for using narrative patterns, and not merely isolated images, symbol-
iCally,I7 vhile others found the same poems 'allegorically unconvincing,IB. 
Certainly Fighting Terms nOlV' seems a more mysterious and less direct colled'tion 
than its original receptionI9 suggested, a refocusing helped by Gunn's subsequent 
revisions, most notably the replacement of 'Carnal KnoFledge' with 'The l:ound' 
as opening poem and keynote, aggressive sexuality yaelding to botched heroism. 
Gunn has variously described this 1-round as 'the breakdo'\\'1l of' control over one-
20 , t. .,21 
-self' and an 'unsuccessful attempt to assimilate prlmi lve experlence • 
Oertainly the poem is itself a myth, endlessly circular and inevitably tragic, 
wi th the speaker's sense of hidden guilt brought into focus,_ by the classical 
narrative through which he had hoped to escape it - Patroclus, after all, died 
in Achilles' armour sacrificing his o,:n life to save his friend's honour. As =-n 
'Terms', escape is impossible, the poet's only fr2edom his a;~aren0SS of his o~,n 
22 imprisonment - 'once again/1 had to let thosE'- storm-lit valleys heal' • Therapy, 
'I v;as myself, subject to no ma.'I1.'s breath' has become self-destructive, and ti.s 
t 
poet, confined to bed like Achille: s to his tent, must start the l~hole slowprocuss 
'0.9")"', 
176. 
Similarly, the imagery of this mental imprisonment, most often expressed 
in terms of unending circularity, dominates Fighting Terms, just as possible 
escape is manifested only in dreams or mythic fictl"on~. I 'R d 
- noun and Round', 
the 'lighthouse keeper's Ylorld' reflects this circularity, forming, even :.hen 
he temporarily escapes it, a 'huge totem' of daily routine, 
'rIi thin ."hose curve his thoughts still drift: 
the stony skeleton of himself,23, 
a deadening rcpeti tion mirrored even by the stan§aic form employed, in ~;hich 
the last line exactly repeats the first. The same device is used, less 
stringently, in 'Wind in the Street', ',;here such hardened routine is not yet 
dominant - the poet can still escape the 'talking shop' to 'regain the struggle 
.... ith an uncommitted air' (a pun due more to clumsiness than craft). Just as 
the external Horld represents freedom in 'Round and Round' _ the ',,-aves also 
spin regularly, but break 'for their own endeavour's sake' - here 'a purposeful 
gust of ,dnd tugs at my hair'. Else,vhere, Gunn uses not extended metaphor but 
moralised legend to express this sinister sense of pattern. In 'The Secret 
Sharer', for example, circularity is more closely allied to one of GU."lll' s most 
deep-rooted fears, the loss, or uncertainty, of identity expressed through the 
legend of the doppelganger. Here the street repr~sents not freedom but negation, 
'unconcerned as a dead eye', the ~ind turning 'in its groove' not purpose but 
alternating consciousness. The final, chilling ambiguity - 'I am not there' -
could be spoken by either of the poem's triO selves, the poet in bed (as in ''Ihc 
round') or the ~;atcher in the street. Whichever applies, the poem is deeply 
unsettling, the ',Iind' s groove another form of circularity mirroring the poet's 
'two equal fears', that either this doppelganger Hill ignore his other self, 
thus negating him, or ackno-,;ledge him, and thus prove this feared duality, 
'What, I asked, if I never hear my call? 
" ""t" ,24 And what if It reaches ~v lnsenSl lve ears • 
In other poems this circularity is linked to individual human tragedy, the 
wheel of fortune. 'The Court Revolt' develops Aesop's fable - 'king stork " as 
Helcome to replace a log' - into an alleGory of responsibility and po;.er - 'see 
in his casela problemhich is problem to us all'. The paradox is that those 
most fitted to good government are 'doomed' by their o;,n virtue; 
'Not that it is too much for flesh and bone 
But flesh and bone are far too much for it,25. 
r17. 
'The Right Possessor' completes this almost Ruritanian narrative, from exile to 
return back to a once ravished country 4nd4fferent 't 'd 'ft 
..L ..L as ~ s r~ ed deep' sn01; 
(as in 'The Secret Sharer' an image of exclusion). '"hereas the king's earlier 
retreat, himself 'no longer child', was redeemed only by the help of 'orphaned 
boys', it is anotheJ.' boy, 'least suspected' ",ho assassinates him on his return. 
Like the king's footprints in the snow, actions are 'obvious in a perfect round', 
a tragic stasis in 1-1'hich nothing is resolved - 'for,'lard and bacb.ard now make 
equal sense' - unt~l it is too late, the circle of fate has moved irreparably 
on, 'indecision and delay have lost/for ever"hat I al"ays ".-anted most' 26. 
Both poems could be interpreted as allegories of forsaken love, 'one has learnt 
to make the sexual application,27, but it is their sense of doomed hope, a 
medieval sense of tragedy as predestined fall enshrined in legend, '.:hich most 
characterises them, and the collection as a ~hole. Indeed, sex is itself part 
-28 of this endless circularity, 'you kno,·,- ~ I knO'd you knOl, I knOi{ you know' ,and 
Gunn uses it to express his preoccupations, love as a mode of dominance. 
Significantly, the most memorable (self-created) myth created in Fightin,r" 
Terms is the image of the poet as heartless love:>:>, soldier in a ',ar in "hich 
sex is victory,tenderness defeat. Edmund is the heroic figure here, 
unfaithful, 'rough and lecherous' to the point of caricature, 
'1Ihen it ,-ras over he pulled his trousers on, 
'd,29 
'Demon lovers must go' he coldly sal • 
'Carnal Kno.;ledge', which opened the original collectiorr, presents this persona 
more fully, the poet as poseur performing the 'same comic~l act inside the 
tragic game' but not able, except in his dreams, to perceive his sexual partner 
as more than inferior in an animal act, 'cackle you hen and anS'fler when I cro1f'. 
Such' carnal kno • .- e ge 1 umlna es ..L ..L _ 1 d " 1 . t noth4ng but 4t~ell~, and does nothing to C"-'cc a.1< 
t " d' 'd I 'I 'Knorr of no emotion we can down the gulf between liO warrlng ~n lV~ ua s, 
share'. As part of this self-created legsnd, love is inextricably linked with 
r:arfare (Gunn did t~;o years National Service before going up to Cambridge), 
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'fighting terms' in ' .. hich military and sexual strategy are intert1lined _ the 
'impermanent treaty f of 'To His Cynical ~!istre2s', projected invasion of 'the 
land complete' in 'The Beach Head', 'raising of a seige' in 'Captain in Time 
of Peace'. On~ clos.er eXamina;b,;j;cbn, hovlever, Gunn is seen to counteract his 
Oh~ myth - 'only expected harm/falls from a khru<i man', but, as in'Palinode', 
such doomed heroism, ~ihether in love or "ar, is not enough, a lack of emotional 
commit1ment which these protagonists themselves realize. The speaker in 'Captain 
in Time of Peace' acknoli'ledges the coarsening effects of ,Iar _ once 'fit for 
peaceful living' he is no\~ a'clumsy brute in uniform' ;,hose habit is 'to loot' _ 
but his real need is 'honour in the town at peace', just as the adventurer in 
'The Beach Head t seeks 'a pathvTay to the country's heart'. Even in the most 
uncompromising of these poems, 'Lofty in the Palais de Danse', the soldier's 
self-disgust is stressed, 'like the -,'orld, I've gone to bad', killing in 
himself 'the easy things that others like' in mourning for the death of his 
lover. The routine of seduction here seems as mechanical and circular as, say, 
'Round and Round', and offerrno real defence against memories of genuine love, 
'The pictures are unl'Tilled that I see bob 
Out of the dark, and you can't turn them out,30. 
Sex is another form of circularity, forced imprisonment, the desire in 'La 
Prisonniere' to 'shut you in a box' until safely reduced to a 'heap of bones' 
which can be possessed completely, the loss of freedom in 'Tamer and Hawk' 
which turns love back into war, tamer into prey_ The waking dream of 'Without 
a Counterpart' in ':.hich the poet is 'chained' in a threatening landscape seems 
to resolve itself through love - the magical formula of speaking the loved one's 
name breaks the spell - but freedom is not granted, 'your arms still chained me 
as you fell asleep'. The remaining poems in Fighting Terms use classical or 
Christian myth, as opposed to legend and Gunn' s o';.n myth-mnking ability, to 
express both this imprisonment and, tent~tively, the possibility of escape. 
'Helen's Rape' returns to the Trojan ';aX' and contrasts the gifts of the 
gods, 'the violent dreamed escape' ~ith man's reaction, 'to prevaricate and 
disguise'. Helen can abandon her homeland but not her mortality and the 
179. 
Farfare which her seduction set.s in motion, sex and battle again interlinked 
in unending conflict. The heroic age comes to an end '"i th this 'last authentic 
rape!, an irrecoverable touchstone for a world ~"hich can only 'multiply and 
vulgarise', the abduction of Helen brutalised into the rape of the Sabine Eomen. 
Myth withdraws to an area of moral absolutes denied to fallible man, the 
villagers ,·;ho 'gape humbly' in 'Here Come the Saints' at the heroes3I ,tinnocent" 
mysterious, summoned by the 'cock crow' of Peter's apostasy into the 'terrible 
dark wood' of self-sacrifice. The stasis of 'moonlight snow', tl;O dominant 
images for frozen inaction in the collection, is disrupted through 'abrupt and 
violent motions', but such determination is beyond the villagers or, indeed, 
the botched resurr~ction in 'Lazarus not Raised'. A variant of the biblical 
myth, Christ 'is here unable to brin~ Lazarus back from the dead because he has 
never properly been alive; from 'childhood fields imaginary and safe' he 
refused the 'nag of offered grace' for 'rest' itself much like the 'trivial 
territory of death'. It is the very ferocity of Christ, that 'terrified 
awakening glare', which makes Lazarus choose 'to stay dead', imprisoned in 
the repetition mirrored in the modulating final line of each stanza. 
If myth evokes this imprisonment, it also provides hope, all the more 
poignant for being so fleeting, of some kind of escape, a heaven - vision or 
mirage _ to set against the 'hell of love' evokea in 'Inside the moon,3
2
, lovers 
'locked in each other's arms', consumed in a 'sti'll fog' of exhausted entroilY· 
Conversely, 'Contemplatlve and Active,33 traces an escape route from the 
'cerebral '"orld' to the mist .,-here 'unkno;;able human fragments move'; 'it may 
be I only ,:.;anted air'. 'For a Birthday' also describes a voyage away from 
language and barren intellect, renouncing 'agnostic irony' for the religion of 
love, a real communion not of bread and wine but sexual belonging, 
'The sweet moist wafer of your tongue I taste, 
And find right meanings in your silent mouth,34. 
This search for Eden has, of course, its o',;n dangers. 'Looking Glass', the 
;5 
most metaphysical poem in a-'collection which owes much to Donne and v Marvell, 
" 
presents Eden as a. mirsge, a fantasy rrhich makes the speaker oblivious of his 
true position, passing 'from to~';n to tOrm, damp-booted, unemployed'. He holus 
l80. 
onto his memories, 'charmed-still for ever at one stage of gror:ing', as if a 
(literal) Eden 'Hhich he, as gardener, allows SIOl,ly to decay, its 'green to"ers' 
sweetly going 'to seed'. This dream, ho"ever, is just another prison, 'not 
innocence/but a fine callous fickleness', a self-indulgent fantasy which blinds 
him to his o~;n decay, mirrored in this 'looking glass'. Heaven cannot exist 
without a counter-balancing hell, a paradox central to 'A Mirror for Poets', in 
l-Ihich art again reflacts life, imagination refracting the real Korld. In a 
virtuoso reconstruction of the Elizabethan age seen as a modern fascist state _ 
in rrhich even poets are subject to censorship and torture _ Eden is, nevertheles:::', 
achieved, through art, as 'Arcadia, a fruitful permanent land', located where 
'the boundaries met/of life and life, at danger'. Tl'.rough poetry, both in the 
'flail of comedy' and the classical 'pity' and 'terror' of tragedy, m~ind can 
'behold its • .:hole extent', and it is therefore the duty of poets, nOT:~ and then, 
to locate these 'Forms', the guiding myths behind everyday events (shadows on 
Plato's cave), as seen earlier in Gunn's definition of the classical tradition, 
'In street, in tavern, happening .. :ould cry 
- 36 
'I am myself but part of something greater" • 
This finding of hope even in despair illuminates others of the more far-
looking poems in Fighting Terms, an escape route from the self-involved 
melancholy of Gunn' s adolescent "'~ork. IW' A Kind of Ethics', 'unregenel-ate' 
animals breed from the 'foul confusion' of dead tr.ees, proving that 'out of a 
possibly bad may come/an undeniable good'. These 'sharp-toothed young' derive 
vi tali ty from the 'simple religion' of gr01-/th and decay, an energy (pagan rather 
than classical) which escapes imprisonment, and it is in such-(albeit brutal) 
innocence that Eden resides. Similarly '1erici' contrasts Shelley - a mere 
'minor conquest' of death because (like 1azurus) submis£ive, 'arms at his side'-
unfavourably -,-.'1 th Byron - 'arms open Hide', masterful. even in ·::leath and riell 
'worth the sea's pursuit'. By escaping stasis or imprisonment through their 
very vitality, the 'great expense of muscle and breath', such explorers of 
human limits proclaim human defiance, profligate of life as of money, 
'Dignify death by thriftless violence 
ft t spend,37. Squandering all their little Ie 0 
r8I. 
fscapc is made completo in the concluding poem, 'Incident on a Journey'. The 
red-coat soldiar's 'unnatural strength', 'squandered' like Byron's, and his lack 
of ' plausible nostalgia' defy the imprisonment of' routine through sheer '!-:ill (or 
wilfulness). The poem echoes, and resolves, the major motifs of the collEction 
soldier as vital hero, art that can illuminate 'humanity beyond its span', the 
dream that brings escape and meaning, the unhealed 'l'Tound - but the 'storm-lit 
valleys' of the opening poem are no .. ' externalised. and 'light' ,'i th the promise 
of a new davm. The forceful poses of the Iliad - 'The Found', 'Helen's Rape' _ 
in i:hich ,:arfare is a true arbi t8r of courage and moral ~;orth now lead into tlJe 
poet's OHn Odyssey, a search for his lost homeland - it ras at this point that 
Gunn moved permanently from England to America. 'Inoident on a Journey', like 
Fighting Terms itself, is the starting point for a journey into mean;ng in lihich 
'I would regret nothing,38. 
Gunn' s sec~nd co'llection, The Sense of' Movement 39 , continues this progress 
into meaning, having established the 'terms' of this conflict, nol' developed 
from mythic abstractions to existential certainties. Terry J:agleton has seen 
this existentialism as itself a myth system through Fhich Gunn is able to breathe 
life into metaphysics, relate personal history to 'an underlying ontology', f'or 
'Sartrian myth did allOl' a limited kind of transaction to take plac3 
. d f' . ..,40 between the variable .texture of exporlence an aramlng VlSl0TI • 
This transaction is, hO;.'8ver, essentially negative (and therefore not true myth) 
f'or it se~ates further exactly those opposites which it tried to join, 
'centred on a nameless n~'ant which intervened bet.\een a watchf'ul 
consciousness a~,-are of it s large general meanings, and the swarming 
bits of specific reality 'dthin .... ;hich it moved,4I. 
This seems unnecessarily complex, confusing as well as confused, f'or Gunn uses 
existentialism as part of his search f'or points of contact bet~.-een these duali tiC'E 
- art and life, man and nature, the abstract and the everyday - apparent 
opposites ... ·hich are later to be brought togcthC'r through a more fulfilling (and 
genuine) kind of rr~th - after Gunn has pursued his odyssey through the bad12ncs 
42 
of age and sexuality. Certainly as products of the much vaunted 'Movement' 
these poems are Holves in Larkin's clothing, carefully constructed machines 
that suddenly reveal real blood. 
182. 
If Fighting Terms ras so entitled to unite body and spirit, aggression and 
its verbal expression, so The Sense of Movement is equally precisely named, not 
just motion - whether along a corridor, into marshland or through fog - but its 
intellectual motivation, both sensation and rationale. In Fighting Terms 
movement vas both dangerous - breaking open the 'Found ',hen 'rage ••• fIe' .. to my 
head', the saints processing into the 'terrible dark 'Vood', the assassination of 
the 'right possessor' on his return home - and yet fulfilling - the progress of 
love from a 'beach head', the climb to meaning in 'For a Birthday' ,willed release, 
'I was al i ve and f e 1 t my body swe:et, 
Uncaked blood in all its channels floPing,43. 
The opening poem here, suitably entitled 'On the Move', takes up this imagery, 
. " turning a Beat cllche, 'man you gotta go', into a metaphor of such escape. The 
centre of the poem is not blue jay or cycle gang but 'one', the poet as unsure 
observer (although the gang also strep in doubt, 'by hiding it, robust'). : 
Seeking the instinct or poise of Nature, the '1,;heeling sv!alloYls', he expresses 
the impediments to such clarity in terms which beautifully modulate into a 
description of the approaching gang, similarly unsure -
'One moves ,,:i th an uncertain violence 
Under the dust throvm by a baffled sense 
Or the dull thunder of approximate l;ords,44. 
Such hardiness 'has no shape yet', still 'imperfectly' controlled, but this 'part 
solution' is a start, at least, to understanding a world ,·:i thout apparent 
meaning - 'one l:akes/ afloat on movement that divides and breaks' - for just to 
choose movement is a redeeming existential choice, a committment to the future. 
'One joins the movement in a valueless world, 
Choosing it, till, both hurler and the hurled, 
11 I t d toward ,45. One move s as we ,a vmys owar, 
The poet can only half control his destiny, 'hurler and hurled', but at least 
the motorcyclists, iihether real or metaphorical, escape such easy categorisations. 
They 'burst aNay', their very incompletion human, abandoning 'kno~'n vhere8.bouts' , 
'At .. ,orst, one is in motion; and at best, 
Reaching no absolute, in "hich to rest, 
One is ahays nearer by not keeping still,46• 
Impersonality manufactures a soul, 'the self-defined, astride the created will'. 
m~n apart from the 'scuffling' jay, the flies 'hanging in heat'. and this sets u. 
183. 
Gunn defines this quest for meaning through a kind of advanced hero-VTorship 
(the same process, more successfully applied, as in 'The Wound'), taking figure& 
from myth and legend as exemplars of moral 1lorth - or negation _ metaphors for 
self-arareness. 
'I,ines for a Book' shOl:s this method at its 'Torst, praising 
'overdogs' like Alexander, teaching us 'to be insensitive, to steel the will', 
over (supposedly) self-regarding intellectuals like §tephen Spender, for 
••• though the mind has also got a place 
Its not in marvelling at its mirrored face,~7. 
This Audenes(Jue squib, a boy-scout call to action, is deeply unpleasant, both in 
its choice of metaphor, sitting 'all day at stool/inside the heart', and its lack 
of humanity, refusing 'pity \'Thich he cannot use', bu-i; its exaggerated spleen is 
surely comic - such anti-intellectualism is, after all, still a poem. 'lines for 
a book'. 'Disturbing images' are far better evoked in 'A Plan of Self Subjectio~ 
where Alexander is a more problematical hero, the poet much_~ess sure of himself. 
The circularity of much of Fighting Terms returns but ,here it is self-imposed 
rather than forced by routine, planned rather than casual. The poet, a mere 
'fragment of ',eak flesh', circles (like the medieval yorld) betl;een heaven and 
hell, his poetry circles between cause and exprossion - imposing 'form upon my 
fault described/so that my fault is Horse' - and even his identity circles 
betl;een hero-iTorship and self-disgust, the one infecting the other, 
'Each tainted c:i th the other 
Becomes diseased, both self and self's ideal,48. 
Even love involves similar flux, constantly 'changing sides', but all three, 
t If d d c,an',"bring balance - shade from sun and hell - and ar , se -regar an sex, 
freedom, 'tracing circles is a useful spell/against contentment'. Gunn admires 
Alexander, Mark Antony and Coriolanus - 'perfect king ••• lover ••• stoic' -
but 'ho .• ever much r may aspire/r stay myself'. 'Birthday Poem 1 is similarly 
unsure. The opposites drav:n in 'Lines for a Book', Adolphe and Fabrice49 , the 
'speculative man or passionate', are both assimilated in the search for the 
'Golden Fleece' but this modern Jason cannot emulate classical myth; he remains, 
again like Adolphe and F'abrice, 'prisoned in perplexity', a parasite on his 
own scnse of discontent. Apparent Victory, in both quest and sex, turns into 
184. 
self-impos·:::;d defeat, the 'attractive bait' has proved just that _ lack of tiES 
.'Ii th stray mermaids is not freedom but loneliness - and this new Jason must, to 
'Ponces and lihores, concede, because intent 
On groping -round your mm be"'idlderment' 50. 
The subject hero is - as in the earlier'For a Birthday' _ surely the poet 
himself, assessing his olm failure in the light of passing time, a kind of self-
addressed birthday card (the poetry here is certainly a good example of Gunn's 
first achieved style, thought brilliantly parcelled into stanza and rigorously 
rhymed iambics, sense compressed almost to suffocation, metaphor and moral 
seamlessly joined). Classical myth is here used to point the moral, the tragic 
discontinuity beh:een genuine heroism and self-regarding success, the first 
unattainable, the second 'omniscient' but ultimately empty. 
I:lse,::here in The Sense of Movement Gunn turns myth into a kind of diagnosis, 
an impartial judge of present - and past - frailties. 'The Wheel of Fortune', 
for example, develops the idea in 'Lines for a Book' that 'their pride exalted 
some, some overthrew' into another circle, a process (central to medieval 
'5\ 
tragedy, to which the references allude) in which good fortune inevitably 
converts to bad. Dreams of mutability turn into truth, bishop ruined, lover 
exposed, Lambert Simnel's pretence to the throne ending in the kitchen where he 
he stirs not his o,m porridge as king but that of his new master, the 'under 
footman'. Such circularity is both feared and respected - '0 perfect Hheel' -
because it is neither avoidable nor respecter of class~ monarchs and kitchen 
boys are together 'strapped helpless'. Resistance is merely poignant - in 'The 
Silver Age' the centurion bitt~rly resists the change from military to Christian 
values, 'hard with the indignation of the laver', yet this remnant of 'true 
Rome', both 'earthpale' and at home in the dark, is similarly doomed, 
'1!hat made this one fragmsnt of a sunken: coast 
Remain, far out, to be beaten by the moonlight?,52 
'Julian the Apostate' returns to tho 'simpler dark' mastered by the centurion -
vlho moved through it as if a 'rivGr/sullen l:ith mud' - but here it is an 
Emperor 1·.ho attE:mpts to resist the change from paganism to Christianity v~here, 
. ......- ... 
in the previous poem, the Emperor prefigured such anti-militarism; Julian 
I85. 
finds 'the absolute is hard to formulate - the 'sudden wrong' of his own 
'deliberate lal';s', the slaughter of the pagans so exceeds his Ov'11 position, 
burst ing the 'doubJly sacred fold' even though he knOKS the symbol ic i:orth of such 
ritual, 'rule la~T in gath8red fold'. Julian, unlike 'lictor or heavy slave', is 
'apostate' and thus an example to marlern man , devoting his 'cold resolve' 
'To fix a question that, eluding name, 
To make corporeal would be to solve,53 
and so- breaking the 'hypothetical frame' l·~hich binds him, the burden of thought. 
Grammar resolves, appropriately, this linguistic despair, the 'question mark' of 
such doubts yielding to the I exclamation mark' of pure will. Julian ,{elcomes his 
o~~ assassination as the only simplicity left, an 'outrage of the simpler dark'. 
The Christian myths resisted in these last h:o poems themselves p..re used 
by Gunn to explore the same problems, exemplars from the past. 'Jesus and his 
Mother' is based on a 'central paradox, Ghrist's saying 'I am my aIm and not my 
O~~I, both man and Son of God. Mary is hurt by this apparent split in loyalties, 
'my only son, more God's than mine', and what seem ,to be signs of alienation.-
Jesus's sullenness, his independence 'like an arrogant wind blo,:n/where he may 
please', the 'strange shadol.rl he n(Jli throT,:s. As in 'On the Move', the choice is 
between domesticity and action, the tears of age - 'lazy syrup', 'a modest and 
contented shine' - and the tears of grief the pears here are, after all, those 
of Gethsemane. Jesus is about to go off to fulfil -his death, his destiny,le8..ving 
a life measurAd 'in vTeek and week' for the dark, an 'outcry in the tm;n', Mary 's 
response is only human, an understandable call to what cannot be understood, 
'I CruL~ot reach to call you Lord, 
54 Answer me as my only son' • 
1St Martin and the Beggar' follovls this "';,'ith a more approachable kind of self-
sacrifice, more human than divine, thought again subservient to action. Saint 
Martin exchanges his studies - 'the principles of Christian life', the peg of a 
'religious nail' _ for the realYorld of battle and night, 'a ship that moves on 
darkness' (dark, again, as an expression of doubt). Confronted by the needy 
beggar Marti.~ divides his cloak in half , neither turning auay or conscious of 
his olm good, and it is this I·rhich Jesus recognises as true humanity, 
'But you, being a saint of men 
Gave only '.hat you could' 55. 
186. 
Cloaks are 'needless weight', the moral abstractions drav7n from them being ,'hat 
matters, and Martin finds, through action, the religious teaching that he first 
sought, food for thought - 'pondering on the matter/St Martin bent and ate'. If 
myth can be turned to provide such complex modern moralities, ranging from the 
deliberately simple, almost Sunday school, narration of this last poem to the 
highly literary allusiveness of 'Birthday Poem', then so can legend, and it is 
to this that Gunn tu:rns elsewhere in The Sense of Movpment. 
'At the Back of the North Find', for example, 10catE:s a fantasy land~, 
Sb ( derived from a classic children's novel of the same t·i tIe) though one not of 
escapism but death, an 'air "Thich kept no season: denying change', a sad 
immortali ty ,·;hich lllegates life 
'It nipped the memory numb, scalding a1-;ay 
The castle of winter and the smell of hay,57. 
This hay, in ,<Thich the boy hides to escape l~inter and to dream his fantasies, 
represents innocence - 'all summer's i"armth' - later subverted by the 'other 
smells' of experience - 'fresh Sf.'eat and syeet mortality' - prefigured in the 
boy's legend. Similarly North ",ind yields to East, life to oblivion ,;:hich'svrept 
tlie mGws dead clean from wisps of hay', the remnants of human comfort. Legend 
again appears in 'Puss in Boots to the Giant', drawing out the sinister 
implications 6f children's nursery rhymes into a kind of fascistic rationale of 
pure will, the obverse of the attitudes praised in 'Lines for a Book'. The 
legendary ,-arId here derives from Yeats' Byzantium - 'that is no country for 
. 58 old men. The young In one another's arms' - emphasising its heartlessness, 
'So praise the pitiless, hot 
In each other's arms,59. 
and unfettered sexuality, 'after sun set/Jack has his Jill'. Action, enjoying 
'two triumphs in one place', is again seen as preferable to thought, the refuge 
It h · PI' and failures -'lean high-.Jay beggars'-of 'gigglers, gossips ••• c lng a ms 
are banished from these 'fields green as v:ide'. In fact,the i-:hole 'fine 
simplicity'is a mirage, this land a fiction invented by Puss to confusc and 
thus destroy tho Giant 60 , another fantasy lorld, like the back of the North 
lTind l·:hich presages only death - as circular a maze as the poem itself, the 
final stanza rep~ating the first, and so into infinity. 
'The Allegory of the l'olf Boy' presents a similar decepticn, 'sad duplicity' 
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here given representative and oddly solemn force through the werewolf legend, man 
mer~a into beast. Civilized gentility - tennis, 'tea upon the gentle lal'm' - is 
set against animal instinct - 'inseft lust' - an impasse resolved by moonlight 
'Which, ";i th the touch of its infertile light 
Shall loose desires hoarded against his Will,62. 
Darkness yields to myth, as in 'The Silver Age', but such magic is a cruel master, 
this 'clean except ibn to the natural la;. s' bringing both tyranny - the l~olf boy 
'bound to the moon' - and a botched metacorphosis - 'yet he has bleeding paws'. 
As with the stable lad, or indeed St Martin, adolescent uncertainty is elevated 
to fable, failure enshrined as a kind of tentative morality, and this is extended 
to a more contemporary myth, pop star as modern god, in 'Elvis Presley'. The 
limi tations of the medium, 'hackneyed ;'ords in hackneyed songs', are paradoxically 
used to convey x freedom, an impulse prolonged through art into 'a habit of the 
times'. Presley represents a generation, 'our idiosyncrasy and our likeness', 
and it is his myth, not his real self, that is importent,·turning 'revolt into a 
style. 63 , his stance (like the guitar he ldelds) 'posture for combat'. If 
Presley is a god, uniting revolt and violence, then the modern city is a goddess, 
both lover and '-Thore. 'In Pra.ise of Cities' presents a succession of tendor 
double-0ntendres, tOl:nscape and mistress, this goddess l'orshipped because'()xtremc; 
material, and the '·'ork of man' and thus really a di vini ty of self, 
'You l;elcome in her what remains of you; 
And '1'hat is strange and ;:hat is incomplete 
Compels a passion without understanding 
64 For all you cennot be' • 
The city releases a l:elcome sensuality not seen in Gunn's work before, along ;;ith 
a looseness of technique to be developed furth~r in ~ , and this anthropo-
morphic treatment - the city 'buxom in disorder', 'casual yet urgent in her love 
making', .:a.ndering 'le~:dly', presenting 'cosmetic light' 8.l1d 'hard ornaments' -
is truly extraordinary, a m:tamorphosis from concr~te into flesh, from goddess 
of the streets into lover, a 'desire that nGvcr ends/familiar and inexplicable'. 
I88. 
If legend here seems to touch the supernatural - 'out of a mist the river 
turns to see/'.:hether you follovi still' - tn" 1" s ~ense.&' th 
- Oi an 0 erness, either 
watching or ~.'atched, is evoked else~;here in the collection. 'The Separation', 
65 itself based on a ghost story ,treats language as a form of distance that:.parts 
Gunn fro~ his lover, Quintfrom the governess, lust~rom its fulfillment; 
'The trampled meadow of words yet intervene, 
To part desire from the tall muscle of love,66. 
This separation could eQually be an internal one betvTeen thought and emotion _ 
'you prOlrl in the garden and I am here' stronely recalls the doppelgangers of 
'The Secret Sharer' - the poet haunted by the ghosts of lost love, 'v;hat dead 
charge do I pull upon my breast'. 'The Corridor' attempts to resolve this divide 
bet't;'een 'the thought and felt', first through the apparent mastery of voyeurism _ 
'pleasure 1:as simple thus' - but eventually by seeing that he is l;atched too, 
'For if the the i'Tatcher of the ~latcher shmm 
There in the distant glass, should be ).atched too, 
riho can be master, free of others; l,ho 
Can look around and say he is alone,67. 
The resolution here, acceptance of this mysterious other, prefigures the end of 
'Misanthropos', reaching community - 'holding these eyes as equal in his eyes' _ 
through a new sense of communion - going 'one hand held out, to meet a friend'. 
This is not yet achieved, these'curious eyes' not seen direct but reflected in 
a.pierglass, watching like 'a picture; in a book', and yet the possibility is 
offered, as it is again in 'Vox Hurnana'. Here this ghost itself talks (in the 
syllabics vrhich are to free Gunn' slater v!orks), nearpst when 'you have least 
resistance', its recognition - and naming - enough to confer mastery, 'for you 
command/in naming me you prefer'. This 'Vox Humana', the spirit of humanity, is 
seen as the motivating force behind history, and the myths it presents - Socrates' 
suicide ~hich protects his honour, Alexander'S certainty of conquest and, in 
contrast, Brutus's rej3ction of it, subverting this 'indefini~e haze' as the 
ghost of Caesar rhom he murdered, and thus prefiguring defeat at Phili:dpi. For 
those with more couragE) this definition of self through existential ldll can 
Jturn.th9ught into action, doubt into certainty, for it brings 
. . 'to .:hat you define nm,', alG8 there is, ever, of future' • 
This belief in the existential will, the 'Sartrian myth' discussed earlier, 
is indeed the underlying myth-system of Gunn's early work, albeit often expressed 
in classical heroism, moralised legend. Martin Dodsw'orth has perceptively 
tracod the mastering conflict in Gunn's poetry between stillness and motion to 
Heidegger's similar dichotomy between 'inertia' and 'projection,69. This 
division is most clearly expressed, ih the guise of Arthuric:n legend, in '~lerlin 
in the Cave: He Speculates without a Book'. Merlin is imprisoned in 'inertia', 
held by 'the arms of lust' and yet failing at love because his 'philosophic 
appetite 1 v;ould 'let no fault intrude'. It i';as; his loss of the 'instinct' of 
movement, 'clouds, and sep~ate rooks/blov~ back on their flight', which 
imprisoned Merlin first in senility, 'vii th aphrodisic:c/I brought back vigour', 
and finally the spell of Vivien, transfixed in stone, 
'The Rock. The space, too narrOVi for a hand. 
Pressing my head betl:een tviO slopes of stone ,70 • 
Merlin decides therefore to attempt 'projection', grolring 'back 'chrough knorledge' 
to direct contact with experience - 'I find the earth is suddenly black and near'-· 
T 
watching 'the flux I never guessed' and using this new emptiness, both of cave and 
brain, to copy not lust but 'the sweet promiscuity of the bee'. He wills to 
escape the 'emblems' of the mind for a genuine Yeatsian synthesis, a nerl quest 
through the cave of self, to unite action and movement, the instinct of ihe rook 
and the promiscuity of the bee, 
.-
' ••••••••••••••• But I must act, and make 
The meaning in each movement that I take. 
71 
Rook, bee, you are the whole and not a part' • 
The poem's apparent circularity, so common l,i th Gunn, is illusory and. revea.led by 
a subtle pun _ conclusion has become purpose, ho~ever turned to once again -
'this is an end, and yet another start'. Again, the'risk' involved in crossing 
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from 'inertia' to 'projection', first described by Kirkegaard, forms the subject 
of a poem like 'The Nature of an Action'. The poet steps from the imprisonment of 
the 'cluttered square of fact', a 'clumsy fond contact' rejected for a 't~:enty 
year' journey along the corridor (again) of self, restrained by the gestures of 
habit. 'Directed by the compass of my heart', the poet at last discovers the 
'simple handle' of the will to enter a room just as suffocating, just as immobile-
circularity is only circumvented by existential freedom, the will to act _ 
'Much like the first, this room in which I ":ent. 
Only my being there is different,73. 
190. 
It is Sartre's existentialism which has proved most influential on Gunn, 
however - the poet ironically ackno~;ledges that the ideas behind 'On the Move' 
'were lifted from Sartre's lecture'L'fxistcntialism est un humanisme,t 74, while 
a later poem brilliantly analyses ILa Naus~e;. the sliminess of self, 
'Nausea fills me, and the only essence 
Is my tangible illegal presence,75. 
Gurm helts taken most from Sartre' s purest statement of atheistic eXistentialism, 
,.. , 76 ( L' etre et Ie neant al though the philosopher himself has long moved array 
towards :l\1arxism in Horks like Critique de la raison itialectique 77) both directly 
- /The Corridor' is taken dir4ct from a metaphor for 'L'existence d'autrui' in 
the chapter 'Le Regard,78 - and as a pervading influence. Sartre's strange, 
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almost mechanical, use of modern city life to provide philosophical abstractions, 
his sexuality 80, his very terminology as viell as his precise sense of form are 
all taken over in Gunn's liork as a kind of myth,an explanation of reality. 
Sartre's division between human consciousness, the 'for-itself~,struggling to 
attain freedom through the exercise of "'Till and the dense solidi iy of the·. 
material world, the 'in-itself', directly inspires a poem like 'The Unsettled 
Motorcyclist's Vision of his Death', unsettled both from machine and life. The 
motorcyclist folIo_iS his will - 'I am being .. That I please' - thus Warring l"ii th 
the natural llOrl"d which lacks such consciousness, 'for itself' against 'in itself', 
'].1"y human will cannot submit 
To nature, though brought out f 't,Sr OJ.. 
He urges his 'chosen instrument' against the marsh, continuing his stance even 
in death, his heel 'prossing deep/accelerates the .,aiting sleep', this willed 
movement continuing to Hhere 'death and life in one combine'. The horror is 
that marsh plants ,archetypally 'in themselves', ~slo"T vTithout patience' - swell 
out the corpse's clothes and 'feign this dum,:.y is a man again', a gross simalcrum 
which has lost its"' for itselfness' , its sense of l:ill. The plants move 'rli thout 
volition', converting man's'special richness' into dirt, flesh into ~o~, 
'All that they get they get by chance. 
d It ' I ., ,02 An rou J.p y J.n J.gnorance • 
19I. 
The real horror here is the loss not of life but consciousness, subsumed ~n th 
... ea.r - • 
Sartre, hm:ever, makes a further distinction, the 'for-itself' developing into 
the 'being-for-others', a transition half completed in the processes of sadism, 
'There is then indeed an incarnation through pain. But at the same time 
the pain is procured by means of instruments ••• plunging this fr8edom 
into flesh without ceasing to be the one vrho provokes,83• 
This is echoed in Gunn's poem 'The Beaters', love created out of its apparent 
antithesis, 'none bui my foe to be my guide'. Such instruments are 'emblems to 
recall identity', 'violent parables' which exist bet'-;een intent and action, I the 
raised arm and the fallen thud'. This is a deeply shocking poem, and Gunn 
certainly does not condone such sadism: he instead emphasises both its sad 
incompletion and yet its reaching for true communion, gentleness evoked from pain. 
'The 1 ips that moot the Ivound can finally 
Justify nothing - neither pain nor care; 
Tender upon the shoulders ripe Iii th blood I 84. 
Of course, it could be argued that these poems would be just as effective 
wi thout a knol!ledge of the philosophy v-rhich underlies them. Gunn' s vocabulary 
is drenched with Sartrean terms - 'choice',. 'will', 'freedom', 'anguish', 'absurd' 
and 'nothingness' - but these function outside the system which has appropriated 
them. Indeed a poem like 'The Annihilation of Nothing' ,';-,hich does rely on a 
knowledge of existentialism,is largely impenetrable because it lacks this further 
dimension. Nevertheless, existentialism lacks the resonance of true myth, most 
obviously because it lacks a narrative structure - which the savour of this . : 
special terminology does not replace - and thus needs other fictions to express 
it, thus making the poetry arcane and hermetic. Taking over Sartre's metaphors -
parables almost - will not do, they are not common property. Existentialism is 
of crucial importance in Gunn' s early v;ork, but as ~part of a wider myth, 
'Perhaps it is right, therefore, to regard Being and Nothingness as the 85 
culmination of a mood - anti-rational, anti-scientific and anti-political 
Gunn defined his o.m position, in 1957, in startlingly similar terms, 
'I don't deliberately belong to any school, but I suppose I am part of 
the National Service Generation and have a few of its characteristics, 
i.e. lack 086concern ,:>ith religion, lack of class, a rather undircct8d 
impatience' • 
I92. 
It is this definition of self, Gunn's real d "t" th omlna lng my ,':Thich structures 
The Sense of Movement - it is no accident. that Gunn has chosen, in publicity 
photographs, to don black leather and motorcycle boots87 , nor that his avov:ed 
hobby is bodY-building
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• Using, again, existential terminology, 'Human Cond- • 
ition' isolates the poet, cut off in dense fog, 'condemned to be an individual'. 
From this 'mere/pinpoint of consciousness' Gunn wills himself to discover the 
limits (as did Elvis Presley) of self and the outside v[orld, 'mind and universe', 
in order to then go beyond them, Merlin once more breaking free of his cave, 
'I seek, to break, my span. 
I am my one touchstone,89. 
It is this test which 'makes me man', the br~very of facing that one is 'born to 
fog, to ~aste' and yet still somehow retaining freedom. Gunn celebrates this 
same quality in his friends, hero-,':orship again elevated into legend. 'To 
Yvo~ T:inters, 1955' celebrates Gunn' s mentor90 for the rigour with "Thich he 
trains both dogs and language, for vTords' compc>se the self' and 'with sloVl 
defining influence/stay to mark out our chosen lineaments'. Such self-control 
is precarious, total black 'implicit in the grey', but "Hinters contests the 
gathering darkness through a bal~ce of 'Rule and Energy,9I, 'tough in will' and 
thus a force of excellence in a world in v:hich men are forced to exist 
'In a half-world, not ours nor history's, 
And learn the false from half-true premipes,92. 
This near-Augustan gravity continues into 'The Inherited Estate', a Jamesian 
I American in Europe ' inheriting both estate and, by implication, cuI ture v~hich 
decadence has alloi,ed to crumble, 'typical products of intelligence/that lacks 
brute purpose'. Ki tay shares T"inters' 'calm discrimination', distinguishing 
what is valuable, what mere facade. These 'droppings of fashion' have succumbed 
to nature and the 'fat dark drift' of decay, but this new grov:th also presages 
fertility, Ki tay parallelh'd by the 'one small seed' vThose branches so confidentlJ 
lift 'above failures' and v:hose bark he '1!ill engr~ve, symbolically 
'ilith all the old virtues, young in fibre, names 
That m,'8l1 llith time and tree, no dreams, 
No ornaments, but tallies for your v:ork,93. 
It is on such rigour that civilization is based, the sacrifice of self for duty. 
193. 
This philosophical rigour is applied, equally stringently, to the mechanics 
of sex, using others to define the myth of self. rrhe young hoodlum irr 'Market 
at Turk,94 'gestates' future action with a kind of military preparedness, 
buckling himself in with both leather and 'reminders of the will' (though doubt-
less not learnt from lHnters or Ki tay, who this um-,itting existentialist .fould 
more likely stab for their spare cash!) Sex and violence coalesce in a tension 
only released in 'close commotion of bar or bed', an ambiguity fueled by the 
final image, the hidden knife an emblem of virility, ,·;here this surrogate Gunn 
'not yet kn01iing his purpose fully ••• fingers the blade'. Compounding such 
unpleasant masculinity, love is still seen as an excrcsence, a kind of prison _ 
like r·;erlin immured by Vivien - Ijell avoided by Gunn: s heroic toughs. They 
conjoin instead aggression and sexuality. (the mechanics of rape), tLe object of 
desire still merely an object. In 'High Fidelity', the abandoned lover, fury 
substituted for passion, returns to the prison of circularity, ducking love 'as 
a witch to sink or swim'. He thus resembles a gramophone needle, endlessly 
Circling the blank inner grooves of a record (a sup~rb modern metaphysical image~. 
'Surrounded in that played-out pose of age 
By notes he was, but cannot be again,95. 
'First J.ieetingC"'1dth a Possible T,Iother-in-JJaw' locates love as a battle for 
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possession, mother and lover learning 'the other!s terms of banishment'through 
the 'bright material hint',both of cloth and metaphysics, not sufficiently hidden, 
In 'During an Absence', obstacles to fulfillment recur in new ways, for 'each 
love defines its proper obstacles',this Romeo and Juliet separated not by 
warring families but distance, 'we for whom time dra.ls out, visas expire', for 
under a self-generated glare 
Any bad end has possibility,97. 
Inaction and the suffocation of desire are again evoked,~0nce more in terms of 
literature, in 'Autumn Chapter in a Novel ,98• The poacher, 'a dead mouse gripped 
bet,~een his sensi ti ve fingers' represents a natural forcefulness beyond the 
lovers, unable to escape 'the motions of their discontent', selring and teaching -
'The leaves he scatters thus will settle back 
In much the same position as they rose,~9, 
leaves like the 'groldng Feightlessr mound' of the ',,,ords they uttered' finally 
194. 
'thrust violently upon the pane'. The narrator of 'Legal Reform' actually 
revels in such restraint, 'condemned to life', but tl t seems par y 0 transcend it, 
••• this time love is not the paradox 
By "Thich, whatever it contains, my cell 
contains the absolute, because it 10cks,IOO. 
The death penalty is commuted to life (a pun "Thich the poet ,·:orks to its limits), 
past isolation - 'painful and lo.nely in the walks of death' - it,o present love _ 
'the cage of breath' - and such imprisonment, 'condemned to shift in your 
enclosing eyes', is restrictive only to 'the innocent, or fetter-maimed'. In 
direct contrast to 'The Beaters', desire has 'no use for his "rhip' for such love 
is unforced, the 'law is in our hands', 'passed by ourselves', and yet 
'Not till I stopped the theft of all I saw 
Just for the having's sake, could it be passed,IOI. 
1-li th this poem, Gunn prepares the .:ay for his more mature work, accepting the 
imprisonment he once feared, and thus discovering freedom. 
For all of its professed concern yith movement and action, The Sense of 
Movement is really more an explorEition of stasis and failure - even as 'tough' 
a poem as 'Lines for a Book' is circular in form, its last line repeating the 
first, and essentially undeveloped - ~nd, as Dodsworth has so perceptively sho":rr, 
, 
'written in the void'. (al though ,'here these poems remain 'in the empty realm of 
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fantasy, others, especially later ones, set off for our OlIn, populated country'). 
The action is most completely frozen in 'B8for~ the Carnival', 'again through art, 
movement reduced to the cold universality of the eternal, although moral division 
is retained. A contrast is pointed betl-een the miser, a 'sexual gossip idth a 
doll-like pout', a 'smocked pretender' who knovs that he is 'fragment of a dream~ 
and the hro brothers "hose 01m performance is yet to begin, as yet too active 
or too young for 'cloak or fur of heavy thought'. The major contrast, ho,'ever, 
is betl'Teen the two adults, in "Thorn the 'lava flovT of chancelovertook he.bi t t , 
turning t~m into their role of acrobat or guitarist, and the boy, yet to make 
his choice, an existential cO::.mi t1ment to an activity i-hich ·.~ill define him -
'Shall it be then a simple rung of strength 
'Or these id th many strings vhere llell-trained skill 
May touch one "Jhile it keeps the others still' 103 • 
I "'l4Ience', pCI'manontly caught in their incompletion, All three 'scan the pace of -~ 
I95. 
imprisoned in art. Like the 'cold pastoral' of Keats' Grecian urn, which 'dost 
tease us out of thought, I04, Carl Timner's painting catches the 'pace of 
silence' and thus permanently suspends time, both its ravages and its gifts, 
t robes of bright scarlet, horns that liere never blown'. 
In such poetry, as brilliantly constructed as anything vrritten since the 
war, Gunn achieves that balance described earlierI05 as the first herit8~c of 
the classical tradition, myth as formaldehyde (and hidebound form), 'the 
smoothness, control and urbanity that l;e associate with classical viri ting' • 
Nevertheless, the 'restraints both technical and personal', the overriding 
sense of imprisohment and circularity v:hich such clarity requires, enervates 
the verse in the very process of constructing it. It is this double perspective 
that makes The Sense of r:overnent Cj,~ once so impressive and yet frustrating an 
achievement. Gunn had yet to master classical myth as a l'ay of 'continuing the 
life and society that 1'!aS behind the literature'; this 1JaS only to come "hen he 
abandoned the essentially self-centred philosophy of existentialism for a more 
embracing myth, self-definition for a sense of com~unity, the detached onlooker 
for the motorcycle gang, intellect for instinct. 
My Sad CaptainsI05 marks this point of transition. Part one draws the 
concerns of The Sense of ~irovement to their purest expression, part tno neatly 
sidesteps them for a new syllabic simplicity, the 'evaluating, adapting, 
naturalising' of the classical tradition at its most challenging. Critical 
debate has since centred on ~hether this new style is a development of, or a 
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falling R\:ay from, Gunn's early virtuosity, 'the flatness of the neF manner' 
or a 'ne~; clarity of theme and style,I08. Certainly Gunn matched 'tough and 
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troubled themes' v:i th metres that were 'elegant, even classical in their praise'. 
Frank Kermode sarT Gunn as thus escaping the 'old myths and fictive lacks' that 
imprisoned his early '.;ork to move I into real space I and a more masterful kind 
of myth-making, going about 'his possible and proper business of arranging- "oTds 
to reveal a ,;orld,IIO. If T,;y Sad Captcins is, in itself, Gunn's slightest 
collection so far, it is also the most important in terms of his general 
development, from 'the act a slave to limit' to a 'limiting candour' itself 
'part of the ultimate richness'. 
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Where The Sense of Movement took a delip;ht in the: ,'ill as absolute _ its 
epigraphthe confident 'je Ie suis, je veux 1 '~tre ,III - part I of !,~y Sad 
~aptains is less self-assurod; will may be infinite and desire boundless, but 
the 'o,xecutl'on' l'S 'confl'ned,II2, th Id 
. e 0 myths no longer potent. 'The Book of 
the Dead' turns the revelations of classical myth - Tiresias summoned back , 
"3 
'heavy as they' from the dead - into empty prophecy. Oblivion is contrasted 1:ith 
the uncertainty of life, Tiresias's unintended message not 'comfort', a 'last 
action ••• ground for hope',but his own failure, for the clamorous dead 
'Desire ,--hat they can never bring about; 
The living bring discriminate gifts of blood,II4. 
The culmination of the odyssey is seen as essentialJ.y circular - Odysseus must 
still regain Itha.ca only to then set off for another journey (presumably to his 
o"n deathII5), just as wheat has to be prepared - 'you must grind, bake, "'at' -
and the whole process of harvesting repeated, "ith no guarantee, in either case, 
'That it rill be, this time, either easier Hork 
116 Or more successful. ~ven, perhaps, more hard' • 
Nevertheless, Odysseus 'turned back', from the temporarily resurrected Tiresias 
to his soldiers 'poor, drained of cunning', precisely because he 'knevT the lack'. 
This very absence of comfort is part of being alive. Legend, like myth, he~e 
provides not archetypes of the will but examples of failure, defeat bo~ne 
gracefully. 'From the Highest Camp' presents th~ Yeti, 'born of rejection, of 
the boundless snow', and found only in a 'bright region' in rhich only the 
'unfed, un~;armed' can survive. The Himalayas form 'the last camp of experience', 
a place beyond languageII7 where - in a fairly dreadful pun - ;only 't~€ 
abominable endures'. 'The Monster' returns to a more human legend, the 
doppelganger, a rejected lover ~'alking 'the streets of that decaying to',m' 
until he reaches the scene of his failure, the cul-de-sac .'fihore the carved 
cherub crumbled doyn'. Here he finds not his lover but at\ 'unmoved rai tine back', 
'that vTide mouth ugly.\ i th despair', fitting this alien, abstract landscape 
'A gTicf defined and realizsd, 
And living only for its sa~e 
If I 'd,II8 It;;as myse rrccognlze • 
t 'th bl' ·tterness of rCJ'ection made legend This doppelgangt:-r is a 'constan one, e 
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'lest the pure feeling should decline', the simulacrum of thl"a:..~ted desire. T~'Cis 
idea attains its full horror in 'The Middle lJight'. A child lift s out 'impudent 
and self-llilled dolls from the living heap', part playfulness, part nightmare 
'1'7hich took him from his sleep'. Each doll adopts its Sartrian role, from 
'soldier in pose of flight' to ruined burghers, 'small men/small gdds', until 
their manipulator a new myth-mru<cr - comes to recognise 
'In each doll, passive, faded, 
Some man who is at once 
Transfigured and degraded,II9. 
The child becomes an artist, .. iri ting do .. :n each history, 'jerk, posture, giggle, 
prance', m1til 'the dark is gone', both of night and fear. Such knowledge is, 
however, self-defeating, an awareness of human fraili ty .:hich leads to its Ol':n 
kind of terror, legend come back to haunt its appalled creator _ 
'Children v:ho knov7 by heart 
The vices of their dolls 
ViII stay a"l,ake at night' 120. 
'In Santa Maria Del Popolo', the opening and keynote poem of My Sad 
Captains, further expands on failure, the heroism of those already doomed, the 
poem drawing inexorably to~~ards its conclusion, a journey into meaning. Even 
the painting itSelf is at first obscured - 'the very subject is in doubt' - its 
chiaroscuro 'brims/~ith a real shadow'. ?vening, conversely, makes all visible, 
'Saul becoming Paul' though still with 'hidden face', his 'l:ide gesture of the 
lifting arm' impressive but still essentially mysterious, undefined,by dogma -
'No Ananias croons a mystery yet, 
t · . t d f . ,121 Cas lng the paln au un er name 0 Sln • 
Caravaggio's o~~ life offers no explanation for the 'alternate/candour and 
secrecy inside the skin' that he captures, himself else .. here painter of a 'firm 
insolent/young l:hore', the 'sharpers' ;;ho \':ere eVentually to murder him. 'Hardly 
enlightened', Gunn turns to the congregation, old l:omen at praysr '\\hose 'tiny 
122 fists' clutch not for difficult faith but mere 'comfort' ,and1suadenly 
understands Paul's 'one convulsion'. It challenges the unk.'"lO'l''1l, the heart of 
fear, \:i th a commi ttment far beyond those ,hose :t'poor arms arc too tired', 2 
&estur6 understandable even to as unregenerate a man as CarE'.va,':'gio, paintinG 
••• the large gesture of Golitary man, 
Resisting, by embracing, nothingness,J23. 
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The full horror comes in the next noem, 'The Annl'hI'latl'on f 'l.T t 1:' 0 J.'IO 'hing', r;here this 
nothingness is itself seen as yet c.::other false comfort, just a mirror-image of 
optimism and similarly illusory. Sartrian myth leaves Gunn rri th only negation _ 
'The necessary condition for our saying not is that non-being be a 
perpetual presence in us and outside of us, that nothingness haunt being 
••• nothingness-.lies coiled in the heart of being - like a worm,124, _ 
a 'huge contagious absence', a nightmare that 'nightly I rehearsed' and 
IHhose end I knew, I ,;oke without desire, 
And welcomed zero as a paradigm,125• 
Rrucing destroys such studied 'indifference', 'the landscape holding yet entire'. 
Dqspite Gunn's longing for this 'mare space than space', negation is not a 
unique force, 'ultimate in its abstract devastations' but merely 'change',Ithe 
atoms it divided/complete, in ignorance, neli combinations,126. Nothingness is 
proved just another illusion, and 'tJhe, deapaii"jthat"nothing cannot be' produces 
its OlTn dread, a meaningless universe l'hich no philosophy can hope to explain -
' •• ~ Look upl:ard. Nei ther firm nor free, 
Purposeless matter hovers in the dark,121. 
Gunn is subsequently to explore these 'peculiar, lovely variations' direct, 
exchanging negation for a delight in the finfinite finitude' of being. 
Existentialism itself can now only illuminat,e failure, most notably in the 
trTO linked poems 'Modes of Pleasure', the first a 'Fallen Rake' ',ho lives 'by 
habit of the v,ill' and sits 'brave, terrible' as 'the will a',;aits its gradual 
end', the second the thoughts of one such !preparing for the test'. The 
essential cynicism, both of hunter and hunted - 'your callous glance/meets mine, 
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as callous and reserved' - is more pronounced than earlier and this 
'momentary affection' is merely a 'curiosity', a testing of 'every magnanimous 
device' ;,hich ",:ill not last long into day'. The t,,:o poems undercut each other, 
thought and ap::Pearance, bravery offset by calculation, triumphs yhich all are 
destined to 'be lost some time in time'. In 'Black Jackets', Gunn similarly 
approaches another favourite subject, the young hoodlum, .:ith new' insight, an 
a1':areness of the possibility of failure, the tatooed slogan 'Born to Lose'. 
~'he past is redundant, 'the ,tll.'csent Waf; the things he stayed among'. 
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This 'unsanctioned present' is also celebrated in 'Claus Von Stauffenberg', a 
'rat ional man' (set a.C',ainst the fierce 'illogic' of T~fl' tlo'r. I I ~ L n a ' andscape of 
despair', climate mirrors action, a 'cold time I'hen honour cannot grOll'. CIE..uS 
. 
detonates a bomb 'Vlhich 'Brutus r(;ndered possible' 129 and, just as his maiming 
seems a ri tual ~\'ound - 't'\-:o remaining fingers and a will' - so death~ transforms 
him into legend, 'honour personified', precisely at the moment of failure, 
'He stiffens, like a statue, in mid-stride 
-Falling to'.:ard history, and under snOI'T' 13\..). 
'Innocence' evokes the full horror of the Eazism that Von Stauffenberg opposp.d. 
The soldier is trained in the 'egoism of a healthy body', ignorant of 'self-pity 
and the soul', a lack of existential consciousness (indeed, its obverse) "'hich 
'no doubt could penetrate, no act could harm'. Such' innocence' makes him 
percr.:i ve atrocity only as an aesthetic pleasure - the "',;ay the 'ribs wear eently 
through the darkening skin', the 'violet flame' of flesh on fire - appreciating 
neither the partisan's agony nor the immorality of his punishment, mGrely 
' ••• judge that all pain finishes the same 
As melting quietly by his boots it fell,13I, 
It is humanity itself that has failed here, creating a 'morale firm as morality'. 
A few poems here transcend such failure, seeking something outside the 
human will which can somehow direct and transform it, symbolised here, ~s later, 
through sunlight. Just as the leather of 'Black Jackets' gave off 'sudden and 
anonymous hints of light', part of the 'insignia' - rites of initiation - ~~hich 
bind the gang together, so 'The Byrnies' erects such reflection into myth, 
suhlight mirrored through uniform. Needing courage to enter the dark vrood, 
the 'heroes', united by the clash~of their chain-mail, seek 
'Magical sign2 to stay th~ essence 
d . ,+32 Of the broad light that they adventure ln • 
It is'tLis that their byrnies provide, the sun 'reduced and steadied to a 
thousand points' by the shining armour, Farfare and myth coalesce, 
'The great grey rigid ur:.iform combined 
. d,I33 Thus concepts linked like chainma.il in the mln , 
Safety 'iith virtue of the sun. 
each 'blunt-faced ignorant one' achieving both community and courage, sound 
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and light both 'vague evocations of the constant rPhing', home thoughts abroad. 
Sunlight recurs, a ne'\{ alchemy, in 'The Value of Gold' - 'and I am gold beneath 
the sun' - uniting poet with Nature, 'all that has, like t me, urned gold'. 
Gunn turns his attention to the plants above, gr01{th monitored by their leaves 
'Hhich colour into colour pass 
T(JJ1ard the last state they shall become' 134. 
This 'quiet grO\;th' comprises both fruition, 'the full form without a lack', and 
and yet the potential for further development, the 'still-to-grovT', and it is 
this that the ROet seeks to emulate - 'can I too be both'. 'Perpetual action' 
separates man from sunlight, but he too is part of this totality, the'fulness' 
and sheer physicality of existence, the 'high precocious-stal~' which scatters 
'Features, ,great petals, one by one 
Shrivelling to gold across my ,'ralk,I35. 
If Fighting Terms 'Has the liork of a brilliant, though immature, Cambridge 
undergraduate, and The Sense of r~OV8ment paid homage to the intellectual rigour 
of Stanford and Yvor T'inters, poems like these map out Gunn's future landscape, 
the intense sunlight, and openness to experience, of Southern California, 
from northern gloom to southern incandescence, from failure to acceptance. 
In 'Baudelaire among the Eeroes', part i of a series of aphorisms on French 
Ii teratureI36 "Thich attain less to sparkling perceptions than damp squibs, 
Gunn takes his hero to task for associating',:i th. not the whole but part', 
, invariable/particularities which furnish hell'. BOliever, the sleeve notes to 
the recordOn'the Move 'are far more positive. Baudelaire's poetry cOlllbines 
experience and evaluation, his best vTork capturing both sides of the Romantic 
dilemma, grand aspirations and 'the helplessness of the man -;,-ho submits to t{-"em ~ 
'Baudelaire's ennui has nOH become democratic ••• a ~:ider, and at the 
same time more undefined malaise: Sartre's naus~e, Kingsley Amis' 
'that uncertain feeling' or the impatience of the hoodlums in some of' 
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my poems .•.• it is this malaise that I am trying to explore' • 
This uncertainty, the terror of earlier poems, informs 'A Map of the City', a 
h t B d 1 · The modern Cl-ty l·S a 'luminous country', poem of obvious omage 0 au e alre. 
both maze and haven, heir to both 'potential', the poet's 'love of chance' and 
light, thOUGh 'some flickering ••• some steady shine'. It is this very 
incompletion, the sense of limits, 'Ihich affects Gunn so deeply, 
fEndl~ss potentiality, 
The crol,'ded, broken and unfinishedl 
1 v;ould not have the risk diminished,I38. 
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Gunn is increasingly to turn from existential schemes to the real ",orld, from 
his myths to those shared communally, a journey of unceasing discovery _ 
'seeking to understand one's deliberate aimlessness, having the coure[,o 
of one's lack of convictions, reaching a purpose only by making the 
right rejections. Poems are actions of a sort, and by actions I may 
attempt to define the direction v:hich is not mystical, or political, 
02' necassarily one that has ever been taken before' 139. 
Part II of My Sad Captains begins the exploration of this nerT freedom, the 
~heer simplicity of existence, 'just air, unobstructed, uncomplicated air,I40 • 
The inc:!:'eased technical aS2urance of Part I - the unease of 'The r,ienster' 
heightened by the lack of its expected first rhyme, an alternation of stresses 
in 'The Byrnies' contrasting tenseness and loquacity, the delay of the second 
rhyme in 'The Middle of the Night' - is extended through experiment ,d th 
syllabicsl41 ; their (at times) ponderous solernnity'bringsout in Gunn a new 
stateliness of language, their use of sentence structure(rather than-line':'endG) ~ 
''t-::t 
as the underlying form evokes a neri clarity of descripti(m. The opening po<?m, 
'I-la1cing in a Ne,','ly-buil t House' celebrates both Gunn' s move to CaliforniaI43 
and the poet's corresponding move to a new kind 9f verse, 'a manifesto setting 
out '0. 1 f and clear vl'sl,~,I44. new l ea s 0 sparseness ~. Gunn rrakes to anew, clean 
observation of things 'as they are', a new 'tangible remoteness' ,.hich sharpens 
his own vision in the very process of observation, perceiving only objects, 
'their precise definition, their fine 
f t t ' I ' ,145 lack 0 eVGn po en la meanlngs • 
This neutrality, tree trunks lined up against the sky, absolves both the 
nightmare vision of 'T,Ti thout a Counterpart' or 'The Unsettled Kotorcyclist' -
Nature not:an enemy but an 'ordering' of existence - and the negation of 'The 
Annihilation of Nothing', instead 'convoking absences'. The poem recalls the 
earlier'Thoughts on Unpacking' , its 'rarl new rooms' at risk from the 'unclean 
residue f of the past. Only love' ... ;, genuine affection, not jaded dominance - cw 
v:6 cult~.vate the 'ease of moving here '; . 'ILr-2al~izf"that love is an nrl'anging'_,- • 
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This nevT 'arranging' takes tFO principal forms, the careful definition of 
1 · htI47 sun 19 as a symbol for, and refinement of, the human will, and the eQually 
determined construction of one's Ol:n persona, creating a myth from self (or 
selfishness), Gunn's tvro earliest themes reinterpreted. The poet is aided in 
,', 
his quest by drug visions, short cuts 
I,+-2 
to both nirvana and the abyss' •. J 'L 'Epreuve' 
uses such tenuous insights to trace a 'sweet compact' betl:een v;atcher and 
watched - ''1'he Corridor' finally crossed - 'new laws' in v:hich reality must be 
deliberately chosen, 'as if for the first time', as a place to which to return. 
Ho",,'ever, as such things are so dangerously prone to do, chemical revelation 
turns into nightmare, the poet 'afflicted', 'bombarded', 'cramped' by this 
inner light, directed back into the buried myths of his mm imagination -
'The street's total is less near 
during my long ordeal than 
the turbanned legends Fi thin' 
my 1iorld of serried colour,I49. 
'Lights among RedFood' again seeks reality direct, the source of light, but 
Gunn again finds that sunlight is diffused into 'c~lm shador!' - the 'muted 
dimness' of the forest interior - 'tone/pure and rarified'. Sunlight is here 
disguised in 'quick diffusing patterns', revealed only when 'we' - the poet no 
longer alone - look uplTard, held in the 'thick forms' of upper branches, 'Indian 
f · f 1· h .,150 . . t 1· . 1res' 0 19 t ','hose 'rosy 1mmanence 1S 1 S o'.·n re 19lon. The ,;atchers 
stand in mute •. orship - these fires also actual wounds left in the wood, quiet 
testimony to earlier mythologising - the experience, in a double exposure, both 
transcendental ~nd limiting; the l'itnessos 'mindless, diminished'. Such limits, 
the tragedy of Part I, are nevertheless noW an enhancement. In 'Flyine Above 
California', the same landscape, al bei t seen from above not belo l ', is fully 
revealed by that 'cold hard light vii thout break' "hich exposes merely itself, 
Califohiian 'lean upland/sinewed and ta-.;ny in the sun', 'the air so clear' of 
the epigraph. Such restraint defines, and calls into being, fullness for 
............. That limiting candour, 
that accuracy of the beaches, 
. t . h ,151 is part of the ultlma e rlC ness • 
Elsew'here, this S8nse of light is connected directly "',ith the l~ill, the 
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subject of 'Considering the Snail' ;-)hich pushes a 'bright path' through his 
green night, moving in a '1'~00d of desire', the machine in 'A Trucker' 't:hich is 
imagined out of control, exploding into the nightmare image of destruction, 
'a bright fountain of red eyes 
tinkling sightless to the road,I5 2• 
Both become creatures of myth, essentially sightless - the snail'~ 'pale antlers 
barely stirring' - in a dark world lhich they suffuse :.-i th light, the inanimate 
animate - 'sometimes it is like a beast ,153 - the animal human - the 'sloy 
passion to that deli borate progress. Such 1;orship of self is intensified in 
'Hotblood on Friday', Gunn' s earlier toughs hE",re redeemed through identification 
Hi th the urban sensuality of 'In Praise of Cities'. The 'body's tight/limits' 
again yield,. through light, those details ¥Thich 'accumulate/to a sense of crude 
richness', the to'm 'gradually opening up' to him like either conquest or 10veT 
(or both combined). Contrasting with the crumbling statuary in 'The r,;onster' 
here 'stone petals' are 'bright in the ,:arm/evening', urging Eotblood to find 
terms (through fighting?) 'precarious and accurate' enough to define such limits. 
Gunn"s!old myths,;al!e,opening up to this new light, nm·T forms of knolTledge. 
'The Feel of Hands', for example, develops the poet's fear of the Other, 
unknO\:able, never ultimately reachable, in a .... ray which is at first encouraging. 
A lover's hands, though mysterious -' tv; 0 small Ii ve entities '- are as 'tentati vr' 
as Hotblood, touching in the dark as if sepexate animals, 'timid as kittens', 
but connected still Hith the surety of light, amusing hands 'shaken by dayliE1:tt', 
the light(ness) of touch. As in 'L'Epreuve', light metamorphosises into Lner 
dark, the kittens n01-T 'cats, hunting without scruple', these hands plunging 'in 
a full formed single fury', the poet metaphorically as "ell as actually 'in the 
dark' • The chill of the unknown retur~s wi th-J a. ( literal) vengeance, alone asain, 
'I.am in, the dark. I ~'onder 
'vhen they gre"\; up. It strikes me that 
15.1 
I do not know ,:hose hands they are' '. 
( t d?) f th ~~.f'ety of innocence - :'1oral, This movemf'mt IT:OT'' sensual han sense 0 .rom· e -~ ~ 
sexual or eVen political - to the terrified knouled.&e of expf?riC'nce is ar:Ctin 
o d ,~t the b~story has been made'. Rebellion traced in 'Adolescence', the per~o aI er ~ 
01 th poet too 'part. still, of the done ;.ar', 
exile and atrocity all end in s~ ence, e 
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Gunn retreats back to the natural viorld - '\:alking through the ret spring' _ 
and the past - 'I pass foundations of houses' - escape turned into exploration 
in 'Loot'. The poet approaches past _ trees (redl:oods?),' softly, seeding from rnc'e/ 
delicacy of age', and the 'green quickness' of grass - the 'high grass' of 
'Adolescence' - leaving this 'brief potency' to penetrate earth and darkness,_ 
those 'loy chambers' - death and sex - over rhich 'vary fathers stand guard'. 
Such penetration is both military and, again, sexual.··a raid on a village in 
shadow·, making love 'dark below/in the bonevwrks' - but neither conquest yields 
the sought for value 'uniquely youns', both close but unknown, passive. The, 
victims "patch ~ ''Hi thout pas:;don_the/veer of my impassioned mind', and, at this 
second impasse, the poem again abruptly changes focus. Digging brings to light 
a 'trinket', 'nameless and useless', which, as in 'Vox Humana' , 'it lS for me 
to name and use', kn01\'ledge bringing mastery. Yet this loot suddenly reverses 
the whole poem, not passive but active, the poet himself not conqueror but 
conquered as the forces of myth and ancestry, thus summoned, resume control -
'I am herald to ta,my 
warriors, T:oken from sleep, who 
ride precipitantly doen 
with the blood tov:ard my hands, through 
me to retain possession,I55. 
The existential self is no longer alone; it is heir to all the heroism of the 
past, that sense of classical tradition whIch gives full meaning to the present. 
Heroism forms the main theme of the remaining :;;oems in r.ry Sad Captains, 
made more poignant by the increasing possibilities of failure. 'Rastignac at 
45' describes Balzac's heroI56 in middle age, scarred both symbolically and 
pose of the 'marvellous air of knorTing' literally, his 'debonaire ';Teariness' and 
undercut by distaste at the conventions through vihich he has survived. r,lo-gthing 
the 'platitudes of Romance', not duelling, has scarred his face, that'nalf-
lOnto sl..ladoT·'.s _ the invisibility of his 'dark suit ,-maddened wince', driving him L' 
° f °1 The very scar of living is and yot he survives denunci2tlons, age, al ure. 
made 'attractive', e. mode of endurance, yet another means of survival -
'the mere custom of 1 i ving ~ i th it 
has, for him, diminished tho horror,I57. 
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A more voluntary kind of scarring, engraving on flesh, is celebrated in "Blackie 
the Electric llembrandt"I58, further means to identity. Tatooing is secon as a 
kind of sexual initiation, the 'virginal arm' yielding to 'quick dark movement', 
an 'equal concentration' (of art and pain) beh:een artist and subject. Unlike 
the tatoos of 'Black Jackets' - 'Born to Lose' - here it is heroism, light, the 
ethereal even that is evoked, a 'blue thick cluster' of ten gleaming stars _ 
'novT he is starlike'. The delicacy and remoteness of this image carries on 
directly into the final poem, 'My Sad Captains' itself, both a celebration and 
a leave-taking, light again shining out of darkness. Gunn's existential heroes, 
'a few friends and a few rith historical names', shine out like stars, the past 
'lapping them like a cloak of chaos', 'embodied' in their perfeztion. ~hen 
alive they existed ohly for action, destroying limits for fullness, living to 
'renevT the 1- asteful force they 
spent Ii i th each hot convulsion' 159, 
whether of sex,or battle; now dead - or redundant - they fade from view, still 
'not at rest' but emblems of humanity, 'viinnOl:ed from failures', i-rho 
... vTi thdravT to an orbit 
and turn i-i th disinterested 
, t ,160 hard energy, llke the s ars • 
Though these heroes still provide Gunn 1:i th examples of h01; to live honourably, 
by conscious acti.-:m, they can be of no direct assistance· - 'distant', . 
'disinterested', ultimately lonely ('apart l ) they, like the soldier in 'Incident 
on a Journey', are nOI': incapable of action, frozen in the act of heroism as 
iilaus Von Stauffenberg was at the moment of his death. T'ith this poem, Gunn 
consciously sets aside his early subjects and themes, myths even, abandoned 
like these heroes to deep space -though their light is still to il1uminate 12.ter 
tb t ' sym~ollOc to the everyday, death to life. work- and turns from sky to ear _, ne u 
'A good sad serious poem that rounds off this part of rrry poetry, ::90 -:- try 
d ' , t If From nOii in much of Tf:hich I emphasise the v;ill as an en In l se • 
, 'l't ,161 
on, a bit more flexlbl l y • 
" 162 G ' collaboration ri th his brotiler As befits its title, POSltlV8S , unn s 
Ander, marks a new optimism - albeit fully m:are of tragedy - in this study of 
, 163 th t's 
d On tlle urban prolctarlate' , e poe , the 'seven ages of man an roman ••• l 
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first sustained sequonce. Starting from the grainy realism of Ander's blc:ck 
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and ,·:hite pl:.otoeraphs, Gunn erects nostalgia for his native, a.bandoned London 
into further hymns to the modern city, a ne"Hly awakened concern for the failed 
'the vulnerable and pathetic,I65,(to be further developed in Touch) into a 
touching contemporary legend, riches into rags. Most notab).y, the poet adapts 
the kind of quiet free verse developed by Yilliam Carlos FilliamsI66 into a 
subtle instrument, clear, precise, capable of conveying the colloquial - 'no 
music in this booz'e:r' - or the formal - 'the terror of full rapose', the 
concrete and the abstract yi th equal, and interchangeable , felicity. Indeed, 
it is this underlying dualism on ,·,hich the whole sequence is structured. 
Positives opens and closes 1,lith uncaptioned photographs, a baby just born 
and a winter landscape, human figures black against the snow, the parameters of 
life and death betc·-een rhich the sequencw is set, in strictly chronological 
order. The first fifteen poems thus deal "\·:i th adolescence, a steady gro~ th 
touards 'the dance of her luck' . from the se tenuous beginnings -' she has been a 
germ, a fish, and an animal' - out into the 'strange element' of air (presiding 
genius of Gunn' s later york) and away from mothering Y7ater( in i-hich she is still 
half immersed), the opening 'poe-m emling::vri th a I'eminder lof entropy, natural flux-
'there is a perception of 
1 . ,167 warm water, warm, but coo 1ng • 
Discovery continues in 'The body blunders fon:ard', the baby now a toddler Btill 
'doing things for the first time', this 'precarious exploration' conveyeal t:lrough 
~ 0 168 th t 0 1; 1 ~ 0 ncr the first of many extended, almost liomer1c metaphors ,. 18 I!1Ump.a· op",nl l:> 
up of a hostile interior, the laying do .. rn of trade-routes. Vork comes to a 
temporary halt in 'But childhood takes a long time', the stasis of paradox -
'Something is feeding on you, 
and it is .. ,hat you feed on. 
,169 
The source of your strength guts you • 
Such 'pleasurable pain' is quintessentially human and unites the phySical v,itt 
the mental, body and mind, to reach the masochistic delights of 
'a painful conclusion 
wi th a tooth or vTi th a t.hought' 170, 
Of the accompanying photoeraph. 
o bOll' tly the pensive' sadness Gunn captur1ng r1 1an . 
201. 
This mood itself soon giveE way, in 'Drink me', to an indolent savagery, the 
young girl now impatient for Alice's magic -'and you grew or shrank' at will _ 
and fully restored to petulance, phrased in the breathless rush of the young; 
'In a bus it is nice to ride on top because 
it looks like running people over,I7I. 
'In l;atchful community' introduces, for the first time, other children, a 
'secret society' of truants I increasing, through the security of friendship" their 
contact '{lith the outside VTorld, rain, 'the musty/rot of wood from floorboards/ 
where sacks have lain'.(as in the previous poem, Gunn entering direct into 
the thoughts of the people photographed, an end to self-involvement). This 
kind of evocative description, Ander fueling Gunn' s _i.magination, recurs in 'He 
rides up and dOl'm and around', the circularity of adolescence (and bikes), 
'All things radiate from the spokes under 
that hard structure of bars crossing 
,172 precisely and usefully ............ ~ . . 
This is the moment of transition, from a world "ihere 'all things are means to 
wheely ends' to a progress into money, sex and age, the older boy looking out 
direct at the watcher (Positives makes the reader voyeur as the poet Vias in. 'The 
Corridor') staring into an, apparently, limitless future, who 'dreams of cars'. 
'And they start to cross the road ' describes this in terms of the a1-Takening of 
sexual awareness, fullness and limit, the approaching girls, 'life s1-lelling in 
them', rho yet still cherish 'their containment'. Unfortunately, the extended 
image that Gunn uses here is less "rell-judged than in 'the body blunders for~-ard' 
conveying not, _as intended, rich potential - 'compact segmented buds' - ~ut a 
quite bizarre bestiality, vTomen impregnated by bees, 
'and pollen will encrust 
will veigh the treading of 
" 1 . ,173 those black halry ega • 
Youthful sexuality is better captured, albeit still in animal terms, in 'youth 
is pOI-Ter. He kn01-TS it', a 'rough young' 1 ion -1-'110 'gro~; 1 s playfully' as he 
d b d ' (st l" 11 ps 'strange' as l" n the opening poem). Such encounters the '~orl ~yon -
'ease in his pO-I'O(,r' questions the 'containment' of the previous poem - 'can 
there- be limits?'. The rest of Positives CtUl be seen e,s an onsl:pr to this 
question, as indecd is Gunn' s work as a vThole, resolving the way that 
'He makes now 
a finc gesture, inviting 
experience to try him,I74. 
208. 
A similar confidence illuminates 'She rests on and in', a girl this time, Fhose 
sense of mastery over her surroundings cxpresses itself in lcmghter, 'like an 
expert swimmer I Kho'lplayfully enjoys 'her full uncrippled strength' (vThich in 
later poems viII slol;ly atrophy). The spread of this healthy joy is compared 
to ripples spreading 'outvTard over cool rater I, a mastery of the strange 
I cooling' element of the first poem, the summit of continuing grovTth, losing 
'force but continue 
to be born at the centre, l'rinkling 
the l:ater around it,I75. 
This sense of control over one's environment reaches its apex in the next 
six poems, -three of 'W'hicb deal vTi th a pop group vTho sing 'about life by the 
I76 Mersey' • The first, 'The music starts tentEJ-ti ve' - structured appropriately 
like a pop song yith bar lines and upper register -.sets the scene, the ~udience, 
'absorbed' in conversation, gradually brought to the realization (limits again) 
'at the edges of themselves hOii 
th " b' ,I77 some lng lS encroaC"lng ••• • 
'Pete' sets the unexpected delicacy of this music against the rough background 
of the musicians, hands that were 'clamps for a spade' turning into 'delicate 
and precise instruments', even more remarkable in an artificial 1"'orld .. There evc;n 
the flowers( seen behind the pianist) are plastic. 'It is a lament and then', the 
third poem on this theme. though the next but one in the seq,uence, dra .. Ts clos~r, 
like the photograph, to the singer himself. HIs 'clear voice' is seen to have 
discovered the 'bubbling source of both joy and lamentation', turning emotion into 
'the ripples '>-Thich course out from that 
. I78 
centre, ridged wlth strength' • 
This is identical to the spread:tng out of the girl's laughter in 'She rests on 
and in', emotion both the motivation for, and the expression of, humanity -
'feeling is the thrust in 
the transparent knot, ·and is 
,I79 
• • • • the knot itself 
209. 
The poems that, respectively, precede and follo1'7 this are both concerned 
with the pleasures of extreme speed. The flOrst ,M ° , 
, '1'",1:0 IDlrrors , is a study of 
narcissism, the rider 'self-regarding', his scooter 'named after himself', tte 
outside norld examined 'by a battery of headlights', though he is still himself 
a learner, 'tentative but l:i th increasing momentum'. Nevertheless, this sclf-
regard is transformed in this nm·: environment, the 1-'orld defined anel., 
'he catches sight of his Olm face 
and does not 
180 know it against the nei'; landscape of speed' • 
The companion poem, 'An impetus: its roar, its music' describes an older and 
more assured rider, now progrossed to a motorcycle - 'mastering and yet 
mastered' - the external world a blur, a 'wind on ":ater', 1'7h08e resistance 
'defines the impetus' of its rider. Just as in 'Pete', i':here humanity existed 
amongst the roughly physical, here it is the 'ha.rd centre' of this impetus, '8. 
gentleness projected at great speed'. The final poem to deal iii th adolescence, 
'She can't help it, can't', also expresses mastery over the environment, still 
tentatively tested, the girl a;-:are of the suddenness of happiness - 'to this 
music she dances the dance of her luck'. There is the same delight in one's 
sensuality as in 'And they start to cross the road', the same rippling joy as 
'She rests on and in', an 'overflo1-Ting like tears, uncontrollable'. The rhythm 
of spreading ~,'ater recurs, mingling l-Tith the human patterns of 'It is a lament', 
'Something pulses in her, i':arm 
rapid, and- regular, ri th a 
181 
music she can almost hear' • 
This poem marks the culmination of the first movement of Positives, the gradual 
progress, through childhood and adolescence, to self a:'areness and, thus, full 
adulthood, emotions spreading ouh;ard like ripples in ~;ater. 
The following four poems deal vi tIl marriage, the fullness S!'ldc:led fror:l 
vulnerability (as in 'An impetus') of 'She trembles slightly: her flosh' in 
l;hich 'choice meets delight', the ironic contrast of 'The r::: sponsi bili ties' , 
in Which happiness arises not from ceremony but the mundane, seen as new, 
'you nill get home 
and I l:ill give you a big 
182 
tea on our O1m table' • 
210. 
Yet this too is a kind of ceremony, a cont inuance of the "'edrling ritual _ the 
bride 'her own tonder handmaiden' - into eVeryday routine, 'Tesco, Woohlorth, 
and Archie's'. 'In a family, there is' celebrates humorously this very sense 
of monotony, the illusion of 'many doing many things' yielding to the reality, 
'all doing/the sarno thing in the sa.me l:ay', the strength of family life. 'No 
music in this boozer' is so sad because it depict s, instead, loneliness (the 
burgeoning theme of the 1,;hole book) the ties of famDy and the hopes of youth 
both equally discreditod. The deserted husband dozes in the 'twilight' of loss-
'She says she's with her 
mothe:., though my 
theory is it's a fellow,I83 
J 
al though, as in 'Childhood takes a long time', pain itself becomes almost a 
pleasure, repose granted by the 'dry foul taste' of spent beer. This second 
stage of groKth issu'es not in youthful exuberance but the oppression of middle 
age, fullness yielding to a sense of limits (Positives is a kind of l:Cy Sad 
Captains in reverse) evoked first in 'Syon House'. The ripples sent out .. lard 
into the world in 'She rests on and in' begin to return, reflected back from a 
Nature itself arranged by man - the cultivation of v!ater, blackberry bushes -
'but there is a mystery: strange 
forms push in from outside; 
184 I am oppressed by a sense of columns' • 
The 'pressure' of these columns is 'continual' because they are outside humanity, 
the 'in-itselfncss' of Sartrian myth, and the development from youth to age, 
joy to despair, traced in Positives - 'they have no mind or fEeling/to vacillate! 
'Lebensraum' heightens this sense of claustrophobia, caused here not cy antique 
stone columns but other people, and deriving, disconcertingly, from an excess 
of sympathy. Life cannot be, in a pun, a 'humane undertaking' for 
' ••• in my every move 
I prevGnt someone 
I~5 from stepping 1-There I step' v • 
The man must run 'into the open, alone', immersing himself in the vhite purity, 
or negation, of snow _ like ~':ater, the 1';orld at speed, a bnide' s lace - to 
1 /. 1 ted ~~d frozen over~ cauterise the 'bacillus of despair', 'rendered harm ess/1So a ~. 
2]:1. 
~den is lost, man must forever toil to repay his loss of innocence, but 
the mechanics of 1:ork in turn help alleviate this despair, leading gradually to 
'full repose'. The next seven poems use different kinds of labour to evoke the 
texture of modern city life, by turns sentimental, comic, and violent. 'Like 
a cliff, Marble' evokes both loss - the Odeon, once almost a force of Naturs', 
is noVT t a hollow/':'here the encrusted cliff was' - and change, the presiding 
genius not commissionaires but a 'donkey jacket', the hidden order of 'distant 
men in caps' "Fho 1 seem 'submerged in sunlight' as earlier subjects ,:ere in rater. 
'Fe didn't do up this pub' again celebrates the passing of time, rEnovation not 
destruction - 'still divided vrith ornate/scrOlled VTood' - VTork again a ritual, 
almost mysterious, \-Thich can arrange reality, each smell 'in its place'. Even 
violence is plac6®, and thus accepted, the 'protection boys' part, somehow, of 
local pride, an awareneSE of roots (like thos4 revealed in the previous poem), 
'not like them redecorated 
r86 pubs dOi'm Chelsea' • 
Equally satisfying is the labour of 'He raises the pick, point against', called 
'unskilled' but the very opposite. The man delights in his precision of balance, 
'his Olin ',eight divided fairly betl:een his legs' and the skill lii th l:hich he 
guides his pick doyn on 'inanimate rubble' - like guitarist, motor-cyclist and 
the earlier demolishers of the Odeon he imposes ordBr on the natural '.:orld -
for one must attain, again, the 'proper stance', ·a deliberately casual mastery, 
••• 
Through an arc the point 
falls as force, the human 
behind it in control 
tiring, but tiring slo'::ly,I87. 
An ironic cantrast is pointed in 'Money is a form of dirt', also to be 'shovelled 
around' _ ~.;hatever the social distinctions between city businessmen and casual 
labourers _ but a reighty dirt imitated even by 'clients and subordinates', 
a resemblance (like the 'secret society' of earlier ctildren) made into a regal 
a1'lareness of community by the 'crovning/weight· of our bo,;;lers', from 
'which weight seeps so potently that 
r88 
sometimes ,ie have to take them off' • 
Comedy suddenly gives \-:ay to fear, the dirt of the previous poem resurrected; 
212. 
in 'The rubble rises in) smoke'. This smoke serves as a metaphor for city life _ 
inescapable, ' an inhabited confusion', 'black snorflakes' '\-,hich ironically 
reverse 'Lebensraum' - a 'greasy obscurity' through which people 'fumble to~:ards 
each other'. Although unsatisfactory, this is better than the 'pure and open 
air' of the countryside for, again in contrast to 'Lebensraum', at least contact 
is possible; 'on the dO'vns/one "'ould be merely alone'. This encounter l:ith 
other men, existentially 'the other', is not ah:ays pleasura.ble. In' At times, 
on the edge of smoke' the same si tuat ion (and presumably the h;o men standing to 
the left of the previous photograph) issues into sudden, unexplained violence, 
again 'fumbling torard each othe~' but to 'get you out of the WAY', obscurity of 
syntax matching the obscurity of the action, (the ne-tural sa-djism ef 'Drink me') 
'words will not do, it has 
to be got from the blood,I89. 
Music,. vih~ch .expressed harmony in 'It is a lament' or 'She can't help it', has 
returned 'distorted, uncontrolled', just as the impulses 1-!hich prompted pop-
singer, motorcyclist and bride alike are now 'excreta', the same negation as 
expressed in 'Lebensraum'. Violence turns baok on 'itseIf, 'I ,-ant to/get myself 
out of the lTAY'. The same lassitude infects f the bore d ,-aitress of 'The 1 i vel' 
and onions is off' - 'so, it appears,are the customers'. The fresh experience 
sought in earlier poems itself is seen as a dead end, just as it is possible to 
grov! tired of both .:ork and city life, Gunn queztiQning his ovm rationale, 
'You can tire of the t01''Yl 
and the variety of the pavements 
being endless, itself may need 
varying. But ri th v;hat?' 190 • 
This question remains unanS1·~ered, though i it is significant that the t-,;o 
remaining sections of Positives deal yith, in turn, relaxation and the coming of 
old age, repose and its concomita~t, oblivion. If life pushed the sarlier po~ms 
outv~ard into youth and vital i ty, death nOH seems gradually to be? beckoning its 
subjects horne. In the follo\ring tl:O poems, relaxation:.tis mirrored by ritual, 
the tea-break of 'I have closed my briefcase, dropped my' v:hich unitES busihcss 
man, labou~er, barmaid, roadsweeper, even fighter - the subjects of the previous 
seven poems _ the expresso coffee anq 'expensive cake' of 'You have no idGa'. 
213. 
Both poems are undercut by irony, the mock Augustan praise of relaxation _ '0 
Teapot, heavenly maid, descend' - by the cockney register of its celebrants _ 
'make it strong Joncsy' - the ennui of having 'servants and je.:els' by an 
admission that such gentility is fake (as ",ere riche s in ')!oney is' a fODID of' dirt') 
the difficulty even of' fl seeming to lead such a life'. 
The remaining poems deal l,i th old age, memories '.sub:ver~the risks of further 
experience. In 'The. pigeon lifts', a roadm·,eeper rests, again, from cleeTing 
al:~ the rubble earlier on fire to v~atch a passing young girl. The ' leavings/of 
other men his takings', he treats this as another chance find, carefully 
'cataloguing an authentic 
treasure in the quiet 
collection of his mind,I9I • 
In a curious visual pun, the man's pigeon-toed stance evokes a youn.g bird, its 
mate cOHering in 'fear and delight' - a point'ed contrast to the old man' s lack~ 
of 'hope or even much desire' - its pink clav~s, like the 'baby's featured he.nds' 
of earlier photographs, contrasted vi th the man's' face, _ 'like some -gne.rled/ shiny' 
section of black wood'. This process of ageing is. further explored in 'The 
memoirs of the body', the imprint of experience 'ambiguous', the spectacule.rly 
lined face in the photographs - lines for a book - able to be read triO "';ays, as 
f'the ability to resist 
annihilation, or as the small 
but constant losses endured,I92• 
Certainly, life itself is held in the spaces beh:een l:here 'the sentences cross 
and recross', but, in a grim afterthought, the ~memoirs' retained in these lines, 
the face as its Ov~ book, are inevitably doomed,a:kind of last will ann testament 
'(Please destroy in 
the event of death.)I93 
In 'He feels a breeze rise from', this death Ii tere.lly hovers on the '-ind, 
' •• 'l· th "-,'ater' to an old man, leaving, like yout~, ~-he.t bringing 'intimate contact , 
it 'lightly touches'. 'Hind on ~'ater', for the motorcyclist of 'An impetus' ail 
energy to bo me.stored, is ceyond the old man; he merely 'goes on talking' as 
it passes. In the next poem, 'It is stone: and it ripples', the wind has 
become 'cold, stone hard' and the tramp can feel only 'the flat/r:tone of the 
214. 
bridge', the 'ripples' of youth and hope sent out in 'She rests on and in' and 
,it is a lament' now beyond him. Such allegory has nO .. T lost its meaning _ it is 
not a symbolic/bridge but a real bridge' - and the old man's discomfort is not 
metaphysical,as in 'Lebensraum', but actual, Salvation army tea'not SVTeet enoueh ~ 
Positives ends "lith a similarly pathetic figure, an old female tramp ~ho 
sleops 'on old papers' outside an abandoned house, as ruined as her. 'The 
mouJd from baked beans' describes the processes of decay, an 'infocted compost'-
developing the motif of disease, real and as a state of mind, f~om 'Lebensraum'-
of 'bones, leaves, slabs/of rust, folt, feathers,I94. Just as the infection in 
this rubbish is 'slow, slight, deep, and ••• responds to l7armth', so the old 
vToman 'has certain needs' and 'stirs in the sun', brought back to life. In 
'Poking around the rubbish', the vroman searches this rubble - the 'inanimate' 
detritus broken dovTU in 'Re raises the pick' - for meaning, memories of a 
happier time in the past 'near Maidstone once, hop picking', Horking ,;i th 
husbend and children in 'the dim leafy light of the overhanging vines'. Ho~evsr, 
'she can't find \:hat she wants', these reminiscences ane nOF also redundant, 
'All in the rubbish heap now 
some rotting, most clean vanished,I95. 
The structure of experiences built up in Positives crumbles back to nothing, 
mere oblivionI96 , "'i:ith en9roaching death all that remains, ruld it is this that 
is caught in 'Something approaches', poet, camer~ and death all closing in on 
~ 
the old Foman. She looks up, l:i th an expr2ssion of terror, death a 'silence 
in the ~:ainscot/by her head', 'a chill ••• in llGr groin', moving silently to~ards 
her 'like moonlight on the frayed vTood',inex6rably 'flooi'board.by floo:rboard'. 
The poem ends by dispelling her fears - ',dll it hurt'?' - death a l:elcome 
respite from the rigours of age, a return to the first photograph of all, the 
self-containment of birth, no more consciousness, no more poetry,achieved peece. 
'Let it come, it is 
the terror of full repose, 
and so no terror,I97. 
The a sn01-, scene _ unlike 'Lebensraum' taken in the country fine'.l photog.raph, 
not th . t t but many, .at plmr rather than in pain - indicateS e C1 y, no one person ~ ,qE 
both the end of the ,'hole process, and yet ,,:180 a ne,: beeinning, a ~neii birth. 
215. 
In Positivcs the circularity which structured so many of Gunn's early po(;ms 
is elevated into legend, an endlessly replayable narrative - birth to death, hope 
into acceptance - in which human existence is turned into an everyday odyssey. 
,cl~ 
These mere 'verse captions' exude anew, and ";elcome, sympathy for those i';hose 
weakness, failure or poverty denies them classical heroism. Positives creates 
200 
instead a contemporary legend, draodng closely on memories of a London childhood 
in which the mundane is transformed into art, the everyday into a metaphysical 
scheme. ~!yth plays around the edges of reality just as poems do around pictures, 
'the forms dancingly reciprocate: " .. :ords authenticated by the camera, 
201 photographs loosero from rigidity by poems' • 
This nev.; interest in myth-making (rather than myth-taking), together 'dth an 
allied delicacy of perception, a controlled fluidity of technique, comes into its 
Olm in Touch, Gunn' s most perfect (least imperfect) collection 202. Revie,:ers 
noted its 'unsentimcntal humanism,203, its fnewly 'seductive' style 204 - though 
some Viere sufficiently unseduced to find 'the old toughness ••• more likeable 
than the ne,: tenderness , 205 - and yet still a mastering classicism, poetry 1d th 
206 
'the elegance of a Greek vase' • In terms of his own dual definition of the 
classical tradition, yhich opened this short survey, Gunn has moved from 'close 
limits' and 'restraints both technical and porsonal' to 'continuing the life and 
society' of earlier::"l±te:Rature, 'evaluating, adapt.ing, naturalizing' classical 
myth and culture through his o~'~n legends, teasing ·the past into the present. 
Gunn has himself defined Touch, both poem and collection, as an 'allegory 
. t , 207 d for the touch of sympathy that should be the aim of human ln ercourse' an 
this is here set against the kind of existential self-control "hich the poet 
earlier celebrated v~hole-heartedly. The tension derived beh:een these t<:o 
t d 1 · oneself and the need for others, will and con ra ictory qualities - re lance on -
desire _ shapes and unifies the I":hole book. In 'Confessions of the Life Artist' 
'The art of designing life 
l "f ,208 is no excuse for that 1 e , 
self-definition no longer quite enough. Nevertheless, the Life Artist attempts 
t t b force of "Nature. standing on the 'extreme o shape his o~:n existence. 0 ocome a 
shore of ID.nd' and countering 'disordered rl1ythms of the sea' with a firmness 
'I derive from these rocks, which 
inhibit the sea's impulse,209. 
216. 
Such simple divisions are un''lorkable in an unstable ',:orld, the self insubstantial, 
the very elements uncertain - 'air/haunted by the taste of salt' - and this same 
incompletion forms 'material for my art'. In section II, this nevTly achieved 
consciousness is contrasted ~;ith, not derived from, the natura.l l:orld, "Those 
denizens 'have lost themselves in action' - birds ',;hich 'sleep in flight', the 
'lily's pale ',?a:xy gleaming,2IO - and are ignorant of their o~m mortality, 'thought 
for the morrow'. The Life Artist must not similarly 'lose myself in thought', 
his own philosophy, l'ihich shapes the rest of the poem, set out in section III, 
I 'You control "Hhat you can, and 
211 
use rlhat you cannot' • 
An early section, no~v omitted, deals .lith various actions, comically juxtaposed, 
"Thich form 'improvisations on a central theme, attempts to define one's 0\\'11 
identity, and direction, once 'I I'TaS conscious of its being there', 
'To enter Jerusalem 
on an ass, talk .Ii th Ammon 
deflect to the East, or I'Tear 
212 
a rosette for Arsenal' • 
Man's whole life represents an attempt 'to name and extend ••• this inaudible 
theme', the definition of self. Section III no;,- beobmes clearer, for this kind 
of action is both exclusive - 'to r~ject the thousand, ann/to select the one' -
and dangerous, such 'goodly people' must 'live between extremities'. Section IV 
. . b' t' 213 d considers those 'unchosen', those who do not deflne thelr o~~ 0 Jec lves. ,an 
vierlS them 'as if dead', merely serving to 'validate the chosen', for rThat 
'!could be more fortifying 
to one's own identity 
. 'd ,214 than another's SU1Cl e • 
Cunn makes clear, at last, the inherent selfishness of existsntialism, depending 
on a small elite of the chosen set against the large mass of those v:ho have not 
attained consciousness. the new damned 2I5 . and this becomes increasingly 
unacceptable, an art which shades into ldtchcraft, arcane ritual, fa&c.ism itself, 
'If there are forbidden arts, 
mine must indeed be of them,216. 
.. 
211. 
The ;£ieinaining six sections investigate the Life Artl'st's relationship (or 
virtual lack of it) with others, section V dealing 'li th a love affair in 1'~hich 
the girl becomes 'indefinite', 1(hile he is 'starkly/redefined at each moment', 
'aware of her need, and trained 
to have fe'(] needs of my ovm' 217. 
Nevertheless, such 'magnificent control' is suspect, he remains unsure of himself, 
for ..,;hat if this girl, 'immersed in despair', still 'has the edge over me?'. As 
section VI argues, giving 1vay to passion is 'merely whoring', but to be in total 
control is 'to be a whore master', consumer rather than consumed, and it is to 
this that the Life Artist aspires. Loading his girls ,;jth chocolate cannot help 
possess them, precisely because love is still seen as a battle - rather than the 
'touch' of subsequent poems - and dominance can never yield to emotion, never 
I 'possess red hair like hers, fresh 
cheeks or bee-stung lips like hers, 
or a i,asteful heart like hers' 218. 
In section VII, he again desires 'not ;chat I have, but • .;hat I wish to have', 
externalising his o,~ vulnerability onto others - the girl whose dated 'bee-hive' 
hairstyle calls forth 'jibes that grow inside me', the poet both torturer and 
victim219 - and thus reveals at last a real sensitivity, even if self-directed, 
'rThy "as something evolved so 
t d t ' ?,220 en er, so open 0 paln. • 
f 't ,221 f This sudden sympathy continues into section VIII, the ' amous P1C ure 0 a 
young Jew 'being hustled some~;here' by the Nazis, under the control of others, 
suddenly vulnerable in his warm 'cap and cloth coat', almost unbearably pathetic. 
Whatever he has just experienced, he c8.n~!see_now no, appeal in the wide world. A 
second stanza since omitted considers such atrocities, the Life Artist gro~n old 
and able to understand the mystery of existence 'no more by living through/than if 
there l'Tere no design'. Nevertheless, he has at least attempted to improve life, 
to 'lift weight off the earth's crust' no longer out of selfishness but sympathy,tc 
"bring strength into existence 
,t,222 
so that the ;:orld could bear 1 • 
In section IX, 'prophecies become ,fulfilled ' although in an uncontrolled way, 
almost as if to 'conform/to some alien order'. The Life Artist grors old, but 
2I8. 
still seeks a rational pattern, and his search nears its end nOvT that 'circles 
start to close, lines to balance'. In the final section, the Life Artist 
reviews his existence in the face of death, destined to be forgotten _ with P09t 
and clolm, Shakespeare and George Formby - here 'where the swine root' 223, the 
whole solar system eventually to be 'irretreviably lost'. In Positives such 
decay yas at least merely part of the cycle, here it is irreversable, absurd 
'For the loss, as for the life, 
there will be no excuse, there 
4S no ' t'f' t' ,224 
• JUS ~ ~ca ~on • 
The failure of existential self-control, in the face of mindless l:ature, 
lies behind many of the best poems in Touch, most notably in 'Breakfast', in 
"l'Thich dramatic monologue again shades into contemporary legend. In a life 
'without future' in v~hich nothing is r,')al o -even night 'tempered by hotel signs 
opposite'7 the 'unsour pungency' of breakfast, though neither 'remedy' nor 
'ritual', acts as the basis 'for a tenacity' which can spur man into action, 
, - without love, l:i thout hope, but 
without renunciation,225. 
Environment is again mastered in 'Taylor Street'. The old man watches 'what he 
is not living' and, albeit indirectly, participates in life, 'carefully getting 
a little strength' from passers-by, a sense of ritual by ,o:hich to endure, 
, ••••••••••••• He has it 
all planned: he will live 
. . ,226 here morn~ng by morn~ng • 
. . . t . 221 
vhereas in earlier poems this ":atching of others v:as a voyeur~st~c ~n ;rUSlon , 
here it is a kind of sympathy, part of 1 touch', vThich involves r 'a certain strain ~! 
the old man sitting ',dthout a smile ••• cupped by himself in himself'. Another 
old man is the hero of 'The Produce District', again coming to terms vTi th the 
natural ,orld, through a natural, sympathetic mastery. In the 'interim', in a 
" d b 'ld' 'spJ.'ders, rats and rain' disused fruit market, betl/een demol~ t~on an re Ul lng, 
regain control of this 'crumbling and decay', pigeons like un-,;elcome ghosts 
'Perched on the roofs and walls, 
Or v:heeled bet,ieen the faded signs 
And bToken ornamental scrolls,228. 
t d · 'unmoving on the littered ground' 
'l'he old man resists this encroachment, ~ s an ~ng 
2I9. 
shooting pigeons with an air gun, driven by self-defJ.·nJ.·t~on . t 
• J.n 0 returning an 
, ••• accurate anSl,'er to the ";ilderness 
Echoing it, and making it complete,229. 
By imposing his will on Nature, to prevent 'the place losing itself', conversely 
he makes it complete. The poem thus ends with an image not of death but new life 
- the sportsman's energy transformed - 'maple shoots push upward through the 
ground'. 'The Goddess' celebrates this same energy, a rebirth into sexuality, 
through myth, the annual return of Proserpina from Hades as an unstoppable 
natural force, 'naked and searching/as a wind'. Neither 'eyeless fish' or 'fire 
rock, water or clay' can 'dissipate her force', a raw vitality which fuels alike 
reeking 'sine1~ thyme', 'rats/breeding, breeding, in their nests' and (no less 
ambiguous) the anonymous soldier, 'his greatcoat collar up', seeking 'a woman, 
any Homan', vThore metamorphosised into goddess, vloman into tree -
'her dress tight across her ass 
,230 as bark in moonlight • • • • 
As in many other poems in Touch, which it opens, it is the human sense of limit 
here which defines the wholeness of the physical world, celebrates such totality, 
'Proserpina: it is we 
vulnerable, quivering, 
231 
who stay you to abundance' • 
This idea of limits yielding to fullness, the partial justifying the v:hole -
first sketched out in My Sad Captains - is further developed in 'In the Tank'. 
A prisoner, 'fearful, ungrateful', studies the cold functionalism of his cell, 
even in the dark manifesting 'an order without colour, bulk or line'. Though 
'the total riches could not fail' they still can contain limits, the 'silence of 
a jail' itself containing 'a box, a mere suspension, at the centre', a void 
'Where there was nothing left to understond 
232 And where he must re-enter and re-enter' • 
The real imprisonment is, again, meaningless routine, that sad circularity r~hich 
underlaid Gunn's early i-fork, here faced, at least, direct. 'no Speech from the 
Scaffold' again considers man's poise in the face of oblivion, here not in ritual 
but impending death. It is again the starkness - ~~d mundanity - of reality 
W.hich is so disconcerting, the 'grey gritty soap' in the cell, the scaffold here, 
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'like something for kitchen use', an executioner llho '1'10rks in a 'r'ardhouse nearby.' 
The condemned man is similarly unspectacular, silently 'nodding a goodbye to 
acquaintances', his dignity 'its oyn commentary' in the face of negation, 
'as he rests there, while 
he is still a human,233. 
'Bravery' presents another ambiguous hero, 'brave vd th separation', a man - like 
the Life Artist - whose very limitations challenge fullness, invite loneliness, 
'For he has become his 
outline, and holds no 
warm clutter of detail,234. 
He is caught, like Claus von Stauffenberg, at the static point of heroism, set to 
leave his native land, 'indeterminate pale/ grey-and-yellow', for the 'smoky s1;irl' 
of ch~os, but such existential 'bravery' suddenly becomes Sinister, the man now 
a 'giant vampire' yhose first step will 'suck the country dry'. Gunn at last 
comes to recognise this 'monstrous lover' - back turned not in separatian but 
duplicity - as his own reflected image, a doppelganger 235 vThom 'I gaze at/every 
time I shave'. 'The Girl of Live Marble' develops ~his unease further, both 
oneself and others finally alien, unknoHable .. (except as refracted in legend) • 
.. 
Voyeurism is further refined, the girl's mill 'candour' a kind of simplicity -
'she looks to see, and not to seek' - through which the vlatcher 'comes to his 
own rest', the strength of her self possession the very 'essence' of truth, 
'Through merging surfaces expre$sed 
236 And her unformulable presence' • 
He t longs to share' nothing 'beY~!ld the adequacy she is'. HOvlever, by attempting 
to own such freedom _ '0 Otherness, impervious, near' - he destroys it, an image 
only, a 'goddess of live marble' through which he mythologises his own desires 
and thus sees only himself reflected, back in the hell of (existential) loneliness. 
, •••••••••• But as the Katcher 
Moves close, it is himself he sees 
On the bright convex - clear in feature, 
237 Little, and caught by darknesses' • 
The remaining poems in Touch explore the v:ay out of this cul-de-sac of self-
involvement, risking the 'touch' of sympathy to turn limits into fullness, the 
reliance on self into a mutual dependence on others, domination into desire. 
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The title poem describes this very process, the poet 'loosened' from vigilance 
to openness, his 'resilient chilly/hardness' softened through contact with the 
lmrmth of his sleeping lover - a 'mound of bedclothes' against r:hich the household 
cat contentedly 'braces its parTs' - the 'patina of self' at last broken d01'm. 
Such comfort is mutual, the other similarly seeking protection, not desire, as if 
'the nearest human being to 
hold on to in a 
238 dreamed poerom' • 
Both sink into an 'old big place', 'there already' though 'hard to locate', the 
instinctual security of love ,.Thich 'seeps from our touch' and connects both these 
lovers and all creation, sympathy erected into myth, an a~chetypal fullness _ 
'enclosing cocoon round 
ourselves alone, dark 
wide realm where we 
"alk with everyone,239• 
Vigilance again yields to openness in 'The Vigil of Corpus Christi', the Roman 
soldier left to guard Christ's tomb himself brought fully to life, resurrected. 
At first a 'sentinel to limits' - his body 'scattered' in discomfort', 'steadfast' 
2L10 
as the darkness he confronts - his vigil! defines him, 'sharp;:\;i th abeyance' '., 
but the quest for self has become circular, self-defeating, 'the invasion of 
himself at last/merely by himself'. It is not re~olution - 'to be steadfast' -
that liberates him but his dog's moist tongue (another domestic pet part of this 
'touch'), not stoical self-restraint but 'unsoldierly joy'at this revelation, a 
'soft Slieet pO.Ter aI-Take in his o'l-m mass 
t . f I ,241 balanced on his tl;O fee ,thls u ness • 
In 'Pierce Street', again, the friezes present men 'tl:ice life-size', new gods, 
I A silent garrison, and al\-:ays there, 
They are the soldiers of the imagination 
242 Produced by it to guard it everywhere' • 
Like the Roman §oldier, they use 'the limits of their station' to 'vigil~~tly 
preserve as they prevent', but their 'large abstracted eyes' have lost humani tYJ 
only'those who are transitory can move and speak'. The poet too is 'booied in 
my skin' but he contains .:i thin himself the capacity for development, the 
challenge of Hhatever makes 'the floorboards creak'. 
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Limits and fullness again interact in 'The Kiss at Bayreuth', the 1:orld in 
flux - 'colours drain, shapes blur' - a disintegration 1;hich love briefly delays 
'before it is sucked/into the eye of the cyclone'. Human perception 'bares and 
discolours the '-,orld' but reduces it to order, though aviare of its OYTn mortality. 
'The inhuman eye contemplates 
its o~~ calm inclusive fulness, 
its tendency, evelJ., tOv7ard death,243. 
The lovers244 temporarily combine the stillness of this vigil 1-;ith the flux of 
Nature - their kiss both expresses this chaos and is 'annulled by it' - losing 
consciousness for the brief climax of their 'touch', both quick and dead, to 
'move in a'.:areness and be still', to 'for one moment ••• not think of themselves'. 
This '-Tar against flux, the very texture of resistance entering the poetry as 
abstract description, continues in 'Berlin in Ruins'. Gunn emphasis0s tIle 
sharpness of surfaces, both literal and metaphorical, "Thich helps the city survive 
its conquerors - Berlin has 'an edge, or many edges' and'totters beneath associat-
ions' - its 'bronze Imperial fantasies/squirming with plump hauteur' even when 
about to be demolished. Fears revive of the 'dark hysteric conqueror', these 
'tarnished blades of laurel' plants gro,.n sharp as sv:ords---camcut." in£ect .memory', 
'But you encounter a resistance, 
and yourself resist. It is at once 
unyielding in texture and fertile,245. 
The conquest of France was so swift, 'the hectic that overtakes process' as to be 
unnatural, sinister. Defeated, the German spirit can either decline under its 
Oi-m ,leight of history the 'high circlet' of imperialism 'bathed in poison now' -
or survive through this very rigidity transmuted, 'har~er and sharper than bronze' 
In into its o .. n stiff laurel, Nature metamorphosised into the art 'of ceremony. 
'Sno ... ·fall', this resistance is turned not against defeat but winter, humans 
'Circumspect against the i,hi te', their body heat 'closely hoarded', like Berlin 
'sharp-edged, darkly filled in'o Life continues 'unseen below', earth also 
hoarding life vTi thin itself, brooks, 'under h~d panes .. :i thdra1m deep', ',;hich 
'Still ~;ork a secret neh:ork through the land 
Wi th iced and darkened flOvl' 246. 
honeycombing the land beneath .-:ith 'galleries of their sleep'. its contours 
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following 'each subterranean bay and fall', a hid~en, potent sense of order. Yet 
the snO .. T remains alien, unconquered, an element 'dazzling and complete' ,,;hich 
resists both man and stream,'J"oining, dividing', flux d "f t 
- rna e manl es , unknowable, 
'Not quite resistant, not quite palpable, 
I find an edgelessness,247. 
In the closing poem, 'Back to Life', man and the natural world, individual 
~d community, are united in the central image, seporate leaves on the same branch 
Nature is agajn 'edgod' but, in the gathering dusk,.the lime trees in the park-
'bunched black at equal height' by man - diffuse the lamplight, 'transparent as 
if they too gave light'. A similar sense of order is reflected in the other 
strollers in the park - Gunn no longer alone 'at ease/as if just woken', 
'devouring each detail' of this ne .. , world. As in Positives, all ages are here 
represented, as if emblematic, the young 'cocky with surplus strength', the old 
'weakening yi th each move', but all are united in sudden, enlightened, community-
'As if the light revealed us all 
Sustained in delicate-difference 
248 Yet firmly gro .. Ting from a single branch' . • 
This vision is hard to retain, 'the branch that \-Te gron on ••• not easily 
remembered in the dark', seemingly illusory in times of 'cold and misery', but it 
can be erected into a modus vivendi, a myth by .. ,hich to l-ive. Metaphor and 
reali ty coalesce in a dreamlike conclusion, the movement bet"een shado,\" and light 
shared by bough and leaves, essence and surface, a community, eventuall'y,of death-
'A small full trembling through it now 
T .;; 
As if each leaf i;ere, so, bettc;;-r prepared 
For falling sooner or later sep6rate,249. 
This same vision, man and Nature united first in life, ultimately in death, 
is turned into legend in 'Misanthropos' 250, Gunn' s most enduring 1-l ork, both 
technical tour-de-force 251 and a ne~; myth for our age, man metamorphosised into 
beast to more properly become man. 'Misanthropos' is a poem for t~:o voices, a 
narrator and the 'last man' - Gunn's early heroes redefined - the sale survivor 
of some cataclysmic "'ar. At first a man r .. ho hates his fello'l-T men, close contact 
with Nature redefines him (as it has Gunn as poet) and restores him to humanity, 
existential selfishness subverted, finally, for genuine community. 
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The first section of 'Misanthropos', 'The Last Man', shoHs this survivor _ 
never named, part of myth not fiction - merging his existence with the rhythms of 
Nature, the opening poem a (similarly rhythmical) series of curt descriptions, 
'H~ is clothed in dirt. He lacks motive. 
He is wholly representative,25 2• 
The misanthropos melts both into silence and thicket, uninterested in follow 
survivors - 'he builds no watch tOi";e~~' - learning, like the birds, to 'keep 
movement/on the undipped vring of the present' 253. This 'counsel of the senses' 
is self-protection, not simple evasion, occasionally brea.1ting dOvIn under tho 
'relentless memory of monstrous battle', a. deliberate negation of 'thought or 
feeling'. The man, a ' lived caricature' of his race, choo<Es;cnot fullness~ but;>limit, 
'He avoids the momentous rhythm 
of the sea, one hill suffices him 
who has the entire "Horld to choose from,254. 
Such imagery is not random; the dirt later a reminder of humanity, memory of 
battle returning to haunt 'l.femoirs of the rorld', this sea's mirror image 
dust 'os bitter ocean - the mastering rilat~f of the vThole °\lork, its first and last 
metaphor. Poem II uses the Renaissance echo poem255 to express the last man's 
existential dilemm~-classical form, modern une~se - left only hiB consciousness, 
'''That have I left, nho stood among mankind 
When the firm base is undermined? 
A ° dO, 256 mln • 
The 'long war' is at last ended, 'no one' else has survived, the only emotion 
possible 'disgust', only self-knolTledge setting him apart from engulfing 1T2.tu~e, 
'Yet ~ith a vacant landscape as its mirror 
lihat can it choose, to ease the terror? 
Error' 257. 
Man cannot exist in full kno~~ledge of either himBelf or the Yorld, so he hnsoo~otO) 
playa role to survive, even though he must eventually rejoin his fel10"i\:00ii1Cl't,:f:!'CC 
together the community of death. Error, necessary at the time, yields at lest 
to truth, existentialism to a new, less selfish, philosophy, and it is this 
f 'Hlo s"an-thro:-'os' so painfully· traces, 'man turning development .:hich the rest 0 1'1 ~ 
258 , ° ft °d tOt ,259 angel' ,the survivor a courler a or l en l y • 
t o f tIer examine the 'last The remaining iJl:.-.rp~ poems in this opening sec lon ur 1 
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man's' search for a structure, watching a 'pattern gr01'1 among the disarr~'. In 
poem III, the misanthropos sloughs off, 'bit by bit', his role as me ssenger, a 
failed search for self - one cannot 'bear dispatches bet"reen elm'and oak' _ in 
favour of a more natural disguise, a 'clumsy frock' of 'skins of mole and rabbit'. 
This remains 'a sort of uniform', hovTever. !:Phe' curled darling' has merely adopted 
a nerT audience, natural not human, the wind uttering 'ambiguous orders' like his 
generals, his girls now the 'nodding foxgloves'. He must seek,not evade,identity~ 
'With a bone needle he pursues himself, 
Stitching the patchl~ork spread across his lap' 260 _ 
must come properly to know himself. Such a pattern is confirmed, in poem I~, by 
the steady orbit of the moon, 'distinct y;here all is dim', the 'last man' lool~ing 
upward from where he 'lies in shadow'. Such 'ancient rhythm'almost comforts' but 
it is still insufficient, 'inanimate',. a place where 'relics of emergent matter 
freeze'. The earth has evolved from 'the youth of things' to produce man, 
'D01m here, tvro more births follol-red on the first: 
Life, consciousness, like linked catastrophes. 
. 261 Their sequence in him cannot be reversed ,. • 
Man's representative must accept this inheritance - 'immersed'in life and self 
kno'dedge, existentially A 'pour-soi' to the moon's 'en-soi'.- ashe~-accepted the 
}re.r, Slaved 'as 1 the ... ' iIiIperfect IiI 0 on '_but setr apart by freedom,~ ~ consciousness that 
plots its own end'. It is man, again 'bathed in shadow', not the l:aning moon 
whose imagination makes him 'the clearest light in the .. Thole universe~ Poem V 
deals '\-lith another kind of pattern, the 'brown earth gap in green' made by the 
last man's 'repeated tread', subduing 'endless' Nature, consciously avoiding its 
pitfalls, the 'poisoned beds'. It is an image of intellectual discovery, not 
metaphorical but direct, 'process made visible', an avo,:;al of continued freedom, 
'Bare within limits. The trick 
is to stay free ..-i thin them' 262. 
The poem, and the first section of 'lUsanthropos', ends not v:i th philosophical 
speculation, hoyever, but ri th rain, 'drops are isolate on leaves ,/big and c1822", 
presaging peace and renel-ral, the misanthropos integrated ;.;i th the natural ;'oI'ld. 
!'He breathes the barbarous smell 
of the "et earth. Nothing moves 
at the edges of the mind' 263. 
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I{'he second section of 'Misanthropos', 'Memoirs of the ~.c arId', hardens this 
reso1 ve into perception, the 'last man' no longer e.\rad1ng the 'onset of hatred' 264 
but encoun;GGr~g his memories without pretence, spe~~ing to the reader direct. 
Poem VI opens quietly, like I, lei th simple,.. or'oorly .narration - 'It has turned 
cold. I have been gathering wood' 
- but modulates into a recollection of the 
'done 265 war' • The man is, again, allied ,:i th the ;.rild birds, his steady labour 
counterpointed by their song, 'two falling notes - a slTeet disconsolate tune', 
vhich in turn reflects his depression, a dying fall. Similarly, the 'cold red 
setting sun' revives nostalgia (brusquely denied by this sad refrain) for a sunset 
'Which coloured, similarly, the rhite grey, blackened 
Iron and slabbed concrete of a sentry post 
~ 
~Ti th its cold orange. Let me live, one second~ -' I 
/ I I 266 Not non, not nor, not nov,' • 
Such memories are 'most poignant and most weakening'; ho':ever mundane the past, 
'w'armth and light' "\;ere 'diminished less than novl'. Even the birdsong stops, anri 
yet this suddenly provokes an extraordinary volte-face, thi.s, nostalgia discredited. 
'The bird stops. Hardening in the single present, 
I lalovT, hearing ,dnd rattle in a bough, 
I have always harked thus after an incessant 
I I I ,267 Not nov, not now, not now • 
268 The refrain is not a denial of life but 'my deepest th~ughts translated' ,an 
escape from memory, responsi bili ty for s,:eet inact~on, long yearned after, ::hich 
no';.r defines him. Thus rendered pOFerless, the past can be properly assessed. In 
Poem VII, the misanthropos is thus able to disinter his previous, self-erected 
cult of mystery.- 'an armed angel among men' - darkening out re~lity to 'RBrceive 
an exact structure, a chart of the ':orld'. Such abstract posturing could not (as 
his present, more natural search for limit) satisfy the 'hunger in the senses. 
He remains a 'presence l:ithout full/being', obsessed by shapes lacking pubste.nce -
'thin wails of foghorns', paiftt bubbles- no longer sure of his real identity, 
'Was I entering the role 
of spy or spied on, master' 
269 
or the v-orld's abject servant?' • 
The remaining four poems in this section partially solve the mystery. In poem 
VIII the firevood so laboriously gathered in VI is alight, another image for :::an, 
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a 'hard silence' set ~rrainst the 'glov!ing fall of h' ' ~ as ,reslsting the fire's flux. 
'Exact in being, absolute in balance, 
Instruct me hoy"! to find here my desire' 270. 
To thus separate essence from image (as in VII), 'the matter from its burning' 
is the 'last man's ideal, and fire seems an appropriate metaphor _ I think I 
grasp it' - itself the 'peculiar lovely variations,27I of time, 'each into other 
••• constantly turning', the v.orld a 'dying ember', evil glowing 'like a spark'. 
Such brief illumination is (as in VI) quickly upended, 'merely pain, evil's 
external mark', the fire not time but the ma.n' s own past, mirror not metaphor _ 
I 'The neighbouring cinders redden no~: together, 
Like earlier ~,-orlds to search, v:here I am shown 
Only myself, although I seek another,272. 
All is eventually rendered dOI;n as dust - it is not fire but man who can burn 
'from sympathy alone'. Indeed, lack of sympathy damns the 'last man' in poem IX. 
Like Edgar273 once a 'serving man', his 'sturdy body' tends both sexes, striving 
to divinity in a perverted ",'orld, 'a god of Charm/an untirable giver'. All is 
pretence h01-iever, this 'fragrant impulse' a mask for- hidden savagery - secretly 
II served myself a trencher 
of human flesh in some dark 
sour pantry, and munched from it,274. 
The 'curled darling' of III, he 'gave readily' not from charity but deception, 
not the horld's servant but its master - 'needing me, needing,me'. In penance, 
he nOli diets on 'berries, ',later and the gristle of rodents', but self-denial is 
not enough, he hungers still for human contact, 'at times I am ravenous'. 
, ,. ,275 The misanthropos must first endure ,;~inter, hO>iever, and the snow V1S1on 
of poem X. Staring out at this 'emptiness of matter', mind becomes servant, again, 
to his '~inged body', sinking at last into genuine self-appraisal (botched in VI) 
'till it enters the heart of fever, 
t ' ,276 as its captive, unable to s lr e 
His vision seems to reflect this fever, the dryad' balance first echoed -
'I watch the cells srrimming in concert 
like nebulae, calm, ;,-ithout effort,277 
of unease, beautiful - Itend~ils only to crumble again. An intruder appears, germ 
1'/ l' ld ' possessing, merging love l , like an anemone's I - its touch I an act 0 en 0 lng,_ 
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a parody of life itself (and men again its artlOst). II ° t uman eX1S ence similarly 
invades the material vrorld, entertains it briefly, d 1 ° t an eaves 1 ~quite unaffected, 
'enthralls a universe v:ith its rich 
heavy passion, leaving behind it 
gorgeous mutations only, then night,278. 
The lust of IX, the'blurred outline' of VII are rightly seen as diabolic, this 
llaking nightmare its own expiation, and the last man 'can sleep nm'r'. Human 
perception m~ 'harden but diminish', like snow, but at least it challenges the 
very oblivion it recognises, replaces loneliness v-ith a desperate sympathy, 
'yet still there may be something retained 
against the inevitable end,279. 
Sympathy is made manifest in poem XI, 'Epitaph for Anton Schmidt', his fellow men 
'not gods or vermin' but equals, even if 'another race at that, and 8tra~gers'. 
Schmidt refuses to play out his given role as Nazi persecutor, to submit either 
280 to snow or 'the blackmail of his circumstances'. His actions are neither 
'glamorous nor profitable!, his heroism - ' .. :hich kills him - is vlholly admirable 
precisely because he regards others, not himself, an'd thus attains self-knowledge, 
'Breathing the cold air of his freedom 
And t ~o dO to t dO to ,281 reaulng a lS lnc lrec lon • 
The third section of 'Misanthropos', 'Elegy on the Dust', consists of one 
extended poem, one extended image, the centre of gravity for the 'Hhole ~. ork. 'l'he 
poem charts a descent - both literal and evolution.iLr~revcrse - fro~the last man 
on ;h15 - 'final hill' thr6ugh the' l.o"\"J'er thioket" its .ro;rimal s f fulterdepcndl?nt in the 
" 
shaile.h' ldo'1m to'/".:.~1re:te1 ,benefLiili 'all,..:elCibstEl.l'}cet' !:t}1.-G. l_e~p.a.nsELo:f (hilst'· 1~~i1:la, aC:L'.es i; :) 
c:a1ni land ';deep' ... 'D\tst :is a siniste:r minar-dmoge,df'( the:isea ; (maQe ·snou)., hanging 
'as if frozen in mid-roll', waves that cannot fall but 'imperceptively ••• shift'. 
It is both a death force, choking dock and fern 'fatioms deep', and yet mere slave 
to flux, 'v2xed vi th constant loss and gain', both sea and its very negation, 
'But seas contain a graveyard: here 
The graveyard is the sea, material things ••• 
d o ,282 Are all reduced to one form an Slze ~ 
The dust is both image for death and its actuality, rendered do,:-:n fragments of 
spent life _ 'cIa,:, scale, pelt and l;ings' _ graveyard, also, of the human T2ce, 
its 'imperfection endlessly refined/by the imperfection of the mind'. It is such 
imperfection tha.t makes man mortal, broken dOim in ' this universal lmacker I s 
lq3 
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yard' to at last attain purity, the 'motion of life'reversed, born into death _ 
'The remnants of their guilt mix as they must 
And average out in grains of dust 
Too light to act, too small to harm,284,_ 
the betrayals of the past subsumed in a timeless present. Each 'colurless hard 
grain is nOI, distinct', but drifts 'v:i th its neighbours' at the Hind's mercy, 
'Perfect community in its behaviour. 
It yields to rhat it sought, a saviour' 285. 
M.a.rt becomes, at last, not individual consciousness but , scattered and gathered' 
with his fellol':s, not scheming deceiver but subject to 'the ":ind's unpremeditated 
labours', permanently'on the move', 'hurled/in endless hurry round the <:orld'. 
The fourth, and final, section of 'Misanthropos' describes hOv1 the ,'last 
man' is meta.i:lorphosised into"The Firstr.:ail' of its title,-:this communitylof' 
death ';j;rni tat,ed: ,a.:md _prefigured by 'Sllrvi v6r.s of the holocaust. In poem XIII, the 
present is, at last, 'a secure place to inhabit', the past ~'S0 bitterly J:ecalled 
ih"Memoirs of, ~the 'iTorld' - 'now 'fallen from the mind', ihe ,future, like the path 
of V, 'a repetition, only, 'irith variations'. Action has disposed of thought, 
the man 'an unreflecting organ of perception', the ~n±ghtmare 'of X':fled (like snow) 
l.~ .:-;,' ,(,."'81"ovi as:-12. 'bull., ,in moving; yet,in,'taking,:,':1 
Quick as an adder. He does not dream at night,286, 
II's echo redundant. Such willed animality the'misanthropos 'furred', 'mole-
like' (in III he ~as merely mole-skinned) - is at least a partial, curtailed 
solution, sI?lf-reduced to 'a mouth', 'a nose'. Properly symbolic, the 'first man' 
stands in 'a thicket of time', fully integrated v'i th 'Mother' earth, rooted firm, 
'Watch, he is darkening in the heavy shade 
Of trunks that thicken in the ivy's 
. ,287 grlP • 
Night yields to cold daylight in poem XIV, a 'smudge' of approaching men -
/ 
. h ",l'lled l' solation fo? ever, 'last man I 
'unturnable and unforseen' - destroYlng suc . 
no more. Such sudden knowledge is painful, 'mouth struggles ~,i th the rords t~at 
mind forgot', and he faniasises a 'shado";ed pool' that could "'ash aHay mortality 
,:Skin tautened from the chill, emerge above, 
Inhuman as a star, as cold, as "hi te, 288 
Freed from all dust. And yet he does not move' • 
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Dust,as in XII,reprcsents humanity as i';ell as mortality, °t comffiunl y not separation, 
'Porpetual that unease, that 1iorld of grit 
Breathed in, and gathered on the hands and feet,289, 
the misanthropos turning again from animal into human, 'a little more upright/in 
picturing man almost becomes man too'. All he needs nOvl is, like Anton' Schmidt, 
that 'touch' of sympathy that truly separates man from the beasts. 
This occurs in poem XV. 'Stony as a lizard poised on stone', he watches 
from his 'stony ridge', still a voyeur, stillness counteracting their flux, 
'Beloi·T, the indeterminate shape flo~,:s steady 
290 From plain to wood, from wood to slope' , 
a resurrection from d.ust to man, plain to hill, death to life (XII reversed). 
'Unmoving and unmoved', the misanthropos can coldly study, as in VII, mrul's 
2qI frailties ,- '~hat a ribbed bony creature' - - his terrible openness to wounding, 
lAnd on the thin chest two long parallel 
Clear curving scratches are discernable' 292• 
And yet this proves crucial. Stung by imagining another's suffering as his ol':n, 
he 'performs an action next/so unconsidered that he'is perplexed', leaving his. 
shelter, rlis disguise. As the ',;ounded manf stctrtled, falls back toward the dust 
'He stops, beidldered by his force, and then 
Lifts up the other to his feet again,293. 
Movement again demonstrates sense, terms redefined from '\'?'arfare to 'touch'. 
'MisaJ:'1thropos' no more, he enters a new world, clear 'as , .. hen a cloud slips from 
the sun' - 'the same and yet more green and detailed' - the surveyer surveyed, 
'Bombarded by perceptions, rearranged -
Rays on the skin investing vri th a shape, 
A clarity he cannot well escape,294. 
This impulse of sudden, uncogitated sympathy - which 'he does not yet understand'-
acts as sunlight, Schmint's example presenting a 'distinct direction' for that old 
existential self-awareness to gain a~'areness of the -i,hole community of men, 'the 
other t to become no longer threat but promise, not mystery but revelation'y 
'He is clothed in dirt. He lacks motive. 
t t o, 295 He is .'holly represen a lve • 
The final tvro poems of 'Misanthropos' clarify this new reality and yet 
put it back in full perspective, the ~~ik still essentially traeic, legendaY,1. 
Poem XVI sees man and community, the particular and the abstract, coalesce _ 
'they file past my mind, my mind 
perched on this bare rock, 1-latching,296 _ 
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the tribe looking 'full' at one who -once T,~ore dark glasses, ~!as 'presence 
'dthout full being' (in VII). Now anonymity yields to naming,Armageddon to Eden, 
'~rhat is the name Adam speaks 
after the schedule of beasts,297. 
The old 'bitter dizziness' still persists, of course, the 'scratched man' neither 
'hero or saint' - Gunn's earlier exemplars - but fallible, failed human, 'the 
stale stench/the hang-dog eyes, the pursed mouth'. The misanthropos alm·ist falls, 
literally and metaphorically, but rejects 'memoirs of the world', IX's servitude; 
'It is a bare viorld, and lacks 
history; I am neither 
his lord nor his servant,298. 
He evokes 'an act of memory', the 'words that mind forgot' of XIV, to forge a 
genuine comIIlUnion, stretching out 'the \~ord to him/from I'Thich conversations I 
start', naming him in turn. Poem XVII repeats the same action - 'others approach' 
- viewed not by 'first man' but detached, philosophic narrator, this mutual 
'touch' seen to prefigure the fin~ community of the dead, skeletons embracing, 
'The touched arm feels of dust, mixing with dust 
On the hand that touches it,299. 
As in V, it is pattern that, h01:ever un~;ittinglY"defines mortality, creates a 
meaning - 'and yet a path is dust, or it is none'. The rar - Which his earlier 
self-seeking, his later courage 'both partly caused/and partly fought' -has been 
survived, his mortal flesh 'which he hardly feels', feels the dust it has raised. 
He can no longer hide behind 'dark glasses', shielded egotism, for each man must 
ITurn out tOlmrd others, meeting their look at full, 
Until you have completely stared 
,300 
. . . . . . . On all there is to see 
Mortali ty focuses humanity, death thro~,-s the life i\e share into relief - 'sharp 
outll'nes the edge,301 - although all these survivors break, in movement, from 302 
can pool is oblivion, all they can erect is sympathy 'against the inevitable <nd' 
I ••••••••••••••••••••• Immeasurable, 
The dust yet to be shared,303. 
'Misanthropos' is a legend of rebirth, the 'last man' b d ' a an on~ng mankind to 
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more properly join it, escaping the past to fully discover the pr~sent. Starting 
in summer - 'green overtaking green' - the action develops through autumn _ 'it 
has turned cold', the making of a fire - to winter's discontent,-'all that snow 
pains my eyes'~ back to the new life of spring, 'the year has recovered and put 
forth many times'. If Positives made legendary a single human life, birth to 
'death, here Gunn creates a seasonal legend, death to birth, retreat to fulfilment. 
The misanthropos represents us all. Behind this legend flickers a myth, Cirne's 
enchantment of men into beasts - the 'last man' joins the natural ;-rorld, himself 
cannibalised his fellows - and Ulysses' reversing of the spell, beasts back into 
men, the 'first man' and his tribe united by human sympathy. This myth becomes 
overt in Gunn's next collection Moly, classical myth replacing self-made legend to 
'create in oneself a field -v-hich will be spontaneously fertile for thA 304 
tests of sympathy ••• a proper exploration for several lifetimes -of books~ 
the d1!st.at long last yielding to sunlight. 
Moly305 puzzled its early revie,lers, exposing their naturalistic straitjackets 
rather than any failing in Gunn himself - Douglas Duru1 discerned a 'gaseous 
301 metaphysicality,30~', Ian Hamilton the lack of any 'vital imagistic centre', Alan 
Brownjohn the 'freakouts 308 a,dul' ,Michael Fried 'slipshod technique' and a 'poor 
,309-ear • other poet/critics "ith less dogmatic axes to grind were correspondingly 
less hostile, John Fuller (surprisingly) --elcoming the return to traditional 
t · ,310 J--"" prosody and yet the banishment of the 'old calculated abstrac lonS ,UL,~an 
. 311 " 312 Jebb tracing 'a~journcy into light' ,~The bes;t account 01 all'''Y'las anonymous -
morally and aesthetically GUYL~ has escaped his former implication that 'the only 
alternati ve to existential alienation -,:as a dangerous undermining empathy', nov; 
separateness and responsiveness are joined both technically and thematically. As 
usual, hO~_'ever, Gunn remains his olm best critic. Moly can be seen as 'a debate 
betueen the passion for definition Dnd the passion for flo,',' or 'a history of San 
Francisco from 1965-9' or 'a personal memoir' of those same years, but it is 
b 1 f ' ol:n potential for change '- about more properly about Greek rnyttt - sym 0 0 our 
'th H h' eat 4 ng of that herb, and his 
'Odysseus's meeting ;-n ermes, lS .1-
, , th remal'nl'ng 'Falk before he reaches ref'lp.ctions on metamorphosls ln e 
that thick stone-built house,)I3. 
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Moly opens with a loose translation drmm from the Odyssey3I4, Hermes 
'in 
the likeness of a young man, the down just shOldng on his face', his gift moly _ 
'a herb, one of great vittue'. Unredeemed man may be, like eirce's pigs, 'brutal 
greedy and dull', but moly can 'help us to know our potential for change' 
'even though v'e are in the pOvler of Circe, or time ••• we are free to 
make or unmake ourselves as we were at the age of ten,3I 5._ 
whether existential or psychedelic. Moly describes just such a metamorphosis, 
animal back into man, 'misanthropos' into community. Indeed, its structure 
corresponds closely to that of 'Misanthropos'; man's imperfection and his fall 
from innocence, attempts to rediscover his sense of unity v!ith the natu:ral 1:orld, 
this communal ideal at last achieved. Both "'~orks attempt, almost secretly, to 
shed new light (literally) on the predominant mythic archetype of English verse, 
the fall and redemption of man. If Mil ton adapted Christian myth3I6 , if Tennyson 
rewrote the l,:atter of Arthur3I7 , then Gunn has attempted no less, in Moly, than 
to redefine classical myth, continuing 'the life and society that l:as behind the 
literature ,318 into the modern 'l'fOrld, circularity finally yielding to a new 
direction, myth at last structuring a new reality. 
The opening two poems of Moly evoke birce's magic transformations, boy into 
stag, man into Ewine. 'Rites of Passage' celebrates the ritual of adolescence 3I9 , 
innocence abandoDed - 'my play is earnest now' - for a sexual maturity 'all 
planned before my birth'. Indeed, images of sexuality and animality cohere, horns 
that 'bud bright in my hair' hardening 'to17ards a completion' just as skin hardens 
into beard320• There are further, stranger metamorphoses - beast into tree, tree 
into sunlight. Horns 'bud bright', skin is 'barklike', blood is 'like light', 
'Behind an almond bough, 
Horns gaudy Vii th its snow, 
I .. tn. ht' 321 Fal t lJ. ve, au OI SJ.g • 
'1'he boy's real force, h01,ever, is Oedipal, challenging his 'Father' direct - 'Old 
Man', 'Grey top' _ a banished son returned to love mother earth, to kill his past; 
'I stamp upon the earth 
A message to my mother. 
322 And then I 101-:er my horns' • 
In 'Moly', the enchantment has i,'orn off, the spell remains. One of Odysseus' men 
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comes gradually to horrified self-knol;ledge, ',That beasthood skin she made me 
take'. 'Jostling mobs' reduce to pig, method disappears into bulk _ 
'Oh a man's flesh already is in mine. 
Hand and foot poised for risk. Buried in m'7ine' 323 
a greed like that of the 'misanthropos', 'if I was not afraid I'd eat a man,324. 
This greed, nevertheless, has a purpose; it seeks escape just as 'bristles';and 
'hide' seek the 'cool flesh of magic', animality seeks (kind) metamorphoses. 
'Direct me gods, whose changes are all holy, 
To 1-,here it flickers deep in grass, the moly,325. 
'NigL-tmare of beasthood' transmutes to 'dreaming the flower I have never seen', 
feality to vision, but as yet repentance is only skin deep, image not essence, 
a wish merely to 'rise to Skin/and human title, putting pig within'. 
The next three poems furthel? explore this imperfection,~ili·. 'For Signs' , 
seeking to transcend it. Gunn watches closely the changes made by moonlight -
its shado1-Ts 'hard as board', its gleam imitated by a 'chicken bowl' - another 
kind of metamorphosis, 'the field survives, but with a difference'. Nature can 
resolve man's split betv;een individual and tribe, 'each clump of reedS/is split 
rTith darkness and yet bristles vihole', the Ilevisited nightmare of part 2, 
'Watching not things, but lunar 'orgy, chase, 
d 1 f t f ' 1 ,326 Trap, an coo an asy 0 VlO ence • 
Gunn describes an uneasy dream, 'sleep like moonlight', seeking the past. The 
321 
moon enters.Scorpio, and the p6et sees his younge~ self, 'those cindered passages', 
'Eis tight young flesh is only on the top. 
Eeneath.it, is an answering moon, at full, 
328 Pitted with craters and with empty seas t • 
Part 3 returns to reality, analysiS. The moon's phases are not 'inconstant' but 
'cycle that I in part am governed by', moly ~o cure night's blindness -
'Eoll light fills blinded socket and chafed mark. 
329 It soars, hard, full, and edged, it coldly burns' 0-
330 
an 'invisible seed' rThich sviells to 'rake the oubliettes of pain and greed' • 
L I , 't' h t' lOn 'Justl'n', the ;Torst metamorphosis of all,seeinc amp 19n mlmes suc an ac ·lon 
'His live flesh flake like onion-skin 
From finger-bones where it had held, 
And sa:: the muscle fra:y l'ithin, 
11 ~,331 Peeling from joints that bunched and SlTe eC1 • 
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Flesh is not just degraded, as animal, but dissolved, just as the park _ 'clasped 
round by sweet rot and the autumn dark' - decays into i:inter, an objective 
correlative for Justin's impatience, Itre.nsparent "dth dissatisfection'. This 
sense of l~aiting that '.rears as hard as action' continues into 'Phaedra in the 
Farm House', a different myth33~ •. The Oedipal tniangie of 'Rites of Passage' is 
replayed at ~the cold dead end of night', 'kin warmth' is not enough, 
I I cook the food tyro eat, 
But; oh, I sleep ld th one' 333. 
Phaedra studies her stepson, Hippolytus, for siens of manhood - 'those scrubbed 
boy cheeks' - dealing out both cards and 'a grovin man's fate', violent animality _ 
'Sharp through the last -whole hour. 
The chimney v7ill be split, 
And that yaistcoat be blood,334. 
The rest of ~.10Iy seeks a path up from this abyss; the follol'ing three poems 
counteract violence with innocence, moonlight ,:i th the poyer of the sun, forced 
me.tamo"rpflOsis with the genuine, healing unity of Nature. In 'The Sand Man I, for 
example, an early beating has made man into' animal , 'without a thought, or much 
deSire', a tourist attraction 'at the postcard's edge', a 'damaged consciousness' 
'Reduced itself to that mere innocence 
Many have tried to repossess,335. 
Like a force of Nature, his body is 'sun-stained', armoured ,lith sand, moving in 
'patient reperformed routine'. He enters, thus, paradise, 'that old trust', a 
direct simplicity merely 'pleased to be', made precious 1':he1'e sun melts as sand 
'He feels a dry cool multiplicity 
Gilding his body, feet and hands,336. 
'Apartment Cats' again celebrates the true innocence of the natural 1'rorld, its 
trust _ '1'rhite bib exposed'. They play, re-enacting myth - 'E'en Hur along the 
corridor' _ but 'thei~ usual prudence' remains. ~ven in mock, tense fight 
'If either, though, feel clal-is, 
She abruptly rises, knooring raHI 
o 0 donn ,337 Hov to stalk off in Wlse ln lIIerence • 
In 'Three', it is a 'threE'3-year' child ':Tho possesses such innocence. The same 
'Ph d' an ,'oman child - h2.VO nuclear family as in 'Rites of Passage' and ae ra - m ,'l , 
been sllimming, 'the pull and risk of the Pacific's touch'coun:.tering the man's 
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sexuality, his 'cock hangs tiny and rrithdra1-Tn'. The th 1 . mo er re axes lon sunlight, 
more acquiescent to Nature, resting on the beach's 'hot round stones', but still 
'Her Height to theirs opposed 
And pressing them as if they were earth's bones,338. 
Only the son, like the apartment cats, is 'rapt in endless play/in "t!hich all 
games make one', fully his body 'sturdy and volatile'. He is, like the sandman, 
sunstained, 'brOl'Tll allover - his parents 'striped lThi te where clothes have been ,_ 
happily nude ,;here.as they 'had to learn their nakedness', fully innocent. 
The next four poems see fallen man attempting this same innocence by 
entering Nature direct, a heroic failure. In 'Fords I the poet standE Katching 
the 'dark exactitude' of light, shadO'l'T cast on ' a sunlit bank of pale unflO'l\ering 
weed'.With the 'obsession' of that eqrlier moon-1-'atcher, a sldnish 'greed', he 
attempts to 'make it mine', turning per0eption into (this) poetry, nature into 
his ovm myth. However, words yield to a more precise observation, the 1'~hole not 
the part, 'limber detail, no bl')om disclosed', loss of his ovm 'sharp outline', 
'I v;as still separate on the shadow's ground 
But, charged 1-:ith growth, was being altered, 
Composing, uncomposed,339. 
vIri ting turns to metamorphosis, the vrri ter righted, groi\'ing into kno:wledge. 'From 
the Wave' presents another kind of merging, man into ocean. The achieved balance 
of 'On the Move' is recast, l~ith surfboards not motorbikes, moving vrith the surge 
of iTater.- 'the mindless heave. of~"Bhich they rode' - not against the surge of air. 
The sur~ers are mysterious - 'from their hiding rise to sight' - possessors of 
'a learn'd skill' in ",hich 'it is the leave they imitate/keeps them so still', 
for a fevT, precious moments 'half "Tave, half man'. Even descent is an art, J. 
'Balance is triumph in this place, 
. ,340 Triumph possessl.on , 
each vrave may , lose itself' but man can innocently play - 't,·o splash each other ,-
carefully display his mastery . -waiting 'until/the right l:aves gather'.- resh,t 
such inevitable loss. 'Black figures' seek 'fringe of ,.,hite', moly's duality. 
In 'Tom-TIobbin' metamorphosis shifts back to man into animal: not stag or 
SHine but horse, the centaurs of classical myth, like moly, root into "fl(57.91'. 
Nevertheles:..~, such a division is potentially tragic - the "I:olf-boy again - a 
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crucial split bet1-leen Tom (Thorn?) and Dobbin. At f' t h lrs , sue merging is joyous, 
a 'luminous seed' that joins mind with eye - intellect Hith perception as in 
q{ords' - an 'itnpercepti ble transition' between the 'blond do;:n' 341 of flesh and 
the 'glossy chestnut brown' of hide. In section 2, both join together at the 
moment of orgasm, Tom's 'interested stare' yielding to involvement, 'hot in his 
mind' becoming incandescent, ecstacy expressed, again, in terms of light _ 
'A shock of whiteness, shooting like a star, 
In l!hich all colours of the spectrum are' 342 • 
If 2 is deliberately prosaic - 'oh l!hat luck' - then section 3 makes the same 
action mystic, mythic. He, the unified lihole, 'plunges into orgy' like the 
surfers into rater, 'veined \':i th sunshine' like the sa.tldman, entering Nature _ 
'The cobalt gleam of a peacock's neck, the course of a "ind through 
grasses, distant smoke frozen in the sky, are extensions of self,343. 
Abandoning the senses brings an inner light, 'neither sun nor moon, close and 
brilliant', that can illuminate the 'debris' (tlle dust of 'Misanthropos?), reveal 
a new creation, 'dark shining tables of rock that rise, inch by inch, out of the 
turning l'aters'. Section 4 captures this further transition, sea into land, sea-
bira into mammal, through that absurd mammal, the duck-billed platypus: 
'Millions of years ago mixed habits gave 
344 That crisp perfected outline, rie bs, fur,' beak' • 
More touching is a more central unity - perverted in 'Phaedra in the It'arm House' 
mother and child, son 'hatched into separation' but still part of his mother, 
'If you could see through darkness you could see 
One breaking outline that incluc.es the tlTO' 345. 
Section 5 describes an ideal merging, 'ruthlessly gentle, gently ruthless', Tom 
and Dobbin, mother and child, 'circle clasping round an ummarked centre' to enter 
'the haze I together , _ light aga1in-,... t .. lin 'selves floating in the one flesh we are 
of', again the community of (eventual) dust. 'The Rooftop' brings us,gently and 
literally, back to earth. Gunn, like ~ustin, feels dissatisfied, can no longer 
Simply 'r:atch the gardens fill/id th sunlight', sees only 'bits, not an ediface', 
'Perception gave me this: 
A whole world, bit by bit. 
't,346 Yet I can not grasp l • 
.0 
To" 
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He rejects such 'fragile lights' for seeds h;',-hich light fills from decay', the 
sun-drenched plant a true edifice, 'ruthless in clean unknowing', its seed 
'Compound of rot, to wait, 
An armoured concentrate 
Containint its own birth,341. 
The process is endlessly circular, 'from seed to death to seed', just~as each 
,nieht 'the light drains from the hill', each morning the gardens 'hold/,:aiting 
for ;.:hen they fill'. Gunn' s early curse, the trap of endless repetition, becomes 
his salvation - the dust of 'Misanthropos' is escaped through 'green closed 
passagas', the 'death-rich earth' to be celebrated in 'The Garden of the Gods'. 
Sunlight 'can tear', 'frets earth' but it fuels this constant metamorphosis. 
The next four poems examine more closely this 'state of unending alteration', 
employing extreme states of awareness, hallucinogenic drugs, psychedelic music. 
'The Colour Machine' 348 helps attain the first. Like the 'concentrating passion' 
of 'Tom-Dobbin', ":i t evokes creation, 'matter approaching and retreating from the 
brink of form'. Man can either give himself to such mindless flux - becoming 
invisible, a god - or, like the poet, merely observe, merely speculate, 
'perhaps his consciousness still lives in the intensity of that moment. 
I am visible and do:not know,349. 
Such hidden knouledge is again offered in 'Street Song', drugs as 'freedom, moly-
'Your head 1-Till cut out from your hair 
Into l~hichever self you choose' 350 
their pusher a se~ond Hermes, 'too young to gr01" a beard', looking 'through every 
one :who passes ( invisibility again). 'Midday Mick' is scrupulous "i th his wares, 
a bringer of metamorphosis - his LSD 1:ill 'scrape your brain/and make i~ something 
else again' _ part of the llorld he sells. This same' landscape of acid' is described 
direct in 'The Fair in the Woods', Hermes again present as a 'mounted angel', 
'Points glowed among his hair: dark-haired, dark-bro11ed. 
He supervised a god's experirnent,35I • 
Sunlight again brings unity, these 'points', the 'children of light ••• pulsing 
among the pulsing trunks', those 1-Tho watch from upper boughs 'ripened in the 
brilliant air'. Unlike the disparate families of 'Phaedra' or 'Three', the' 
'speed family' here, 'dappled by the sun', pool their stillness, 'ten energies 
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'\'Iorking im:ard through the one', horns close 'into one sound I, light joins ,~o 
one long dazzling burst'. Even l'rhen, at the end of the LSD trip, merging ends _ 
'Knuckle tru(es back its colour, nail its line. 
Slovl1y the tawny jerkins se:pra-rate' 352 _ 
Gunn knOllS that t11ey will, in a more natural ".ay, 'recombine in the autumnal dusk'. 
As in 'The Rooftop', the coming of night - 'there 'is little left to shine' - is 
merely a respite, Ithe horns still call. In 'Listening to Jefferson Airplane' 
rock music enhances this unity, linking perception and intellect, a Zen paratle: 
'The music comes and goes on the vrind, 
Comes and goes on the brain,353. 
The follOiling f'mr poems draw still closer to the granting of moly, sunlight. 
'To Natty Bumppo' posits the poet as explorer, 'grey eyes \':atchful', noting 'the 
ruder territory opening up', as in Posi~ives a 'feeling forFard'. The 'field 
full of folk' of 'The Fair in the Woods' is the first step to a nel: world, 
"The first field of a ~listening continent 
Each found by trusting Eden in the human,354, 
'sun-shot' and 'held in common' , fit ground for moly'. 'The Garden of the Gods' 
makes such processes mythic, 'the constant vision of the race'. Nature is once 
again Eden---'all plants gro,: here; the mo:st minute ••• is in its place' - set 
in 'intense undazzling light', stems as if gilded, moly at last discovered, 
'No"rhere does blossom flare so --hi tel 
NOI\-here so black is earthmould under! ,355. 
Such visions, as in 'The Fair in the 1oToods', soon fade, 'though it may come a::-.::;,in', 
and are beyond rational explanation, 'trope or parB.llel'. Indeed, 'meaning,thus, 
'Kas superceded' as night succeeds day. Gurm stands in a real garden, set free"!" . 
q'There my foot rests, I hear the creak 
From generations of my kin, 
. ,35 6 Layer on layer, pressed leaf-thln 
the dead 'merely are', they 'cannot speak', part of the ~{ho:le cycle of existence. 
Men go not to dust but humus, fuel for the living, life's foundation -
'This lTaS the garden's place of birth: 
I trace it do~nvl a.:L'Q from my mind, 
Through breast and calf I feel it vined, 
And rooted in the death-rich earth,357. 
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Such richness continues into 'Flooded I.iee-doys', the 'unity of un8.bsorbed 
excess'. Flood ':-ater 'has mapped irregular shapes' (as in the 'unoutlined land' 
of 'To Natty :Bumppo'), life's only messenger 'tangles of long bright grass' 
'Distinct as islands fran their valleys freed 
And sharp as reefs dividing inland seas,358, 
and yet'definition' is replaced by boundless light, separatenens by unity. In 
contrast, 'Grasses' is set in 'the dust of summer', its 'dry dark smells', but 
Gunn again studies closely the 'restless grasses' ,':hich lap his vantage point, 
imitating water not covering it. Each separate blade leans 'to one body' in the 
.:ind, a form of life 'rising from below' , attempting to reach up to the poet -
'They round off all the lower slopes, and bloi'! 
Like lights on bended "later as they climb,359. 
The 'wi thdral'n sound' of a distant harmonica mirrors this 'spiky body rising from 
the ground', a ''\tTail 1l.'1even' of '\tTind and human instrument, man merged T-i th lJature-
'It is the sound, half tuneless and half tune, 
With which the scattered details make advance,360. 
The final five poems of Moly describe the fulfillment of this precarious 
unity, metamorphosis into sunlight. In 'The Messenger', moly turns man to angel, 
Hermes (or, perhaps, Odysseus) entranced by a flol~er 'vlhose name he does not knOrT' 
for it brings full meaning, 'completes him through his sight'. Kneeling on 
mother earth - 'crude, granular and sour' - he imitates its stillness, 'repose of 
unbloi'm flame/that nests Vii thin the glow of grass', earthmould into sunlight, 
'quiet and reaching as a flame'. Only time vlill grant illumination, fruition 
'Later the neVIs, to branch from sense and sense, 
:Bringing their versions of the flo~-er in small 
t d · t . tIl· ,361 OU ~:ar 1n 0 ln e 1gence • 
In 'Being :Born', Gunn reaches a nen kind of perception. Just beyond sight " h;-in 
margins 'stretch from top to bottom, sky to beach', shadol;s of his o~-n birth. 
'Midvrife and doctor I are faintly set against 'bright cririkling f02.m', man blencE:d 
into bounda~y, but as this vision clarifies it~fades, leaving only incomprehension-
'Must I relTrite my childhood? What jagg'd grov~th 
'What mercings of authority and pain, 
. ,362 
Invading breath, must I live through aga1n • 
. b th All life is in Is this memory or prophecy, history or myth - the ans"er 1S 0 • 
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a state of constant flux, the tanker that has J'ust slipped 'behl'nd a distant ridge' 
set 'betvleen moving air and moving ocean', 'a. formal=S of k" smo e lts one memorial,' 
'The metal, guided, cuts through fall and lift, 
'VIhile the coils from it l'liden, spread and drift 
To feed the open currents of the air,363: 
Energy-~ the 'furnace that connects them' - is the sole motivation. 
This idea continues into 'Being Born'. 'Cracked wood steps' lead Gunn to a 
scene of desolation - barbed wire, sky a 'pearly damp grey', his Ol:n flesh 'dark 
and lined'. The only light source is artificial, an advertising slogan - 'huge 
blond glass' - blinking on 'line by line'. Section 2 considers such fecundity, 
'Currents of image .. riden, braid and blend 
- Pouring in cascade oveTI' me and under -
To one all-river. Fleet it does not pause, 
The sinewy flux pours w-ithout start or end,364. 
Flux is a river from vTbich the poet can abstract 'fence, VTord and motion', on 
"Those surface the mind can bath 'ride separate' and yet remain subject to its 
tensions, like the surfers of 'From the Fave', the ,·rind-blown blades of 'Grasses '. 
'~ut this brief cresting, sharpened and exact, 
Is fluid too, is open to the pull 
And on the underside t'wined dee~ with it' 365. 
Section 3 brings resolution. Gunn studies the '~eathered boards' of section I 
",ith a neW' exact i tude, 'terror and beauty in a single board', the fence 'a 
tracery fronded end ferned, of .. roods inside the I':ood'. Such details, 'splinter 
and sc~', are poured - like light, like the river, like rain from 'the over-
hanging sky'. Gunn's friends too are part of flux - 'through light we move/like 
foam' _ they choose to abandon themselves to it, as to the 'colour machine' ,--
'Hostages from the pouring \~e are of. 
366 
The faces are as bright nOli as fresh snol';' • 
Flux is 'at the centre', 'its roar unheard from being al\~ays heard'. 
Th f th 'The Dl'scovery of the Pacific', marks e penultimate poem 0 e sequence, 
the end of a journey, both th~t described here, and that in search of flux, of 
sunlight, of moly. Tw-o lovers have follOI·.ed the sun vest to the Pacific, across 
f dl cean Dl'scovcry cont~ins the 'dusts of a bro':n continer..t' to the flux 0 en ess 0 . • 
1 ' ~ ~h thl'nO",s they kn~~'T', reduced to a natural trust -oss, travelling 'emptler o~<v e E, ~, 
'Only his lean quiet body cupping hers 
Kept her from it, the extreme chill. By degrees 
She fell asleep ••• ,367. 
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The 'grime' of travelling, humanity's imperfection, is y;ashed aray as the lover::: 
stand 'chin-deep in the sl:ay of ocean', buried in flux, in sexual Eden, 
'And come, tOGether, in the Yater's motion, 
The full caught pause of their embrace,368. 
The guilt, the incompletion of earlier poems is dissolved in innocence, the 
v:hole sequence gathering to a climax in the final poem, 'Sunlight'. Just as moly 
'.:as a looking glass for Hermes - pierglass revisited - so that ,;'hich reflects 
sunlight is 'light's token', something 'more than shown', the'raptures'of Eden 
IRe-turned to vlOO the original perfection, 
Giving itself to what created it ••• 
It is as if the sun 'nere infinite' 369. 
It is not, of course; sun like moon is 'an image, only, of our OlTn desires', Gunn 
retains, from 'MisanthlOpos', hi::; knowledge of the dust. The sun, like man, is 
'imperfect and deteriorating', knowledge counteracts desire, and yet sunlight 
still 'outlasts us at the heart'. It is the long se~ched for moly (the Grail), 
IGreat seedbed, yellovr centre of the florTer, 
Flower on its orm, 'Fithout a root or stem, 
Giving all colour and all shape its pov:er, 
Still recreating in defining them,370 • 
The sun grants the defirli tion of I At the Centre', .the perfect community glimpsed 
in IThe Fair in the I·Toods', and thus serves as an ideal image of man turning, like 
Hermes, into angel, intO' god. If 'Misanthropos' ends vTi th the community of the 
dead, then Moll. ends .dth the living, redeemed from the animals, transcendant -
IEnable us, altering like you, to enter 
Your pas~ionless love, impartial but intense, 
And kindle in acceptance round your centre, 
. ,371 
Petals of 1ight lost in your lnnocence • 
Moly sho"l"s Gunn successfully turning personal preoccupations into concc:,:'s 
shared by all, personal history into the archetype of clasEical myth. Li~cs all 
tl~e users of myth, prOGenitor not parasite, he continues the tradition, his 
work not cul-de-sac but using the old maps 
Robert Duncan's 'Poems from the Margins of 
to explore ne,J routes, new landscaJe. 
Thorn Gunn's 'Moly' ,37 2 celebrate: t~,::, 
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myth by extending it, making it more clearly a study of adolescence _ 'the .year oy 
father died died into me'. Duncan's self-comparison "lith 
translator vrho helped Pope to subjugate the Odyssey into 
. 
373 
l~illiarn Broome - a hack 
374 
rhymed couplets - is 
perhaps more apt than intended: his verse lacks the tight structure of his mentor. 
'Moly' extends Gunn' s vision of beasthood into too obvious a parable of the Fall 
'Dear Beast, dear dumb illiterate 
Underbeing of Man where 
violence at last comes home riding,375 
moly too crassly dope; 'weed', 'the psychedelic air'. Again those t~TO ppcms that 
orbit, verbally, around 'Rites of Passage' labour mightily to produce a ca=dboard 
Pan (,'ho, in the preface 'under his 'Hinter sun had roused the wildness "ith his 
song'), the 'darkening intent' of Circe - no longer Nature but Jocasta, 
'She had her will of me and will not 
let my struggling spirit in itself be free,37 6• 
Again, Gunn's restraint - his first need from classical myth - becomes clear. 
Moly reaves together disparate themes, finally balanced in 'Sunlight'. 'The root 
was black, the flower was white as milk', and a dua~ity is pursued throughout -
horns th~t 'bud bright' against mother earth, moonlight that splits the darkness, 
lamplight 'clasped round' Iby autumnal dark, oil-lamp in 'the cold dead end of 
night'. Sunshine absolves the sandman, the family of 'Three' but more fruitful 
is the 'dark exact i tude I of 'Yards', the 'black shapes on boards' set against the 
surf's 'fringe of white'. In 'Tom-Dobbin' blond and bro,':n shade tovard each 
other, evoking 'a shock of ~Thiteness', 'dark shining tables of rock'. Gunn 
gradually comes to see these as not opposite but compl~mentary, a garden 
eternally moving from sunlight to darkness, a colour machine 'in a state of 
unending alteration', Hermes I dark-haired, dark-brov~ed' as he supervises a 'god's 
experiment' of light. 'The Garden of the Gods' makes suchttension enhancing, 
divine'-'death-rich earth-'I:and intonse light, death and life, earth and spirit -
'Noifhere does blossom flare so yhitel 
. t- Id ' , ,377 NOI-,here so black lS ee.r hmou uno,er. • 
Soil, 'crude, granular and sour', produces 'repose of unblorn flame', darkness 
'at the centre I a 'steady pouring' of light - faces 'bright no'; as fresh snow' .-
that continues into 'Sunlight', 'the ·'hole side of a "'orld facing the sun'. 1.:01y 
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at last transcends duality, '\'dthout a root or stem', escapes from the dust, tr.e 
animality that produced it, escapes into pure, innocent sunshine. 
There are other mastering images used to evoke this myth. Most notable is 
that of "rater, perfect symbol of flux, dissolving m1ay restraint, reflecting light-
'Small glinting scoops, after a wave has broken, 
Dimple the 'Fater in it s draining back' 378• 
In 'Three' the Pacific's 'cold, live sinel\S' haunt the man still - its 'pull and 
risk' similarly hypno-~ising the surfers of 'From the Wave' who seek mastery over 
this 'mindless heave' - a metamorphosis into 'half leave, half men'. Tom-Dobbin 
plunges into the 'easy eddies' of orgy, in 'At the Centre' perception itself is 
liquid, mind surfing over matter 'and on the underside t .. rined deep v;i th it'. In 
'Flooded Mead01<'s' water directs grass, in 'Grasses' grass imitates the floor of 
Hater, and 'Being Born' uses horizon as metaphor, ocean as a repository for dream. 
'The Discovery of the Pacific' returns to the scene of ''l'hree', Holy a quest into 
v: ater as well as 1 ighi, moving ever we stlfard ("ri th the sun) to "There 'it fail s ' , 
exchanging the grime of humanity for an eternity of love, 'perfect community. ,Man 
is resurrected into ocean, into light. If Gunn's Fall is into animality - stag, 
SWine, onion-skin - then his Resurrection is into innocence, the nakedness still 
to be learnt in 'Three', the sexual merging of body and spirit in 'Tom-Dobbin', 
the endless creation of 'At the Centre'. The early sense of circu~arity that 
plagued Gunn' s existenti?~ work is subsumed in constant flux, constant develo})ment, 
'still recreating in defining them'. The ouh~ard rippling of nelf life in 
Positi ves - 'born at the centre, wrinkling/the Yater around it', coursing out 
'ridged ri th strength' - flol\s out to the edge, from 'yello,\-T centre' to petals. 
Gunn reaches that 'shadolTed pool' dreamed but not attained in 'Misanthropos', en 
escape from dirt to ocean, humanity redeEmed not evaded, not sanitary self-
reliance but sexual climax, joininG his sad captains in their orbit of lieht to, 
'Skin tautened from the chill, emerge above, 
Inhuman as a star, as cold, as "hite, 
Freed from all dust ••• ,379. 
It is ironic that such apotheosis involves a kind of suicide, a final metamorphosi~ 
'" . from life into eternal death, like moths to a flame, like heroes burnt on ·L.en' 
funeral pyre. Gunn has mythologised, again, his desire for oblivion (Por-iti',' c 
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and 'Misanthropos' both end in its acceptance), rater that dro~"ns as well as 
purifies:, the sun that burns as well as illuminates, a love v:hose acolytes devote 
themselves to their immolation, to their 0 1711, deeply willed, extinction 
'And kindle in acceptance rOLmd your centre, 
Petals of light lost in your innocence,380. 
. 38r In Jack Strai-T' s Castle ,Gunn retreats from myth back to legend, from a 
complex solidity of style to a 'relaxed, even jokey tone,382, from a carefully 
constructed l~hole to 2. series of individual poems, connected organically by 
'such matters as self-destructiveness, solipsism in the aspects of both 
freedom and imprisonment, the strategies of inconsistency and self-
restraint ,383. 
If John Bayley found this merely 'counterfeit' poetry, 'dull, anonymous and 
communal,384, then Patrick SHinden <:t.U::lires just such 'occasions of mystical or 
narcotic unity', this dvTelling on 'the facts of merging and separation,385, Clive 
lTilmer excuses 'a surprising gaucheness' of' styleifor a new poilitical a .. 1areness, 
'the need to deal with contemporary history. 'Nixon's era', with its 
corruption and rigidities, is portrayed as a betrayal of the system of 
institutionalized change on which the Unit~d states was founded,386. 
I would profoundly disagree. Gunn has alvays been peculiarly attuned to the 
zeitgeist, and has made,nis legends to express, not evade, contemporary reality. 
If his early, embittered, existentialism reflected the drabness, the anger of the 
N~tional Service generation387 , 'Elvis Presley' captured the first stirrings of 
teenage revolt, 'Misanthropos' refined to prophecy the fears of the anti-Nuclear 
lobby (a..'1.d transcended them)wfuUe. -Moly represents the apogee of I960' s .idealism, 
sex and drugs and rock n' roll. J~ck Stravl' s Castle mythologises the decline into 
the I970' s, experience follo;:ing after innocence, the descent to Charles Manson, 
to liatergate, to the 'me 1 generation, and yet remains hopeful, undeterred, openf 
'So a five-year chunk of your life produces not merely an antholo~r of 
random observations: the sum of reflection and perception makes a 
design probably more honestly worked out than if you had originally 
388 planned it that way' • 
Section I of Jack Straw"s Castle~89 opens ... "ith three poems that are 'part of 
the "ihole debate between flux and defini tion* the intrusion of 'natural' rhytLms 
into the fixities of traditional prosody,390. 'The Bed' opens, as }.ioly concluded., 
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with sexual ecstacy, l'Tith snow, but disillusion is all. S now represents not hope 
but stasis - 'drifts quilt the ground', inside the lovers are 
'loose-twined across 
the bed' as in 'Carnal Knowledge', can no loneer unite body and spirit. 
'Pulsing stops' but continues 'inside,my head', the lovers view themselves , 
sex, 
impassively, 'like wrestling statues'. In 'Diagrams', conversely, statues come to 
life, the shell of a half-built skyscraper seems a natural force, a mesa, a god 
'Diagrams from the sky, as if its air 
Could drop lines, snip them off, and leave th~m there,39I _ 
its builders acolytes, 'sky men'. It is not accidental that they are Indians, 
guardians of the landscape's deities, yellow boots replacing moccasins' tut still 
Yorshipping 'the studded bone-edge of the gient', its magnanimity 'to the air'. 
Two further metal totems are celebrated in 'Iron Landscapes', the 'bare black Z' 
of a fire escape and the distant Statue of Liberty. Gunn evokes cool city 
functionalism - the 'seething incompletion' of v'ater, 'hard flower' of metal - a 
'dream of righteous permanence' that resists 'Nixon's era', 'coppe~ pieties' that 
contest deceit. As if in sympathy, Liberty seems to gesture her freedom, again 
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giving herself up to air 'raising her arm/lo~n, bold,· as if saluting with her fist'. 
The follo"l'ing five poems pursue this search for truth, meaning. In 'The 
Corporal', Gunn recalls the soldier/lovers of FiGhting Terms but each stanza ends 
in death - uniform, balance, the poet's ovm 'passion and concern' - a kind of 
bitter moly, 'ballets vdth symmetry of the flol:er'. 'Fever' presents, in a less 
confused early draft 393 , a man 'like an allegorical figure of pursuit', souring 
into malice, watched by Gunn 'not as covert friend/but picturing roles reversed'. 
He needs rest, not audience, repose not conquest. In 'The(~aght Piece', such 
stasis is again part o:f Nature, the dual exposure of 'The Bed', 'to"Tard sleep like 
fog, through fog like sleep'. 'Last Days at Teddington' finds such duality ooth 
nostalgic and yet fruitful. Garden meetsrhome -'how green it vias indoors', 'hOl'T 
Sociable the garden was' _ although such a compromise cannot last, house returns 
t b b k . t If' Human and natural vTorld o ' oard and shelf', 'the garden fell ac on ~ se • 
t 1 L P · t d ~ t' T'ne poet ~s in bed, a ast fully interact in 'All niGht, egs o~n e bas • ""-
yet simultaneously 'betlTeen tHO San Francisco hills'; aiTai ting Spring, :rebirtb,I'if€'-
'Like loosened soil that packs a grasfIIY hilI 
394 I fill it l:holly, here, hungry for leaf' ,--
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I The Geysers I turns this into myth, a search for godhead through rature. In 
'Sleep by the Rot Spring' garden is, again, 'bedroom, "There vTe learn the air'. 
Meteors echo 'starlit sCcdps' of geysers, man a simple reflection of landscape-as 
.... as the misanthropos, but this is communal - 'l!hat I am now has yoken'. Section 2,. 
'The Cool Stream', further mines this collective unconscious (made open), the 
elegant snake that 'does not "Fatch itself', 'keen brown thrust I of tHin birds as 
one, people - 'talking animals' - at play, achieving a;}\ard"learnt repose, 
'For though \'/e have invaded this glittering place 
And broke the silences, yet we submit: 
So v;holly, that we are details of it' 395 
The third section, 'The Geyser', traces the stream back to its source - as in his 
earlier ti-l'O :vwtks, dust and sunlight - 'heat from the sky, and from the rubble of 
stones'. In 'For Signs' flesh covered a moonscape, 'pitted with craters and with 
empty sea"S". Here 'moonland' is again at the centre 'tortured pocked and grey', 
nearness kills enchantment to reveal a 'searing column of steam from ash', such 
naked povTer is incomprehensible. Except, that is, as a parable of self, a myth -
matching 'fire at my centre, burning since my birth/under the pleasant flesh'. 
" I • , ", " 
In 'Discourse from the Deck', a section unaccountabl~~rxcluded from the final 
• ~ • - . - .... ...! ' 
draft, Gunn comes to accept:both the fragility of these naked,vulnerable bathers 
and, more surprisingly, those 'predators and punks' who would present violence to 
them, cool stream and geyser, love and vengeance. The poet strives to contain, to 
control both tendencies within himself, just as America, similarly torn, appears 
'As the 'globe turns, from high in outer space, 
396 One great brave luminous green-gold meeting place' • 
The synthesis of the final section, 'The Bath House', is thus prepared for. Again 
at night, Gunn plunges into orgy, dope and heat, as couplets splinter into strange 
new patterns. 'Uneasy change' leads him back to 'weight of a darker earlier air', 
through the birth of the stars, through the 'age of reptiles', through, as in 
'Being Born t, his own caesarian birth (from mother, from earth). Like 'The Gooc':.CSS 1 
the poet surfaces through llater. He meets his fello", dreamers. They move in like 
scavengers, they'tear and twine' al?a:y the old existential, narcissistic self, they 
d t th h 4t apotheosiS, release-reveal his dAgradation - 'I am raw meat' - an ye roug. 
'I am a god'. As in ~Ioly, after the Fall comes the Redemption, godhead. 
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'Three Sones' bring such mythologisine brusquely back to earth. Short, shE',Tp 
exercises in creating a persona - baby ripped into life, hitch-hiker escaping from 
home, derelict recapturine it through alcoho1 397 - they also gather together the 
major themes of Part I "'e!lbl mp: inner and outer, a return to the nurturing earth, 
'things are different inside r.lother'. Those poems not reprinted from Songbook398 
are also 'improvisations/inside a tune, like Positives celebrations of the every-
day; A New York CO"l'rboy, Rita 'turning a trick' for her pimp, Encolpius in turn 
cat, lady and suburban man, dreaming gangbangs. are all evoked, not judged. Most 
extraordinary is 'The Spell', a return to folklore. A 'lucky, son', Gunn recites 
the magic formula 'that joins', walks in the sacred wood. Dispersing luck, he 
rediscovers moly, 'the mind's rewexd/a life_gutted to gold', ;burning into sunlight. 
399 
Part 2 of Jack StraiT'S Castle d:'scovers its mm treasures. 'The Plunge' 
makes 'diving dov:n 'a rope of bubbles' metaphor.(as in 'The J3athtEousc f ) for 
rebirth through sexual orgy,-'a gliding/a moving \;ith',- Gunn resurfacing, 
godlike, to 'eat the air'. 'Bringing to Light'ldigs still~deeper, brings back 
fragments of 'ancient cities', prisons, lost memories. Such roots tHine ever 
dmlmra:rd, 'Babel reversed', to the centre, 'the debris of sorcery'. Achilles 
merges vIi th his enemy Achelous, mother melts into lover, the heart of matter,-
'one figure that covers its face 
nameless and inescapable,400• 
This image is clearly sexual - 'the last the/first 'cavern, dark and moist' - its 
foundations earth, still separating. Close observation again yields treasure in 
'Thomas Beywick': like the misanthropos he 'loses himself in detail i •••. reverts to 
an earlier self', like Odysseus he reaches for a 'milky flO1-rer', and process leads 
401 
to permanence, 'The History of British Birds'. 11Irestlingi evokes 'the way 1'Te 
acquire knOlrledge intuitively (as,for example an animal does) ,402, a direct study 
of the creation of myth _ , continuous discourse/of angels'. }Tarrati ves of 'sun 
~d mon/fire and beginnings' underlie lp..nguage - and Cunn' s later poetry - as 
on a'palimpsest', a secret, half-obscured message, again brought by an angel;, for 
'still, like a high 
,Tindow you never notj ced 
it lets in liehtl403. 
Such 'luminous discourse' continues into three evocations, throuGh myth, of 
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festival. 'The Outdoor Concert' leads on from 'The F' . lalr ln the 'Hoods', such 
fragile community still secret, 'at the edge/of the understanding', the dust of 
mortali ty seemingly disconcerted 'as if it-Kill never settle'. D t . us lS magically 
connected 'I'd th music, 1:ith fog into a 'luminous intersection/spread at the centre', 
a spider metamorphosised into its oym web, reality in the process of becoming myth-
'a god existing 
only in its creation,404. 
'Saturnalia'" in turn, leads on from 'The Bath House' - godhead through sexual 
orgy - the Roman festival of fertility turned to a celebration of 'Gay Lib,405, 
sexual force (as in 'The Goddess') 'still rising still reshaping'. 'Outlaws in 
majority' become as one, a 'muscled flood' of flesh,merging into savage unity, 
'the whole body pulses 
like an erection, blood 
in the head and furious 
with tenderness,406 , 
man and community conflated. At such extreme experience, Gunn turns, as ever, to 
classical myth, each separate, sharpened sense 'a zone of Eros'. 'Faustus 
Triumphant' again brings myth up to date, restores the contemporary to the ete~nal~ 
407 
a 'speed junky' celebrating the linked orgy of methedrine, spreading through his 
body like a flame. He shares Faustus's pact l-:ith the devil: - 'I think there was 
a bargain made' -' his self-deception - 'nor is Nature a la.-;yer' - that such 
pleasures must not be paid for, and yet (sharing the ambivalence of the original 
myth, of Gunn's attitude to drugs) such insights are gloried in, the sunlight of 
Moly spread inyrard, forbidden pleasures 1;hich lead to death yet illuminate it; 
'I shall rejoice to 
enter into him 
Father 
408 Nature, the Great Flame', • 
'Jack Stray;-'s Castle' itself is framed by tleo poems that explore such lo:::s, 
Such need further. 'Dolly' seems to comment back on Faustus, 'he's out to end l-'.is 
chOices/for good and doesn't realize it', and yet sympathises rather than judre~, 
the sweat of (self? ) recognition, a baffled love for .. :hatever is crippled, lacks 
freedom. 'An Amorous Debate' only dissolves into full orgy "'~hen 'Leather Kid' 
accidentally, Narcissus like, kisses himself. Only then does animal turn fully 
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to man, the 'hide under hide' lose the 'obduracy of leather', 1,:ars surrender fully 
to Venus. 'Fleshly' lays the'pale river of her body'onto his, they melt together 
'like the l~ay the Saone 
joins the Rhone at Lyon ,409. 
'Jack Stravr' s Castle' erocts such progress -the failure to give oneself trancformed 
into the harmony of flesh- into a potent legend. Jack Straw is c~ representative 4IO 
spirit .:bo unites poet and reader in his self-doubt, last and most vulnerable of 
Gunn's doppelgangers, both 'the haunting spirit and the haunt~d man,4II. 
The poem starts from 'Human Condition' - man as a castle, mo.de separate by 
the fog of his individuality - to come to "berms with his O1":n inSignificance, '0. 
man of no account/visited only by visions'. Section I watches this from outside, 
Jack Straw besieged in his castle - loneliness, fear, mortality - the one thing 
fully alive his breath in cold air, 'a beautiful fern'. Sunlight has yielded to 
rain, illumination to the 'burning smell' of self.-;imm61ation...;. Odysseus, Faustus.-
and, in section 2, man has again regressed to pig, to gross sexuality. Jack Straw 
relapses into dream, acid flashback, prophetic vision (from l;hich the poem is 
never to fully release him). Se~~on 3 first evokes the cosiness of home - the 
sunlit 'square of floor', kittens equally snug in their box, 'a perfect fit' - and 
then undermines it, rooms which open into darkness.: and haunt his subconscious -
'First as thin smoky lines, ghost of a door 
Or lintel that develops like a print 
Darkening into full embodiment ,412 __ _ 
their denizens similarly insubstantial, 'there al uays "as too much of the phantom 
to them'. Paranoia rolls in like fog: does such tw-isted reality suddenly emerge, 
like the mushrooms _ subterranean, nocturnal - discovered in 'Bringing to Light', 
or has it been there all the time, unrecognised, 'hiding here all day?·. 
The rest of the poem is gouged on the horns of this dilemma, gouged but 
finally (miraculously) thro~~ clear. In section 4, 'sponsors' of such nightmare 
appear, Charles Hanson as- exemplar of the stoned. violence that disfigured hippy 
visions like I.~oly, the Furies as classical avengers of such crime~ of kinship, t:~e 
dismemberinG of community.- their 'mad/puppety heads a metamorphosis of the boxed 
kittens of 3 _ the Gorgon Medusa their anSl~er to Manson, turning all to stone. 
P h ' Section 5 shors other;:ise, erhaps Jack Strav7 is cool enough to 'outstare er. 
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Medusa a1'."aits, 'dazzle' of sunlight again transmut~d into fire _ 'hair burning/in 
its own gold' - stunned angel Viho presents not moly but the heart of darkness , 
'the source of everything ••• the same as nothing'. Jack is burnt up by such 
orgy, such knowleage; he sinks back into darkness, vacancy, 'my foundations', baek 
to the cellars of 'Bringing to Light,4I3. The community of 'The Bath House' is 
reversed, from adventurous to sinister, from illumination to degradation _ 
' ••• there's a sound about me of many breathing 
Light slap r)f foot on stone and rustle of body 
Against body and stone,4I4. 
'Nothing is visible' except a stone block, sticky with sacrificial blood, as 
gruesomely everyday as that 'glossy chipped surface' in 'No Speech from the 
Scaffold'. Jack's role is immaterial - priest and victim merely 'two limbs of the 
same body' - for this is 'the seat 01" needs', a symbolic cleansing sacrifice at the 
very root of myth, 'ritual and ceremony' 1Ti thout "Thich humanity "ould 'tear apart 
the life that feeds' it. Indeed Jack becomes, in imagination, all three ritual 
possibilities- victim, priest and congregation; tortured, torturer and voyeur -
'I am the man on the rack. 
I am the man who puts the man on the rack. 
I am the man yho ,:\atches the man ,:ho puts the man on the rack,4I 5. 
Section 8 brings light but not enlightenment, the chamber once more 'false and 
quiet', this vision fled like a movie, 'a thought up film/\-ihieh suddenly eee.ses'. 
Jack is even more securely trapped. in 'Little J.Ease " his castle of bone, 'petrified 
at my centre'. His quest for meaning - the misanthropos' 'long solitude', the sad 
, 
captains' doomed heroism _ succumbs to sad circularity,'I spin like a solitary star. 
Of all people, it is Charles Manson ''lho brings release, his taunt that such 
dreams reveal hidden, forbidden desires - 'death-s~-eat or lust-sueat' ,-his literal 
slaughters' _ self-defeating. 'Something inside ~~ head turns over', solitude 
ends itself, for such dreams presuppose, and reflect, an external reality, 
'For if I brought all thi~ stuff inside 
LtI6 
There must be an outside to bring it from" • 
Such thought is 'a staircase leading up,-;ard', to'Hards the rain that opened sect ion 
I (cleansing nor;), Manson banished t clean gone'. In section IO,J ack ,-:akes from 
such dreams _ having sleep~:alked from bed to kitchen-chair - to more fully 
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encounter 'my orn spectre', cold but unafraid, 'unshl"verl"ng'. S If E becomes ti:c 
castle that originally imprisoned it (grm,-n into its oYn metaphor), the search for 
ident i ty is thus an ascent up 'a flight of/flint steps that leads nOl~here', one's 
o,.m alTareness a ruin set in air that plummets dO"\'in to 'broken slabs', sunlight 
'glinting over bone-chips which must 
at one time have been castle,4I7. 
The final section at last exorcises such demons. Jack is back safely 'in the 
kitchen ri th a beer', the dungeon escaped but unsettling - 'yhat laid these stones' 
- self abso~ption at last fragmented becauSe unearthed (literally) in nightmare. 
'The castle is here, but not snug any more, 
I'm loose, I rattle in its hollo,: core,4I8. 
Hurricane quietens to rain, dream to dreamless sleep, self to otherness. 'Mere 
contact is sufficient touch', and - as earlier in 'Touch' - Jack rakes to encounter 
a naked (male) lover, no longer phantom but tangible, '::ith 'sweet fcdnt slieat'. 
Love is 'a hinge, it separates, but not too much', it brings dawn after real and 
metaphorical darkness, it brings reality out of dream, makes reality a: dream:" 
'- Thick s"YTeating flesh against l:-hich I lie curled -
With dreams like this, Jack's ready for the world,4I 9. 
If Moly sought escape from the 'nightmare of beasthood', 'Jaak Stral';' s Castle' seeks 
instead to transcend it, yet not abandon such carnality. Self-immolation (as in 
section 5) is a means to community, not the reverse.. Yhatever the castle here 
symbolises self-concern, civilisation, the Faking ';rorld - freedom comes from 
outside it. Jack 'and his lover, 'bare and clOEe/facing apart, but leaning ass to 
ass', escape it, again, for the air - 'calm and COOl/as the green water of a 
s1-rimming pool' the fleshly transmutations, through myth, of 'The Geysers'. 
Part 3 of Jack Strali's Castle attempts' to com~ to termS with the poet's Oi.'l! 
particular roots -the London childhood of POEitives, hippy experiments in San 
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Francisco.- the relation betl':een man and Nature redeeming the nature of loss • 
In 'Autobiography', Gunn searches for 'the sniff of the real', a 'potent air' first 
encountered at seventeen, rhich can counteract such loss, a memory of 'inclusior;'. 
'Hampstead: the Horse ChcE",tnut Trees' further probcs memory, its falsifications -
'Forms remain, not the life 
,421 
of detail or hue • 
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T,:in trees are memorials of Gunn and brothel' Ander, but Spring, 'smell 
of le2.f in 
May', spreads forgetfulness, "\:ood hearts 'preserve noth10ng'. If t °t 
'la ur1 y brings not 
enlightenment but stagnation, the beckoning 'sullen marsh' of adult limit, time 
'hardening tendeT green 
to insensate lumber,422. 
The same progression, 'thick dazzle of bloom' to 'gnarled sleep', is traced in 
'The Cherry Tree', the 'push of creation' Tising up from hidden roots into life 
'from the centTe, to 
bring "\~hat is not 
f ·h t ° ,423 rom v; a 1S... • 
This results in miracle, f a coat of babies', but caring ceases "\:i th loss: memory 
again fails, metamorphosis reverses itself, 'she knows nothing about babies'. Gunn 
tra0es carefully such '"I:reckages of trust', the emotional vengeance of 'The 
Roadmap' - a 'hardened innocence,424 - the demolition of the hippy dream in 'The 
Idea of Trust'. Jim is as unremarkable as a lilac bush, but 'wild lilac/chokes 
the garden', he violates the privacy of those supposedly beyond it, exposes 
communal tolerance as an 'intimate conspiracy'. 'Behind the I\Iirror t seeks nerl 
ansv;ers. Gunn encounters the other only to find it is self, a mirror image -
'I and the reflected self seemed identical twins 
alike yet separate, t.'iO flO~"ers from the same plant ,425 
the myth of rarcissus an attempt to drown self a1;ay, to escape 'deep behind the 
mirror'.' lie seeks. a unity of water and earth - 'soft dark '·'ave of soil' - these 
tyin petals of li.ght joined in moly, 'one flol~er/one wa:xy star, giving perfume, 
unreflecting'. Gunn seeks an end to thought, an end to the annlysis of mirrors. 
Jack St::'a'·Y' s Castle ends by attempting a synthesis of· Nature and myth. In 
'l.!andrakes' floweTs are themselves gods, ':i thdravn 'like the Ficts/into fireside 
tales and TumOur' but still potent, sinisteT - 'we can out;-ai t you'. Conversely, 
the' dog in" 'Yoko' ~:ai ts all day fOT his mastel', a man fOT his God - 'my leader 
looks on and expresses his approval'.- released to explore the sensual delichts 
of Nature, autumn in July. Such comfort is mutual, 'I stand ,dth you braced 
against the <rind'. In 'The .2elease', the poet himself becomes God, reasse~,tlin[; 
the ;.rorld in his mind, recreating a man, but releasing him back to self, fre0dom -
'I must return to him as he was 
° ,426 
a shimmering planet sheathed in its o,'n 0.11' " 
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Jack Stra: 1 ' s Castle is part of a l,ider reconsideration by Gunn 
the lost cellars of his youth. The Missed Beat427 resurrects seven 
of his pa:ot, 
earlier poems, 
diamonds from the rough, a recent bibliograPhy428 bl~ings to light juvenilia and an 
esscw 'My Life up to NOI-, , , VThile l:orlds unearths 'My Suburban Muse', The Prelud'3 
reset in Hampstead429 • Poems like 'Adolescence' and 'Last Days in Teddington' are 
'modest evocative fragments,430 that reveal a semi-rural childhood far removed 
from the gTi tty realities of Po~~~. Most revealing of all is 'My Cambric~ge' , 
Gunn describing early friends and influences, most importantly the actor Tony 
White. The poet had already experienced, in France, 'a revelation of physical and 
spiri tual freedom' ;·~hich he erected into a guiding myth, a kind of Stendhalian pose; 
'Everyone pl ays a part, 1·:hether he knOHS it or not, so he might as I-ell 
deliberately design a part, or a series of parts, for himself,43I. 
:Man is left sOID<:H-rhere bet .. reen undefined self and chosen part, the unachievod and 
the achiev.ed. White helped Gunn develop this through existentialism, his arm 
dramatic pose 'a kind of athletic defiance of the Gods'. It is to the memory of 
Tony White that .Tack Stra,,;' s Castle is dedicated: he died unkn01<n and in penury, 
'He dropped out, cooly and deliberately, from the life of applause, 
. L132 having corne to see ho~~ the need for it complicates one's existence' r • 
. t.133 Indeed, the clesing poem here is an elegy - for the poet's aunt In Ken' , 
for "Hhi te and for Gunn himself. Part I touchingly evoke s the old "'oman in terms 
of her garden - tightly crammed against weeds, ber~amot sHeating like a lover, 
'fiercely aflame' like sunlight, like mo]y. Nevertheless, autumn~anddissolution 
beckon: she is 'too old now to/dig', fresh green boughs are redundant, ~asturtium 
is 'rusted'. 'Gtinn.. 'can't accept' such dispersal into dust, flesh disintegrating 
into 'an indiscriminate mulch; a/humus of no colour'. Part 2 moves from aunt 
evoked to aunt remembered, Kent to Monterey, August to 'October and high fog'. 
Flesh is reborn from such compost - the Garden of the Gods - into blooms of moly, 
L34 
'firm/and everlasting petals'. The song 'Let it Be' becomes a profound meSS2[e, 
the dead dispersed among the community of the living, 'one great garden v11ich/i::: 
aliTays here', an Eliza.bethan classicalism in lihich 'Shee is found, shee is ever 
faire'. Gunn has moved from using myth to define close personal restraints to, 
1 . t th reader's 
through it, evoking life and society: developing a personal c ~~l y, e 
-. t ,45) 
'feeling of contact l;ith an honest man lrho will never lle 0 me • 
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dra1;s a comparison i,'i th Rochester' ~ liE: ;'Upon Nothinc'. 
262. 
125. My ~ad Captains p 15. 
126. Cf. the plants of 'The Unsettled r,;otorcyclist' s Vision of his J1eath ~ 
which similarly 'multiply in ignorance'. 'Ignorance' is the opposite of 
hard-won human consciousness. 
127. My Sad Captcdns p 15. The whole poem is a startling fusion~ .Unique to 
Gunn, of passion and abstract philosophy. 
128. Cf. 'Carnal Kno',:ledge I, 'Lofty in the Palais de Dance'. The poem ras 
originally entitled 'Iii th Good Humour' Paris Revie1'; 25 (Summer 1961) p 52. 
129. For a full account of the 1944 bomb plot see ponstan~ine'F}tzgibbon, To 
Kill Eitler, L6ndon 1972. Brutus, earlier described in 'Vox HUll ana , , ~as 
the archetype of the judicial murder of a tyrant - Julius Caesar _ but 
there may be an ironic contrast betv:eenStauffenbcrg, 'honour personified', 
and Brutus, Antony's 'honourable man' (Julius Caesar Act III, Scene II). 
:no. My Sad Captains p 33. 
I31. Ibid p 22. 
132. Ibid p 27. Gunn himself glosses both 'byrnies' and 'nicker' in the 
I Acknmdedgments', this use of Anglo-Saxon suggesting that the 'heroes' are 
Saxon invaders of Iritain in the process of making a nation. 
133. Iibid p 28. 
134. Ibid p 32. This interest in natu~~l metamorphosis is to be a keynote of 
later poems, based on a ney; delicacy of description. 
135. Ibid p 32. 
136. This epigram, together vTi th 'Readings in French' and tv,o uncollected 
stanzas on Saint-Beuve and Stendhal, originally appeared as 'l\fotes on the 
French' , Critical quarterly I (Autumn 1959) p 207. Only Sartre and ?12ubcrt 
survive Gunn's disdain, but this could be a revulsiocn against the poet's 
Ol;n heroes l:hile living in Paris, and attempting to 'I:ri te a Proustian novel 
llhen not iorking on the Metro, before he ',;ent to Cambridge. (Bold p 9). 
137. Thorn Gunn reading On the Eove. See note 87. 
138. My Sad Captains p 25. 
139. 'l'hom Gunn readinf On the j'ove, sleeve":"':'-';-::A 
140. F. Scott Fitzgerald, The Last Tyc~on, New York 1941. Cf. KennEth Koch's 
poem 'Fresh Air', The New' American Poetry, ed. Donald Allpn, 1960 pf'229- 23Go 
141. See Roy Fuller's lecture on syllabics in Oids and Artificc::'s, I97!. 
Also see Po-,,;ell p 41-2 for a spoof on Gunn' s usc of the form by Alan 
Stephens, (-.ho experimented in this form himself' ith Gunn and Donald Hall 
ut Stanford). 
263. 
I42. For an interesting discussion of Gunn' s syllabic verse see Po.lell 3 PF 9-44. 
I43. The poem was originally titled '~'aking in a Ne',;ly Built House, Oakland', in 
Listen II 4, Spring 1956, p(2-3, a clearer statement of geo[raphical 
displacement (a subsequent pamphlet i.as indeed entitled A Gco{,raphy). 
I44. Powell p 41. 
145. My Sad Captains p 37. 
146. The Sense of Movement p 55. 
147. First seen in t~he Byrnies' and 'The Value of Gold', later extended into 
a couterpart of myth itself in MoIX, most beautifully the poem 'Sunlight'. 
148. My Sad Captains p 43. This poem lias originally published as 'Bonheur -
effects of mescalin', and its present title, French for 'The Test' again 
seems to refer to the 'Acid Tests' of the time, carried out in California 
in the middle 1960s, when LSI) vlaS still legal. The use of mescalin is 
discussed by Simone de Beauvo;T in The Prime of Life, describing Sartre's 
I 
experiments l:i th the drug shortly before ',;ri ting La Nausee, an earlier case 
of existentialism yielding to psychedelics. Gunn is to expand these insight: 
in Moly. Incidentally, I sometimes ... onder hoh' many of those c::-i tics ,,-ho so 
glibly discuss Gunn's use of psychedelic drugs have actually taken LSD 
themselves - 0-
" 
149. My Sad Captains p 43. 
150. Dodsworth (p 213-4) defines 'immanence' as 'the tree's quality of fulfilling 
or having fulfilled intrinsic purposes which do not connect vd th our .rorld 
a~ all 4 (p 213), 'rosy' because also salutary, promising a new consciousness. 
Submission, the definition of 'tone', and definition, the submission to the 
tree's' immancence', are brought together in "the quality of action, of 
guiding, of sKaying, the reader' (p 214)· which informs Gunn' s best poetry. 
151. My SC'cr Captains p 38. 
152. Ml., Sad Captains p 48. 
153. Compare the man in the cabin controlling the machine, skull directing an 
'enormous throbbing body , ,,-lith 'L 'Epreuve', the poet directing the 'thick 
and'singular spy' of his unoonscious body from.th~.'hovering planet' of 
his conscious mind. Once again, limits lead to fullness. 
154. MY Sad Captains p 42. 
I55 t o 50 Cf 'The B~~nies' or even the motorcyclists of 'On • ~~ Sad Cap alns p. u-
the Move', noble savages, progenitors and ancestors. 
156. Rastignac is taken from Balzac's Comedie Humaine, lihere he appears intermi t-
to matur;ty described in P~re Goriot (Paris 1834). tently, his dbming ~ 
157. My Sad Captains p 45. 
158. The quotation marks here indicate·'that this is th .J. tt i e ua 00 st' s rrorking name, 
both slightly pathetic and yet a bold piece of self-advertisement. 
159. My Sad Captains p 51. 
160. My Sad Captains p 51. Cf Antony and Cleopatra Act III, Scene xiii, 183-5. 
'Let's have one other gaudy night: call to me 
All my sad captains, fill our bowls: once more 
Let's mock the midnight bell'. 
'Sad' means 'steadfast' as well as 'melancholy' and these hlo meanings 
interract. This poem is obviously important to Gunn - it is the first 
after 1...;hich he names a ,,;hole collection - and has been the cause of great 
critical argument, A.E.Dyson found it 'equal(to)anything he has given us 
before' and 'very moving', Critical Quarterly :rIl 4, Yinter 1961, p 379, 
~pereas Neil Powell finds it 'ill-judged' (p 59) prosaic, its train of 
thought petering out half way, and yet also describes it as '0:-.9 of Gunn's 
most successful poems' (p 42)~ 
161. Letter by Gunn, quoted Bold p 44. 
162. Po.sitives, London (Faber) 1966, Chicago (University of Chicago Press) 1966, 
Verses by Thom Gunn, photographs by Ander Gunn. This title is both a pun 
.. 
on photographic negatives, here reversed through poetry, and testimony to 
a newly 'positive' approach by Gunn to the unheroic. 
163. Cyril Connolly, S~day Times, 27 November 1966, p 53. 
164. Cf. an earlier collaboration bet"l'een poet and photographer, B.S.Johnson and 
Julia Oman, Street Children, London 1964. Johnson's preface is illu~inatine 
'This book is about children grovJing up ••• learning about the feel 
and appearance of physical textures ••• and then, having accepted 
their surroundings, learning that relationships ~;i th other chilrlrcn, 
with other people are \'That matters most ••• the text attempts to 
compliment the visual, adding the dimension of time to the static 
moment fixed by the camera'. 
Street Children is more limited than Posi ti ve-s~, confined to children and 
urban squalor, though it is more experimental, speeches placed on the page 
to coincide ./i th their mciors, thought divided typographically into spoken, 
oonscious and subconscious. It may well have influenced the later project. 
165. Willi~ Hunt, in Poetry Review III, March 1968, Pf 405- 7• 
166. Gunn expressed his admiration of ~his poet direct in 'l:illiam Carlos 
Williams', Encounter XXV (July 1965) PC 67-74, praising both his"love for 
the external \iorld' and his rejection of the 'rituals of the:past'. Gunn 
himself l;as to develop the first but redefinE', rather than destroy, the 
seco~ ... d. Gunn' s critical : ork folIo .. s a markedly similar course to his 
poetry, from the hard-line early revievTS for the London M:: :~2 zine and the 
Spectator to the morc inclusive tolerance of "[ork for Poetry Chicago and The 
Yale Reviei'T, an Englishman in America, to longer, more unified, accounts of 
favourite ,iri ters, ' positive' indeed. As well as i-rilliams, Gunn has l:Titten 
well on Gary Snyder, his work an 'art of discovery' in itself, a 'poetry of 
feeling exquisitely defined by its objects' (L~stener, 2 May 1968 p 577), 
the 'plain style 'of Fulke Greville,and the ballad tradition located both in 
modern pop music and the poetry of Thomas Hardy.-a rich native source vThicl-!, 
I ike the classical tradition, has been constantly drai'rn on as a 'means of 
... l 
rene'lcal' (Agenda X, Summer 1972, p)2).See also'Th~ Poet!y of Thorn Gunn~p21-5. 
16.7)-,[ .Pdsitives p 6. The 'Ilater is both cooling in the cold air and cooling the 
iJarID young body, the"'tepid':-verse 'c:i'iticised by the Times Literary Su'pple!ll"" . 
ent (19 January 1967, P 48) but so integral to the ",hole collection. Like 
many poems in ~~sitives there is no concluding full-stop, the verse instead 
set in a continuing, and continuouB, present, the preserve of legend. 
16B.Cf 'The Book of the Dead' for the same kind of laboured conceit. 
169. Positives p 10. 
170. Positives p 10. The end of Positives is itself a 'painful conclusion'. 
171. Positives p 12. 
172. Positives p 16. 
173. Positives p 18. If thase 'black hairy legs' oelong to the bees, the analogy 
is strained, if they belong to the girls it reduces the poem to farce. 
174. Positives p 20. Another heroic gesture, again part of 'fighting terms'. 
115. Positives p 22. Cf. 'At the Centre', itself one of the central poems of Moly. 
176. This is presumably ironic, as all the photographs are set in London. The 
mid-sixties "ere, of course, the heyday of the Beatles and their Liverpudlian 
foIIOlTers.- Gunn, v;ho earlier wrote a poe¢. .to Elvis Presley and later 
dedicated one to the Jefferson Airplane, could hardly ignore them. His Olm 
criticism of rock music has been unsurprisingly tolerant and clear-minded, 
notably 'The Ne,,) Music', Listener, 2 May 1967, p('I29-30. 
171. PosHives p 24. True to its musical structure and notation, the final bar -
'the music has started' - is a recapitulation of the first-'the music str.:.:ts'j 
178. Positives p 30. 
179. Positives p 30. Cf the 'pleasurable pain' of 'But childhood takes a long tim~' 
with the similar alternation here, 'It is a lament, and then/it is not'. 
180. Positives p 28. The pOem alternates rhythmically between lines of three and 
eight syllab18s~ action and thOUG~lt. The 'sclf-ree;arding rider' captur<::s 
well the narcissism of the 'mod' movement ~hich the photograph c~lebrate~. 
266. 
181. Positives p 34. It is Gunn's peculiar ability to abstract moral beauty 
from the taw"dry and second-rate - the fairground here, the lIorking man's 
club of 'It is a lament', the bar-room jukebox of 'Elvis Presley'. 
182. Positives p 38. The photograph here, a bizarre picture of a large lady 
with a heavy shopping basket perched on her head, has little diredt 
connection ,lith the poem which supposedly describes it! 
183. Positives p 42, entitled 'Canning Tovm' in Poems 1950-1966: A Selection, 
London (Faber) 1969, i tsclf superseded by a second lTinnmdng of his o';n 
",ork by Gunn, Selected Poems 1950-75, London (Faber) 1979, l:hich omits 
any poetry from Positives at all (though it reprints'Misanthropos' in full) 
184. Positives p 44. 
185. Positives p 46. 'Lebensraum' is German for 'living space', the phrase 
with vihich Hitler justified his territorial incursions. 
186. Positives p 50. This poem i~ cl8arly set in the East End, as carefully 
placed as the Marble Arch Odeon in 'Like a cliff', the City in 'Money is 
a form of dirt', Knightsbridge in 'You have no idea' and the Thames in 
'He feels a breeze', all part of the geography of legend. 
187. Positives p 52, entitled 'The Left Handed Irishman' in Poems 1950-1966. 
188. Positives p 54. The sense of weight is increased by the stodgy length and 
heavy syntax of the concluding sentence. 
189. Positives p 58. 
190. Positives p 60. 
191. Positivos p 66. Compare the .ratcher in 'The Corridor', challenged by the 
scene he thought he had mastered. The man 'here is too old for such hope. 
192. Positives p 68. The underlying conceit is that the the face is its o"~n 
book, 'memoirs of the body' written bn flesh itself. 
193. Positives p 68. 
194. This mingling of plant, animal and human life is enlarged on - Gunn I s o~"fu 
P.aste Land _ in 'Elegy on the Dust' and 'The Garden of the Gods', the 
boneyard, containing remnants of·,thepast, intimations- of the "future.' 
195. Positives p 76. 
196. This is to be more clearly faced in 'Confessions of the Life Artist'. 
197. Positives p 78, entitled 'The Old ~oman' in Poems 1950-66. 
198. 'Sno"t:fall t in Touch hC1S close connections with this final photograph, 
though it is too prolix, too descriptive to have been intended for 
inglusion in Positives itself. 
199. Autobiographical note ".ri tten for Faber by Gunn, quoted Bold p 77. 
267. 
200. See Gunn's autobiographical fragment 'My Suburban Mus' 1.' ld e , . or s, ed. G. 
Summerfield, Harmondsworth 1974 pr58-62. Gunn 1'1aS born in Gravesend, but 
spent most of his adolescence in Hampstead, attending University Coll e[8 
School. T,he poem' Autobiography' evokes this period well (~':orlds p 62). 
201. John Carey, New Statesman, 23 December 1966, Pf941-2. 
202. Touch London (Faber) 1967, Chicago (University of Chicago Press) 1961. 
Cf. the uncollected poem 'A Crab', London Mao;azine N. S. 1. February 1962 
p 6-7, in rThich even a sexual parasite becomes 'part of our touch'. 
203. Juliru1 Symons, Ne1:' Statesman, 13 October 1967, P 416. 
204. Martin Dodsworth, Review 18 (April 1968) Pr46-6I. 
205. Ronald Hayman, Encounter 31 (July 1968) P 72. 
206. Stephen Spender, Observer (quoted on the dust j~0ket of Positives). 
207. Poetry Book Society Bulletin 54, September 1967. 
208. Touch p 27. To make clear that this is a dramatic monologue, not personal 
revelation, Gunn has enclosed the poem in quotation marks - else,·:here he has 
written that the Life Artist ("\'.Tho owes much to Thomas Hann' s epic novel 
Joseph und seine Bruder, ~933-43) attains self-control at the expense of 
'certain lacks of feeling and spontaneity'. 
209. Touch p 18 Cf Merlin imprisoned in the Rock in 'Merlin in the Cave'. 
210. This may well be an ironic reference to st Matthei', VI 25-34 - 'Behold the 
f01ds of the air, for they sou not, neither do they reap ••• coftsider the 
lilies of the field, hOI, they grow, they toil not , neither do they spin'. 
2II. Touch p 19. 
212. The earlier fuller version, containing extra sections after II and VII and 
a different version of VII, appears in A Geography, I01:a City (Stone -rall 
Press) 1966 - along v;i th the November issue of Poetry Chicago dlf the same 
year most of Touch ",laS included (the major exception, 'r:~isanthropos 1, first 
performed in March 1965, first appeared in Encounter 25 (August I965)prI9-25. 
213. As in the earlier 'Vox Humana', this choosing is put deliberately in the 
passiVe tense: one is chosen by self-determination, and the only conscious 
decision is "\;hether to accede. 
214. Touch p 19. 
215. This kind of exclusiveness is also true, of course, of many religions. 
216. Touch p 19. Gunn here seems to agree .,-i th those critics who discerned an 
incipient fascism in his early ~:ork, his identification with the rill -
see The Penguin Book of Contemporary Verse '~ed K.A1lott, Harmonds.·:orth, 2nd 
ed 1962, p 374. 
--
268. 
2I1. Touch p 20. Cf. the 'dog generations' that ferl others can 'breed to train' 
in 'To Yvor Winters, 1955'. 
• 218. Touch p 20. These 'bee-stung lips' are echoed in the 'beehive' hair of VII. 
219. This recalls two of Gunn's most extraordinary poems, both uncollected, 
'Interrogated to Interrogator' (London Magazind VI, March 1958) p II) and 
'Knoidedget (Observer, 24 September 1961, p 28), both of "\:hich eXamine the 
close ties of affection between torturer and tortured, as in 'The Beaters'. 
In the first poem the t1:0 are ' commit ted to each other thus' and l:ill' never 
be other than accomplices', the roles startlingly reversed, circular, 
'I cleave to this alone: to the light bunched 
On the holster llhere the gun lies loose, unused. 
To you,ffiY prisoner, my interrogated'. 
In the second, the Forst aspect of the torturers is the 'yearning look v;ith 
v7hich they gazed into their victim1 s faces': in such extremities I' ... at times the pain of searching eyes 
Met, l:avered, fixed, and for an incredible slovT 
Moment of moments seemed to understand'. 
220. Touch p 21. 
221. As in Positives, again a photograph releases strong feeling in the poet. It 
is interesting to compare this poem veith Geoffr~y Hill's 'September Song', 
the same theme arcane, tightly reigned by Hill, simply stated by Gunn. 
222. A Geography, "]ov-Jo. C;t-'7 l'i(,(.. 
223. Cf. the rubble in which the old lady roots in Positives, 'Elegy on the Dust'. 
224. Touch p 22. Gunn comes increasingly to face such utter negation direct -
'rhat is important is not so much the p~rception of absurdity as 
ho'l' one conducts oneself after making that perception ••• to live 
with :that sickness, fully ackno~-:ledging it, and accepting it as the 
basis of our actions' 
Selected Poems of Fulke Greville, ed Gunn, London 1968, p 32. 
225. Touch p 24. In A GeograDhy this poem is enclosed in quotation marks to 
emphasise that it is a persona, not Gunn, who is speaking. As th poem is 
set in the past tense, presumably the man's uncertainty has since ended. 
226. Touch p 25. The poem is similar in style to Positives, similar in theme t~ 
the uncollected 'Old Man in the Britannia' (Poetry Chicago 109, November 1966, 
p 70) in ,,;hich an old man '-latches the ' leisurely dignity' of t~lree horses 
rrhich ',:cave through the cro;ided street, seeing an analogy for himself, 
'and_ people bear ,-vi th me 
like v:heelett traffic that 
make '.Iay for horsemen'. 
, l'fts' l'n Positives. 227. Cf I~he Corridor', the old man in 'The plgeon 1 
228. Touch p 55. Cf the crumbling 1-:arehouse of 'In r;atchful community', the 
unseen bird in 'The pigeon lifts, a fell feet', both in Positives. 
229. Touch p 56, the old -'man's laconic explanation - 'l!hat' s there to do on 
Sundays? Sooner do this than booze' - is only a partial reply. 
230. Touch p 13. 
231. Touch p 13. Gunn vias later wary of this poem, seeing its celebration of 
pure instinct as 'ultimately self-protective and predatory ••. it defeats 
the exercise of sympathy as much as the over self-consciousness of the 
Life Artist'. 
232. Touch p 52. The Tank is a punishment cell to be found in some American 
jails, and as such ties up with earlier images of imprisonment in Gunn's 
work~ Merlin in his cave, 'La Prisonniere', 'Legal Reform'. 
233. Touch p 23. Historical time in this poem is deliberately muddled, the 
medieval executicner 1-Tho "-'orks in a modern v;arehouse, the formica block. 
The theme of condemned man as metaphor for all doomed humanity is common in 
existentialism, cf. Camus's L'Etranger, Paris 1942. 
234. Touch p 16. As in 'Before the Carnival', the poem derives from a painting, 
here Chuck Arnett's 'Br.avery', whose implications are teased out by Gunn. 
235. The figure, and general gothic atmosphere, can be compared to those earlier 
self-images in 'The Secret Sharer' and 'The Monster'. 
236. Touch p 51. Such merging is to achieve prominence in Moly. 
237. Touch p 51. Cf the face, distorted in a pierglass, in 'The Corridor', ac~in 
possibly a reflection of self, also compare John Donne's poem 'The Good 
MorroH' line 15, 'My face in thine eye, thine in mine appears', Poetic&l 
l!orks, ed. H. Grierson, London 1933. 
238. Touch p 27. Patina is the incrustation, through age and disuse, v:hich fO::'IDS 
on antiques. As 'dth Auden's tender lyrics, ~-hether this poem is addressed 
to a , .. oman or, as is more likely, a man is quite immaterial; its application 
is general. 
239. Touch p 27. Just how far Gunn has come is revealed by comparison with 
'Carnal Knovrledge', also about t .. ;o lovers sharing a bed, but in conflict 
not harmony, a basic incomprehension made no clearer by sexual kno.;ledee. 
240. Like the Goddess, the soldier is cast up by the sea 'v:hole through foam', 
a metaphorical Aphrodite (at this point Gunn l:as keeping his classical 
learning oblique, most strikingly in the gradual metamorphosis of ':.:iscmt);roi-'O 
241. Touch p 28. Echoes C'~bound, the soldier reminiscent of his counterpart in 
'Incident on a Journey', his body scattered, 'greasy' like Lazarus, -.. :ho 
confrontJ.·ng the dark like Julian, ~ho greeted rejected such a resurrection, 
its 'simpler' outrage. 
270. 
242. Touch p 54. In a hidden pun, sunbeams in Pierce Street 'pierce where they 
end'. Cf earlier disembodied art, the' 1 t h mura scra c ed there by an earlier 
man in 'Incident on a Journey', the darkened painting in'S2nta Maria del 
Popolo'. As in Fighting Terms, heroes are 'solrliers' of the imagination, 
243. Touch p 14. Cf the mastering eye of 'L'Epreuve'. 
244. These lovers are both Antony and Cleopatra - the poem's original epigram 
.. las 'kingdoms and provinces', Antony and Cleopatra Act III Scene X - and 
those 't!agnerian favourites, much exercised at Bayreuth, Tristan and Isolde. 
Cf the uncollected poem 'Das Liebesleben' (Encoun-ter XVI, !.larch 1961, P 5) 
where these lovers are reyarded -d th ' the ultimate in orgasms (death)', yet 
'love involves things neither Tris-
tran nor you could ever do: 
such as l:ashing the dishes'. 
Rarely has Gunn plunged into such abject banality, such line-splitting. 
245. Touch p 15. Part of Gunn' s continuing interest is the interactir,~: bet.,:een 
decay and resistance, as in Positives 22, 6r 'The Produce District'. 
246. 
241. 
248. 
Touch p 50. Cf the last photograph, a snOl:scene, in Positives, the sno,,! 
under 1,:hich Glaus Von Stauffenberg falls, the 'Polish sno .... i' of 'Misanthro}Jos' 
Touch p 50. 
Touch p 58. 
1950, p 245, 
Cf 'W .B. Yeats ,_, Among School Children', Collect~d Poems 2nd ed, 
essence ~d expression, dance and dancer, Platonic ideal -
'0 chestnut-tree, great-rooted blossomer, 
Are you the leaf, the blossom or the bole?'. 
249. Touch p 58. 
250. '1l1isanthropos' ';-:as originally a radio play for two voices, narrator (I-V" .--
XII-XV, XVII) and 'last man' (VI-XI, XVI) first performed on the BBC Third 
Programme. 
251. See 'l'he Poetry of Thorn Gunn and Bold p 80-86. The 'l'Thole .... 'ork is carefully 
balanced and varied. Eor example, VII is in syllabics and pararhymes, 
fitting its conversational tone and lack of sudden emphasis, -;:hile VI and 
VIII are .rri tten in full rhymes and iambics and, in turn, V and IX are again 
syllabics. VII is comparatively loose, VIII is almost perversely artificial. 
252. Touch p 29. Gf the yalkers 'devouring each detail, from leaf to dirt' in 
'Fack to Life I • 
253. Cf the birds in 'On the Move', also keeping movement. 
2 
. of Athens, a misanthrope ,;ho also lives 54. Touch p 29. Cf Shakespeare's Tlmon 
apart from men, and who is buried, unredeemed, on the sea shore near the 
rhythms of the ocean. 
27I. 
255. Gunn here is closer to the usc of this device in J~cobean tragedy _ as in 
Act V of 1~ebster's Tluchess of r.Ialfi - than its I more norma employment in 
Elizabethan pastoral, as in Sydney's 'Echo'. 
256. Touch p 30. Cf. Daniel Defoe's Robinson Crusoe, 'hich remains a massive, if 
hidden, influence on the poem, not only Crusoe's listening to his ovm echo 
for companionship but the same isolation, self-reliance and the coming of 
other men (albeit hostile cannibals not redeemed survivors) just v;hen least 
expected. Crusoe also uses retirement to aid reflection, memory to furnish 
desire. 
257. Touch p 30. The echo fulfils the role of classical oracle, foretelling doom. 
258. Noly p 47. The style of the first t"i:-O sections develops that of Ny Sad 
Captains, that of the last tv.'o prefigures Moly. 
259. Touch p 31, a phra.se adapted to describe Gunn himself in the relevant 
chapter of P.R.King's Nine Contemporary Poets, London 1979. 
260. Touch p 31. Cf earlier uniforms, the 'khaki man' of 'Lofty in the Palais de 
TIanso', the 'S\~arthy' compactness of 'Innocence'. 
261. Touch p 32. The moon has alray::l been a symbol for the permanent, the non-
human, as in 'A Village Edmund', 'and she stared at the pale intolerable maori 
262. Touch p 33. 'Considering the Snail' is an earlier tracing of the same path, 
'drenched there with purpose'. 
263. Touch p 33. Abstract merges vTi th particular - later the tribe 'file past 
my mind' - a trope ;'Thich is to damage some of Gunn's later vlork. 
264. ~ p 29. This is ambiguous - is hatred channeled tm-,ards or away. 
265. My Sad Captains p 47. 'Adolescence' partially,prefigures 'Misanthropos'. 
266. Touch p 34. The sun reappears, metaphorically, in XV, in Moly. 
267. Touch p 34. The refrain measures the mood of the poem. 
268. Fighting Terms p 37. The speaker of 'Incident on a Journey' is also on the 
run, though from "~chat is not made clear, he too is defined by a vision. 
269. Touch p 35. For this 'indecision/a hunger in the senses' cf 'Vox Humana'. 
270. Touch p 36. Gunn again adapts classical myth to fuel his o~-n legend, the 
wood metamorphosised as 'dryads reposing in the bark's hard surface'. 
271. My Sad Captains p 15 _ 'Misanthropos' first comes to terms -;;ith, then 
transcends, the metaphysical horrors of 'The Annihilation of };otlc.ing'. 
272. Touch p 36. Once again, as in 'Bravery', the yorld is merely a mirror, 
other people the doppelgangers of self. 
273. Cf KinG Lear Act III, Scene IV, Edgar's prose speech to Lear on the hRuth 
made in the guise of Poor Tom, emphasisinG this duplicity, 
272. 
'A serving-man, proud in heart and mind·, that curled my h . alr; yore gloves 
in my cap; served the lust of my mistress's heart, and did the act of 
darkness Ifi th her; S\'Tore as many oaths as I spake words, and broke them in 
tho m:eet face of heaven: one that slept in the contriving of lust, and 
waked to do it'. 
Gunn turns prose into verse, much as Shakespeare did himself l:ith his O~'l:l. 
sources. Lear's heath has affinities ldth the last man's 'final hill'. 
214. Touch p 37, i tsolf entitled 'Memoirs of the 1'~orld' in Poems 1950-66. 
215. This is the title of poem X given, again, in Poems 1950-66. 
276. Touch p 38. Cf the paralysis of ' Merlin in the Cave', or the uncollected 
'The Parap~legic lying on his back' (London Magazine II, July I955,p 13-14), 
'For a mind is paralysed to stone 
~Ti thuut a ready consciousness 
That value does not drop like manna 
But is ~':renched frOID I:hat is valueless'. 
277. Touch p 38. The stars of 'My Sad Captains', 'Blackie, the electric Rembrandi 
278. Touch p 39. Cf Macbeth Act V Scene VI, life 'a tale/told by an ijiot, full 
of sound and fury/signifying nothing'. 
279. Touch p 39. 
280. Cf 'Lebensraum', from Positives', yhere the man must run into the open until 
'the bacillus of despair is/rendered harmless/isolated and frozen over'. 
281. Touch p 40. Anton Schmidt is very similar to another kind of new, caring 
hero for Gunn, Claus von Stauffenberg. another Nazi victim, also dying in 
the snovT, his morality running counter to the madness of the time. 
282. Touch pf4I-2. Again a Shakespearian parallel immediately suggests itself, 
Hamlet Act V Scene I, 'may not imagination trace the noble dust of Alexander 
till he find it stopping a bung-hole'. Gunn makes such dust, as l-i.ell as 
that of the Anglican burial service, uncomfortably real. 
283. Cf YeatB~ 'The Circus Animal's Desertion' (Collected Poems 1950 p 391-2), 
'I must lie down ~':here all the ladders start, 
In the foul rag-and-bone shop of the heart'. 
284. Touch p 42. The guilt of IX is at last assuaged. 
285. Touch p 42. Any Christian interpretation of 'saviour' 'f'ould be quite 
inappropriate; Gunn remains fully agnostiC, for all his mythologising. 
286. Touch p 43. The ,;aking dream of X has been routed. 
287. Touch p 43. The 'dense thicket' of I is noW a 'thicket of time', concrete 
again yielding to abstract. 
288. Touch p 43. Cf the 'nebulae' of X, the orbiting heroes of 'Ny Sad CaIJtains'. 
273. 
289. Touch p 44. 
290. Touch p 46. Cf x; the 'blurred outline' of the intruder. 
291. Cf King Lear Act III, Scene IV, 'poor nalced i:retches', man reduced to basics. 
292. Touch p 46. In 'The Found' such scarring 1-1aS a Sl' gn of akn 
' r:e ess, of 
- .. 
psychological inbalance; here it is a sign of humanity, an indication of how 
far Gunn has travelled since his early brilliant heartlessness. 
293. Touch:-p 47., Force is nm'r an instrument of gentleness. 
" 
294. Touch p 47. Cf, 'L'Ipreuve' , 'bombarded by/rocke-~s that explode greenly'. 
295. Touch p 29. As 'with the sea in I, the earlier parts of 'Misenthropos' must 
be interpreted in the light of these developments. 
296. 
291. 
298. 
299. 
300. 
301. 
302. 
303. 
Touch p 48. This is the final hill,irom,which the'last man 'at last emerges. 
Touch p 48. In many primitive cultures, to name is to achieve pOi-Ter. 
Touch p 48. Cf VII, 'master/or the "Torld's abject servant'. 
Touch p 49. 
Touch p 49. 
Touch p 46. The style eerily prefigures that of Moly. 
Touch p 39. ~, 
Touch p 49. 
Life Artist' 
The conclusion is as deeply pessimistic as 'Confessions of the 
- 'the solar system/viII flare up and fall into/space, 
irretrievably lost' - with one crucial difference. There, for life 'there is 
no ;Justification', here human sympathy is its Oi·;n rc;:ard, its O";1n art. 
304. 'Thorn Gunn \':ri tes', Poetry Book Society Bulletin 54, September 1961. 
305. Moly, London (Faber) 1971, 
306. Douglas Dunn, Encounter 37 (August 1971) pr10-I. A measure of Dunn's lack of 
r - comprehension of such mythical teChnique - he is himself, of course, a superb 
, " 
naturalistic poet - is his noting of Gunn'::: method of Yriting about modern 
subjects in 'antique' settings~ 
307. Ian Hamilton, Observer, 4 April 1971, p 36. Gunn's daring accords ill with 
Hamilton's infamous orthodoxy, that critical Robespierre disccrning~r'an 
approximate vocabulary, an obediently trotting metric, some murderous line 
b ( ~. d ". h d 11 the rh __y+'-_'I'-',s limiting'). reaks' Dunn similarly ~ln s D1S r ymes are u , v_'" 
308. Alan J3ro~:njohn, }Tel! Statesman, 19 Harch 1971, pr393- 4• 
309. Michael Fried, Reviel" 25 (Spring 1911), p(59-60 • 
310. John Fuller, Listener, 25 March 1971, pr38I-2. Gunn bas certainly developed 
a nell, less heavily symbolic, kind of abstraction, but the dista'l'1ce that be 
liaS travelled since Fighting Terrnsi:emains vast. 
274. 
311. Julian Jebb, Financial Times, quoted on dust J'acket of 9 1 73 paperback ed. of 
Positives. Jebb later directed a fine television fl'lm of Gunn reading from 
Moly, accompanied by appropriate Californian sunsets. 
3I2. Anon, Times Lit0rary Supnlement, 16 April 1971, p 439. 
313. Thom Gunn, Poetry Book Society- Bulletin 68, Spring 1971. Like Odysseus, tl;e 
poet is'an explorer and adventurer who lives experience through, in detail, 
and yet can ah;ays extract himself from it', aware, through myth, oi' 'blood 
powers and earth pOI:ers that he does not fully understand'. 
3I4. See Homer, The Odyssey,tranel. E.V.Rieu, Harmondsviorth 1946, Book X 'Circe', 
and Ovid, Mete,morphoses, transl. R. Humphries, Bloomington 1955, Book XIV. 
3I5. Poetry Book Society Bulletin 68. 
316. The Fall in Paradise Lost" the Redemption, through Christ's temptations in 
the Idlderness, in Paradise Regained. 
3n. Idylls of the King, discussed earlier in Chapter One, ends yith Arthur I s fall, 
and yet the possi bili ty of resurrection, 'and the ne"T sun rose, bringing the 
nevT year~. 
3I§. See note 4. To aid this attempt on the inexpressible, Gunn explores fleetinc 
and difficult experience in a range of carefully structured verse forms, 
formal meter and rhymes. The syllabic experiments, the delicacy of Touch, 
are subverted for a nev! plain style oviing much to Fulke Greville, ,':hose lrork 
Gunn had recently edited - Selected Poems of Fulke Greville, London 1968. 
319. Initiation rites play an important part in every known society; see Arnold 
van Gennep, Les Rites De Passage, Paris 1909. Like Hermes, 'the dOlm just 
shm'cing on his face', the boy is growing a beard - 'skin is barklike. and, 
feel, rough' - facial hair an image of burgeoning masculinity. 
320. Cf. the wolf ,boy, 'the familiar itch of close dark hair'. 
321. Moly p 13. Cf 'The Goddess' who also ,'Taits, out of sight, until ready for 
action, Oedipus ,-Iho similarly hides from the parents vrho believe him dead. 
322. Moly p 13. The Father is possibly God, his garden Eden. 
323. Moly p 14. Hide toughens, feet grovr into hooves as in the previous poem. 
324 . th ' IX, ',-:ho se"ves himself a 'trencher of • Cf. the serving IDa.n of 'Mlsan ropos ~ 
d . t 1 by product of animality. human flesh', cannibalism transforme In 0 mere Y a -
325. ~Ioly p I5. The gods are set apart from men, their metamorphoses 'all holy', 
not de5::"2J:ed into swine. 
326. Mol:>: ::.~ 16. Cf 'Hisanthropos r IV, l:a.tching the moon. ' 
327 1929 d th Sl'c~ of Virgo, presuMably had the • C\,nn, born on 29 August un er e V' 
A t I r'·,r Chaucer not,'i t:.dC'.nding, moon in Scorpio during his birth hour. s ro Oh-" 
often in poetry (perhaps just as ··ell). has not been used as a governing myth 
328. Moly p 17. Cf. 'Snovrfall', a secret neto-lork of vaults that 'honeycomb' the 
land with 'galleries of their sleep'. 
329. Moly.: p 17. Moon on the night sky is .Thite on black, ....... an ear~J prefigurement 
of moly itself, its root black, its flower white. 
330. 'Oubliettes' are another form of prison, cf 'La Prisortniere', 'Condemned to 
Life', 'The Tani', even the misanthropos on his 'final hill'. 
331. Moly p 18. Cf, perhaps, Ibsen's Peer Gynt peeling the onion, all surface, 
no heart. This (imaginary) metamorphosis is the most disconcerting of all. 
332. Phaedra fell in love vri th her stepson Hippolytus. He refused her and she 
hanged herself, but her husband, his father Theseus slel: him in error. The 
action is given a rural, I9th century setting here, with unsettling glimpses 
of the modern, moleskin vraistcoat and tractor oil. 
333. Moly p I9. This has an authentic ballad ring to it, suitable for such a 
sober, slovT recounting of sexual passions, folklore's (literal) lifeblood. 
334. Moly p 20. 
335. Moly p 21. In 'Innocence' just such a damaged consciousness - p~rverted by 
Nazi ideology - was reprehensible. Here 'innocence' is ",elcome, leading to 
the work.' s climax, sunshine as 'petal of light lost in your innocence'. 
336. Moly p 21. 'That old trust' here corr~sponds with the 'old big place' of 
'Touch', sand the dust of 'Misanthropos' made golden, precious by sunlight. 
337. Moly p 22. The lesson of such 'yrise indifference' is lost on Phaedra. 
338. Mo~ p 23. The return to mother earth, started in the 'message' of the 
opening poem, is well under w~, a preparation for the 'death-rich earth'. 
339. Moly p 25. Cf the moon shadows of part I of 'For Signs'. 
340. Moly p 26. Cf the achieved balance of 'On the Move', 'afloat on movement', 
'One chooses the movement in a valueless Yorld, 
Choosing it, till, both hurler and hurled, 
One moves as well, al\:a.Ys to"ard, toward'. 
'From the Wave' could be seen as an acquatic version of the earlier poem! 
341. Again a reference to Hermes, 'the dOi'Tn just shovring on his face'. 
342. Moly p 29. Cf the heroes of 'My Sad Captains', sexual adventurers. 
343. Moly p 30. The style of this prose poem has startling affinities rei th the 
threefold descritti ve narration of nerci:m Hyrrms or Stations, discussed 
earlier. The poem looks forward directly to 'Eeing Earn', 'distant swoke 
frozen in the sky', a second parallel that can not be so fortuitous. 
344. Moly p 3I. The strange Australian duck-billed platypus, a mammal that still 
lays eggs before suckling its young (and r2,ther o'atuitously drac[cc. jn hec'c). 
216. 
345. Moly p 31, duality from dual separateness. 
346. Moly p 33. 
347. Moly: p 34. Art ""image to be mad.e into myth in 'The Garden of the Gods', a kind 
of eternity (cf. the cycle of 'wheat in 'The Book of the Dead'). 
348. When originally printed in the pamphlet Sunlight, Ne"l York 1969, the m2.cl'.ine 
'·:as described, in anO"T excised pas[3age, as being 'like a T.V. set' and 'full 
of coloured lights', inside ¥Thich 'from an unseen hook, dangles a bunch of 
scraps-- string, chain and foil - ",hich turns smoothly but on an irregular 
axis'. The machine is obviously some kind of psycbedelic artefact. 
349. Moly p 36. At the end of Moly all men follov~ his example, giving themselves 
up totally to light, to oblivion. 
350. Moly p 37. The poem is based on the form of an Elizabethan street song, 
modern drug-pusher become a man proudly singing the praises of his Hares. 
351. Moly p 39. This celebrates the annual Renaissance Fair held in ~un ~afael 
Hoods, near San Francisco (c.'hich explains the anachronistic references to 
buckskins arid 'ta1--ny jerkins'). The 'god's experiment' is that of moly. 
352. Moly p 40. 'Borroi:ings out of nearby birch and clay' echo the 'cor.1:;Jound of 
rot' of 'The Rooftop'. 
353. Moly p 41. These hIO short lines have provoked'more obloquy on Gunn than 
anything else he has lTri tten - 'is this the famous bloi:ing of the mind? ~, 
Neil Rennie, London Magazine N.S. XI:2 June/July 1971, p 130. 
354. Moly ~ 42. Natty Bumppo is the hero of J. Fenimore Cooper's Leatherstocking 
novels, a ",hite hunter "Tho lived among the Indians. Gunn follows Gary 
Snyder's deep admiration for the Indian tribal communities, and their deep-
rooted connections, through myth, 'Hith the American landscape. See ~is fine 
collection of essays, Earth House Hold, Hel: York 1968, >'hich has much 
influence~ Gunn. 
355. Moly p 43. 
356. Mol;,! :9 43. Gunn is to return to his originS in Jack Stral~' s G2.stle. 
357. Mol;'! p 44. Cf 'Elegy on the Dust', for rThich this poem is very much a 
counterllart. Death is still master, but it now includes endless rene,;"al. 
358. Moly P 45. 
359. Moly p 46. Cf 'For Signs', where, similarly, leach clump of reedS/iS split 
with darkness and yet bristles lThole'. 
360. MolX p 47. Cf the music of the 'Jefferson Airplane' that also 'comes 
enel 
goes on the nind', almost a natural force. 
36 . I ter'm for 'messenger', brinGer of Good I. J~oly p 47. 'Ancel' is the bibl1ca 
ncn,s from God (or indeed the gods) to man. 
Z77. 
362. Noiy p 48, prefigured in 'Tom-Dobbin' III, 'distant smoke frozen l.0n 
the slr..y'. 
The sun becomes furnace of life.(Hermes °t ) l. S smithy? • 
364. I.:ol~r p 50. Cf 'For Signs' 3, the same 'palings of a fenee'_as in I here. 
365. l)oly p 51. Cf the ocean in 'From the 1Jave', 'a concave wall/dalen-ribbed 
vTi th shine', also 'building tall/its steep incline'. 
366. lioly p 51. Snow here is symbol of purity, not of rejection, as in 'From the 
Highest Camp', or oblivion - 'A SnoVT Vision', the final photograph in 
Positives, Claus von Stauffenberg'. 
367. Moly p 52. Chill again as absolution, the 'blunt leaves of iceplant'. 
368. iroly p 52. The lovers return to I'Tater almost as womb - cf ~ the opening 
poems/photographs in Positives. 
369. Moly p 53. Cf. 'The Byrnies'; just as here reflections flash 'their many 
anS1~ers to the one', so these earlier, homesick sun-\~orshippers 
' ••• SalJ light trapped among the man-made joints, 
Central in every link it burned, 
Reduced and steadied to a thousand points'. 
370. Moly p 53. The magic plant at last reveals itself, in a tromp d'oeil. as 
sunlight. 
371. Moly p 54. The innocence shed in 'Rites of Passage' has, through great 
effort, been restored, the poem is again essentially circular. 
372. Robert Duncan, Poems from the Margins of Thom Gunn's Moly (limited aut~or's 
typescript ed,,) January 1972. The vrork also appeo.red in Poetry lteview, 
Autumn 1971, ('Interrupted Forms. One'), Poetry ?evievr, Autpnn I972,(~Preface 
to the Suite Translated from Thom Gunn' s :r,~oly"', 'Not far from Circe I s house I, 
'Rites of Passage', 'Moly', 'Second Take on Rites of Passage I). 
373. Duncan quotes the passage ,:hich opens Gunn' s Moll - Hermes granting moly to 
Odysseus - but translated either by Pope or, if not, by Broome. 
374. Pope translated Books 3, 5, 7, 9, 13, 14, 17, 21, 22 and 24; most of 10, 15. 
Elijah Fenton translated Books I, 4, 19, 20. 
Broome translated Books 2, 6, 8, II, 12, 16, 18, 23; part of 10, 15. 
375. Robert Duncan, '1.101y', Poet;y Revie,;, Vol 63, No 3, Autumn 1972, p 200. 
376. Robert ~uncan, 'Second Take on Rites of PassaGe', Ibid p 203. 
377. ~.roly p 43. 
378. Moly p 53. 
379. Touch p 44. 
3~. Holyp 54. 
278. 
3e1. Jack Strc.r's Castle, London 1976. 
382. Neil Porell, Carpenters of Li,ght Mcmchester 1979 p 58 
, t. 
383. 'Thorn Gunn 'fri tes', Poetry Book Society Bulletin 90, Autumn 1976. 
384. John Bayley, 'Castles and Communes', Times Literary Supplencnt, 24 Se~tember 
1976, p 1194. Clothed in discrete sensitivities, this is the most vindictive 
attack on Gunn yet made,' counterfeiting poetry l:i th a highly accomplished and 
covertly malignant skill', perhaps because it is more an attack on a rhole 
life style, poetry made 'a part of living together', passed around like drugs. 
385. Patrick SlTinden, 'Thorn Gunn's Castle', Critical Quarterly 193 (1977) p 58. 
The collection brings to the surface Gunn's major theme, the difficulty of 
writing poetry about rhat is conventiohally beyond language. 
386. Clive Hilmer, 'Definition and Flow: a personal reading of Thom Gunn', P.E. 
Review 53 (1978), p 56. The whole article is a superb defence of Gunn by a 
poet rhose OVTn l~ork has been much under his influence, admitting Cunn's 
undoubted (occasional) failures of style or persona, but seeing this as part 
of his delight in risk-taking, his belief in 'the capacity for chance'. 
387. See Frederick Grubb, 'Peacetime Conscript: Thom Gunn', A Vision of Reality 
London 1965 pr203-I3. 
388. Poetry Book Society Bulletin 90. 
389. 'The Bed', 'Diagrams', 'Iror Lcndscapes', 'Fever', 'The Corporal', and '!Jlhe 
Geysers' all first appeared {in book form} in To the Air Boston 1973; 'The 
Night Piece' and 'Three SongEWt in Songbook, New York 1973. 
390. 'Hilmer p 55. 
391. Jack Straw's Castle p 14. Cf the half-demolished cinema in Positives 22. 
392. This perhaps alludes to the black po,~er sign (a catch-all show of political 
determination} ,a raised clenched fist. 
393. See To the Air p 9, and Powell p{'53-4. The earlier poem is a much clearer 
description of a sexual hustler, 'joints and anyl' for stimulation, who 
394. 
395. 
396. 
397 • 
fails to make the intended conquest at an all-night bar. The ?cake of earlier 
poems is indeed ageing, 'getting less beautiful tOl'Tard the evening's end'. 
Jack StraH's Castle p 20. 
York 1971. 
Jack Stra;-;' s Castle p 22. 
lrell as sport' comes from 
To the Air p 18. 
Published separately as Poem after Chaucer, Ne~i 
The epigreph 'Thou hast thy l:alkes for health as 
Ben Jonson's poem 'To Penshurst', line 9. 
nadir _ 'the bastard passed me by/fuck you ~sshole' -Perhaps Gunn's poetic 
although Guoh inanities 
continue Gunn's concern 
1 e) at least ( . tl· on than an fU q-: crude more ln concep 
for the dispossessed~ 
219. 
398. In addition, 'The Night Piece' loses its opening two stanzas in book form. 
399. The predominant digging metaphor is characteristic of Heaney, of the Hill of 
Mercial1 Hymns. 
400. Je,ck straw-'s Castle p 36. 
401. The etchings in this volume are, of course, Bewick's most celebrated work. 
402. Gunn, quoted C. Hilmer p 54. 
403. Jack StralTls Castle p 40. The angel here is, like Hermes, a messenger. 
404. Ibid P 42. 
405. Saturnalia "HaS held in mid-December, a ceremony in" which the usual Was 
suspended, dress 11as reversed betw"een" the sexes, social distinctions v;t,ere 
x'eversed. See Funk and I\Jagnall p 974. 
406. Jack Straw's Castle pr43- 4• 
407. 'Thom Gunn viTi tes', PBSB 90. 
408. Jack Straw's Castle p 46. Here, perversely, Nature is not mother but father. 
409. Ibid p 58. The debate paro.dies the Renaissance aigument poem. 
410. Jack is a common name for a legendary hero, Jack Straw is also the title of 
a song written for the Grateful Dead rock group by Robert Hunter. Jack Has 
imprisoned - in some traditions - by a giant and imprisoned in a dungeon. See 
Funk and "Hac;nall Pr 534-6 • ..\ee. .... fro C;.. ... Y'ter- Si x-, n~t"e lb" 
4II. The epigraphto part 2 of Jack StraY-rls Castle is taken from Martin ChuzzlelTit, 
Dickens similarly evoking an'ugly chamber' that haunts the imagination. 
412. Jack StrC',."'r!.s Cs,stle p 49. 
'" 
413. Medusa can, of course, freeze those vTho look direct at her (she vTall: defeated 
by Perseus). Charles Manson is a more contemporary evil spirit, a man whose 
ritual, tribal murders helped destroy the hippy dream of Moly. 
414. J ack Straw's Castle p 5I. 
415. Ibid p 52, Cf 'KnoiT;:!.edge', 'Interrogator to Interrogated f, even 'The Beate:'s' 
for a similar sense of complicity between torturer and tortured. 
416. Ibid p 54. 
417. Ibid p 55. 
418. Ibid p 53. 
419. Ibid P 56. 
420. This comes to a climax in 'Breaking Ground'. 
421. Jack Straw's Castle p 62. 
422. Ibid p 63. 
280. 
423. Ibid p 69~ Cf the energy spreading out from the centre in Positives, the 
mastering vision of 'From the Centre' in Moly. 
424. Cfo the earlier poem 'Innocence', significantly enough dedicated also to 
Tony vIhi te. True innocence is again hardened into a morale, an armour. 
425. Jack StT'a"I'T'S Castle p 68. G . h'l t t unn as earn 0 celebrate, not dread, his 
doppelgangers. Cf the 'fascinated face' in 'The Corridor'. 
426. Ibid p 74. Cf 'L 'Epreuve', the poet a 'hovering planet'. 
427. Thorn Gunn, The Missed Beat (The Gruffyground Press) ve."..,.... .. ~t jct7b 
428. Thom Gunn: A BibliogTaphy 1940-78, ed. J. Hagstrom and G. Bixby, London 1979. 
429. ~\ToI'lds, ed. G. Summerfield, Harmondslvorth 1974, pr58-62. 
430. Neil Pm~ell, Carpenters of Light p 58. 
431. '~1y Cambridge', Poetry Dimension Annual 5: the best of the Poetry Year, ed. 
Dannie Abse, London 1978 p 164. -
432. Ibid p(170-I. 
433. See letter from Gunn quoted by Bold p 8; 
'I l:as quite a self-enclosed middle-class boy till the death of my 
mother when I .:as about 14; after .. ,hich I spent about half the 
year in Hampstead and the other half with aunts in Snodland, Kent, 
where I worked on their milk round quite often'. 
434. Monterey vTas the first, and the most artistically and socially successful of 
the open air, free pop festivals. It closely follo .. !ed on, in timing and 
spirit, from that in the Polo Grounds, San Francisco celebrated in 'Listening 
to Jefferson Airplane'. For further information on this tangled period, see 
Ralph Gleason, The Jefferson Airplane and the 'Scm Franeisco Sound, New York 
1969 pr 1-82.. This song cannot be the Beatles song of the same name, >Thieh 
was released' in 1970, three years after l.lonterey was held. 
4350 Thorn Gunn, 'Hardy and the Ballads', Agenda I02- 3 , Spring-Summer 1972, p 45. 
C HAP T E R F I V E. 
A N _.-E 1-T M Y T H: 
THE POETRY OFT E D HUG H E S. 
28I. 
In Thorn Cunn' s work, t~u:t.h is visible, discovered in thf3 sunlight of Eol;y.; 
Gionversely, for Ted Hughes, truth is invrard, a hidden seoret to be l:rested from 
the darkness of Crow. Dick Davis has recently drav~n a crucial distinction betiJeen 
'Gunn's instinct for definition and Hughes' for evocation'!, and such a profound 
divergence (for all the litera.ry packaging that seeks to unite them as a kind of 
hybrid 'Ted Gunn' 2). enters their ver~e technique - Cunn obsessed by metre and form, 
Hughes abandon.ine both for an evoked cheWS - their phi lcsophical stance - Gunn a 
man alone, Euehes dr01;ning in Nature - and their very myths. Gunn's 'first man'HL 
'wary , individual, reaching out tentatively tOi';ard a i~holly separate 2nd 
strange world; l:hereas Hughes' Prometheus suffers and is devoured' 3. 
Indeed this very division bet,een the rational and thE': intuitive forms the 
underlying myth that structures Hughes' whole output, te,ught by early ;.mmersion in 
The ~~hi te Goddess4 , defined by close study of that greatest of mirrors,Shakespeare~ 
Venus battles l:i th Adonis, the Celtic pre-Christian goddess l'ith the 'materialist 
and democratising outlook and rational philosophy,50f Renaissance puritanism. If 
Shakespeare recorded victory by the latter, a true modern poet (Hughes) must 
reconvene the fight, bring England back to a psychic 'Yrholeness, a mythical unity IfF 
'The presence of the great goddess of the primaeval i~orld ••• is 
precisely what England seems to have lacked, since the Civil ~Tar ••• 
where negotiations l,ere finally broken off' 6. 
In the first draft of his extraordinary essay 'r.~yth and education', HUGhes 
sees·the outcome of these 'three hundred years of rational enlightenment' as a 
kind of mass hypnosis, a passive abandonment of the senses (as to the detached 
reality of television) through which the imq;ination is atrophied, the old myths 
discredi ted 'reducing the Bible to a bundle of old 'YToman' s tales, finally 
murdering ~od'. Such st~sis can only be resolved through imaginative literature -
Plato's ideal education1 the mc~ical evocations of early epic8 - psychic, timeless 
" " t" are healed, that l·,::en ttey 
'hospitals ·"Lere we heal, ;'~here our lmaglna lons 
are evil 'YJorks they are also battlefields ... :here ~.·e get injured ,9. 
Both t ~l"vine l"mpor+ance end the very real can~t~S this sense of the poet's almos ~ _ v 
" cxp"rl" e· nee haunt T.Tuo-hes' vork, and indeed tis lnvolved in such extreme openness to v .• u 
life, that 'familiar brooding figure' 10, the private traGedy of Sylvia Plath r:acO 
public prope~ty, a literary mythII • h · "n myth in the noW HuChes further fuels 1S 01 
282. 
notorious convers2.tion "i th EGbert Fans, arguing for a poetry of violence, tr.US 
escaping from rational scepticism into a charged, threefold symbolism _ precise 
natural description, 'invocation of the Goddess', evocation of 'elemental force' _ 
to summon up 'the elemental po,~er circuit of the Universe'. Danger, 8{;ain, is all. 
'If you refuse the energy, you are living a kind of death. If you accept 
the energy , it destroys you. T'hB.t is the al ternati ve? To accept the 
energy and find methods of turning it to good, of keeping it under control 
- rituals, the machinery of religion. The old method is the only one,12. 
Mythology~shapes the Inner-uorld of the imagination -the' 'shamanistic flight. and 
return' of the Ba:cg.o ThodolI3 , the 'dream 6f the call' behind all great opoetry14 .;.. , 
and f:or the most pe:cceptive modern w:r:iters (~again Hughes) the spirit call must be 
ansHered, the cure fOlmd and safely brought back, old thought-patterns expunced. 
'In their world Christianity is just another provisional myth of ~an's 
relationship 11i th the creator 8.:r.d the world of spirit. Their i:orlCl is 8. 
continuance or a re-emergence of the pre-Christian {'orld' 15. 
Hughes f returns to this theme in the rev!ri tten 'Myth and Education'. 'Where once: : 
.J.the::,inner vTorld;.and Christianity llare closelY'identified.', the surrender of faith 
to Science has discredited this inner ,-;orld as 'a bundle of fairy tales, a: relic of 
primi ti ve superstition', modern man has f2.11en into 'a huge sickness'. Acain, the 
result is spiritual paralysis, imagination decayed into a scientific objectivity. 
'A bright,intelligent eye, full of exact images, set in a head of the 
most frightful stupidity,16. 
The only escape, tharefone,' ~ies in 'subjective imagiuation\~ not psychoanalysis -
Which has merely defined this sickness - or (as 1-:i th Gunn) drugs, I-Thich lead only 
to another, inner prison. The greatest mythic narratives - irreduceable, a single 
''\-lord,I7 _ can heal by uniting inner vTorld to outer, complex ,caking dreams: 
'A simple tale, told at the right moment, transforms a person's life 1'7i th 
the order its pattern brings to incoherent energies ••• it has brouc~t all 
d ' ,18 that into a human pattern, ane made it part of our understan 2ng • 
Hughes is both trained anthropologist19 and fullblo1'm mystic
20
, a scholarly 
interpreter of distant myths and a despiser of intellectuals, a r;,an 1'Tho c::'cn.tes 
difficult, highly Frought poems about his love for the elemental, the primitive. 
';ithout the evidence of his poetry, such theories - myth as psychic medicine -
f d yhen they provide the 't1ould appear bizarre, almost the lucid ravings 0 a ma man: 
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spark to ignite such creativity they must be taken serious ly2I. The difficult:" 
is really one of belief. Talking about the ~h / t 
- ..., runan poe's flight into the spirit 
1-rorld, Hughes quotes the 'American healer and prophet' Edgar Cayce as proof, an 
'example of one man \'Tho dreamed the dreams and accepted the task, ,Tho 
"~as not a poet ••• and of course he returned l:i th the goods' 22. 
Such an 'of course' is ~atuitous, an arrogance. C f 't D~ ayce was a a~ h-healer who 
advocated lettuce as a panacea - supplying 'an effluvium in the blood stream' to 
destroy germs - believed in Atlantis (his evidence takel' 'from the aether'), and 
made his diagnosis in a hypnotic trance 23 • In just the same 'Hay , Keith Sagar's 
study of Hughes' poetry - for all its deep learning, its lack of academic cant, its 
sheer readability - takes on a matching apocalyptic tone, Hughes a greater Lawrence 
'searching for a position that cannot be outflanked, ·,:hich maintains 
human dignity and purpose 'Hi thout falsifying the facts, 'Khich rncovers 
the sane and sacred without evasion, abstraction or doctrine,24. 
Again, the shaman is uncomfortably close to the sham, the trickster to trickery; 
Sagar quotes Carlos Castaneda's Don Juan as a genuine seer, v,hereas he elsewhere 
has been proved a literary fraud 25 • And yet, again, ,the unmasker of Castaneda 
26 
goes on to stress the spiritual depth of his work, such imposture truly irrelevant. 
Hughes' poetry has a similar directness, a boldness that escapes normal restraints. 
Such incaution rapidly made enemies, 'Ted Hughes was an immediate embarrass-
ment to the cri ticctl establishment' 21. Al Alvarez set Hughes I vitality against 
29 
Larkin's 'gentility,28, yet others found merely a gratuitous 'voyeur of violence', 
h ' 'f I d f "d I h ' , 30 preaC.lng a aci e co e 0 SU~Cl a ero~sm • Hughes, conversely, respects 
post-war distrust of 'the heroic efforts to make nevr i-l"orlds' - a Larkinesque 
retreat into 'a nice view of the park' - but himself refuses to be bound by it. 
'NO,\,T I carne a bit later. I hadn I t had enough. I ,ras all for opening 
negotiations 1~i th whatever happened to be out there' 3I. 
He goes beyond welfare-state humanism, 'our materialist, non-orCimic democracy', 
into ri tU2~ and myth, the closed 1forld of Tee ~';-,i te Goddess, the natural ·,~orld 
perceived as emblems, proofs of his philosophy. Hughes remainE a curiously self-
suffiCient, isolated figure~2. Ei5 work remains profoundly uncomfort~8~e, passion 
that challenges intellect, rich pearls grown from such complex irritation. 
H ','k . n the ~ain 33 Bur-hea first The most startling characteristic of The" Ct., l ~ ,L 
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bollection, is the energy of its language, Shakespearian dialect 34, a style which 
I combines a colloquial prose readiness VlJ.· th ti 
- poe c breadth, a ritual 
intensity and music of an exceedingly high ordEr with clear direct 
feeling, and yet in the end is notl:ing but casual speech ,35. 
The title poem at once establishes Hughes, not rTith a whimper but a bang. The cool 
36 
syntax of the Movement - Donald Davie's pure articulation - is 1-;renched into chaos. 
WordsworthiM Nature suddenly grows malignent; 'rain hacks my head to the bone'. 
Man drowns (metaphorically) in sea, (literally) in the 'dogged grave' of earth. 
Above, the hawk mirrors tbis 'fulcrum of violence' and yet resists it, a 'diamond 
point of will', though eventually he too must succumb to the flux he evolved from. 
'The horizon trap him, the round angelic eye 
Smashed, miy his heart's blood with the mire of the land,37. 
Jaguar and macaw are caged but untamed, again memorials of an older, purer Horld 
in which instinct can defeat reason 8.."1d the sense s yield to an amoral vitality. 
-'The eye satisfied to be blind in fire, 
By the bang of blood in_the brain deaf the ear,38. 
Mod.ern man too is 'behind bars'. His 'vital fire' spent, he is a dry husk of old 
emotions, a 'lumbering obsolete' survivor of rlhen 'half the world still burned'. 
Thus the Great liar is made myth 39 , a simpler age of fear and heroism, 'nor prehist-
oric or fabulous beast more dead' than its soldiery. Hughes opposes the dienity 
of 'megalith still' horses to the fatuity of civilized man, an 'Egg-head' whose thin 
shell of skull blots out the senses. The poet would bite the hand that feeds (and 
indeed reads) him, attacking the intellect in a very intel1cctualised,v1ndictive wa:y-. 
t A tossing upside-dm.'ll team drags him on fire 
Among the monsters of the zodiac,40. 
Hughes' real subject, however, is his pursuit of the lrhite Goddess, the young girl 
naked 'under every full moon'. 1 t hate4I. 'Song' 'Odi atque arnot, to love is a so a 
captures both the cruelty and beauty of such a quest, the passing of love presages 
llaste, flood and tempest, the poet too reduced to death' s despair, life's exhaustion. 
'And my head, .~orn out with love, at rest 
In my hands, and my hands full of dust, 
o my lady,42. 
Love is a kind of untaming, a return to the primeval, a r;iIled ancieJlt mastery. Thuo. 
the Dove Breeder rides the nen morning, t a big-eyed ha1-;k on his fist'. 
also, temporarily, held at bay. 
The rain is 
The hawk is resurgent in Luperca143 - 'I hold Creation in my foot' 
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this myth 
of Nature (strength mastering flux) is further reinforced. Thrushes are 'more coil~ 
steel than living', pike are 'stunned by their ovm grandeur', and the'world itself 
'hammered to a ring of brass through a bull's nostrJ."l. I n such a pitiless, primeval 
land - a lily pond can conceal 'prehistoric bedraggoned times',.'Relic' can reveal a 
sea. 'of jaws - man hc..s two a1 ternati ves. Either he can retreat into art, 'carving at 
a tiny ivory ornament', or he must fight for survival, like Dick Straightup 'so full 
of legend and life' and the colonel 'his O1m caricature' (both of them nOlI' dead); 
' ••• The man-eating British lion 
By a pimply age brought down,44. 
Such self-reliance nears the supernatural. Esther's Tomcat 'is unkillable', vThile 
a mouse cornered end transfixed is held 'rrhether in God's eyes or the eyes of a cct'. 
Indeed, 'vre are all held in utter mock by the cats', even the otter con.bineu a 
'tomcat's round head' yith 'oil of water body', flesh and fish. 'A king in hiding',1:e 
'Brings the legend of himself 
From before wars or burials, in spite of hounds 
Re-enters the water by melting,45. 
••• 
This 'red unmanageable life' derides the attempts of men to master or dispose of it, 
scavenges their skulls46 , end emerges snovTdrop-brutal, 'thirsting'. If The HavTk in 
the Rain approached fairy-tale in 'The Hag' and biblical legend in 'Fair Choice', so 
Lupercal freezes Hughes half-way between bestiary and myth-making. Thus, 'Mayday on 
Holderness' vTas intended as an overture to a long poem on England, like the full 
~ a myth that failed. Its bloodstream a coiled river - 'loaded single vein' - its 
intestines a flowing snake, tne hidden, damaged life of England endures undeterred. 
'The crow sleeps glutted and the stoat begins ••• 
. . 1 h· . th 1 e ,47 Couples at tbelr purSUl ts are aug. lng In e an • 
Hughes, like Frankenstein, creates his cosmology from dead fragments: Homer in the 
vengeful 'EverJ~an's Odyssey', Perse~hone in the oblique 'Fire Eater', even~deadened 
Christianity in 'Crag Jack's Apostasy'. For Jack, God appears in 'an animal's 
dreamed . ~olf of 'Feb~uary' or the sacrificed dog end head', and, again, the raven:mg ,,- :n 
.1 
goat of 'Lupercalia' are ritual deaths that bring fertility, reawake 'this frozen ore 
E d The 'moon-horned river' thqy ven Roman deities, however, must yield to the God esse . 
i ,5I tried to purge takes strength from Cleopatra, f 'nOrT let the snake re gn 0 
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The asp took Sylvia Plath too, Hughes fell "'ilent for thre 52 ~ e years ,1T ature 
fully darkened into myth. In the bitter cast nw~v Reckli 53 
-u.'V. ngs, a serpent ate deep 
into England's soul - 'whorish dragon of the dark ~ffes'_ d 
""b evouring: 'virginal SAint 
George'. In Hodwo54 the snake, a -'starved adder'. comes' 
, . lnto its kingdom. F oman 
merges into serpent, Eve into Satan, in three poems that upend . Blblical ~vth.Iri E'~; 
'The serpent remains earthen, brutishly veined, 
Rooted in crevices, living on flies and men,55. 
'Reveille' wakes Adam arld Eve Kith 'a sudden, cruel bite '; 'the snake's coils crush 
'all Eden's orcharGhs', stretching aFay into history. In 'Theolof'V' H h t bJ , ug es 5e s 
right the 'dark intestine' of truth. Adam ate the apple, so, in turn, -"Eve ate >-! 
Adam/the serpent ate Eve'. Thus triumph~~t, Satan (as serpent) inherits Paradise, 
'Smiling to hear 
1:6 God's querulous-calling'~ • 
Jalli'Teh, the Je1dsh/Christian creator, is as powerless against the 'nightmare' of 
evolution as he is in 'Logos'. 'God is a good fello-v.', but His Mother's against 
Him,57. Thus the vJhite Goddess continues her quiet dominance, through her theoloGY 
·1:8 
- male godhead refracted to death through her mirrors' ~ - her taboos - "Horst of 
60 
all the beanflovier,59 - and her totems, the quail, hare and roebuck of 'The Hound'. 
The twin myths of Goddess and Great War inter-react, just as Prodwo itself forms a 
complete whole, drama into poetry, verse into prose6I , a self-feflecting 'single 
'Work'. Ripley may escape the Goddess, and 'Kalk righ~ through the land of the dead, 
but the moon still rules, 'stripe of blood, 0 sail of death'. Vengeful and almost 
childishly vindictive, yet the Goddess also pres~~es fulfilment, completion. 
'The moon has stepped back like an artist gazing amazed at a'·work 
That points at him amazed,62. 
~ indeed points toward the brutal cosmology of Cro;T, a ner~ order based on I the 
surrealism of folklore,63, emblems from Nature. 
) 
Eear becomes 'ferryman/to dead land. 
Rat is forced 'down into godhead', Gnats are 'the angels of the only heaven' nnd Lro-l-:s 
'Like sacrifices set floating 
64 The cruel earth's offering' • 
In such a harsh world, ghost crabs are 'God's only toys'; reality is like the tearing 
of bandages from the embalmed dead65 • The poet can only - like HodlfO -' go on looking' 
at Such obscure, savage reality, seeking self in the entrails of animals, of Cr~. 
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Hith Cro\.r
66
, Hughes at last creates his Olm mythology (conversely) by a c,::'..:,~: 
synthesis and compression of earlier, communal myths most obviousl Ch '~+' , 
, Y .r~~v~an~ty, 
to which it forms both variant reading and ironic commentary. EU£hcs uses both t::c 
events of Genesis and the verbal formulae of the King James translation _ genealoey 
in 'Lineage', catechism in '~~xamination at the \,Tomb-door I, chant ';n 'Tu,o 
... I Lecends'-
as a springboard, Christian exempla for a post-Christian "rorld, exploded truths, 
'Christiani ty is just another provisiona.l myth of man's relationship 
',:i th the creator and the 1-Torld of spirit t 67. 
eTOvT has many points of departure; - Indian trickster myths68 , Bran the totem of 
Englar.'d69 , the Greek god of healing70 , the Celtic death-goddess l:orrigu (herself an 
aspect of the \'Thi te Goddess) 7I, the ritual tre..nsformations of native folklore 72 _ 
but it gains a stubborn life of its orm, poem becomes one with its myth. Critical 
dh;cus~ion of ,CPovT is ,amputated in that, as yet, of • an epic folk-tale alternating 
prose and verse' 7 3 only the songs are as yet extant, the narrative is missine. }~o 
,;onder that the "Thole project remains so intangible, so mysterious; Euehest v[l.rious 
explanations shed confusion not light. CroH represents tGod's nightmar/3 attempt to 
improve on man:,74, end yet 'the whole purpose is ••• to·turn him into a man,7\, The 
,\-Tork is simply 'the songs that a CroH would sing,76 ,and yet it irlcorporates t"'o 
complex narratives. Crow is a creation of nightmare, endlessly tested by God, 
endlessly buoyant and inquisitive, endlessly reborn77 • CroH is engaged on an 
endless search for his creator; after a succession of female monsters ,·,hom he 
destroys, he is forced to carry an ogress over a river. By ansl:ering seven ri tua! 
questions he reaches the other side, i:here she is revealed as a princess, his bride 
and his mother (the vThite Goddess)78. Critics have provided~further keys f.or the 
same, possibly non-existent lock. Crow' is an imitation of cartoon violence (and,it 
is implied, disposabili ty) 79, a sick, desperate '1;el ter of bloodthirstiness and . 
h t 80 , 'h'l t' ,81 'A.bsentid perversity: ••• la e' ,an [l.ttempt to 'reach a peace ~n an.'1l _~ a ~on , r~ 
.1 
82 
very nearly the end of poetry' • others see it as a nerT start,to;-cVf;r,?- ',pioneering 
84 
83 f th nel; onto the ve-;::; old I , Use of myth to convey 'demonic force' , 'a grafting 0 e 
85 d arc indivisible, aliC'::. a shamanidic flight and return • C€'rtainly, Cro,; an ma.'1 
I A crow' is a sign of life ••• Bet'::een the crOH and the man ••• a horril1lc 
h S come up from the maker of connection has found its lie.:y ••• A ero\: a 
the "orld. The crOl; ratchcs the man ,·86• 
'. 
The deliberate non-linear approach of __ C~ow precludes any 0. ~o °t o 
e.LlnllVe,OVc::-_cL'.s:; 
explanation of ei ther its narrative or mythic background; the sequence is fer fron 
being complete87 , indeed such chaos, such incompletion is part of its very es~€nce. 
The opening six poems deal ri th Crol,' sown c:-eatiorr, in making defining tim. ''::'1"0 
Legends' present a cosmology of despair, a God uho cannot create order or li(:lt,the 
Eskimo legend that 'in the beginning the raven ~:as the only creeoture and the ,"orld 
i'iaS, like him, black' 88. For CrOl!, such blackness is endemic - of eye, guts and 
soul - a nihilism unable to 'pronounce its sun' learnt from the ",hole 1Torld,from God. 
'Blat:k is the earth-globe, one inch lLYlder, 
An egg of blackness,89 
that hatches the 'blade rainbow' of crov;, rejecting such emptiness, 'flying' ofree. 
'Lincae;e' traces the ancestors of Crov~, Christia.'1.ity reversed - Adam begat I:2-r~n! 
begat God, begat Hothing - Croi: born ~ from such negativeness and, in a typical 
double-take, the real crOYl's equally squalid arrival, 'trembling featherleBs elbOl"S 
in the ned's filth'. 'Examination at the "liomb-door' quizzes Cro;-; ['.s to his God, 
his o"rner and the earth IS. Death is the constant ansrer, 'stronger than life', but 
Cro~i - as his frcCluent rcsurr4ctions al~e to shol; - is 'ftronger than death' itself, 
vrith such confic.ence can 'pass' both examination and liomb-door,90 • In 'A Knl', 
conversely,Crow's birth is seen as a kind of death,Pflrception dulled by :the senses, 
'Shot through the head vith balled brains 
Shot blind with eyes,9I. 
At his birth, as in 'Two Legends', 'everything ,;ont black', his first bre~th a 
'boTiel-emptying cry' that reverberates throuchout the vThole l:ork, a death sc:-eam. 
'Crol" and r.lama', first of mailY'Jlightmare encounters vTith T:omen, part parody-. of t~~() 
b b ( 0 to llel bet","een _Cro,~ and a y Jesus lTi th the Virgin l~ary there ~s a con lnuous para 
Christ), describes a series of uhl-rittingly destructive, comip'attempts~'llt escape, 
'He tried a step, then a step, and again a step -
n f ,92 Everyone scarred her lace 0r ever • 
Th O 0 dO cycle, C~o\: reaches the moon 18 1S all only a dream, or perhaps a never en lng 
only to .be born again: 'under his mother's ruttocks'; indeed, this throe 
tbh{jd: lr.r CNY' J a o·{~ impossi bili ty of escaye echoes throughout the "hole seQuence, mao', • .' -
k o d In the 7'4",,,,1 pOG·m on C1"_o .. ts bL.'th, '7hC' foo:", ln of anarchic, doomed freedom. • •• ~. 
man's body is merely earth, eeni tals its flo""el', mouth its creature, its only 
opening the 'eye's pupil'. It is here that Crow settles, a life force that can 
separate man from em.'th, 'black dooTWt:lv' to the soul. I th I 
......., neater 'Cro;.; Rambles' 
'Death only 1')ants to be life. It cannot quite manage. 
'Weeping it is l:eeping to be life 
(as for a mother it cannot remember),93. 
Safely hatched, Cro,\" is set against Death i~ a series of trial cosmologie f:-. 
, 
Each opens in Eden and CUlminates in Apocalypse, a painful progress towards godtead 
(albeit only over oblivion). In 'A Childish Prank', the young Cro" cuts in half the 
serpent cif Wodvro - 'God's only sam' - to create human cor.sciousness from sexual 
desire, a spur and a scourge. Life is created from stasis, Satan is ingested. 
'Man aW'oke being dragged across the grass. 
vroman aVToke to see him coming' 94. 
'Cro .. r's First Lesson' continues the I"";.i'~cation both of Crov; and Jahl:eh. Speech,and 
love are outside Crow's range. He perverts them into further creation; the shark 
'discovering1its own-death', the mosquito that (literally) lives off flesh, and, 
worst of all, 'jabbering' man. Again, sex is a function of violence, the male is 
strangled by 'i'Toman's vulva', the ultima1re predator. God 'l-reeps, po,rerless, unable 
to impel- language or love; Crow flies off, guiltily, to view the horror of his 
Creation. In 'Crow' Alights', mountains resemble cattle, the sea is a coiled snake 
and t1:e stars are mushrooms while, conversely, man is reduced to mere externals -
animate and inanimate inverted - a coat, a face, a hand, a cup. Life is thus mere 
'hallucination', a garbage can in 'a vTaste of puddles', held in fealty to Cro,\-!. 
'He stared at the evidence. 
Nothing escaped him. (Nothing could escape),95. 
In 'That Moment', the face of the previous poem - the final man - commits suicide 
(the first of many deaths); the world seems 'closed forever', an experiment ended, 
'exposed to infinity'. Life is saved by QrovTt s voracity, in such desolation he Las 
'to start searching for something to eat', Hunger leads to curiosity in 'Cro;': ~:C2.:':? 
Fate Knock on the Door'. He searches for ini'rardness - not the surfaces of 'era",: 
Alights' _ in the 'gobbets' of a mouse (the heavens' 'infinite engine') but his 
desl"re for "th a1" klOlll"ng mechanism of the universe. full kno1':ledge ~s e. re lnner, 
'This prophecy 1:-as inside him, lik~ a steel spring Slo~'ly rending the vi tal fibres' 9 • 1 1 "I~\" Hunger consumes self-knol: cc·rC', -" ,~ 
In 'ero;.-, Tyrr'.!U1osi3:urus', you are 1-rhat you eat. 
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inlrandness, such acuteness of sense<.for 'the eyets/roundness', 'the earls/deafness'. 
now fully adult, albeit literally pre-bistoric - 'tyrannosaurus' _ Crow C<:n 
attempt communion with man, and thus advance tOHards godbead. 'CrovT's Account of the 
Battle' extends food-lust to blood-lust, the simplicity of mass slaughter.-
'This had happened too often before 
And vJas going to happen too often in future' 97 • 
Armageddon is made everyday 'like slamming a door'. Devoid of horror or any sense 
of pain, Croi'l merely e~!okes futility, losing even his masterful laughter - '1l0boc3~ 
smiled'. In 'The Black Beast", Cron again searches for death, the deity of such 
wgrfare, and destroys in turn his brother, the earth, and space. In vain he flails 
'immensely through the vacuum'. A partial clue is given in 'A Grin', '7here this 
grimace of both ecstacy and absolute pain' searches for a 'permanent home' in the 
temporary extremities of childbirth, terr-or, sex, grief and madness. It fe.Us, 
and sinks back into death, the beneath-flesh, grinning, forgotten: skull. 'Croi" 
Communes' returns to digestion, g:r-eed transformed into love feast, a holy joke. 
'Will this cipher divulge itself to digestion 
Under hearing beyond understanding?' 98• 
'Half-illumined' (like the reader), Cror, is strengthened from eating \Jod' s t'carp<ase' 
and yet still dumb, still 'appalled'. He is a priest obsessed rTith his Ornt. gross 
uglines~, his lack of inwardness - 'the hierophant, bumped, impenetrable' - end 
this informs tl:e stories he tells. -In t Cron' s Account of St. G~orge', Englcmd' 3 
patron saint sees 'the Universe ••• racing toviards an . ans .. :er' but is plagued by four 
dragons. He kills them bloodily, only to find that he has slain:'what he most love'S", 
'Drops the Srrord and runs dumb-faced from- the h01..1se 
Where his wife and childre~ lie in their blood,99. 
'A Ritual' follows Christian ritual and a Christian saint with Christia..'1ity it~elf. 
ayord (Logos) succeeds 'tweezers of number' as e false god, science yielding to 
linguistics. The '''Tord' is another monster, a ravenous mouth thst is again dunD -
'earless, eyeless'r. able to devour men but not the (Goddess) earth, sucking it dry. 
'All that remained of it a brittle desert 
100 
Dazzling .. lith the bones of earth's people' • 
·t . t·ms 'he ate iiell'. Be CrofT, who has flo'lm clear of its ravages, scC'.venges ~ s Vl.C ~ -
takes Ba.ttle of Osf'rontalis', treating its temptations on language direct in 'The -
29I. 
the disdain of Christ in the vTilderness; 'Crow took a sip of T,: ater and the.nked 
hea.ven' • Neither bribes nor vTarfare - 'glottal bomb','guerrilla. labials' _ can 
give language victory; repulsed,. speech retreats 'into th 
e skull of a dead je~ter', 
poor Yorick. Cr01'T too can play Hamlet, hOviever, 'long ago/he had picked that skull 
empty' • Language is redundant, it masters Creat1" on but 'the ld wor did not notice' , 
and pOl';er resides still vd th Crow. In' Cr ' Th 1 
. OVT s eo ogy', he at last understands ti~ 
survival, a kind of language set 8£ainst death, a function of the sleeping God. 
, • •• he realized that God spoke CrOi{ -
Just existing ":-as His revelation,IOI. 
And yet there is a second, more evil, more pOi-cerful God, speaking stone and the 
silence of death, loving not Crow but the bullets that YTould kill him; a God 
' ••• much bigger than the other 
Loving his enemies 
And having all the weapons' 102. 
The next seven poems are moves toward this second God, to the destruction of 
the first trial cosmology. In 'Crm,r t s Fall', the blaclmess of 'Two Legends' is 
given an alternat,ive, or prior, explanation. Crow,envies thecsunts whitimess,attacks 
and falls through pride (a proto-Adam), yet 'charred black' croaks -a defiant 1-paradox-.' 
"Up there', he managed, 
"fhere I·rhite is black and black is 1;hite, I ron nI03• 
Laughter is an attack, blaclmess a virtue. 'Crow and the Birds' sets CroY~ apart 
not through colour but greed (again); nobler birds ~void the debris of Nature or man~ 
only he can happily, ungracefully, spraddle in 'beach £arbage',scavenging~ce-cream; 
Similarly alone is the anti-hero of 'Criminal Ballad', narrated by Cro'\'~. Violence 5.s 
a comic counterpart to eacli,stage of his groidng -'an unconscio'.1s criminalityt-just 
as tragedy turns into farce, original sin into Crow's (and his God's) amore.l grin: 
'And under the lElaves he sat Heeping 
Till he began to laugh,I04. 
The first element to fully disconcert Crol'T is the sea. In 'Cror~ on the ]each', he 
grips tight mother earth a.,rare of something alien, deadening entropy. The sea's 
'ogreish outcry and convulsion' recalls that cry of cosmic anguish in 'T.,:o Legends' 
and 'A Kill'; the battle lines of CrOvT are indeed dra~m. 'The Contender' presents a 
dl' ff ' f' '"'d self tortured i"i th the 'nail s of erent kind of hurt. Christ is recrUC1 2" -. 
r""I'1"n, through decay, into et.crni ty; 
nothing'. He ignores the gifts of Creation to u-
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!Sometimes with eyes closed 
In his senseless trial of strength, I05. 
Myth is further debunked in 'Oedipus Cro,\-r'. Crow escapes death three times, t!:ou[h 
he loses in turn his guts, a foot aJ1d his brains, only to succumb at last to his .1 
master Death, tricked by his apparent friend 'the '\-ratch on his '\-rrist' • 'l'ime passes 
'in a cloud of corpse-dust', entropy again brings dissolution. In the first of 
. many para-deaths, Crov! dangles (like the hung crows of 'November') 1';arned, brutally 
'corrected', like Oedipus a victim of circumstances. 'CI'OVi'S Vanity' similarly 
revisits Greek myth and refracts it; Achilles' shield becomes Cr01,'s 'evil mirror' , 
his reflection - 'the usual grinning face' - turns into anew , bitter Creation. 
'And here oame the misty ballerinas 
The burning gulfs the hanging gardens 't ' ,106 ~ nas eer~e • 
The fi~st Creation has faded into parody, false light darkens to a Crow-like black. 
Such despair characterises the second Creation, declining to a long dark night 
of the soul. 'A H8rri ble Religious Error' set s the scene, the serpent of 'A Child-
ish Prank' displaces God as an object of veneration, 'the sphinx of the fir.~l fact'. 
God (like his son, 'The Contender') turns grin into grimace, Adam and Eve collapse 
into "Worship, and only CrovT resists being mesmerised. Saved again by greed, he 
'Grabbed this creature by the slackskin nape, 
B t th h 11 t f 't and ate ~t,I07. ea e e ou 0 ~, • 
The next five poems continue this assault on chaos. 'Cro,., tries the !.1edia' attempts 
to Sing love but croaks - like a crow - despair, a failed evocation, 'her shape 
dimmed ,108. Throat is strangled, tongue poisoned, voice polluted, and so creation 
fails; in 'Cro'l-!' s Nerve Fails' ,a::croll-tsblack plumage is archive ,of "the 'living dead'. 
'His prison is the earth. Clothed in his conviction 
h . , ,109 Trying to remember 1S cr~mes • 
With such a legac7 of ghosts and their curses, Crow flies 'heavily'. 'In Laughter' 
narrates this constant death, a comic-book c2.talogue of slapstick that sudc.enly 
d tl lice ~ave come for'. turns into torment, a fully human guilt 'like somebo y 1e po 
In'CrO~T Frowns', grin once again becomes grimace, the fro1\!l of s()lf-investir,~tion 
Part of his strange detachr;lcnt that can ' assail infinity'. Created from 'notl:ing', 
'He is the long waiting for something 
yth ' ,III To use him for some ever ~ng , 
h Cr01,fs h1.IDger is a clean!linf, Yind, C allenging entropy 1-l1th: his DIm lack of decay. 
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his footprints are 'signatures' of past for a distant future. ' !:a.gicaJ. Ian£ers' 
emphasises the risk of confronting entrop~, 'nature's stunor' 
• • These attempts at 
creation dismember Crow, comfort is unmasked as deatfu - 'soft and w~, a blindfold, 
intellect mere 'fruitless bars'. In a second para-death, he too succumbs to torpor, 
'Crow never again moved'. Such chaos is resolved, in 'Robin S , ong , through legend. 
Robin is the analogue of Crow and his (second, greater) God, maker of a hC'..I'sh v.o:,ld 
'That rolls to crush 
And silence my kno~ledge,II2. 
The lost king of 'Crow's Theology', his future deity in 'Crow Fro"1llS', robin is a 
'hunted king/of the frost and big icicles', exiled in ~inter, child of tte storm; 
'Who goes through me looking for something else 
Who can't recognize me though I cry~II3. 
Heartened by his maker, Crow reasserts his endless sense of life, his eternity. 
In 'Conjuring in Heaven', the 'nothing' of inertia. is a maeical trick, a desired 
sleight of hand - 'prolonged applause in Heaven' at such cleverness - that, in the 
teal, unexpected illusion can nevertheless contain Cr01f, stunned but undefeated. 
'It hit the ground and broke open 
There lay Crow, cataleptic,II4. 
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'Crow goes Hunting' sees hunted turn hunter, the victor over language using ,:ords 
to test out his creation'. -'CrOyT yTaS CrOrT vrithout fa.il,but what is hare'; The anSI-reI' 
is flux, . Nature :a succession of cunnirig,magical transformat.ions (more· conjuring};· 
using a determination and hunger'learnt from Cro', to defeat him,c duinb in delight·-
'Crow gazed after the bounding hare 
S hI "th d" t" ,116 peec ess w~ a m~ra ~on • 
In 'Owl's Song', hope is again resurgent. The owl which earlier had 'sailed clear 
117 
of tomorrow's conscience' now sings of entropy, all life and emotion atrophied -
'everything had nothing more to lose' - yet contradicted~y-such expressiveness, 
'his ovm singing'. Robin and Owl represent the hlO uresiding divinities, Gro .... :' s 
God and the God of Eden. The latter is'still with fear'at Crow's quiet omniscience, 
'Seeing the clawtrack of star 
118 
Hearing the wingbeat of rock' , 
the former is still in control, even at the he2.Tt of nothing. 'Croi':'s Undersong' is 
the first acknoY~ledgement of CrorT's mate, created by this greater God, a catnlyst 
for the sexual conjunctions that are to transform the later poems of ~ ... She 
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feels, initially, self-doubt and a sense of limits - 'she cannot Come all the Fay' _ 
a mirror of CroW" s 0'\1111 insecurity rather than hi shope. Si . 
ng1ng1 bUt dumb,ehe brings 
both pain and (its adjunct) life into the universe,counterpart'of Crow·s-ambivalence. 
'And there "Tould have been no crying in the city 
{There would have benn no City),1I9. 
Such knowledge brings sexuaJity, 'she has become amorous it is all she has come for'. 
In 'ero"r l s Courtship', added later, the secondary God's attempt at creating the same 
companion is doomed to fc::.ilure - she must evolve slowly, naturally - and CrOvT's 
impatience': matches J ahv,eh 's incompetence, 'laminations of hag' burnt to a cinder. 
'Cro", stared wooden-eyed at the heap of ashes. 
'The "I'TOrst moment 1 " God lrept, 'The vrorst moment,,120. 
The nature of the first, true God is symbolised in t CrOvT' s Elepha.l1t Totem Song'. 
rThen beautiful - 'ageless eyes of innocence and kindliness' - his refm,al, like 
Jesus, to 'correct. the damned' leads to his murder. Resurrected, himself a god, 
Elephant builds a clumsy armour, 'aged eyes' noVT 'wicked and .rise', and deserts the 
byenas to their sleepless hell to celebrate a lost Eden beyond his Creation's reach. 
'And the Elephant sings deep in the forest-maze 
About a star of deathless and painless peace 
t h "t· ,121 Bu no astronomer can find were 1 1S • 
'Dawn's Rose', the turning point of ~, moves tm·'ard this star,this elegant d6main. 
The dawn of a nevT era is starting, hOVTever 'desolate' the present - 'agony under 
agony' - its herald a crOl1 (Shorn of capital and mythic status) 'talking to stony 
skylines'. Its battle cry is 'wordless' birth 'and death,' a -'newborn baby's grieving' 
'Or the suddenly dropped, heavily dropped 
Star of blood on the fat lea£,122. 
Sunshine ' is melting an old frost moon', the Goddess yields to her ruined kingdom. 
. Song', any dl."rection is upvrards. In 'Cro,T'S Resurgence continues; after 'Robl.n 
PI merely a device to alleviate his loneliness,; aymates', the gods - like Jahweh -are 
but they tear free like hyenas, each subtracting 'its lodgin0 place and its power'. 
Thus cannibalised, reduced to 'his Oim leftover' ,robbed of what he can im8.£,ine,C:-ow 
'i-Iandered over his deathless greatness 
L 1 ° th~n ,123 one l.er ~,ever • 
, d in 'Croweco ', 
cautious anc betrayed as Elephant. He gains revenge over suen go s 
t Hercules bU7nt, 
d d myths - Ulysses as scrpcn , deriving (literal) sustenance from ea 
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Grendel avenged ... Croi'T is his own black book of 'solid . ,1r' ~r~ , gazing into the pa~t 
'Like a gypsy into the crystal of the future, 
Like a leopard into a fat land, I24. 
'The Smile' is a further source of visions and plunder. A function of the real 
(hidden) God, the smile outflanks hum~ subterfuee - 'mirrors of ricochet'-and comes 
from an ancient past, 'the oldest forest', to rule §:ll creat~.on, corpse to cosmos, 
'Kending everything 
Before it SI-rept out and al'ray across the earth' 125. 
If this subtly parallels the Crucifixion, the crowd pressing for a 'glimpse of a 
man's ,soul/stripped to its last shame', then Resurrection is achieved in 'Crow 
Improvises'. Alchemy is a series of electric shocks, burning avTa:y Croi'" s senses, 
confronting 'birth-sneeze' and 'death-chill'. The smile is thus liberated, it flies 
' ••• off into the air, the rubbish heap of laughter, 
S d · t' . d' t' t t ,126 cream, ~scre ~ons, ~n ~scre ~ons e ce era , 
a hard-won cure for entropy. 'Crow'colour' returns to CrovT's blackness to similarly-
revalue it as a form of strength, something far beyond the token dark of 'moon's 
shadow'. Rather it is light on the other side of despair, a nei'r sunlit vision 
blacker/than any blindness,I27. Such paradox continues into 'CrOi-l'S Battle Fury'. 
Pain yields to laughter, mortality is stitched into a nei'! birth, and CrOvT limps 
fOri-Tard (like Frankenstein's new made monster) to meet his Creation. 
'He comes for,,'ard a step, , 
and a step, ,'. I 128 
and a step -' • 
This acceptance by CroH of his blackness, his essential pain, is incorporated 
't th th' d' . t' .,,,r+h f C In 'Cr01{ Blacker than Ever', the ln o· e ~r, h~era.rch~c crea ~on w,y ~ 0 roy. 
d . 1 ., d to m,"''''', a na~led incarnation' on earth. secon ary God of Eden is forc~ b y- Jo~ne .:w.' .L 
'So man cried, but 'W i th God's voice. 
And God bled, but .. Ii th man' 8 blood' 129. 
d d t ' n' Crow grins in Crucifixion brings only agony here, 'a horror beyon TO emp ~o • 
f 'fly4ng the black flag of himse~f'. ealty to his Lord - the dark made manifest - .L 
'Revenge Fable' emphasises this neVI morality. To kill mother earth (the Goddess), 
48 to murder one's deepest self; SCouring her l:i th 'bulldozers and detergents', .L 
'his head fell off like a leaf' (prefigured in the blood-splattered conifer of 
'Dmm's Rose") 130 • 'A Bedtime Story' presents fu"1otber kind of failed .Creation. 
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Crow narrates a second fable, of an 'intermittent' man h 1 w 0 acks his crucial timing 
_'the photographs ''\-Tere blurred' - either for success or tr:1L"ed". h 4 s ~ If . ~ v, • ~e -posseS~lon: 
'But somehow his arms were just bits of stick 
SomeholT his guts .. rere an old. \.,atch-chain' 131. 
Conversely, Jahweh's attempts to destroy Crow result in 1 h new a c er:.y, a creativity 
pointedly denied God in 'Cro1'; Blacker than Ever'. CrOi,/, is the lost philosopher's 
stone, hammered into gold, hung on a tree for fruit, and buried to make man. Thus 
triumphant over crucixion and resurrection, he makes a ne1'7 , vengeful 'Redeemer'. 
'When God went off in despair 
Cro"" stropped his beak and started in on tte two thieves' 132. 
'Cro'\'; Sickened' continues his education even in illness (schizophrenia?), searching 
Crow's o"'n psyche for death Land thus ,\-lalking 'into: his ambush'. Blina 1fith fear, 
C.row a1;,tacks only to find' the enelllY is. himself, death his ,,-eapon against entropy -
'With all his strength he struck. He felt the blow, 
Horrified, he' fell' 133. 
In 'Song for a Phallus', this brutality is transferred to Greek myth, conveying the 
child's apprehension of sex. Through nursery obscenities, Crovl' relates attempts to 
emasculate the young Oedipus both by his father - 'Daddy had the ,cord from God' -
and the Sphinx, opening 'wide her maw', her sexuality. Oedipus kilJs both, only 
to return to his mother s womb;. suffering .is· circular not~ a. progress into meaning. 
'He found himself curled up inside 
As if he had never been bore 
Mamma Mamma' 134. 
The poem concludes \-Ti th a baby's first i'Tords, creation an endless, dark riddle
I35
• 
The fourth trial creation develops such violent, painful sexuality further. 
I Apple Traeedy' posits a looking-glasS:' Eden, Satan usurping God, Jahl~eh pl(.)yfully 
winning back control through the apple, an alchoholic kno,;;ledge of good and evil. 
Cider thus unlocks sexual licence and, subsequently, d~rr5En remorse. Eve seduce s, 
th . .C' I d b ~d All leads to entro;y. en in turn fears the snake, an inhibi t~on .Lue e Y _. am. 
I And God says: 'I am 'Hell pleased I 
And everything goes to hell,136. 
This impasse continues into 'Crow' Paints Himself into a Chinese EuraI'. 
'The gr.oct 
Art fr eezes creation, history chokes of a great general', Crow i';aits for battle. 
t into primeval terror, myth, and the '£right-glare' of nuclear holocaus merCes 
'The still-warm, stopped brain of a just-dead: god 
Tryi~g to speak,I37. 
In 'Cron's Last Stand', tho only survivor of this holocaust is Crow's 
138 
the to"rer of its scorched fort', black against a spectrum of flame. A 
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eye-pu;il, 'in 
still cruell~ 
opponent is faced in 'Cro'" and the Sea'. 'Hater resists all overtures _ an alien 
world, 'bigger than death' and yet it will not be ignored, Crow a failed Messiah. 
'He turned his back and he marched al'ia:y from the sea. 
As a crucified man cannot move,I39. 
The battle continues into 'Crm·r's Song about Prospero and Sycorax', added later. 
Cr01'T is set against the sea, male versus female, and entropy is defeated only by 
combining such aggression into mutual sexuality, mortality into orga~,m, thUE 
'easier to live with -
His death and her death,I40. 
With 'Truth Kills Everybody', battle is again joined. Proteus, the mythic shape-
changer of the sea, is pursued escalating horrors - shark, electric shock, 'Christ's 
hot pounding heart' - all successfully outfaced. It is the 'hand grenade' of earth 
that proves deadly, just as Proteus brings sea mysteries to dry land; 
'Stinking l7i th seC),-bottom: grovTths 
1.11 Like the plug of the earth's sump-outlet' ' • 
Crow is blasted to nothing. In 'CrOl, and Stone' he bounces back into life t into 
masterY' (al bei t only over earth), a monster holding 'the very globe in terror'. 
Stone batters itself into dust, Cro • .; merely grOi'TS nimbler. The survivor of so many 
apparent deaths,yet 'who nev~r has been'killed', still in terms of self-ktlolTledge 
'Croaks helplessly 
And . 1· t b ,142 ~s on y JUS om , 
ready for Apocalypse. 'Fragment of an )~cient Tablet' celebrates the Goddess's 
duali ty behreen appearance and the underlying thrust of life, face and vagina, 
'Above - the face, shaped like a perfect heart. 
Belo"T the heart's torn face' 143. 
Out of suffering come s ne'\'~ life, I gout s of blood' prefigure 'the tickL"1g bomb of the 
future' • If that bomb I':as e8,rth in 'Truth Kills Everybody', then in 'rotes for 0.. 
Lit In 'darkness of tte sun', bodies burn to tIe Play' it is nuclear catastrophe. 
nothingness ''\:i th all the rubbish of the earth'; all that remain are t1~0 mutations 
into. adespel?ate quest~f6r ,life. saVt~ely copulating, Crow's greed tr~sformed 
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'They fasten together. They seem to be eating each other. 
But they are not eating each other,I44. 
In this spoiled Eden, Adam and Eve -'hairy and slobbery, I g ossy and ral-Tt - contract 
a simple marriage from the heart of despai-r, beyond Jaln-Teh, 'lfithout guest or God'. 
Crow has clea,red the 'r,ITay for the fifth, and fO Ito 2na, r2al creation, emereing 
from such sexuality, such darkness. 'Snake Hymn' celebrates 'the love that cannot 
die", conversely 'an empty husk' here beyond suffering (beyond human relevance). 
Sex is the final ruler of Eden - snake, Adam's blood and Christ 'knotted on the 
cross are all its servants - the Fall in effect is triumph rather tha~ traccdy. 
In 'Lovesong', love is again 'appetite', a possessiveness, a joyful crucifixion; 
'Her eyes wantecb nothing to get away 
Her looks n[liled dO'Jn his hands his '\'Trists his elbows,I45. 
Metaphors deepen into the sinister, rpdolent of treachery and imprisonment _ 'the 
grinding of locks' - copulation embrace8 pain as well as ecstasy (unlike in unreal 
Eden). If the lovers' , little cries fluttered into the curtains', then also 'their 
146 ~creams stuck in the YTall'. The Oedipal imbalance of 'Song for a Phallus' is thus 
righted. Their two heads are a 'lopped melon' - like Mammy's - again made Whole, a 
genuine communion of love (Agape) through lust, through surrender of self to other. 
'In their entvTin~d sleep they excha~ged arms and legs 
In their dreams their brains took each other hostage 
In, the morning they wore each other's face,I41. 
His principles thus taught to man, Cro'T can- become a ,god, albeit only over oblivion. 
'Glimpse' ironically makes such fertility both CroH's death and his apotheosis; the 
leaf's edge that 'guillotined language' (as in 'Cro''''' Comr.runes') also confer~ di vini ty. 
'Speechless he continued to stare at the leaves 
Through the god "s head instantly substituted' 148. 
The scourge of 'l-TOrn-out mythologies is himself part of a ne", tougher myth, a hymn 
to the hidden Creator. Silence becomes i ts o~,m kingdom in 'King of Carrion'. CrOrT -
stronger than death in 'Examination at the \'Tomb-door' - returns as scavenger and as 
death's 4S 'of skulls', his throne a 'scaffold of bones', final plaything; his palace • 
'His crOv1!1 is the last splinter 
Of the vessel of life,I49. 
Ire rUles an empty "l-Torld. The swelling cry of 'T.·;o Legends" departs, shrunk and 
Silent, into entropy, 'the blindnes3 and dumbness a..'1d deafness of the gulf'. 
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A similarly inert 1'!orld - Faste Land revisited _' b ' ~s rought ~nto creation in 
'T'I'IO Eskimo Songs'. 
gashes out holes for 
In 'Fleeing from Eternity', men is deatl" s 'L. t. 
- gaos, 
eyes, impotent he tricks woman of her birthright. 
'Ee savT a woman singing out of her belly. 
He gave her eyes and a mout~, in exchange for the song,I50 • 
faceless he 
Rer blood and pain bring life, his laugh is the last vest~ge of God's 
.l. cosmic joke. 
'How Water Began to P:l-ay' finds Crow"'s old enemou- the sea also a 't 
''V v~c im of entropy. 
'1-[ ater y;an te d to live 
It went to the sun it came weeping back,I5I • 
Water can find only death -!.maggot and rottenness' - even in the 'Womb. It retreats 
through the 'stone door' of earth (YThich,in 'The Door' ,was Crolf's first home) to 
become, like CrovT, lord of oblivion, Heeping away emotion until it reaches purity; 
'It lay at the bottom of all things 
Utterly worn out utterly clear,I52• 
'Littleblood', the final and most be~utifully enigmatic poem in~, reveals the 
complex birth that follows such painful conception - 'the pain and blood ,·rere life'-
Crow's tenacious legacy·. Li ttleblood hides in the mountains, ' .. :ounded by stars', 
like primitive man 'eating the medical earth' (the dust of 'Crow and Stone'), 
''Ploughing vIi th a linnet's car case 
Reaping the 'wind and threshing the stones' 153. 
Similarly, littleblood represents the whole animal kingdom - gnat's feet,elephant's 
nose, crocodile's tailI54• Like Crow, it can instruct both poet and mankind as a 
Whole, a direct line to the vrellsprings of myth, dragging life from death's jav1s: 
'GrCl'ln so '\'fise groym so terrible 
Sucking death's mouldy tits. 
Sit on my finger, sing in my ear, ° littleblood,I55. 
I C t f th E l ' h r ce The King James Bible and n....!.2!" Hughes has created a to em or e ng ~s a. 
a whole library of myth are brought back to life; retold in a disjointed, ugly and 
Violent wa;J as if a crOrT I~ere to speak, its harsh song made verse, its blackness a 
world' 't h'l 'h.... CrO"'T tu ...... s evangelist - relating the struC[le -v~ew, ~ s hunger a p ~ asap • ..,.. ,.l.H 
to survive the creation of matter _ to emerge as 'Ii ttleblood', the ar.cestor of r,211. 
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Cro\i'S main opponent is entropy, the running doy;n of tte universe posited b:,' 
Einstein. It is CrCl',' s very vi tali ty, al bei t at times ugly or violent, t::at p:'oves 
hl'S (n"'!d our) a nuclear ago,a ne";;l'--mytlf:for a llorld in ruin:. 
=. salvation, a Messiah for 
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Like more communal, less personal myth, CrC)'IT has evolved its 01"" 151 
'U apocrypha , 
" "t t" 158 "t d" 159 its 01-:],'1 J.mJ. a J.ons ,J. S Olm paro J.sts • For Hu h h" 1 g es lmse f, it seems to have 
released the floodgates, a vast recent body of work that moves ever closer to the 
Goddess, mistress of Litt1eb1ood, the underlying deity o~~. In his text for 
Peter Brook's production of OrehastI60, Hughes invented a new language to properly 
express this composite myth, an arcane ritual re-enacted at ~he tomb of Xerxes, yet 
tthe interior ~vthology of the play is of a piece l:i th parts of my earlier 
wri ting; at the level of generalization, on which this myth l'Tork~, the 
writings of most poets are one system and the same,r6r. 
Thus, ,Tahl!eh becomes Krogon; the son in time of Orghast (creative fiI'e) and Moa 
(the "'orab), he imprisons the world. It is Pramanath' s (Prometheus's) duty to oppose 
him, the vulture is merely holy fire mistaken for a serpent, emerging as Anath, the 
lost diiTini ty of Croi~, the Uhi te Goddess. Pronetheus on his Crag re":orks these 
themes in English, a shrunken nUlnb l'1'orld in vihich Prometheus muses on the vulture, 
escapes earth for godhead (Hughes' MaliC, Greek myth is made current and so eternal). 
'He m·rays to his stature 
And balances. And treads 
. r63 
On the dusty peacock film: 'i,here the lTor1d floats' • 
Cave Birds~64 extends the myth still further, protagonist as life-denying sceptic, 
as Socrates, as ' civilised man' 165. Condemned to dea.th and consigned to tbe under-
world, he is reborn as (a) cro1-r, undergoing initiation into a true marriClge ,-;i th 
woman -'Oiil flower' of the Mabinogion, the Goddess - rising as a king, as a falcon; 
'In the v7ind-fondled crucible of his splendour 
The dirt becones God,I66. 
erOl'/' is indeed unkil1able, the parson of autumn in Season Songs,the singing~>survi vor 
168 
f "PhoenJ." x J.""'" 'Adam and the Nine', .raking him to lifo-o !:122.n-Bells, turning Adam: into _ .> .n 
tvTho has understood the Cro"·' s love-vhisper? 
169 Or the Crow's news?' • 
Conversely, Croi; has also enabled Hughes to re-enter Yature and l2l1dscape to 
1 throu:::ll myth but leaend, a .redefinition of: beauty: tb::.'o'JZ~ ce ebrate this Goddess, no :::, ~ 
h - -170 affirms the redemptive ponTs of the 
orror, life through deo..th. Season SonGs 
, to its promise, heat against cold; Goddess, of ea:rth, from Spring's majesty throU[;n 
'The hare strays do~m the highw·ay 
Like a root going deeper,I7I. 
172 ~.:!ls of Ehwt -returns to the poet's own childhood landscape, suffused by 
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leO'end and history-, harsh, abidingly ancient. Evol'ed b b 
b ~ Y som re photographs (sir~d 
by positives on J-rercian Hymns), the poems are equally mO:!'lochrome, 
a lament both for 
mother and native earth" - 'Elmet, the last British Celtic kingdom to fall to the 
Angles' - united in the ominous, closing dream. of an' iron angel, yet also a seed 
'Of the rrild god nOvT flo~.{ering for me 
Such a tigerish, dark, breathing lily' 
Between the tyres, under the tortured axles,173. 
Industry yields fully to Nature in Moorto:m,I7 4, pages from a. farmer's diary, the 
daily struggle to keep sheep and cattle alive, the business of survival, of harvest. 
'The tall loads are swaying to"\"Tarcls their barns 
Down the deep lands ,175. 
Elmet, 'an empty tOim, in the North 0'1' England', is the setting of Hughes' most 
extraordinary 'Hork so far, GaudeteI76 • Ritually sacrificedI77 , riven in t,:o, it is 
Lumb's duty to heal the ailing Goddess. Thus, one Lumb introduces Dionysian' orgy on 
earth (only to be destroyed by it), the other disappears into Nature, a modern 
Parzival, to reinvigorate the vTaste L~d. He emerges, like the risen Christ, to 
innocent children' - the new Age - leaving not 'traces of red mud' but a handful of 
strange hymns to a 'nameless female deity', the restored Goddess. He also bequeaths 
a miracle, an otter summoned from the lough's depths, a met~hor for her Creation, 
'the great world itself, this giant, shining beauty that God uhistled up 
, f' , t f' 1 ,n8 up out of the waters of chaos ••• an 1TI 1n1te crea ure 0 m1rac es 
Like Hill's attempts at national legend in Merci811 Hymns, Hughes is undertaking 
the lrork of a civiliz~tion _ not, like Heaney, merely synthesising it, Ol", like 
Gunn, simply investing it 'iii th new meaning - and creating a new structure of his Oi'Tn. 
This itself can comnent on, and incorporate, older myths and legends as ;;ell as 
P 'd' f 't If Hughes' narrative structure is ron lng a satisfactory cosmology 0 1 sown. 
less involved or intrinsically satisfying than, say, P~adise Los~ or Elake's 
Prophetic Books, at least he has the sane breadth of ambition. Such myth does not 
lapse back disappointed into naturalism, but re-infuses his :whole work, a nelT creation: 
d someth;ng l:i th the minir::u:rr cultural acc!'ct-'My main concern vJaS to pro uce - "-
ions of the museum sort ••• it might be invented after tho tolocaust ·'179 
I l' their seeds in nature'. 
where essential things spring again ••• on Y rom 
All t~ ',eI12prinrr both of poetry and r.:rth. four poets have garnered such a harvest, ll~ - b 
I. 
2. 
Dick Davis, 'Percei vine ,;hat is', PH Reviel: 15 (Vol 7, No I), 1980, PC 6~-I. 
See Alan Bold, Thorn Gunn and Ted EUr:}1C~, Edinburgh 1976, prI-15 'Ted Gunn'. 
Bold traces their increasing divergence, but the continuing publication of 
their joint Selected Poems London -1962 still associates_.one -wi th the othQr. 
Dick Davis, p 61. 
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See Keith Sagar, The Art of Ted Hughes 2nd edt 1978; Hughes ;-ias oblivious of 
the 'Movement t, 'urapped up as he vTas in the exclusive ;-Torld of the 1;;-li te 
Goddess (p 14), lre supplied Sylvia Plath ''::ith a fully l;orked out belief in 
the poetic mythology of Robert Graves' The ;';hite GOddess, it permeates :-:is 
v;hole system of beliefs. See chapter one for a brief discussion of the book. 
5. Ted Hughes, A Choice of Sh2kespeare's Verse, London 1971, p 187. 
6. Egbert Faas, 'Ted Hughes and Cro"i-, , (a conversation); London KD-Fazine n. s. VallO, 
No 10, Jan 1971, p 6. The quoto,:t;i\I/l c_Q""tin"'~.r 
'Is Mary violent? Yet Venus in Shakespeare's poem ••• evr .:t ,ually 
murdered Adonis •••• she murdered him because he rejected her. Ee ~:o.s 
so desensitised, -stupified and brutalised by his rational sceptici"n, 
he dirln' t knovT l:hat to do Iii th her. He thought she :';as an ethical 
7. Plato, banisher of the poets from his Republic, nevertheless 'I-fould ci va children 
not a grounding in ethics but a proper grounding in the Greek myths. 
8. Cf the same idea in Idries Shah, The Sufis, London 1974. 
9. Ted Hughes, 'Myth and Education', Childrens Literature in EducC'.tion I,I970;p67. 
10. John Heilpern, Conference of the Eirds; the story of Peter Brook in Africa, 
London 1977, p 268. 
II. See Al Al ve..rez, The Savage God London 1971, a personal vievr of suicide and Plath. 
12. Faas, p II. 
I3. Translated into English as The Tibetan Eook of the Dead, compiled and edited by 
~r. Y .Evans-V entz, London 1927, 3rd ed. 1957 'r'i th a : psycholoGical ~omment2.ry 1y 
C.G.June. At one time Hughes pianned to produce this as an opera ',;i th the 
Chinese composer Chou Hen-chung. 
14. See Mircea Elia-de, Sham2nism, London 1964. 
15. Fans p 16. 
. Chold rDH York 19'76 (ed •• Fo): 16. 'Myth and Education', lI~i ters, Cri t~cs end l re!,!, -,,'" I , \ 
n 0 0 a1 mo~c lively - to.lk, 
et al). This is a complete re~ri ting 01 the or~gln~ - ~. 
the same basic ideas, a completely nelf expression of them. 
b like the cor.~lic-
17. 'If the story is IE~ned ',:ell •• , then tl:a.it story h2.S ecome 
ated hinterland of a single vord' (p 80). 
18. Ibid p 94. 
19. At CambridGe, Hughes changed from :EnGlish to Archaeology and AnthropoloQ1 _ 1::8 
had already had as tutor J .C.Hodgart, an expert in the ball-ds ' C' 
<... - anc. ~'Il[2J' 
quotes (p 8) the remarkable dream, a fox's 1:<4'ning 1'"'ich pe"""''Llad d ""h 
"- -~ e ~ e :;Jo€:t 
that his creative Hork \Tas best served by such a move. Along rith Hathe.niel 
Tarn, Hughes is one of the few poets scholastically trained in primitive lJ.yt:l. 
20. The idens in the Faas intervie1-T, for example, are hardly rigidly academic. 
21. The same, of course, applies to Yeats! ~ Vision and indeed Graves' The 1:::ite 
Goddess (see chapter one). It is almost ~s if such theories soak up the 
detri tus of the poet's mind, leaving the creative 1Tork cleur, Iiw.gisterial. 
22. Faas, p 17. 
23. See John Sladek, The Ne .. , Apocrypha: a GUide to strMge science and occult 
beliefs,: London 1973 PfI20-2I. Cayce \:as an all-purpose mystic, advising on 
'matters of health, religion, philosophy, man's non-descendence from the 
monkey, Atlantis, the Great PyTamid, automcdic l~riting, nstrology, 
warnings in dreams, reincarnation and all other subjects of occult 
interest, not forgetting (regular bowel movemements)'. 
24. Sagar, 2nd ed. p 225. Sagar is also an expert on Lavrrcnce, the uuthor of a 
biography, the editor of his letters as I':ell as 1'Titing The Art of D.H.Lai1l'enC0, 
Cambridge 1966. 
25. See Richard de Mille, Castaneda's Journey, New York 1976, London 1978. 
26. Despite his imposture, Castaneda's i-70rk is true on a deeper' level, Don Juan a 
vehicle of the poetry of Don Juan - Saint John - of the Cross, a ne .. T spiri tud 
direction for modern man disguised in the myth of a peyote Indian. 
27. Geoffrey Thurley, The Ironic Harvest: :Snglish poetry in the tlTontieth century, 
London 1974, p 172. Nevertheless, such establichment fiCU~es as 11.H.Auden, 
Stephen Spender and Marianne Moore a"Tarded him a First Publication prize in 
New York, such an establishment publisher as FabeT 8.vidly took his work. 
28 l 't P' 'I' Tr..e rcc: Poety!, • Al Alvarez, ''l'he :Hel'T Poetry, or Beyond the Genti 1 y r~nclp e, . 1L 
ed. Alvarez, HarmondSl'Torth 1962, rev. ed, 1966. 
29. Calvin :Bedient, 'On Ted Eughes', Critical (1u2.~'terlz. Vol It,rTo 2(:::u;]!':,~:r I972)p!I3. 
30 CI ' l' 't:> ays).' n C~,iticism_ Jem 1965, c.uo-:cd • aud Ra.,;son, 'Ted Hughes: A Reappralsa =Lo~::::..::s:.:::~:......;:.!:-,;;:.;;;..:;.;;:.=.:::..::.:._ 
Sagar, p 35 (his pc:raph:rase). 
31 Faas p II ro 1-. tl e attack on EuLcr,es in E:ric HOf.1beI'D('r~ T;;c ;',:~t of -,':] 
• • ;:)ee, l'O~. ever, 1 • 
~: poetry in England und America dnce 1939, London I977, dI'0!:sine hi.s 
anti-democratic, almost proto-fu;cist political stance. Ccrtainl:r~ he remain? en 
outSider, a E:olitary in the '\'Torld of men. 
32. FiuChes is as obsessed .'Ii th solitude as Gunn is l:jth community. 
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33~ The Hawk in the Rain, London 1957. In my discussion of Hughes I "rork, the 
excellence of Keith Sagar's comprehensive study The Art of T d H :: 
. e _u~es, Cambridge 
1975, 2ildirevised ed. 1978'1. ~ ana 'shortage of space - precludes a full, poem by 
poem, analysis, as with Heaney, Hi)..l and Gunn. I shall concentrate on Crol.r. 
-34. See Faas PfII-I3. The same attempt on the universal through dialect can be 
discerned in the mature 'Hork of Alan Garner, .. rhose fictions closely- approach 
Hughes verse - respect for the Goddess, affinity wtth the_primeVal, a~stron~ 
sense of (Northern) place, synthesis of a l·:ide body of myth into something new, 
strange, fiercely personal. See The Oyrl Service, Lc,ndon 1967. 
35. Introduction to Keith Douglas, Selected Poems ed. Ted Hughe~, London 1964. 
Hughes also Olres a substantial poetic debt to Dylan Thomas, Gerald Manley 
Hopkins, John Cr01-7e Ransome, masters all of tp.e ha:Dsh line, the spiky conceit. 
36. Hughes obviously subscribes neither to Donald Davie's Purity of Diction in 
English Verse, London I952'(\0 . ..-T.\1 th~ later Ariicul~tte Energy: an enqui:ny into the 
syntax of English poetry, London 1957. He thus derives vehement energy at the 
occasional expense of meaning - the last 5 lines of 'The Hawk in the Rain' make 
no grammatical sense at all, syntax as smashed as the crashing hawk. 
37. The Hawk in the Rain p II. 
38. Ibid p 12. 
39. Hughes' father filled the poet's childhood with his reminiscences of the Great 
War,suah horrors have entered the very fabric of his poetry. See Bold p II. 
40. The Hal'~k in the Rain p 34. In> 'The. "}.iartyrdom of Bishop Farrar' fire is a means 
of testing, of validating the efficacy of mere '\"Tords, 'smoke burned his sermons 
into the skies'. 
41. See Sagar p 23, quoting The vrhite Goddess p 448. As in' the l~abinogion, and 
indeed The Owl Service (see note 34), the Goddess brings"both grace and despair, 
'She is the Flo"Ter-~oddess Ol' ..... en or Blodeur;edd, but she is also :?lodeu.:edd 
the Owl, lamp-eyed, hooting dismally, "lith her foul nest in •• a dead tree'. 
42. The Ha,1:rk in' the "Rain: p 19. 'Song' l"~as wI'itten, astonishingly, lihile Hughes was 
still at school (see Sagar p 8), his most darkly bea~tiful poem·- quietly and 
c?Tefully rhymed _ a continuation of the sensuous despair of late Keats, 
'The moving 'Haters at theiI' priest-like task 
Of pure ablution round earth's human shores' ('Bright Start). 
43. Lupercal, London 1970. 
44. Ibid p 42. The colonel's head is mounted, by Hughes, with ,"jolf and sturgeon, 
also fieI'ce predatoI's, also extinct. 
45. Ibid p 46. In a recent reading, Hughes claimed that part II of this poem was 
b d (~ee also s~ar p 39). 
l'lritten, through Hughes, by the spirit of his ouija oar 
One hopes that the spirit 1-ras granted royal ties. 
46. See 'Straw'berry Hill', H alpole 's Gothic toyed l1i th such life, i~ent d01:n .unce:::, it 
47. Lupercal p II. See Sagar p 46 for a fuller description f 
... 0 this 2.b3.I1co~'?S :-::~ ... tr .• 
48. A poem, like 'The Perfect ~orms" i-There myth overv:helms S 
- rem:on. ee Sagar f'P55-7 • 
49• 'Lu_percalia' also took place in February. Cf UJ b' ( 
.l',ovem er taking its 'tr21:ly in 
the soc.den ditch' from 'Thing·s PrEsent'), another part of "'8 1 myth ~ asona -r.w.kinG. 
50. ,;L,upercal p 63. Lupercalia l~as a festival of fertility, dog and. goat sac:c'i:icrd, 
the barren "Homen ritually i-fhipped by athlf.tes. The collection closes 1:i -th a 
hope that the fruitfulness of nature 1-Till invade humanity, a spic:-itual h2::-'vest. 
51. Ibid p 60. It is Cleopatra, not Rome, that is the real victor. 
52. See Sagar p 61. Unreliable and prying as most biographical speculation is, it 
seems unavoidagle here.:rh Letters Rome, London 1975, Plath indicates the 
mutual poetic debt of each to the other - see her Rughes-derived poem 'The 
Death of Myth-ma..1dne', Poetry xciv(Sept.I959) p 370 - and Hughes' early high 
producti vi ty flo"HS from this relationship. In bleak contrast, betv;een :'eb:c'uc'=,y 
1963 and 1966 Hughes wrote only 'The HOHling of ~';olves', 'Song of a ~at' and 
.  
a long play lThir.h has tiever appeared, except as verse fragments. 'C~denza' cmd 
'Heptonstall' -17here Plath is buried - seem subsequent attempts at ato;:eoC'nt • 
53. Recklings, London 1966 (limited edition of 150). 'togosf reappears in FodYo. 
54. Wodv<2" London 1967. The Ameri can edition - New York, 1967 - contdns two extra 
poems, ·'Root, Stem, Leaf' (three verses originally in Recklincs) and 'Scapecoats 
and Rabies', published in England separately as a limited edition, 'London 1967. 
55. Recklings p I7, 'Fallen Eve'. For a more humourous version of the snike myth, 
'hTitt4:n for cbildren (Hughes f purest myths) see Nessie the I'anncrlcss !:or2:t r r, 
London 1966. Cf also the earlier 'Hayday on Hol<ierness', discussed earlier. 
56. Hodl'o p 149. Cf the sinister, cruel, supernaturnl smile of Crow p 62-3. 
57. Sec The Fhite Goddess p 465. The 'Ford' is reduced to a child's first scream. 
58. 1Todl;O p 150-3, 'Gog', cf. The ;Thite Goddess p 465, Logos again dcfeated,clniming: 
pure Good, Pure Lo~ic, able to exist 'to be dominent as Alpha and Omega ••• ~ 
lTi thout the aid of l:omen ••• the outcor.Je i'-,as philosophical duclism'. 
59 T.T.od·;To t of a stroke - cf The ~:-5 te GoC1C€SS P 69 • • ~ . p 40, 'The Green ~:olf' - effec s 
60 S Th' 133 293 54 All are aspects of fertility. • ee c ~~hl te Goddess pr , , • 
6I. i.e. 'Song of a Rat' begins ,.There the short story fSunda.Y' lenves off, 'The 
b k to the poem 'November' in Iu~-~c-! -Rain Horse', a prose nar~ative, refer;:; ac -
d · the farms, fields'jumping'. 'sodden as the bed of an a.ncient lake I, rain scm glng 
62. ~Odl"O P I82. Poet anc' da.ughter experience a moment of fulfilment, the G,uiet 
It is aGain 0vokcd :or fertility of co,,;;s, the percoived mystery of the moon. . 
, ~ t' -C"l "J'ld 
1 co:-:-.fortably in T ,,(, l~~~ ,~, c children, albeit more fa.!1tastically, ess . 
" . 
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other moon-people, London 1963. 
63. Vasko Popa, Selected Poems, HarmondmTorth 1969, introduction by Eughes, p I/. 
64. };od'HO p 170. For further creation myths see the prose r01' t he ~:hale br C2~e and 
other stories, London 1963 (principally for children) d f an ,0 cour:::e,~. 
65. As in 'The ?"escue', the resentful saved 'like mummies v~l' th th eir bandac8::: ••• of~' 
66. _Crow, London 1970. The 2nd ed, London 1972, contal"ned 7 ne,; poems.·" ' 
67. Faas, p 16; Hue-hes earlier acknol~ledges, hOT:ever, that 
'You spend a 15 fetime learning how to I'Tri te verse "Then it's been clear from 
your earliest days that the greatest poetry in English is in the prose of 
the bible' (p 14). 
68. See Sagar p 114 and Paul Radin, The Trickster, London 1956. 
69. See The "Fhi te God~ess p 87. 
70. Ibid p 66, crOl: as Cronos, the murdered ritual king of the harvest. 
71. Ibid p 143; 'the Irorrige.n uas invoked in battle by an iP.1itation on l:ar-horns of 
a raven I s croaking', she nas the third part of the Triple-Goddess:. 
72. Cf the similarities betv;een lII'ruth kills Everybody' and the close of''i.'aD IJin'. 
73. Bold p 116. 
74. Faas, p 18. 
75. 'Poetry Nov:' broadcast on BBC Third Programme, 24 June 1970, quoted Bold p II7. 
76. Faas p 20, 'a super-simple and a super-ugly lcmguage w'hich would, in· a -,:r:y shed 
everything except just what he 1-Tanted to say'. 
77. See Sagar p 106, and sleeve notes to the Claddagh recording of ~, 1973. 
78. See Sagar.p 235. Hughes gave the same explan["tion in a recent rffa,ding. 
79. David Lodge, "'Cro';" and the Cartoons I, C-r>i tical Quo.rtc-rly Spring I97I, reprinted 
in PRetry ]inension I, ed. Jeremy Robson, London 1973, Pf30-39. 
80. David IIolbrook, ,h?st Bearin,<:-;s in English Poeti;y:, London 1917, cha,pter 5, I~c:'om 
'Vitalism t to a Dead eroH, Ted Hughes' Failure of Confidence', P 147. 
81. Geoffrey Thurley, The Ironic Harvest, London 1974, ':geyond Positive Value~:Ted 
Hughe:;;' p 186. ~Ihat Holbrook sees as an [l,tandonment to the A'csurd, Thurley ~ccS 
as " t t t " th P 1" h eXl" s+ventl" al tradition, a proper use of ::(rth. an lmpor an s ep ln .e Lng_ls~ 
82. Calvin Bedient, 'Absentist poetry', TIT :RcviC~! I (1977) PC 23-4. 
83 C V f h ] , " , I f o 'ern Poetry Studi~ 6,:·.c:t:l,-'-:.'1 
• • .Fernandez, 'C:.'o", a r:ythology 0 t _6 emaJllC ,!::'.~C:::.::.::.:.....::::..:::..::..:..::.Jj_~ _ --
I975, p 144. The demlimic has exhailsted Christianity and Science but not eroY,'. 
84. Peter Anbs 'The Eevival of l.r;ythopoic Imagination: A study of ~.S.Thom2.~ c ..nc. Ted 
1 " ., 
Hughes', Poetry Fales TO:; 4, 1975. Abbs is in the forefront of rnytbo~of,'lCru. 
criticism. 
301. 
fl5. J .Brooks BO"..lson, 'A Reading of Ted HUD'hes' Cr T.T' C 
o tJ 0 " , _o_n..:c..:e..::r~n:.:::i:.:..:n~e.....:.p~o~('.:.t .E:l.!Ii.. 1, 1974 , ~ 
Pf21-32, see al:='o Faas , p 17. 
86. Ted Hughes, Eat Crow, London 1971; concluding lines of a one act play in lIhie:: 
the hero Morean is under attack by'Prosecutor and the Goe.cess, ;:-rittcn 19G~. 
87. The prose part of the epic is not yet published. I h d ave use the most recent, 
commercially available edition (2nd English ed, London 1972) l-ith three POE:!lS 
added in a limited, illustrated edition, London 1973. 
88. Keith Sagar, Ted IIuc;hes (~Triters and their \';ork) 227 (1972), p 32. 
89. ~ p 13. Natural cro't; here leads to mythic Cro"H in 'Lineage'. 
90. See Faas PrI6-7 on the Bardo. Thodol, the Tibetan Book of the Dead ,-;-hl' ch H ' urr.€S 
planned as a libretto, means of fully passing both v;omb and tomb door. See :'.lso 
1>T.V.Evans-Hentz, ~'he Tibetan Book of the TIead, London 1927, 3rd edt 1957 \·:ith 
a psychological commentary by c./.Jung • 
91. CrOli p 16. See Sagar (1978) p 107. 
92. ~ p 17, scarring· the earth, the 1'~hite Goddess. 
93. 'Crow Rambles', Crow 1973 illustrated, limited edt 
94. Crm'7 p 19. Crovi laughs, precursor of the cosmic grin of his God. 
95. Cr2.! p 21. A pun on escape as 'did not notice', ,'broke free'. 
96. ~ p 23. The prophecy is 'a grimace', another precursor of the cosmic r,::-in. 
97. ~ p 27. This makes universal the Great ;:ar, one of Hughes' earliest mytts. 
98. ~ p 30. 'Agape' means not just 'open' but the Latin term for the Christian 
love-feast, communion turning Cro,!' s natural greed into spir itud illumination. 
99. 
100. 
101. 
CrOvT U -~ 22. 
Cro1~ p 
-
33. 
to ~, Cladciagh ~~ecords, 1973, pa:::,t Quoted 22£o.r pIl8 
aims to locate and relecse his olm crEator, God'::: 
nameless hidden prisoner, · ... hom he both encounters :::'epcatedly but in some 
~p 35. See footnote 
'CrO';T'S 1-Tholo quest 
unrecognisable form'. 
102. ~ p 35. It is left unclear whose enemies he loves, his Oi-Tn or Cro'.:' s. 
103. Cro~T p 36. A directly contrary creation myth to that in 'Tvo Legends'. 
104. ~~ }) 39. 
105. ~ p 42. The grin recurs, temporarily impotent. 
106. ~ p 44. The mirror is also a fortune teller's crystal ball. 
107 C d of 'Croi-I Communes'. • ~ p 45. Cf the equally -,:elcome erec 
108. A contrast to t Cro':," s Vanity', ",here such evocations cnme unplanncc • 
109. 2-r01'; 'P 47. cf' Cro" Tyrannosauru~', '" . . . - - c.[:O.ln lmprlSoned in earth. 
lIO. A development of an earlier, failed attempt at co~mic laughter, 'A Grin'. 
III. ~ P 50. Ee is vTai ting for his lost God, Lorw of such nothingness. 
II2. ~ p 52. Cf. the folklore spirit Robin Goodfello\'~' and a yet smaller 
302. 
sacrificial victim, the 1·;rren. Robin is not included in 'Cr01'~ and the Birdr:.'. 
II3. ~ p 52 • 
. II4. CrovT p 53. 
II5. As in 'The Battle of Osfrontalis'. 
II6. ~ p 54, speechless both in surprise. and because c.eprived of speech. 
117. 'CrOIT and the Birds', p 37. 
IIB. Cro"; p 55. 
II9. Crol·r p 56. See §agar Pf 127-30, another counterpart of the :Thite Goddess. 
120. 'C:':-Ou's Courtship', Crow 1973 illustrated, limited ed. 
121. CrOH p 58. FOJ~ a variant creation myth see Hughes' prose narrative for 
children 'HovT the Elephant Be:came', HOlT the :';hale Beceme, and other stories, 
London 1963. Bombo saves all the other animals from a forest fire. 
I22. ~ p 59, shot by a gamekeeper? 
123. ~ p 60. This loneliness viill be relieved by Croy,' s mate. 
124. CroW' p 61. Dejanira 1-TaS Hercules' wife, and accidentally poi~oned him 1:i th 
the shirt of lTessus, in BeoliUlf the hero undertook quests against tyo' draeons 
dwelling in 2. lake, Grendel a.nd his mother. 
125. Crow p 63. Cf the magical transformations of 'Cro'" goes Hunting'. The poem 
blends the narr2.tives of 'A Grin' and 'A Disaster', Christ as the Vord. 
126. CrOll U 65. 
--
I27. Cf the blaclmess of 'T~;o Legends', crow' a 'black rainbolT'. 
128. ~p 68. 
129. f!.2z. p 69. 
I30. ~ p 45, 'A Horrible Religious Error'; 'star of blood on the fat 
All three prefigure the godhead of 'Glimpse', leaf a euillotine at 
continues to stare 'at the god's head instantly substituted'. 
131. CroK p 72. Cf that simila.x failed saviour in 'ThE' Contender'. 
-
132. f.E..<?! p 73. 
133. ~ p 74, the nearest jt;h.~:t'·Hughes gets to 'confessional" verse o 
leaf' P 59. 
,:hich be 
13 comic poem far too seriously. 4. ~ p 77. Holbrook, prI55-58, takes this 
309. 
135. The Sphinx's riddle from the Oedipus myth - man the strange cr('ature l:ho fi::-st 
crawls on four feet, then' "Talks on tl:0, finally uses a stick as a third suP2;O::-t 
- is rather brutally anm;ered here, l~rested from her guts i:ith an axel 
136. ~ p 78, God's approval a parody of His "Tords in the gospel account of 
Christ's baptism' by John the Baptist, the last of the prophets. 
131' • .£!:E!. p 79, the blackbird is a para-Cron, a more melodious songster. 
138. Cf ''llhe Door' "(\'here the eye-pupil is Crou's first home. 'Burning/burning/ 
burning' is of course a direct echo of that hall of echoes The Waste Land. 
139. ~ p 82. 
140. 'Crow" s Song about Prospera and Sycorax', CrovT 1913 limited, illustrated ed. 
141. ~ p 83, cf. the magical transformations of a ballad like 'Tam Lin'; also 
cf. the shark of 'Craw's First Lesson', the electric shock of 'Crow Improvises' 
142. ~ p 84, eyes again! are all important, the pOKer of sight. 
143. ~ p 85, a var~ation of the riddle poem, augury of the Oracle. 
144. Crow p 86. See Faas p 19, this describes the survivors of a nuclear explosion. 
Cf also the 'ciark sun" of D.B.Lav;rence, a vital influence on Hughes, both in 
belief in personal mythology and in a v10rship of life, the free spirit. 
145. Crow p 88. 
146. See CrovT P('75-1. 
147. Cro,:r p 89. 
148. Croi'T p 90, cf the 'fat leaf' of 'Dalm's Rose', the lopped head falling off like 
a leaf in 'Revenge Fable'. 
149. Crow p 91. There seems also a further reference' to the Crucifixion, Christ and 
CrolT u..YJ.i ted in suffering, in t the hanged thing's/rack and final stretcher'. 
ISO. ~p 92. 
151. ~p 93. 
152. CrovT p 93, 
-
a kind of creation myth, 'HoYT the ~'!ater Becar.le'. 
153. CrolT p 94, 
-
f C t " farmer of the universe. littleblood becomes a harvester a rea ~on, 
154. It is best t Hughes' style can be not to attempt to visualise such a crca ure, 
easily ridiculed for it is not to be interpreted realistically but as myth. 
155. ~ p 94. 
156. See also Thomas Pyncheon's short story 'Entropy', the Jerry Cornelius novels 
of Miohael Mooroock. -"\h~...r-e.. again attempt to turn science into art, come to 
terms r'ith a nuclear age. 
Lovepct', 'GenesiS of Evil', 'Cro': 157. For example 'Cro'!' s ~,ong about God', 'The 
See SaGar's complete bibliocr~phy. 
the Just' and 'Crol'~'s Song about EnGland!. 
310. 
158. Most impressive is R.S.Thomas' artistic renaissance ITt", L ' 1972. 
'...:-.!::.' onQon 
159. nost humorous is George IJacbeth, The Orlando Poems, London 1971. 
160. See A.C.R.Smith, Orghact at Pcrscpolis, London 1972. 
161. Ibid p 97. Cf :Brook's later project, the Sufi parable'Confe'rence'of the \ Birds: 
162. Prometheus on 1:is Cre-e., London 1973, reprinted in l.~oortOl·:n, London 1979. 
163. l:Ioortorn p 92. tE~th-numb' also continues the erOH apoch.r-i,\..,.c:.... 
164. Cave-Birds, London 1975, revise~ and enlarged commercial ed., London 1978, 
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CHAPTER SIX. 
POETRY AND M Y T H. 
\Myth, then, may have to be re-defined for the twentieth century,I. 
'And yet. And yet. The great forest of ancient mytholo€ies does 
beckon, and it still has its attractions,2. 
31I. 
All this really takes us no further towards _ discovering l;hy ~ rather 
than ho ..... -
modern poets have returned to myth. ~r e must turn again from analysis to theory. 
There scem to be t,,~o poles of experience running throu[h post-war 
ve=se,tte s~cred 
and the profane, the numinous and the political, the mystl'cal and thc prosaic. I~'1 
that master:9icce of committed Harxism, Illusiofu and Reall' ty - 't 
_ a comml .ment leQ~nt 
from the pulses not others' rhetoric - Christopher Caud .. rell traces the hardeninc: .:~ 
of myth into religious dogma, the class divisions of nascent capitalism. :';yth i t-
self demands 'assent to the illogical' but presents 'man I s confused knol'rledge of 
society and his relation to it', glimmerings of reality, steps tOllard communism: 
'the phantastic lTorld of poetic ritual, myth or drama expresses a 
social tru'~h, a truth about the instincts of man as they fare, not in 
biological or individual experience, but in associated experience,3. 
Alternatively, in her equally commi"cted defence of metaphysics Defcndinr-: rncirnt 
Springs, Kathleen Raine sees myth not as outdated (partially correct) superstition 
but as endlessly valid, 'myth is the truth of tte fact, not fact the truth of the 
mytb'. Through an over-insistence on the detail and not the 1~hole, the striking 
image and not the construction of a mythology, modern poetry lacks such unity as 
only myth can provide, the sense of Eden( or Nev Jerusalem), lin..1(s i':ith the psyche: 
'as an al ternati ve to a demythologised naturalism from "Thich all the 
numinosi ty has bee!l "~i thdra1'7n, I '\:ould expect any profound rene',;al of 
poetry to come from an exploration of the interior, the anterior 
landscape of the imagination' 4• 
In the invaluable Agenda special issue on hlYth, John Heath-Stubbs ur.i tes these" t7:0 
warring theo!'ies, each an aspect of the other, both (and only) thus fulfilled: 
'because myth is a means of exploring human potentiality, the poet c,u,-t 
revalue experiEmce, and become a revolutiona::-y. :;?ccause myth i2 a ~'ay 
of relating meaningfully to the past and tradition the poct is alYlays, 
in the true sense of the word, conservative,5. 
( PI t . c myst ici SID), royt t mc:'C:..] Far from being destroyed by socialist realism or a onl 
b I f man's OP9Tcssion 
reveals it as yet another of its countless aspects, a sym 0 0 
(or man's potential), a partial view. my
th - ;.,hetr.f"r it Indeed, to re-invigorate 
C .). d f forbidden texts, fror.l the must be rescued from the Marxist (or hristlan In e~ 0 
qUicksands of academia, or from the nursery of child's fable - :'cmains the 
t Iir.}: 
not to devise but rediscover, a mastering impulse of the greatest poetry, 
,312. 
psyche to society, the poet to his readers, each reader to one 
ar.other. 
'No-one can really invent nc~: myths. It· lS a matter of 2flecting and 
recombining under high imaginative pressure from the mass of mythic 
material i·,hich most of us have forgotten myth 
• • • s ";}:ich ':ere ever true 
myth cannot die, since it is part of the d f" "t" e lnl 10n of ~~th that it 
exists outside time, making intelligible the perm~~cnt realities,6. 
In just the same iiay, myth has been incorporated stylistically into the four 
major poetic movements of this century, form mirroring function, reshapl"ng 
_ perce ;:t-
ion. For the modernists, myth was integrated into collage, Eliot's fusion in T~J' 
Waste Land of 'these fragments I have shored against my ruin' - Tarot cards, Eoly 
Grail, Buddhist r~oirth, the Golden Elizabethan Age-reflected in-tight,packed verse, 
'The horses, unGer the axeltree 
Beat up the davm from Istria 
With even feet. Her shuttered barge 
Burned on the 'Fater all the day'? 
In symbolist poetry, myth was not dispersed but concentrated into potent metaphor, 
Yeats' 'Leda and the Swan' standing, at once, for itself, the 'burning roof and 
tower::'- of Troy, the coming of the Christian age (analogue for the Incarns,tion) , 
even a nm-: sexuality - 'did she put on his kno"Wledge 1:i th his po1-;er'. Again, !Among 
School Children' makes convergent - .. There Eliot 1{ould have made divergent - a vi~i t 
'f u'''' by a'sixty-year! smiling public man f, Leda, r.~aude gonne and the moon changes of 1, 
{I\ 
Vision to c:::'cate its olm myth, a fusion of beauty and 'VTisdom, tree and leaf, 
. . 
'0 body si{ayed to music, 0 brightening glance, 
8 
HOvT can ,Te lrnOl'i the dancer from the dance' • 
For the sur::-ealists, alternatively, myth iTas (used as) image, :David Gascoyne's 
adoption, in 'I,Iiscrere', of the Crucifixion as a correlative for man's endless fall. 
suffering brought brutally up to date (myth an archetype of human inhumanity), 
'See, the centurions Kear riding boots, 
Elack Ehirts and badges and peaked caps, 
9 
Greet one another Vii th raised-arm salutes' • 
I reference, an outdated ~~ovement realism, still prevalent, t::-eats r:JYth mere y as 
I "~ .- '11 f cises - 'any cod you l.:C" L_ code on "Lich, like parallel bc:rs, to pET' arm exer II 
10 'remote t!'1a!l It':~Otico', _'all l6st -do to say/the things you like t - the past more 
'That ancient mythology has fallen; 
Those runes and talismans diminish, 12 
¥oys for tho fingers of foolish children' • 
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It is the -Movement, not mytholoGY, that is now an outdated to", an 
" outworn 
style; nevertholess, if myth is partly a function of form, then 1"t can, in tu:::-n, 
modify content, shape the vTill to creation. I-vrould! suggest fO\l6' basd.clmotiv~tio~:s 
here. E'irctly, myth can validate; -justifY'Jeven~ the·po~t.t 8 pti vate" life f make art . 
out of suffering. If Robert 10,,"ell made his ov~n background a legend~3 ,'_ self as 
tragic hero, and Sylvia Plath's later poems seemed what they"so sadly were, advance 
14 
. notes for suicide, then confession had been turned into myth far earlier in GeOTge 
Painter's forgotten, haunting masterpiece The Road to Sinodun. The-poet/narrator 
survives nervous breakdOlm -' legendary en6ounte::.:s l~i th his pvn doppelganger _ 
through his redi seove.rjy." , 1dnter_iinto spring;' of SLinodun •. Ancient I1'.yth can heal 
but, as befits this tart 'Hork, it silences- 'mY future 1{Or<is all dumb '-it is partial, 
'Day fades, I am lost and houscless, 
Sinodun is far behind,I5. 
Secondly, myth can refnf~n'ce -the bond bet1:een man and natui'e,ppet and' his. lanc_6cap~ 
In Briggflatts, Basil Bunting creates rich {fictional) b~ography, the poet as 
Bloodaxe - made one in the coda - to reinvigorate his orm past, bull, mason and 
lost love, all 'paving the sloWYrorms way'. Such memories pursue him into exile, 
are modified, bull into minotaurf .poet' into _ slol:,wrm. ehastened., an, old mant h(l L 
returns to his homeland at season's change - 'I hear Aneurin number the dead' ':'Ume 
blurred - 'today' s posts are piles to drive into the quaggy past '- loss outfaced, 
'rifty years a letter unanswered; 
a visit postponed for fifty years. 
She has been with me fifty years,16. 
_Thirdly, myth can support the inner rrorld against reason, ~ the constraints of that 
SOCiety _ ru1cient or comr:umal _ celebrated, sa:y, in Briggflatts (Co IJorthern myth). 
In 'Old / th "I T opposes urban 'ceremonial pattern' to Savage Young City', ITa anl.e arn 
d commerce vii th the earth ,his na.tural self, poet, 'magic artificer', who seeks instea . 
'only the shaman frolicks, mocking his olm mask, 
f " ,17 whole capitals crumbling lThile he counts his lngerS • 
- - Ch~l~-cn oP ~ndeed,. idea is erected into polemic in Michael Horovit~'s antl":oloGY .. ~~,... -
AI \\: 'the legacy of the "hole man', unclair:cc. bi~, a heady brew of lost enthusiam~, 
F dl"st1"11 the emotional wisdom of a people, ourthly, ru1d most ambitiously, myth can 
informed Mass Observation, the poet as priest, as scribe. 
3I4. 
David Cascoyne records a ' solitary stroller' a'l-iake in a world asleep ( 
unconsciou:.) , 
a survivor of 'that great lost ship, The Day'. The stars 'spl' t f 
' , ~n ers 0 old l"'\ .. +'~C"t 
··~L' "' .... ~ , 
bere . must accede ,'(Tarn t;revers~Q.) to modern temples\,- Battersea Pm'Ter Station _ 
'raised to man-made P01,yer and Light', dreams enter in gaudy carnival, despair ends. 
'Greetings to the solitary ••• He are closer to one another than v:e 
realize. Let us remember one another at night, even though v:e do not 
knOyT each other's names' 19. 
Such hard-'l-Ton revelations are further urbanised, the tribe moved to town, in Roy 
Fisher's City, Birmingham itself a tragic, ,suffering hero, a'ghost ;;'.;B.@ong the 
spokes of the new'. Fisher cunningly m8!'ges prose and verse, reality and vision{~~ 
does Gascoyne), the city a ' composite monster' of its inhabitants, essentially 
unknolrable - 'most of it has never been seen' - trueing on it 'dry epic flavour, 
"Those air is human breath'. People, too~, become legendary - 'an eternally startled 
.Adam, a permanently' bemused. Eve' - ,metamorphosis of'steeil.. into 'tree, man into myth 
'Each thought is at once translucent and icily capricious. A polytheism 
20 
wi thout gods' • 
Citl, thus tang~ntially, reveals the most poten~ need to drive post~~.poets 
b~k to myth,a desire to recapture Eden, a lost world of perfection, .the bolden . 
Age. Just as in J .G.:Ballard 's strange imploded novel 'You, lie and the Continuum'-
prose metamorphosising into poetny - Christ~s Second Coming is botched, shattered, 
'lost integers in a hundred computer codes, sand-grains on a thousand 
- . th'~' beaches, fillings in a milll0n mou s , 
in recent poetry Eden is both desired and yet found only as fraemented, fancd, 
soiled by an eternal tawdriness. If Eliot could look back to a rich fullness noir 
laid 'Haste, if Yeats could dream of Byzantium, Heaney's bog-Ireland is dark and 
dangerous, Hill's Mercia cruel and arbitrary, Cunn' s 'nel,r men' to be reclaimed ty 
the dust, Hughes' ~ greedy and evil, men merely hiB playthings. And yet the 
1 death subJ'u~ated to beauty -myth remains potent, nOl:here more than in ~, 
'The constant vision of the race: 
f "t' 22 La1'med orchard deep .. ii th flo',;er and ru~ • 
" L. t'n4 s search for Eden, its Edwin l,'[uir'provides the most coherent account or ... 
th like Saul 'c~k 
bitterness and its triumphs, in that unified .. iork The Laoy:::in . -
Sf-I'U. Lrr-lin,ct to;~ards illuoination, to on the highw'a.y, groping in the light t - ..... -D ~ 
'shine yet in your golden age,23. 
315. 
It rcma.ins only to refine definitions;todra,'; some final tentat;ve 
... conclusions. 
Legend is not merely localised, second-r~te myth but a complox f 
orm of nostalCia, 
an attempt to recapture childhood landscapes, Eden traced back t h 
o t e nUr2cry. 
This lost dOMain is, inevitably, viened from exile, absence ak° 
m lng the legend r'o\~ 
fonder, more intense. Thus, for Heaney, Winterinn: Out ends ',;th !:? ' ... escape rTestl'2-c'ds 
to California, North - along '>l'i th the more personal Stations - a view framed from 
the context of the South, the HicklovT of 'Exposure t • A~ain, Hill t s portmanteau 
legend of the Eidlands, Mercian HYJIlAs, lTas crafted in Leeds, the !Coet I s place of 
'fork for the last hrenty-five years24. For Gunn, Positives '"as i'Tritten, (admittedly 
in situ)25 after a long sojourn in California, his more poignant, personal memories 
of a London childhood made legend later in Jack StralT IS Castle: indeed the title 
poem sets its obsessive vision of endless rooms, space in the skull, c~0und that 
26 
same Hampstead landmark • In turn, Hughes endlessly recycles his brutal vision of 
death and life in a Pennine village - the (absurdly) aptly named I,iytholmroyd - from 
the gentler vantagre points of Mexborough, Cambridge, London and a thatched cott~e 
'17 
in Devon. Legend, therefore, can be {re)defined as a,nostalgia for place - native 
land, native bones - the landscape a continuum. 
Full myth adds a further dimension, a nevT parameter, 'the greater mystery of 
T o t 28 lme • Holy celebrates, and perpetu~tes, myth as eternity of form, a pattern 
that runs throughout history _ endl6ssly varied, endlessly the same - time made 
sense of through constant repetition. Crow instead treats myth as itself a vast 
historical survey, a narrative set deep in the past that explains the inexplicacle 
present. Really the first is a function of the second, individual myths the 
building blocks of a mythology, manifestations ,'rithin space and time of a pattern 
beyond ei thor. The past is indeed lost, a foreign cou,,'1try, and only myth can fully 
recreate its complexity, its strangeness. The four processes earlier isolated -
1 b t nell myth - are not exclu::-i ve but egend as archetype, nevi legend, myth as arc"e ype, 
can be traced in all four ::;octs, ::-om progressive, a procession to the numinous that 
of the tribe to the C".;vths of tce £e If. native legends to one's ovm, from the myths 
All are attempts to escape rational despair for a supra-rational transcendence, 
I In a T'To-:"'lo. where men do not stay put in oneliness for a ne .. T kind of community. ' -
fIt ~lacc ~:~umC 
th k fo 'T' education, legends 0 os:,. c. e same place but travel a""i~ for 1:or, -
316. 
a nOli importance; in an age when religious doubt has yielded t ~"'l 
o 00_.... atropl,:,r, t~e 
the old myths assume a desperate significance. Th t 
e mos promising young poets ~'.n.ve 
further mapped out these legends of space, myths of time. In Avebu:-y,RiChard.3urns 
29 
traces the ancient 'stone in me/stone that I am', the past flo,Ting out-th::,ouCh oytr:-
into future. Cli ve ~'Yilmor uses The Dwelling Place to trace, through leeend,his o~rn 
sureness of place and his uncertain' debt to his father ,,.Thom I hardly knCl'r' 30, a 
, genealogy of pain. Jeremy.Hooker'creates Solent Shore to structure h1's . or1gins, 
his birthright, the patterns of llater - 'I could spare a life trying to deci:9hc r 
them' - and the foreshore it ebbs away to reveal. Memories of fa:r islands like 
'shattered bone', legends, retrieved by earlier '~ntnesses' ,tide back into the blood, 
that'reddish fluid/.-There the .. rater breaking fell ,.31.. Hyth singles out the reader 
32 
from his static point in time and space - 'one's ovm body from its instant and heat' 
- to restore back to him eternity, the horizons ,his own part in the schemm ,of'thingE 
If the destination is the same, the routes differ. Serunus [eaney has ~:aded 
through bogland to a new harmony, 'the covenants of flesh,33. Geoffrey Hill has 
escaped legend for a new kind of mystical Christicmity, the dark mythologies of 
Tenebrae. Thom Gunn has progressed through the gospel according to Sartre, tl!e 
epiphanies of LSD, back to a study of origins, myths for a sadder, harsher world. 
Ted Hughes, single--minded in his pursuit of the lIhite Goe.dess, has survived the 
I.../" 
blackness of Croi'; for the luminosity of the Epilogue to Caudote, hymns for a ne~r 
'\-'orld. Indeed, all four poets are myth-maleers in the deepest, most difficult SGnse-
those legends: that govern art and society - reinvigorcoting Eliot' s ~:aste Land(modetn 
philosophical despair) :Ii th ne"T ceremonies, an old reliance on Nature. The ~:~'i te 
Goddess _ that cranky, infuriating, eccentric, half-mad study of poetic myth- looks 
to be increaSingly important 34, bringing new life to the desert, sie;rrposts to the 
1 G I G d t but the 'deliberate kiss' of ost. Longing for the oddess info1.~ms not on Y au e e 
'Gl f ' '"ho mU!"1'cal~y resolves 'Tenebrae', tr-.c anmore Sonnets', the 'Arlgel 0 Tones n - -
. f d ~hee l' sever f2.ir' 35. 1-:1:cthcr 
mourned dead of 'Breaking Ground', 'shee 1.s oun, ~ 
th k to the earth, materialism back to a is presaoc-es a retreat from technology bccc 
scope of the present study. CE'Ttainly lTorship of natural fo:!:'ces, is far beyond the 
myth is an old chanr;ing "J:a,.V _ ever the same, ever different - from which r.,oc:cc-n 
d significanc0,36, a mrens oP 
poets can still derive, as Eliot foresa1'1,' a dwpo an a ~ 
escape, a coming to freedom. 
I. 
2. 
3. 
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